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Abstract 
In the age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps, the conventional 

conception of privacy that focuses excessively on the identification of the individual 

is inadequate to safeguard an individual’s identity and autonomy, when she is 

targeted on the basis of her interdependent social and algorithmic group affiliations.  

In order to overcome these limitations, this interdisciplinary research develops a 

theoretical framework of the group right to privacy (GRP), which is based on 

privacy as a social value (Pv).   

 
The quadrumvirate formulation of GRP is articulated on the dual lines of 

the individual’s right as a member of a group and the right of the group itself.  An 

individual’s interest in her social identity and her socially embedded autonomous 

self is protected through GRP1. The individual’s right against algorithmic grouping, 

GRP2, is motivated by an interest in group-related aspects of informational self-

determination.  Thirdly, I provide a non-reductionist account of instances where 

some organized groups may be entitled to privacy in their own right as GRP3.  

Lastly, I articulate the collective interest in Mutual Privacy, understood as an 

aggregate participatory shared public good which is protected through GRP4.  In 

all four GRP, I carve out a limited exception for contact tracing by Covid-19 Apps 

during the extraordinary circumstances of the pandemic while safeguarding against 

the creation of a new normal of erosion of privacy and the rise of post-pandemic 

simveillance. 

To test its efficacy, this theoretical model is critically analysed against the 

technological challenges posed by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps.  I further 

examine international privacy legislations to highlight the way this expansive privacy 

model can be incorporated in the regulatory landscape. In conclusion, this thesis 

emphasizes that our privacy is not only interdependent in nature, but also 

existentially cumulatively interlinked and should be protected through the GRP.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

To know what a man is, you must not take him in isolation…The mere individual is a 
delusion of theory. 
 ~ F.H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, 157-158 (1876) 

1.1 Introduction 
In July 1890, Wilde presciently warned “[t]o define is to limit.”1 Later that year, 

in December 1890, Warren and Brandeis defined the right to privacy as “the right to 

be let alone.”2 Over the course of the last 130 years, as the nature of privacy violations 

has shifted from social interferences to algorithmic inferences, the limitations of the 

traditional conception of privacy have become exposed. In the age of Big Data 

Analytics3 and Covid-19 Apps4, the conventional conception of privacy that focuses 

excessively on the identification of the individual is inadequate to safeguard the 

individual’s identity and autonomy.5 As Barocas and Nissenbaum point out,  

[E]ven when individuals are not ‘identifiable’, they may still be 
‘reachable’, may still be comprehensibly represented in records that 
detail their attributes and activities, and may be subject to 
consequential inferences and predictions taken on that basis.6  
 
Further, the interdependent nature of our networked existence means that 

for data processing purposes we unconsciously belong together in a social or 

algorithmic group.7 The information pertaining to one individual can be processed 

 
1 OSCAR WILDE, THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY 251 (1981). 
2 Samuel D. Warren & Louis D. Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 HARV. L. REV. 193, 195 (1890) (articulating 
the right to privacy as “the right to be let alone.” (emphasis added)). 
3 PHILIP RUSSOM, TDWI BEST PRACTICES REPORT: BIG DATA ANALYTICS 5, 6 (2011) (noting that “the 
three Vs of big data (volume, variety, and velocity) constitute a comprehensive definition” and “big data 
analytics is where advanced analytic techniques operate on big data sets.”) 
4 Michael J. Parker, Christophe Fraser, Lucie Abeler-Dörner, & David Bonsall, Ethics of Instantaneous Contact 
Tracing Using Mobile Phone Apps in the Control of the COVID-19 Pandemic, 46 J. MED. ETHICS 427, 427 (2020) 
(“a mobile phone app that captures ‘proximity events’—events in which two mobile phones have been close 
enough for sufficient time for the risk of infection to be high[.]”) 
5 Anna Johnston, Individuation: Re-Imagining Data Privacy Laws to Protect against Digital Harms, 6 (24) BRUSSELS 

PRIVACY HUB WORKING PAPER 12 (2020).  (“A person does not need to be identified in order for their 
autonomy to be undermined or their dignity to be damaged.”) 
6 See Solon Barocas & Helen Nissenbaum, Big Data’s End Run around Anonymity and Consent, in PRIVACY, BIG 

DATA AND THE PUBLIC GOOD FRAMEWORKS FOR ENGAGEMENT 44, 45 (Julia Lane, Victoria Stodden, 
Stefan Bender, & Helen Nissenbaum eds., 2014) (focusing on mitigating the conflict between big data and 
ethical values). 
7 Karen Levy & danah boyd, Networked Rights and Networked Harms 1  –2 (Privacy Law School Conference, 
Working Paper 2014) (exploring “two interwoven concepts of ‘networked rights’ and ‘networked harms”’); 
see also Lanah Kammourieh et al., Group Privacy in the Age of Big Data, in GROUP PRIVACY: NEW CHALLENGES 
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to negatively impact the autonomy of other members belonging to the said group.8 

Hence, the privacy violation of one member of this social or algorithmic group 

impacts all the members of the group. 9  Search engines reinforcing racism, 10 

algorithms discriminating in employment on the basis of gender, 11  algorithms 

unfairly downgrading student marks on the basis of schools’ results in previous 

years, 12  and consumer identity getting compromised on the basis of shopping 

patterns13 are all examples of automated assault on an individual’s autonomy and 

identity on the basis of her membership in social and algorithmic groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
OF DATA TECHNOLOGIES 37-39 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot eds., 2017) (discussing 
how to secure group privacy via traditional levers of power and better data security, management, and 
literacy).  
8 Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot, Introduction: A New Perspective on Privacy, in GROUP 

PRIVACY: NEW CHALLENGES OF DATA TECHNOLOGIES 1, 5–6 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van 
der Sloot eds., 2017) (addressing the concerns arising from new data analytical technologies with regard to 
collectives); Barocas & Nissenbaum, supra note 6, at 56; see also Solon Barocas & Karen Levy, Privacy 
Dependencies, 95 WASH. L. REV. 555, 583 (2020) (demonstrating how different types of privacy dependencies 
can raise different normative concerns). 
9 Bernadette Kamleitner & Vince Mitchell, Your Data Is My Data: A Framework for Addressing Interdependent 
Privacy Infringements, 38(4) J. PUB. POL’Y & MARKETING 433, 435 (2019). (“The phenomenon of 
interdependent privacy infringements arises through the intertwined nature of human beings in society”); see 
also Mathias Humbert, Benjamin Trubert, & Kévin Huguenin, A Survey on Interdependent Privacy, 52 ACM 

COMPUTING SURVEYS 1, 2 (2020) (summarizing and analyzing research on interdependent privacy risks). 
10 SAFIYA UMOJA NOBLE, ALGORITHMS OF OPPRESSION: HOW SEARCH ENGINES REINFORCE RACISM 26 
(2018) (“Marginalized and oppressed people are linked to the status of their group and are less likely to be 
afforded individual status and insulation from the experiences of the groups with which they are identified.”). 
11 See Jeffrey Dastin, Amazon Scraps Secret AI Recruiting Tool That Showed Bias Against Women, REUTERS (Oct. 
10, 2018), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-
secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G  
12 James Clayton & Zoe Kleinman, The Algorithms That Make Big Decisions About Your Life, BBC (Aug. 17, 
2020), https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-53806038.  
13  Charles Duhigg, How Companies Learn Your Secrets, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 16, 2012), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-
habits.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1&hp&mtrref=undefined&gwh=6C719A5602C48362622D5774F1C72C9
7&gwt=pay&assetType=REGIWALL.   

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-53806038
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1&hp&mtrref=undefined&gwh=6C719A5602C48362622D5774F1C72C97&gwt=pay&assetType=REGIWALL
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1&hp&mtrref=undefined&gwh=6C719A5602C48362622D5774F1C72C97&gwt=pay&assetType=REGIWALL
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1&hp&mtrref=undefined&gwh=6C719A5602C48362622D5774F1C72C97&gwt=pay&assetType=REGIWALL
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1.2 Research Question(s) 
 

1.3 A primer to the Group Right to Privacy 
In order to address the limitations of the conventional individualistic 

conception of privacy, in this doctoral research, I shift the focus of privacy from 

identification to identity formation14 and from the individual to the group.15 Using 

this paradigm shift, I construct a theoretical framework of the Group Right to 

Privacy (GRP) that is rooted in privacy as a social value (Pv).16 The theoretical model 

 
14 See Mireille Hildebrandt, Privacy and Identity, in PRIVACY AND THE CRIMINAL LAW 43, 49-50 (Erik Claes, 
Anthony Duff, & Serge Gutwirth eds., 2006) (emphasizing the role of privacy in identity building). 
Hildebrandt asserts that privacy is not merely about access to personal information, but also about identity-
building. Id. By highlighting privacy’s role in identity formation, I seek to protect an individual’s social identity 
that arises out of their participation in social groups. See also: Michael A. Hogg, Social Identity Theory, in 
UNDERSTANDING PEACE AND CONFLICT THROUGH SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY: CONTEMPORARY 

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 3, 6 (Shelle McKeown, Reeshma Haji, & Neil Ferguson eds., 2016) (describing the 
core tenets of social identity theory). 
15 For shifting ontology of privacy see Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 43-46. 
16  Priscilla M. Regan, Privacy and the Common Good: Revisited, in SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF PRIVACY 

INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES 50, 50 (Beate Roessler & Dorota Mokrosinska eds., 2015) (reflecting on 
the philosophical developments in privacy). See generally, PRISCILLA M. REGAN, LEGISLATING PRIVACY: 

In view of the aforestated limitations of the individualistic conception of 

privacy, this doctoral research aims to answer the question: 

How can a Group Right to Privacy effectively protect individual autonomy 

and identity in the age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps? 

While answering this question, I shall address the following sub-questions: 

a. What are the limitations of the existing individualistic 

conception of privacy?  

b. What is the group right to privacy? 

c. How can the group right to privacy effectively address the 

lacuna of the individualistic conception of privacy? 

d. Does any group right to privacy exist only to address the 

lacuna of the individualistic formulation of privacy or are 

there some non-reducible group/collective interests that also 

form the subject matter of the group right to privacy? 
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aims to counter the various privacy threats that we face at an individual and group 

level in a hyperconnected world by developing an interlinked mechanism to protect 

the interdependent nature of our collective existence.  

While the limitations of the Individual Right to Privacy (IRP) and the 

targeting of the individual on the basis of her group memberships have given rise to 

calls for a GRP;17 since its initiation GRP has been fighting for validation and 

independent existence.18 As things stand today, while there is consensus regarding 

limitations of the present conception of IRP, debate rages on over whether GRP is 

the answer to those limitations.  This doctoral research seeks to resolve this debate 

by exploring GRP on the dual lines of the individual’s right as a member of a group 

and the right of the group itself. I further take the position that the limitations of 

the conception of individual privacy cannot be removed without erasing the 

limitations on the conception of the individual. 

As regards the dual construction of GRP, Bloustein defined group privacy as 

“a form of privacy that people seek in their associations with others.” 19  For 

Bloustein, group privacy is “an attribute of individuals in association with one 

another within a group, rather than an attribute of the group itself.”20 However, 

ordinarily a group right is considered to be the right of the group rather than that of 

the members of the group.21 The emphasis while determining the bearer of the right 

is on the subject of the right and not the object of the right. 22  This raises a 

conundrum for GRP. If group privacy is an attribute of the group members but not 

the group, and group right is the right of the group but not the group members, 

then what is GRP? Is it a right of the group or the members or both? The dual 

construction of GRP that I invoke to resolve this conundrum is consistent with the 

 
TECHNOLOGY, SOCIAL VALUES, AND PUBLIC POLICY 212-245 (1995). In my theoretical model, Pv serves as 
ground for the individual and group formulations of privacy. 
17  See ALAN F. WESTIN, PRIVACY AND FREEDOM 7 (1967). Westin defined privacy as “the claim of 
individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information 
about them is communicated to others.” Id. 
18 See EDWARD J. BLOUSTEIN, INDIVIDUAL & GROUP PRIVACY 125 (2d ed. 2003) (considering group privacy 
as an extension of individual privacy).  
19 Id at 124. 
20 Id. 
21 See Peter Jones, Group Rights, STAN ENCYCLOPEDIA PHIL. (Edward N. Zalta ed. Summer 2016). See also, 
Peter Jones, Human Rights, Group Rights, and People’s Rights, 21 HUM. RTS. Q. 80, 82–83 (1999) (marking that 
what differentiates a right from a group right is who holds the right in question).  
22 Id 
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existing exceptions to the dichotomy between group rights and individual rights. 

Kymlicka has favoured the recognition of group-differentiated rights, which are the 

rights that vest on the basis of an individual’s membership in a social group.23 

Group-differentiated rights are granted to members of a social group in order to 

remedy inequities.24 Macdonald further has defined group rights as rights individuals 

enjoy on the basis of their membership in a group.25 He specifically emphasizes the 

rights arising out of group membership that are integral to the individual’s identity.26 

Van der Sloot states “[I]ndividuals belonging to a minority group have a particular 

and individual interest in not being stigmatized or discriminated, but this is part of 

the shared and common interest of that group.”27  While it is beyond the scope of 

this doctoral research to articulate a general theory of group rights, my formulation 

of group rights is especially pertinent from the standpoint of privacy, where the 

distinction between the individual interest and the group interest is not as sharply 

delineated as some other rights. An individual’s attributes may be analysed by Big 

Data Analytics to draw inferences about the group that she belongs to and vice-

versa, an individual may be targeted on the basis of her membership in a group. 

Hence, the dual formulation of the GRP is justifiable.  

As regards limitations on the conception of the individual, historically when 

it comes to identity, privacy concerns have been overtly focused on protecting the 

individual’s personal identity much to the neglect of her social identity.28 Similarly, 

 
23 WILL KYMLICKA, MULTICULTURAL CITIZENSHIP: A LIBERAL THEORY OF MINORITY RIGHTS 6 (Oxford 
Univ. Press, 1996) (“A comprehensive theory of justice in a multicultural state will include . . . certain group-
differentiated rights or 'special status' for minority cultures.”).  This dual recognition is also found in some 
of the constitutions such as the Constitution of Italy, which in Art. 2 states,  

The Republic recognises and guarantees the inviolable rights of the person, both as an 
individual and in the social groups where human personality is expressed. The Republic 
expects that the fundamental duties of political, economic and social solidarity be fulfilled. 

24 See Eric J. Mitnick, Three Models of Group-Differentiated Rights, 35 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 215, 215 (2004) 
(discussing examples of inequities remedied by group-differentiated rights). 
25 Ian Macdonald, Group Rights in South Africa: A Philosophical Exploration, 15 POLITIKON 19, 24 –25 (1988); 
see also Seumas Miller, Group Rights Revisited, 33 PHIL. PAPERS SPECIAL ISSUE 187, 192 (2004) (expounding on 
Macdonald's theory that group rights are rights individuals have by virtue of belonging to some social group). 
26 Macdonald, supra note 25, at 25.  
27 Bart van der Sloot, Do Groups Have a Right to Protect Their Group Interest in Privacy and Should They? Peeling the 
Onion of Rights and Interests Protected Under Article 8 ECHR, in GROUP PRIVACY-NEW CHALLENGES OF DATA 

TECHNOLOGIES 197, 199 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot eds., 2017) 
28 See Regan (2015), supra note 16, at 53–55 (detailing how scholarship at the beginning of the 20th century 
defined privacy primarily through an individualistic lens). See also Richard Baskerville, Tawfig Alashoor & 
Ruilin Zhu, Rethinking the Privacy and Identity Relationship 1 (2014), 
https://www.nitrd.gov/cybersecurity/nprsrfi102014/Baskerville_Alashoor_Zhu.pdf. last visited on 2nd 

October 2020. 

https://www.nitrd.gov/cybersecurity/nprsrfi102014/Baskerville_Alashoor_Zhu.pdf
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the relationship between privacy and autonomy was classically construed as aimed 

at keeping the liberal self outside the purview of social gaze rather than protecting 

the socially embedded autonomous self.29 I assert that these limited accounts of 

identity and autonomy30 have given rise to a false duality between the traditional 

conception of IRP and what is presently considered to be GRP.  This thesis while 

seeking to eliminate the false duality also develops GRP as an independent right in 

a fourfold manner.  

The false duality can be eliminated by protecting an individual’s interest in 

her socially embedded autonomous self and her social identity arising out of her 

membership in social groups (GRP1).31 Big Data Analytics’ constant surveillance and 

monetization of human existence is an infringement of individual autonomy.32The 

 
29 As per Cohen,  

“[t]he liberal self who is the subject of privacy theory and privacy 
policymaking does not exist… the self who is the real subject of privacy law 
and policy is socially constructed, emerging gradually from a preexisting 
cultural and relational substrate. For this self, privacy performs a function 
that has nothing to do with stasis. Privacy shelters dynamic, emergent 
subjectivity from the efforts of commercial and government actors to render 
individuals and communities fixed, transparent, and predictable. It protects 
the situated practices of boundary management through which the capacity 
for self-determination develops.”   

Julie E. Cohen, What privacy is for, 126 Harv. L. Rev. 1904, 1905 (2013).  See also Dorota Mokrosinska, Privacy 
and Autonomy: On Some Misconceptions Concerning the Political Dimensions of Privacy, 37 L. & PHIL. 117, 121–22 

(2018) (noting the shift in privacy discourse from detached liberal self to socially embedded self). 
30 My understanding of autonomy is guided by Raz’s pronouncement,  

If a person is to be maker or author of his own life then he must have the 
mental abilities to form intentions of a sufficiently complex kind, and plan 
their execution. These include minimum rationality, the ability to 
comprehend the means required to realize his goals, the mental faculties 
necessary to plan actions, etc. For a person to enjoy an autonomous life he 
must actually use these faculties to choose what life to have. There must in 
other words be adequate options available for him to choose from. Finally, 
his choice must be free from coercion and manipulation by others, he must 
be independent. 

JOSEPH RAZ, THE MORALITY OF FREEDOM 372-373 (1986). 
This is not to suggest an absolute account of autonomy.  As per Raz, 

“[T]he autonomous person is a (part) author of his own life.  The ideal of 
personal autonomy is the vision of people controlling, to some degree, their 
own destiny, fashioning it through successive decisions throughout their 
lives.”  Id at 369.   

In the section dealing with GRP2, I highlight how algorithmic grouping violates an 
individual’s autonomy by manipulation and in some cases active discrimination. 
31 Hogg, supra note 14, at 6 (describing how social groups foster the creation of a shared identity for their 
members).  
32 See Kirstie Ball & Frank Webster, The Intensification of Surveillance, in The Intensification of Surveillance: 
Crime, Terrorism and Warfare in the Information Era 1, 1 (Ball & Webster eds., 2003). As per Ball & 
Webster, “Surveillance involves the observation, recording and categorization of information about people, 
processes and institutions. It calls for the collection of information, its storage, examination and – as a rule 
– its transmission.” Id. As per Zuboff, “Surveillance capitalism unilaterally claims human experience as free 
raw material for translation into behavioral data.” SHOSHANNA ZUBOFF, THE AGE OF SURVEILLANCE 
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panoptic sorting33 of individuals by Big Data Analytics for behavioural targeting34 

purposes further gives rise to epistemic bubbles35 and echo chambers36 that impede 

the formation of an individual’s social identity. GRP1 seeks to safeguard an 

individual’s social identity and socially embedded autonomous self against this 

intrusion.  In addition to protecting her membership in social groups, an individual 

also has an interest against algorithmic grouping, which is grounded in informational 

self-determination.37 Algorithmically grouping an individual on the basis of her 

online activity is a violation of her autonomy.38 I recognize and seek to protect this 

interest through GRP2-the right against algorithmic grouping. Thirdly, I 

acknowledge that there are scenarios where certain organized groups may have an 

independent right to privacy, which is not reducible to an individual right to privacy. 

I seek to protect this group interest in privacy through the corporate GRP3.39 The 

protection of this group interest in privacy can offer additional protection to 

individual privacy.  Lastly, I highlight our collective interest in Mutual Privacy as an 

aggregate participatory shared public good which I seek to protect through the 

 
CAPITALISM: THE FIGHT FOR A HUMAN FUTURE AT THE NEW FRONTIER OF POWER 8 (2019); see also 
Jonathan Cinnamon, Social Injustice in Surveillance Capitalism, 15 SURVEILLANCE & SOC’Y 609, 611 –12 (“… 
personal data accumulation by surveillance capitalists is not only an economic injustice of maldistribution, it 
is also the key mechanism by which two further, more opaque forms of injustice are made possible. The 
initial injustice of personal data maldistribution can lead to sociocultural misrecognition, which occurs when 
personal data are subject to algorithmic processing and classification, as well as political misrepresentation, 
which renders people voiceless to challenge any misuse of their personal data.”).  
33  See OSCAR GANDY, THE PANOPTIC SORT: A POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PERSONAL INFORMATION. 
CRITICAL STUDIES IN COMMUNICATION AND IN THE CULTURAL INDUSTRIES (2nd ed. 2021) 15. As early as 
1993, Gandy had highlighted the perils of panoptic sort, a discriminatory process that sorts individuals based 
on their estimated value. Id.  
34 Behavioral targeting aims to group users into segments of similar behaviors and deliver different ads to 
different groups of users. See Jun Yan, Ning Liu, Gang Wang, Wen Zhang, Yun Jiang, & Zheng Chen, How 
Much Can Behavioral Targeting Help Online Advertising?, PROC. OF THE 18TH CONF. ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB 
263 (2009) (providing an empirical study on the click-through log of advertisements collected from a 
commercial search engine). 
35 See C. Thi Nguyen, Echo Chambers and Epistemic Bubbles, 17 EPISTEME 141, 142 (2020) (“. . . an epistemic 
bubble is a social epistemic structure in which some relevant voices have been excluded through omission.”). 
36 See id. (“An echo chamber . . . is a social epistemic structure in which other relevant voices have been 
actively discredited.”) 
37 See J. C. Buitelaar, Post-mortem Privacy and Informational Self-Determination, 19 ETHICS INFO. TECH. 129, 137 
(2017) (exploring whether right to informational self-determination has validity in postmortem context.). 
Buitelaar states that informational self-determination is the individual’s “capacity to determine without 
coercion which information about [them] and will be available and accessible.” Id. 
38 See Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 43 (defining “privacy as a facet of human dignity” and discussing 
how Big Data groups individuals without their knowledge). I further share the concerns raised by 
Kammourieh et al. that algorithmic grouping is a violation of the right to privacy which is based in human 
dignity.  
39 Bart van der Sloot, supra note 27, at 213-214 (stating “If it is true that these relationships are built and 
dependent on the protection of privacy, the violation of privacy is something more than an aggregated 
interests of several individuals. It is a constitutive element of the group as such.”). 
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collective GRP4.  In all the four GRP formulations, I carve out a limited exception 

for Covid-19 Apps during the extraordinary circumstances of the pandemic while 

safeguarding against the creation of a new normal in erosion of privacy and the rise 

of post-pandemic simveillance. 40  The theoretical model is depicted below: 

 

(Figure 1) 

The hyphenated line between the individual and the group represents 

multiple aspects of the theoretical model.  In the case of organized groups i.e., GRP3, 

it refers to the creation of the group through the devolvement of autonomy by the 

individual members, which is facilitated by privacy.  In the case of GRP4, it 

represents the collective privacy interests of the individuals.  One implication of this 

model is that when it comes to privacy, the individual (GRP1 & GRP2) and the group 

interests (GRP3) are being defined through the same touchstones of autonomy and 

identity.  The second implication of this model is in terms of the relationship 

between the Individual and the Group.  As I elaborate in their respective chapters, 

when it comes to GRP3, in some cases, the individual and group interests may be 

aligned and in other cases, they may be in conflict.  While formulating GRP3, I 

propose ways to resolve this conflict on the basis of external normative parameters. 

41 GRP4, which on the other hand is based on the collective interest in privacy, 

complements the IRP.42 

 
40  The portmanteau “simveillance” arises out of “simulation” and “surveillance.” See: Nathan Radke, 
Simveillance in Hyperreal Las Vegas, 2 INT’L J. BAUDRILLARD STUD. (2005), 
https://baudrillardstudies.ubishops.ca/simveillance-in-hyperreal-las-vegas/.  WILLIAM BOGARD, THE 

SIMULATION OF SURVEILLANCE: HYPERCONTROL IN TELEMATIC SOCIETIES 4 (1996). (“…technologies of 
simulation are forms on hypersurveillant control, where the prefix “hyper” implies not simply an intensification 
of surveillance, but the effort to push surveillance technologies to their absolute limit. That limit is an 
imaginary line beyond which control operates, so to speak, in ‘advance’ of itself and where surveillance – a 
technology of exposure and recording – evolves into a technology of pre-exposure and pre-recording, a 
technical operation in which all control functions are reduced to modulations of preset codes.”). Id.   
41 Chapter 7 infra. 
42 Chapter 8 infra. 

https://baudrillardstudies.ubishops.ca/simveillance-in-hyperreal-las-vegas/
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In order to test its efficacy, I critically analyze this theoretical model against 

the technological challenges posed by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps as well 

as examine international privacy legislations and highlight the manner in which this 

expansive privacy model can be incorporated in the regulatory landscape.  I further 

state that the violation of GRP subjects an individual to behavioural targeting 

including hyper-targeted political advertising that can distort her worldview. 43  As 

regards the Covid-19 Apps, I assert that the extraordinary circumstances 

surrounding the pandemic do not provide an everlasting justification for reducing 

the identity of an individual to a potential disease carrier.  I further assert that it is in 

the long-term best interests of the BigTech corporations to respect privacy.  In 

conclusion, I highlight that our privacy is not only interdependent in nature, but also 

existentially cumulatively interlinked.  It increases in force with each successive 

protection.  The privacy challenge posed by Covid-19 Apps has helped us realize 

that while limited exceptions to privacy maybe carved out in grave emergencies, 

there is no justification for round the clock surveillance of an individual’s existence 

by Big Data Analytics.  Similarly, the threat to privacy posed by Big Data Analytics 

has helped us realize that privacy has been wrongly focusing solely on the 

distinguishing aspects of the individual.  Our similarities are equally worth 

protecting.  

1.4 Research Objective 
The various attempts at expanding the scope of privacy, including group 

privacy, have fallen short in the face of emerging data analytic techniques.44 Further, 

there is a lack of an overarching theoretical framework for a group right to privacy.45 

The history of human rights demonstrates the necessity of such a framework. 

Human rights scholars identify the lack of philosophical justifications at the time of 

Human Rights Declaration as a major reason for the vulnerability of human rights.46 

 
43 Merriam Webster defines Weltanschauung as “a comprehensive conception or apprehension of the world 
especially from a specific standpoint.” Merriam Webster, Weltanschauung,  
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Weltanschauun. Weltanschauung refers to “the worldview of 
an individual or group.” Lexico, Weltanschauung, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/weltanschauung. 
44 See Taylor et al, supra note 8, at 2. 
45 See id at 3.  
46 Johannes Morsink, World War Two and the Universal Declaration, 15 HUM. RTS. Q. 357, 397 (1993) (“It seems, 
therefore, that the war, which prompted the writing of a Declaration with a set of universal and absolute 
values, did not provide a philosophy with which to defend that set.”). 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Weltanschauun
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/weltanschauung
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Sen, while noting the impatience of human rights activists with theoretical criticisms 

and conceptual doubts, states,  

[I]t is not hard to understand their unwillingness to spend time trying 
to provide conceptual justification, given the great urgency to respond 
to terrible deprivations around the world . . . However, the conceptual 
doubts must also be satisfactorily addressed, if the idea of human rights 
is to command reasoned loyalty and to establish a secure intellectual 
standing.47  
 
My conceptualization of the group right to privacy is driven by a similar 

motivation to provide philosophical justifications for an expansion of privacy in the 

age of Big Data Analytics.  An interdisciplinary research project, like the present one, 

is well suited to bridge the epistemic gap between practical realities and conceptual 

concerns.  My research seeks to answer an extremely practical problem relating to 

group right to privacy in a theoretically consistent manner.   

1.5 Research Methodology 
 

The National Academies report on Facilitating Interdisciplinary Research defines 

Interdisciplinary Research as, 

Interdisciplinary research (IDR) is a mode of research by teams or 
individuals that integrates information, data, techniques, tools, 
perspectives, concepts, and/or theories from two or more disciplines or 
bodies of specialized knowledge to advance fundamental understanding 
or to solve problems whose solutions are beyond the scope of a single 
discipline or area of research practice.48  
 
Developing a research methodology for any doctoral research is difficult but 

the challenge becomes even more complex in case of interdisciplinary research. 

Conceptualizing, analyzing and assimilating different disciplinary approaches 

towards the same problem area requires undertaking extensive literature review 

across disciplinary boundaries.  In my opinion, there can be multiple paths that one 

can undertake to conduct interdisciplinary research.   

First, one can pre-select a parameter such as group right to privacy and examine 

the literature across disciplines for its various connotations.  This approach runs the 

 
47 Amartya Sen, Elements of a Theory of Human Rights, 32 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 315, 317 (2004) (presenting the 
elements of a theory of human rights). 
48  National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering And Institute of Medicine, 
FACILITATING INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH  2 (2005) 
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risk of imposing one’s pre-drawn conclusions on the research.  For instance, if I 

had adopted this approach then I would have proceeded with at least a semi pre-

conceived notion of what is group right to privacy and then sought to discover its 

traces across various disciplines.  However, I began my research journey firmly in 

the right to be let alone and followed the fault lines in privacy till they led me to the 

present conception of the group right to privacy. 

A second approach can be to carry out literature review across disciplines 

followed by selection of common principles that can be built upon towards an 

interdisciplinary research output.  This research is less prone to errors on account 

of pre-existing biases but can run the risk of constructing a theoretical edifice that 

has shaky foundations on account of conceptual ambiguities.  For instance, a 

significant challenge in carrying out this interdisciplinary research was the 

realization that different disciplines- philosophy, computer science and law 

understand privacy differently.  As a result, the surface level similarities maybe the 

result of very different underlying disciplinary considerations.  While philosophical 

debates about privacy may dwell on the distinction between private v. public 

sphere,49 technological solutions might be concerned with differential privacy50 and 

law would be concerned with identification51-but all of them are concerned with 

privacy on the surface.  In order to avoid this error, I have not been guided by 

similarities for the sake of similarities, but I have tried to follow a solution centric 

approach. 

1.5.1 My approach 

While developing a Methodology for Interdisciplinary Research (MIR) 

Framework, Tobi & Kampen state,  

Current challenges, e.g., energy, water, food security, one world 
health and urbanization, involve the interaction between humans 
and their environment. A (mono)disciplinary approach, be it a 

 
49 Judith DeCew, Privacy, in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Edward N. Zalta ed., Spring 2018) 
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/privacy/  
50 Harvard University Privacy Tools Project, Differential Privacy, 
 https://privacytools.seas.harvard.edu/differential-privacy 
51 LEE A. BYGRAVE, DATA PROTECTION LAW: APPROACHING ITS RATIONALE, LOGIC AND LIMITS 2, 42-
45 (2002). 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/privacy/
https://privacytools.seas.harvard.edu/differential-privacy
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psychological, economical or technical one, is too limited to 
capture any one of these challenges.52 
 
In my opinion the threat posed to privacy by technological advances is a 

similar challenge, which requires an interdisciplinary research outlook.  In carrying 

out this doctoral research, I have been guided by the need to develop an expansive 

account of privacy that can safeguard an individual’s identity and autonomy in the 

age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps.  My research is aimed at devising an 

enhanced conception of privacy which is technologically feasible and legally 

enforceable.  As such my research is not guided by disciplinary outlooks but I have 

adopted a solution centric approach.  Throughout my research, I have endeavoured 

to look at the problem of privacy as it exists and not through the prism of any 

discipline.  This approach has taken me to the realms of social psychology in order 

to further my understanding of an individual’s social identity, 53  rely on social 

ontology to understand the working of groups,54 evaluate autonomy through the 

combined lenses of moral philosophy 55  and privacy studies, 56  study the 

technological nuances as well as surveillance implications of Big Data Analytics and 

finally critically evaluate my model of group right to privacy on the touchstone of 

international regulatory landscape.57   

1.5.2 The impact of the pandemic on the research 

 A substantial portion of my doctoral research was carried out during the 

Covid-19 pandemic, which has left its indelible imprint on the thesis.  From a 

methodological perspective, the contact tracing apps introduced during the 

pandemic posed a moral dilemma.  From my research perspective, contact tracing 

apps represent a specialized form of Big Data Analytics for public health 

surveillance purposes.  Until the onset of the pandemic, my research was aimed at 

strengthening privacy against technological intrusions, but the extraordinary 

 
52 Hilde Tobi and Jarl K. Kampen, Research design: the methodology for interdisciplinary research framework 52 QUAL 

QUANT 1209, 1210 (2018) 
53  Henri Tajfel, Social categorization. English manuscript of ‘‘La cate´gorisation sociale.’’ in Introduction a` la 
psychologie sociale (S. Moscovici ed. 1972) 272. 
54 Katherine Ritchie, What are Groups?, 166 PHILOSOPHICAL STUDIES 257 (2013). 
55  Marina Oshana, Relational Autonomy, INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ETHICS (15 June 2020), 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/9781444367072.wbiee921  
56 Beate Rössler & Dorota Mokrosinska, Privacy and Social Interaction, 39 PHIL. & SOC. CRITICISM 771 (2013) 
57 See Chapter 10 infra 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/9781444367072.wbiee921
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circumstances of the pandemic demanded that my research must evolve to balance 

the prevailing circumstances against privacy interests.  Historically, privacy has not 

fared well in face of public emergencies, with intrusions subsequently become the 

norm after the emergency has passed.58  In view of the global health surveillance 

effort, an important mandate for my research became to respond to the 

extraordinary circumstances of the pandemic, while ensuring that any concessions 

formulated during the pandemic do not become the norm.  In order to achieve this 

objective, I have used a two-pronged approach.  Firstly, I have used the pandemic 

as a moral turning point to pose the question, “If it takes a pandemic to justify the 

round the clock surveillance of an individual then what is the moral justification for 

the round the clock surveillance of individual existence by Big Data Analytics?”  

Secondly, I have devised a GRP formulation based on interest in individual identity 

and autonomy, group interests as well as the collective interest in privacy which 

while allowing for a narrow limited time exception to privacy, prevents the 

exception from becoming status-quo.  Lastly, the ‘turbo-digitalization’ caused by 

the pandemic59 has made more aspects of our existence susceptible to privacy 

violations and the need for an enhanced conception of privacy even more urgent.   

1.5.3 The relationship between privacy, autonomy, and identity 

My research begins with an attempt to understand why the social, political 

and technical limitations of individual privacy arise.  Do they arise out of a limited 

conceptualization of privacy, or do they arise out of a limited conceptualization of 

the individual?  As part of my research, I seek to answer this query through the two 

concepts that are central to the relationship between an individual and her privacy- 

identity and autonomy. There is a lot that’s controversial about privacy, including its 

definition, but by and large scholars agree that privacy plays an important role in 

protecting an individual’s identity and autonomy. 60  By analysing contemporary 

 
58 Ed Pilkington, ‘Panic made us vulnerable’: how 9/11 made the US surveillance state – and the Americans who fought 
back, THE GUARDIAN (4 September 2021) 
 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/04/surveillance-state-september-11-panic-made-us-
vulnerable 
59  Rainer Mühlhoff, We Need to Think Data Protection Beyond Privacy, THE MEDIUM (9 April, 2020) 
https://medium.com/@rainermuehlhoff/why-we-need-data-protection-beyond-privacy-aba9e9c996ed  
60 See generally Wade L. Robison, Privacy and Personal Identity, 7 ETHICS & BEHAVIOR 195 (1997) (discussing 
how the appropriation of our identities diminishes our standing as autonomous moral agents). Dorota 
Mokrosinska & Beate Roessler, Introduction, in SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF PRIVACY: INTERDISCIPLINARY 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/04/surveillance-state-september-11-panic-made-us-vulnerable
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/04/surveillance-state-september-11-panic-made-us-vulnerable
https://medium.com/@rainermuehlhoff/why-we-need-data-protection-beyond-privacy-aba9e9c996ed
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accounts of identity and autonomy, as they pertain to privacy, I demonstrate that 

the limitation lies not in how we construe the individual right to privacy per se but 

how we construe the individual.  This limitation can be overcome by extending the 

purview of privacy protection, which is presently mostly focused on the individual’s 

personal identity to adequately protect her social identity as well.  

In order to be autonomous, an individual needs a secure space to form her 

worldview.  Privacy paves the way for an individual’s participation in an epistemic 

community.61 A robust account of privacy enables the individual to participate in 

social discourse in a safe manner and provides her a safe space for democratic 

dissent.  In this manner, the constitutive role played by privacy in shaping the 

autonomy of an individual is tied to the larger social62 and democratic value of 

privacy.63 

As regards identity formation, an individual’s social identity is the sense of 

identity that she derives from her participation in social groups. 64  In a liberal 

democratic society, the extent of this participation is a function of privacy.  An 

individual’s autonomous control over her identity formation depends on recognition 

of privacy rights.  Surveillance or even the fear of surveillance is an impediment in 

autonomous identity formation.  When an individual is not sure about her privacy, 

she is likely to adopt a conformist stance towards her participation in social groups.  

She is likely to self-censor herself during her participation on social media.  The 

reduction of participatory space results in loss of control over formation of social 

identity and participation in social groups or epistemic community deemed ‘correct’ 

as per the prevailing socio-political conditions.  The lack of privacy further 

influences social identity formation by giving rise to epistemic bubbles65 and echo 

chambers66 which undermine an individual’s autonomy.  The present formulation 

of the individual right to privacy with its overt focus on preventing identification of 

 
PERSPECTIVES 2-3 (Beate Roessler & Dorota Mokrosinska eds., 2015) (reflecting on the social dimensions 
of privacy). See also Mokrosinska, supra note 29, at 121–22  
61 Martijn Blaauw, The Epistemic Account of Privacy, 10(2) EPISTEME 167 (2013). Jack Temkin, Wittgenstein on 
Epistemic Privacy, 31(123) THE PHILOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY 97 (1981) 
62 Regan (1995) supra note 16. 
63 Lever infra note 459. 
64  Tajfel supra note 53. Saul Mcleod, Social Identity Theory, SIMPLYPSYCHOLOGY.ORG (Oct. 24, 2019) 
https://www.simplypsychology.org/social-identity-theory.html. 
65 Nguyen, supra note 35, at 142 
66 Id  

https://www.simplypsychology.org/social-identity-theory.html
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the individual disregards these larger functions performed by privacy.  However, I 

acknowledge that the group right to privacy does not exist only to fill in the lacunae 

in the individual right to privacy.  There are scenarios where certain groups can be 

said to have an independent right to privacy, which is not reducible to individual 

right to privacy. 

This two-pronged approach towards analysis of group right to privacy that I 

seek to adopt is in conformity with a general understanding of group rights.  Cruft, 

Liao & Renzo state that there can be two types of group human rights, 

One is a human right held by an individual on the basis of his or her 
membership of a particular group. Examples include the distinctive 
rights one holds as a woman, a child, or a member of a minority group. 
The second type is a human right held by a group. An example is a 
people’s right to self-determination.67 

1.5.4 Metaphysics of social groups 

In addition to the two-pronged approach to group rights, I also rely on 

Ritchie’s account of metaphysics of social groups to further buttress the 

classification of group right to privacy into broad categories of the right enjoyed by 

an individual as a member of the group and the right of the group itself.  Ritchie 

divides social groups into two kinds, organized and feature.68  Epstein summarizes 

Ritchie’s approach as divided into organized groups that “are realizations of 

structured sets of nodes that stand in a functional relation to one another”, 69 e.g. 

clubs and committees  and feature groups that “are collections of people who have 

a property or feature in common with one another.” 70, e.g. race and gender.  Group 

right to privacy as it pertains to these two forms of social groups can be classified 

on following lines: 

i. GRP1 seeks to protect the social identity and socially embedded autonomous 

self of an individual which is based on her membership in social groups-

feature and organized; 

 
67 Rowan Cruft, S. Matthew Liao, and Massimo Renzo, Philosophical foundations of human rights: An overview, in 
PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS 29 (Cruft et al ed. 2015)  
68 Ritchie, supra note 54.  Katherine Ritchie, The Metaphysics of Social Groups, 10 PHILOSOPHY COMPASS 310 
(2015). Brian Epstein, What are social groups? Their metaphysics and how to classify them, SYNTHESE 1 (2017). 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11229-017-1387-y 
69 Brian Epstein, Social Ontology, in STAN. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHIL. (Edward N. Zalta ed., 2018).  
70 Id. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11229-017-1387-y
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ii. GRP2 is a right against algorithmic grouping, which again relates to both 

feature and organized social groups; 

iii. GRP3 is the privacy right of some organized groups; 

iv. GRP4, which is a recognition of the mutual collective interest in privacy, for 

the purposes of group rights literature qualifies as a right of the group.  

However, from Ritchie’s social metaphysics of social groups perspective, 

GRP1, GRP2 and GRP4 seem to lie at the cusp of both feature and organized 

groups.  These three group rights defy the sharp classification of social group 

metaphysics.  On one hand, they are not bound exclusively by a feature such 

as gender or nationality; on the other hand, they are not always organized like 

a club or committee.  Hence, the social metaphysics of the GRP formulation 

can be represented in the following way: 

   

 

(Figure 2) 

While GRP1, GRP2 and GRP4 are represented in the common overlapping 

section of the concentric circles of feature groups and organized groups; GRP3 is 

represented within the exclusive domain of certain organized Groups.  

As regards GRP1, I contend that we can protect this aspect of privacy by 

recognizing its role in the formation of an individual’s autonomy and social identity.  

I submit that, in case of GRP1, the false dichotomy between individual right to 

GRP3

Feature Groups Organized Groups 

GRP1, 
GRP2, 
and 
GRP4 
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privacy and group right to privacy has arisen out of a misconception of individual 

identity and autonomy. I assert that an individual’s identity is an eclectic mix of 

individual characteristics and group traits.  Failure of this realization has resulted in 

an artificial divide between individual and group privacy where in fact there is just 

one non-dual (Advaita71) privacy.   

For theoretical justifications of my claims regarding GRP1, I rely on Henri 

Tajfel’s social identity theory which explores an individual’s identity on the basis of 

her membership in social groups.72  As a solution to the dispute between individual 

and group privacy, I assert that the privacy protection must work at two levels.  

Individual characteristics and mix of individual-group traits must be protected at the 

individual level and group identity traits of the individual must be protected at the 

group level. As regards GRP2, it is a right steeped in individual’s interest in 

information self-determination.  I invoke a Razian interest formulation to articulate 

a right against algorithmic grouping. 

In the case of GRP3, I begin my analysis with the desiderata for a right to 

privacy held by an organized group.  I then highlight the necessary and jointly 

sufficient conditions for GRP3.  I contend, with the help of examples, that when it 

comes to group right to privacy, not all groups enjoy GRP3; in many cases the 

protection sought can be explained with the aid of other GRP.  In cases where the 

organized groups do enjoy a right to privacy, I highlight the right’s role in protecting 

group identity and group autonomy. 

 
71  Since a substantial portion of my research is aimed at eliminating the false duality between what is 
conventionally considered as individual and group privacy and establishing an all-encompassing harmonious 
notion of privacy, I draw inspiration from Advaita Vedanta, the non-dualistic school of Indian philosophy. 
Advaita means non-dual. Vedanta literally means the last portion of the ancient Indian scriptures Vedas.  
Vedanta signifies the essence of Vedas and is also known as the Upanishads. SWAMI NIKHILANAND, THE 

MANDUKYOPANISHAD WITH GAUDAPADA’S KARIKA AND SANKARA’S COMMENTARY 4, 127 (Sri Ramakrishna 
Ashrama 3rd ed. 1949). Advaita Vedanta states that the ultimate reality-Brahman “appears as the world because 
of its creative energy (Maya).” Sangeetha Menon, Advaita Vedanta, Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 
https://www.iep.utm.edu/adv-veda/. “The world has no separate existence apart from Brahman. The 
experiencing self (jīva) and the transcendental self of the Universe (ātman) are in reality identical (both are 
Brahman) . . . Plurality is experienced because of error in judgments (mithya) and ignorance (avidya).” Id.  
The cause of human suffering is ignorance of existence as consciousness and identification with the body-
mind complex.  Swami Sarvapriyanada, Sat Chit Ananda The Philosophy of the Upanishads, in THE VEDANTA 

KESARI 544, 545 (2012) (explaining the true nature of self as existence, consciousness, bliss). The end of the 
myth of duality between the individual self and the ultimate reality is the end of suffering. See ELIOT 

DEUTSCH, ADVAITA VEDANTA A PHILOSOPHICAL RECONSTRUCTION 47 (1973). 
72 Tajfel supra note 53.  See also: Henri Tajfel, Social Psychology of Intergroup Relations, 33 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 
1 (1982) 
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Lastly as regards GRP4, I highlight the collective interest in privacy that we 

all share in the age of Big Data Analytics and seek to protect it by invoking the 

notion of Mutual Privacy, which is based on recognition of privacy as an aggregate 

participatory shared public good. 

1.5.5 Note on privacy 

At this juncture, a note on usage of the term ‘privacy’ is in order.  Adopting 

a research methodology for a concept like privacy, which has eluded attempts at 

defining it for more than a century, comes with certain unique challenges.  These 

challenges get further compounded in an interdisciplinary research that requires an 

indefinable concept to be analysed from multiple perspectives.  As a step towards 

resolving this issue, my research focuses on information privacy as understood in 

the larger context, which I elaborate below.  From a philosophical perspective, 

information privacy can be understood as,  

[D]irect or indirect control over access to (1) information about 
oneself, (2) situations in which others could acquire information 
about oneself, and (3) technology that can be used to generate, 
process or disseminate information about oneself.73 

 
Privacy scholarship often distinguishes between information privacy and 

constitutional privacy or decisional privacy which is the “freedom to make one’s 

own decisions without interference by others in regard to matters seen as intimate 

and personal.”74  Some scholars have even stated that there is a disconnect between 

the control over one’s information and the state of privacy.75  I disagree.  In the age 

of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps, where individual autonomy and identity 

formation are constantly affected by surveillance, the boundaries between 

information privacy and constitutional privacy have blurred.  The two are co-related 

and intricately co-dependent.  Lanzing argues that informational and decisional 

privacy should be treated as complementary concepts because they are historically 

 
73  Jeroen van den Hoven, Martijn Blaauw, Wolter Pieters, and Martijn Warnier, Privacy and Information 
Technology, in THE STANFORD ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY (Edward N. Zalta ed., Summer 2020), 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2020/entries/it-privacy/>. 
74 Id. 
75 Anita L. Allen, Privacy-as-Data Control: Conceptual, Practical, and Moral Limits of the Paradigm, 32 Conn. L. Rev. 
861, 867-868 (2000). See also, MARK BURDON, DIGITAL DATA COLLECTION AND INFORMATION PRIVACY 

LAW 109 (2020). 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2020/entries/it-privacy/
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as well as conceptually interlinked. 76   As Schwartz & Solove have noted, 

“information privacy increasingly incorporates elements of decisional privacy as the 

use of data both expands and limits individual autonomy.” 77  The referential 

interpretation of personal data, which impacts both information privacy and 

decisional privacy, would mean that, 

[M]uch of the data that could at some point in time be brought to bear 
on persons would be unprotected; that is, the processing of this data 
would not be constrained on moral grounds related to privacy or 
personal sphere of life, since it does not “refer” to persons in a 
straightforward way and therefore does not constitute “personal data” 
in a strict sense.78 
 
To sum up, at the present time most threats pertaining to privacy are in the 

realm of information privacy.  These threats undermine individual autonomy and 

identity.  My research is focussed on information privacy as understood in this larger 

context.     

1.6 Structural Overview 
In order to systematically develop the theoretical framework, this doctoral 

research has been divided into eleven chapters.  The present introductory chapter 

lays out the research objectives, methodology and the broad overview of the 

research.  In order to understand the changing nature of privacy violations, chapter 

2 traces the evolution of privacy from being an individual interest to a group 

concern.  Chapter 3 highlights the need for an enhanced formulation of privacy by 

analysing the threat posed by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps to privacy, 

individual identity and autonomy.  The theoretical justification for this enhanced 

formulation of privacy is provided for in chapter 4 by articulating privacy as a social 

value and exploring its role in formation of an individual’s social identity and the 

socially embedded autonomous self.  The development of the enhanced formulation 

of privacy (GRP) begins in chapter 5 with the emphasis on protecting an individual’s 

interest in her socially embedded, autonomous self and social identity arising out of 

participation in social groups through GRP1. Chapter 6 emphasizes an individual’s 

 
76  Marjolein Lanzing, “Strongly Recommended” Revisiting Decisional Privacy to Judge Hypernudging in Self-Tracking 
Technologies, 32 PHILOS. TECHNOL. 549, 556 (2019). 
77 DANIEL J. SOLOVE & PAUL M. SCHWARTZ, INFORMATION PRIVACY LAW 2 (5th ed. 2014). 
78 Van den Hoven et al., supra note 73. 
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interest in informational self-determination and right against algorithmic grouping 

in the form of GRP2.  As mentioned earlier, my formulation of GRP is not limited 

to only filling in lacuna of individual privacy.  In chapter 7, I highlight instances 

where an organized group may be entitled to privacy in its own right as GRP3.  After 

articulating this corporate group right79, I turn towards the collective group right80 

in chapter 8 and articulate GRP4 as the group right to Mutual Privacy in order to 

protect the collective interest in privacy.  In chapter 9, to strengthen the case for 

adoption of the GRP formulation, I highlight the harms suffered on account of 

violation of the GRP.  I then test the efficacy of the GRP formulation on the 

touchstone of international privacy regulatory framework in chapter 10.  Finally, in 

Chapter 11, the concluding chapter, after summarizing the key findings of this 

doctoral research, I provide normative and strategic reasons for adoption of the 

GRP formulation and prescribe the way forward in the form agenda for future 

research.  

1.7 Conclusion 
 

In this introductory chapter, I have provided an overview of my doctoral 

research, laid out the research motivation, formulated the research question, 

highlighted the research objective as well as the research methodology.  I have 

further laid out the schematic design of the theoretical framework of GRP that I 

seek to develop in this thesis.  The schematic framework outlined in this chapter 

will act as the foundation for the ensuing research odyssey.  I embark on this journey 

in the next chapter by tracing the evolution of privacy from an individual interest 

to a group concern. 

 
79 Jones, supra note 21 
80 Id. 
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Chapter 2 
The Evolution of Privacy: From Individual to Group 

 
I am the sum total of everything that went before me, of all I have been seen done, of everything 
done-to-me. I am everyone everything whose being-in-the-world affected was affected by mine. 

~Salman Rushdie, Midnight’s Children (1981). 

2.1 Introduction 
 Since my research is focused on the formulation of an enhanced formulation 

of privacy to meet the challenges posed by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps, 

it is important to understand how privacy has evolved over the course of the last 

century to meet new challenges.  Hence, in this chapter, I trace the evolution of 

privacy from an individual interest to a group concern.  I begin with the difficulty in 

defining the elusive concept of privacy and highlight the limitations of the 

individualistic conception of privacy that have led to the rise of group privacy.  

Finally, I critically analyze the contemporary scholarship on group privacy for 

common themes that can pave the way for a theoretical foundation of the group 

right to privacy. 

2.2 The Definition of Privacy 
As noted in the introductory chapter, the right to privacy began its 

jurisprudential journey as the individual’s “right to be let alone.”81 Since Warren and 

Brandeis’ pioneering article in 1890, the definition of privacy has been explored 

vividly. Bart van der Sloot states, “[P]rivacy is perhaps the most elusive of all human 

rights – difficult to define, dependent for its meaning on context, epoch, person and 

culture and contested ever since it was first formulated.”82 Efforts have been made 

to find its essence83 and when that failed a Wittgensteinian ‘family resemblance’ 

approach has been adopted.84 The attempts to define privacy have witnessed both 

Reductionism and Coherentism approaches.85 Privacy has been defined in terms of 

 
81 Warren & Brandeis, supra note 2, at 195. 
82 Bart van der Sloot, supra note 27, at 197. 
83 DANIEL J. SOLOVE, UNDERSTANDING PRIVACY 8, 103 (2009) 
84 Id at 9. 
85 DeCew states, “Reductionists are generally critical of privacy, while coherentists defend the coherent 
fundamental value of privacy interests.” DeCew, supra note 49.  
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personal space,86 informational access, 87 as well as “selective control of access to 

the self or one’s group.”88 

2.3 The importance of privacy’s definition 
How we define privacy is important because it determines the reasonable 

expectation of privacy.89 Equally important is who we define privacy for i.e., who is 

the subject or the bearer of the right to privacy. Ever since the first article was written 

about the right to privacy, debates around privacy tend to focus on the individual.90 

This discourse has followed the well-trodden path of the natural rights tradition.91 

Individual being the ‘natural’ bearer of rights, all efforts have focused on defining 

the right to privacy92 and its various contours vis-à-vis the individual. The typology 

of privacy, as illustrated below, drawn up by Koops et al is quite useful in highlighting 

this focus on the individual. 93 

 

(Figure 3) 
(Source: Bert-Jaap Koops et al, A Typology of Privacy) 

 
86 Id. 
87 Id. 
88 Irwin Altman, Privacy: ‘A Conceptual Analysis’, 8 ENVIRONMENT AND BEHAVIOUR 7,8 (1976) (emphasizing 
the role of privacy as an interpersonal boundary control process). 
89 Solove, supra note 83, at 73 
90 Warren & Brandeis, supra note 2, at 193. 
91 “Locke argued men have rights to ‘life, liberty, and estate’ in a prepolitical state of nature, and these natural 
rights put limits on the legitimate authority of the state.” Leif Wenar, Rights, STAN ENCYCLOPEDIA PHIL. 
(Edward N. Zalta ed., Fall 2015) 
 <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2021/entries/rights/> 
92 Solove, supra note 83, at 8 
93 Bert-Jaap Koops et al, A Typology of Privacy, 38 U. PA. J. INT’L L. 483, 484 (2016) 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2021/entries/rights/
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The starting point of this nuanced understanding of privacy lies in the article 

by Warren & Brandeis, who envisaged the right to privacy against a backdrop of 

increased intrusion by the press,94 formulating it as what Judge Cooley had termed 

“the right to be let alone”.95 However, the shortcomings of this individual centric 

approach became apparent over the years.  

2.4 The limitations of privacy’s definition 
Over the course of a century, even as the focus of privacy has shifted from 

physical intrusion to information privacy,96 the locus of privacy continues to be the 

individual.97 However, overemphasis on individual privacy has led to the neglect of 

privacy’s social aspects, the weakening of privacy in political practice, and the failure 

of privacy regulation to keep pace with technological developments.  

As regards social aspects, privacy is not just an individual right but also a 

social good.98 Further, the traditional view of privacy, which is focused on protecting 

individual interests, provides a weak basis for protecting privacy in the political 

realm.99 Mokrosinska and Roessler note, “[w]hen individual privacy conflicts with 

broader social interests such as law enforcement, public security, or the 

implementation of social justice, protecting individuals’ interests seems to be a 

luxury that society can ill afford.”100 As regards the technological challenge, with the 

 
94 Warren & Brandeis supra note 2 at 196. 
95 Warren & Brandeis supra note 2 at 195. 
96 See Solove & Schwartz, supra note 77, at 2. As per Solove & Schwartz, “Information privacy concerns the 
collection, use, and disclosure of personal information. Information privacy is often contrasted with 
‘decisional privacy,’ which concerns the freedom to make decisions about one’s body and family.” Id. 
97 See Balachander Krishnamurthy & Craig E. Wills, On the Leakage of Personally Identifiable Information via Online 
Social Networks, in PROCEEDINGS OF THE 2ND ACM WORKSHOP ON ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS 7 (Jon 
Crowcroft ed., 2009) (exploring the possibility of third party’s linking personally identifiable information, 
which is leaked via social networks with other user actions). The individual’s information privacy is presently 
protected through the regulatory device called “Personally Identifiable Information.” As per Balachander & 
Wills, “Personally identifiable information is information, which can be used to distinguish or trace an 
individual’s identity either alone or when combined with other information that is linkable to a specific 
individual.” Id. 
98 See Debbie V.S. Kasper, Privacy as a Social Good, 28 SOCIAL THOUGHT & RESEARCH 165, 165 (2007).  
Steeves Valerie, Reclaiming the social value of privacy, in LESSONS FROM THE IDENTITY TRAIL 191, 193-194 (Ian 
Kerr et al ed. 2009) (highlighting the social value of privacy). 
99 See Annabelle Lever, Privacy Rights and Democracy: A Contradiction in Terms?, 5 CONTEMP. POLITICAL THEORY 
142, 142 (2006) (detailing information about privacy’s role in enabling democratic expression and 
communication).   
100 Mokrosinska & Roessler, supra note 60 at 3. 
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advent of big data and analytical tools for profiling, it is possible to violate an 

individual’s privacy even without identifying them.101  

Mokrosinska and Roessler, while highlighting the shortcomings of the 

individual centric approach state, 

In contemporary privacy scholarship, the importance of privacy has 
mostly been justified by the individual interests and rights it protects, 
the most important of which are individual freedom and autonomy in 
liberal-democratic societies… This perspective, however, seems 
insufficient to account for many other concerns… With ever greater 
frequency, privacy-invasive technologies… endanger not only 
individual interests but also to affect society and social life more 
generally.102 

 
In ensuing chapters, I will address this problem by relying on an account of relational 

autonomy103 to develop privacy as a social value.  In Chapter 8, I will further be 

developing a group right to Mutual Privacy (GRP4), which is based on a collective 

interest in privacy to address the impact of loss of others privacy on an individual, 

which has been summarized by Rule as, 

We should realize that we often stand to gain or lose from widely 
experienced gains or losses to privacy, regardless of what happens to 
information about ourselves individually.  If nearly everyone around 
me feels and acts as though all conversations were being overheard, 
then something crucial is lost from public life-even if I am convinced 
that my own conversations are secure.104 
 
When Warren and Brandeis expounded the right to privacy, it would have 

been axiomatic to conceptualize privacy solely from the perspective of an 

individual. 105  In the absence of Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICTs), it would have made eminent sense to seek privacy from a group rather than 

 
101 Barocas and Nissenbaum supra note 6 at 45. See also Linnet Taylor, Safety in Numbers? Group Privacy and 
Big Data Analytics in the Developing World, in GROUP PRIVACY: NEW CHALLENGES OF DATA TECHNOLOGIES 
13, 14 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot eds., 2017) (arguing that group privacy is a 
necessary element of a global perspective on privacy); Alessandro Mantelero, From Group Privacy to Collective 
Privacy: Towards a New Dimension of Privacy and Data Protection in the Big Data Era, in GROUP PRIVACY-NEW 

CHALLENGES OF DATA TECHNOLOGIES 139, 145 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot eds., 
2017) (investigating the opportunity to consider informational privacy and data protection as collective rights 
in the age of big data analytics). 
102 Mokrosinska and Roessler, supra note 60, at 2 
103 Oshana supra note 55.  
104  James B. Rule, Privacy: The Longue Duree, in SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF PRIVACY- INTERDISCIPLINARY 

PERSPECTIVES 31 (Beate Roessler & Dorota Mokrosinska eds., 2015)  
105 See Warren & Brandeis, supra note 2, at 193, 196–97.  
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in a group. The realization of the social, political, and technical limitations of the 

individual right to privacy is the genesis of the group right to privacy.  

2.5 Expansion of privacy’s definition 
In order to keep pace with social and technological changes, scholars started 

expanding the concept of privacy.  Regan and others have sought to expand the 

horizons of privacy by expounding on the social value of privacy.106  I discuss their 

claims in detail as part of my theoretical justifications for GRP in chapter 4.  Another 

important intervention was made by Westin who defined privacy as “the claim of 

individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to 

what extend information about them is communicated to others.”107 It is important 

to note that Westin’s definition of privacy went beyond the individual and also 

extended to groups and institutions.108 Even though attempts have been made to 

define group privacy, individual remained and continues to remain at the heart of 

privacy debate.  For instance, Bloustein has defined group privacy as an extension 

of individual privacy. 109  I agree with Binns assessment that “[M]ost arguments 

outlining the need for group privacy focus on the alleged irreducibility of certain 

morally problematic phenomena to individual privacy.”110 He further highlights, 

“[T]he need for such a right is pointed to as a consequence of situations in which 

individual privacy rights no longer suffice to offer sufficient protection to a 

group.”111 However, the existing constricted approach to privacy is insufficient to 

protect the individual autonomy and identity, particularly in an age when data 

analytics makes it possible to infringe the aforesaid interests even without identifying 

her.112 This is the gap presently sought to be filled in through group privacy.  

 
106 Regan (1995) (2015) supra note 16.  Steeves supra note 98, at 191. 
107 Westin, supra note 17, at 7.  
108 Marit Hansen, Top 10 Mistakes in System Design from a Privacy Perspective and Privacy Protection Goals, in PRIVACY 

AND IDENTITY MANAGEMENT FOR LIFE (Jan Camenisch Ed. 2011) 14, 15 
109 Bloustein, supra note 18, at 125. 
110 See Reuben Binns, Is There Any Room for Group Privacy?, in ETHICS AND PRIVACY FOR SOCIAL MACHINES, 
SOCIAL GROUPS AND AGGREGATIONS 1, 2 (2018). 
111 Id. 
112 Barocas & Nissenbaum supra note 6 at 45.  See also, Kammourieh et al , supra note 7 and Mantelero supra 
note 101. 
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2.6 Group privacy 
One of the earliest accounts of group privacy developed by Bloustein defines 

it as “a form of privacy that people seek in their associations with others.”113 The 

often-cited example of such form of group privacy is strategy discussed inside a 

football huddle.114  This strategy is developed jointly and does not belong to an 

individual.  Its communication to the rival team affects not just one individual but 

the whole group.  Hongladrom states, “Group privacy needs to be protected when 

there is sensitive information shared by a group such that the group could be 

harmed if someone from the outside gains access to the information.”115 The 

rationale for group privacy has been aptly summarized by Taslitz as  

Groups require a shielding from the judging eyes of the broader 
society or the intimidating stare of the state for their coherence and 
for their effectiveness in serving their particular social function. 
Group privacy encourages the free exchange of ideas among group 
members, a process that can stiffen their resolve to stand fast in favour 
of their dissenting views against the enormous majority pressures 
toward social conformity.116  

 
However, there are various other nuances of group right to privacy as enumerated 

by other scholars.  A positive account of the link between individual and group 

privacy is advanced by Bloustein in the following manner, 

 Here, then, is the link between individual and group privacy: 
The right to be let alone protects the integrity and the dignity of the 
individual.  The right to associate with others in confidence—the right 
of privacy in one’s associations-assures the success and integrity of 
the group purpose.117 
 

Karanja on the other hand explores the notion of group privacy in context 

of an individual’s membership in a group in the following terms, 

[W]hen undue attention is focused on a certain group of persons 
because of the features distinct to them such as gender, colour of skin, 
disability, life style and soon, it may lead to the group losing anonymity 
and privacy. Here the individual is discriminated against not as an 
individual but as a member of a particular group. This is because the 

 
113 Bloustein, supra note 18, at 124 
114 Id at 126 
115 SORAJ HONGLADAROM, A BUDDHIST THEORY OF PRIVACY 71 (2016) 
116 Andrew E. Taslitz, Privacy as struggle, 44 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 501, 509 (2007).  See also: ANDREW E. 
TASLITZ, RECONSTRUCTING THE FOURTH AMENDMENT: A HISTORY OF SEARCH AND SEIZURE 1789-1868, 
190 (2006).   
117 Bloustein, supra note 18, at 181. 
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group aspects are given more emphasis than the person’s 
individuality.118 
 
He further states “liberal individualistic approach to protection entailing 

strong protection of individual rights appears much less capable of providing real 

and effective protection to both minorities and marginalized groups.” 119  The 

limitations of the liberal individualistic approach becomes further clear with 

Taylor’s assertion, “in many cases it is precisely being identified as part of a group 

which may make individuals most vulnerable, since a broad sweep is harder to avoid 

than individual targeting.”120 Overt emphasis on privacy as only serving individual 

interests results in individual centered policies and legislations that do not protect 

group privacy.121 In order to address the concerns highlighted above, as part of my 

research I am formulating the GRP on the dual lines that are based on the interests 

that arise out of an individual’s membership in a group as well as the interests of 

the group itself. 

In this section, I rely on a series of observations by contemporary privacy 

scholars to highlight the need for recognition of a group right to privacy in the age 

of Big Data Analytics.  In their work on group privacy, Taylor, Floridi, and Van der 

Sloot provide the following cogent justification for group privacy in present day 

and age, “[I]n an era of big data where analytics are being developed to operate at 

as broad a scale as possible, the individual is often incidental to the analysis. Instead, 

data analytical technologies are directed at the group level.”122They further elaborate 

on the need for recognition of group privacy in the following terms, “The fact that 

the individual is often no longer central, but incidental to these types of processes, 

challenges the very foundations of most currently existing legal, ethical and social 

practices and theories.” 123  While explaining the limitations of the traditional 

conception of privacy Kammourieh et al state,  

[I]t can leave groups vulnerable to discrimination and targeting and, 
what’s more, leave them unaware of that risk. The concept of group 

 
118 SK Karanja, Privacy and protection of marginalized social groups, 2 STUD ETHICS LAW TECHNOL 1 (2008) 
119 Id at 3 
120 Taylor, supra note 101, at 18  
121 Taylor et al, supra note 8 at 8-9 
122 id at 6 
123 Id at 5 
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privacy attempts to supplement individual privacy by addressing this 
blindspot.124 
 
Floridi argues that “groups are neither discovered nor invented, but designed 

by the level of abstraction (LoA) at which a specific analysis of a social system is 

developed.”125 As per Floridi, the logical order is purpose (why individuals are being 

grouped in this way) followed by LoA (how individuals are being grouped in this 

way) which results in the obtained group.126  Floridi states that the very same 

practices that determine the grouping of people also delineate the resulting groups 

as potential holders of a privacy right.127 Building upon Floridi’s work, Loi and 

Christen identify two forms of group rights to privacy: the first concerning the 

confidential information shared with the group members, and the second 

concerning the inferences that one can draw about the group members because of 

shared features.128 Mittelstadt has argued that algorithmically-assembled groups or 

ad hoc groups “should be formally recognized as moral patients in data protection 

law and privacy theory.”129 The contemporary attempts at expanding the scope of 

privacy arise from the recognition that “group privacy seems to be falling short with 

regard to emerging data analytic techniques.”130 Amongst the key reasons behind 

the shortcomings of group privacy in addressing the challenges posed by Big Data 

Analytics is the lack of an exhaustive conceptual framework and an enforcement 

mechanism.  The leading scholars in the field of group privacy, Taylor et al while 

 
124 Kammoruieh et al, supra note 7, at 63. 
125 Luciano Floridi, Group Privacy: A Defence and an Interpretation, in GROUP PRIVACY: NEW CHALLENGES OF 

DATA TECHNOLOGIES 83, 83 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot eds., 2017) (identifying 
and resolving problems affecting the plausibility of group privacy). 
126 Floridi explains the relevancy of this observation to group privacy in the following terms, 

All this is particularly relevant in the case of group privacy because it would be a mistake 
to think that first one has to establish the existence of a group, then the presence of a 
group’s right to privacy, and then the potential infringement of that group’s privacy 
through some Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) application. If this 
were the case, we would be facing an intractable problem, because the identification of 
groups a priori, independently of the identification first of any interest or purpose (and 
hence LoA) that determines the grouping, is open to endless debate. Luckily, the process 
in practice is rather the opposite. First comes the interest (usually, but not necessarily 
pursued through the application of a technology) in clustering people in some groups.  
Id. at 88. 

127 Id. at 89. 
128 Michele Loi & Markus Christen, Two concepts of Group Privacy, 33 PHIL. & TECH. 207, 207 (2020) (discussing 
two concepts of group privacy-one involving confidential information shared between the members of a 
group and second dealing with inferences that can be made regarding the members of a group). 
129 Brent Mittelstadt, From Individual to Group Privacy in Big Data Analytics, 30 PHIL. & TECH. 475, 492 (2017). 
130 See Taylor et al, supra note 8, at 2. 
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making seminal contributions from various perspectives have adopted a “functional 

and iterative”131 rather than “stable and unanimous”132 approach while defining 

group privacy.  Building upon their scholarship, this thesis seeks to address the 

shortcomings of group privacy by developing a comprehensive theoretical 

framework along with an enforcement mechanism in form of the GRP formulation 

to protect the underlying interests. 

2.7 Challenges for the Group Right to Privacy 
In its struggle for existence, the group right to privacy faces some challenges 

that are common to all group rights and some unique ones.  As regards the common 

challenges, critics have questioned the existence of the groups133 and their ability to 

be the bearer of rights.134 As regards unique challenges, intuitively group right to 

privacy seems implausible-one usually needs privacy from a group not as a group.  

Further, the determination of a group is extremely difficult in cases of mass 

surveillance and profiling.  When group members are not even conscious of each 

other’s existence, can we say that the group exists?135  Despite multiple formulations 

and assertions of group rights as ‘third generation of human rights’136 existential 

doubts continue to plague the group right to privacy.  As mentioned in the 

introductory chapter and as will be elaborated in the ensuing chapters, this thesis 

will seek to resolve the existential doubts plaguing the group right to privacy by 

developing the right both as enjoyed by individuals on the basis of their 

membership in groups as well as the right of the groups themselves.  This dual 

pronged approach will help me address both the questions about the need of group 

privacy as well as the ways to protect group privacy.  

 
131 Id at 3. 
132 Id. 
133 Anthony Quinton, The Presidential Address: Social Objects, 76 PROCEEDINGS OF THE ARISTOTELIAN 

SOCIETY, NEW SERIES 1, 17 (1975) 
Groups are said to have beliefs, emotions and attitudes and to take decisions and make 
promises. But these ways of speaking are plainly metaphorical. To ascribe mental predicates 
to a group is always an indirect way of ascribing such predicates to its members.  Id.  

134 Jones (2016), supra note 21. 
135 The determination of a group is extremely difficult in cases of mass surveillance and profiling. When 
group members are not even conscious of each other’s existence, can we say that the group exists?  Recent 
scholarship in the area tries to overcome this problem by terming such groups either as ‘passive groups’ or 
saying that these groups are designed by level of abstraction.  See: Kammourieh et al supra note 7 at 38-39 
and Floridi, supra note 125, at 84 
136 Jones (2016), supra note 21. 
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2.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have traced the evolution of privacy from an individual 

interest to a group concern in order to identify the common themes that can pave 

the foundation for the group right to privacy.  Along the way, I have identified the 

social, political and technological challenges that have prompted the evolution of 

privacy.  I have further highlighted some of the notable contributions to the realm 

of group privacy.  Before I elaborate upon my own theoretical framework, it is 

important to understand the threat Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 apps pose to 

privacy.  This analysis, which I undertake in the next chapter, will help me identify 

the interests that are targeted by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps as well as 

the methodology adopted to target the said interests.  
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Chapter 3 

Privacy in the age of Big Data and Covid-19 Apps 
Knowledge is not made for understanding; it is made for cutting. 

~Michel Foucault, Nietzsche, Genealogy, History (1984). 

3.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, I had traced the journey of privacy from being an 

individual interest to its evolution towards becoming a group concern.  In this 

chapter, in order to lay the foundation of the group right to privacy, I critically 

analyze the surveillance and causal powers of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 

Apps.  While this analysis is carried out at length throughout this thesis, the present 

chapter marks the introduction to the impact of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 

Apps on individual autonomy and identity.  I begin by defining Big Data using a 

functional approach and then highlight its power to zoom in on select groups and 

draw causal inferences.  This power of Big Data Analytics is driven by the mass 

surveillance infrastructure which confers upon it a Laplace’s Demon-like137 ability 

to track every movement of individuals as well as groups.  I briefly highlight some 

of the limitations of the existing privacy frameworks that are being successfully 

exploited by Big Data Analytics in exercising its tracking and causal power to the 

detriment of individuals and groups.  As regards the Covid-19 Apps, I evaluate their 

perceived efficacy in combating the pandemic against their potential impact on the 

formation of an individual’s social identity.  My analysis in this chapter is driven by 

the inadequacy of an antiquated individualistic conception of privacy that is ill-

equipped to protect individual identity and autonomy in face of new technological 

paradigms, which operate at group level.  The technological threats highlighted in 

this chapter would pave way for the enhanced formulation of GRP in the 

subsequent chapters. 

3.2 Big Data- A functional approach 
The concepts of Big Data and privacy share a peculiar problem- the lack of 

consensus surrounding their respective definitions.  Whilst there are similarities and 

overlaps between the moral concept of privacy, its regulatory landscape and 

 
137 PIERRE SIMON MARQUIS DE LAPLACE, A PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAY ON PROBABILITIES 4 (Truscott & 
Emory ed., 1902). 
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technological framework, scholars bemoan the absence of a common language 

cutting across different disciplines.138 The lack of a uniform definition has resulted 

in a multifaceted understanding of what constitutes privacy, which by itself is not a 

bad development, but it certainly impedes the growth of safeguards to protect 

privacy.  Similarly, the term Big Data has acquired multiple meanings.139  In order 

to overcome the challenges posed by absence of a substantive definition, I adopt a 

functional approach to understand what Big Data is.  Put euphemistically, Big Data 

is what Big Data does.  As a White House study notes regarding Big Data, “Most 

definitions reflect the growing technological ability to capture, aggregate, and 

process an ever-greater volume, velocity, and variety of data.”140 Big Data can be 

functionally understood as, “the process of applying serious computing power - the 

latest in machine learning and artificial intelligence - to seriously massive and often 

highly complex sets of information”.141  

3.3 Big Data: A threat to privacy? 
Why Big Data is a threat to privacy becomes intuitively clear with the help of a 

widely cited definition, “Big Data is the Information asset characterized by such a 

High Volume, Velocity and Variety to require specific Technology and Analytical 

Methods for its transformation into Value”.142 The use of massive computational 

power to transform human experience into data set of value is a direct threat to the 

individual’s autonomy and consequently a challenge for privacy. As the White 

House study on Big Data notes  

 
138 For lack of common language for analytics across disciplines see: Angela van Barneveld, Kim Arnold and 
John Campbell, Analytics in Higher Education: Establishing a Common Language, Educause Learning Initiative, 1 
(2012). Nissim et al have bemoaned a similar lack of common language when it comes to privacy regulation, 
Kobbi Nissim et al, Bridging the Gap between Computer Science and Legal Approaches to Privacy, 31 Harv. J. L. & 
Tech. 687, 772 (2018). 
139 Grady et al, Big Data: Challenges, Practices and Technologies NIST Big Data Public Working Group Workshop at 
IEEE Big Data, IEEE International Conference on Big Data, 11 (2014) 
140 Executive Office of the President, Big Data, Seizing Opportunities, Preserving Values 2 (2014) available 
at  
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/docs/big_data_privacy_report_may_1_2014.p
df 
141 Microsoft, The Big Bang: How the Big Data Explosion Is Changing the World - Microsoft UK Enterprise 
Insights Blog - Site Home - MSDN Blogs. 
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/microsoftenterpriseinsight/2013/04/15/the-big-bang-how-the-big-
data-explosion-is-changing-the-world/ (2013) See also: Jonathan Stuart Ward and Adam Barker, Undefined By 
Data: A Survey of Big Data Definitions, arXiv:1309.5821 available at https://arxiv.org/pdf/1309.5821.pdf 
(2013)  
142 Andrea De Mauro, Marco Greco & Michele Grimaldi, A Formal Definition of Big Data Based on its Essential 
Features, 65 Library Review 122 (2016) 

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/docs/big_data_privacy_report_may_1_2014.pdf
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/docs/big_data_privacy_report_may_1_2014.pdf
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/microsoftenterpriseinsight/2013/04/15/the-big-bang-how-the-big-data-explosion-is-changing-the-world/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/microsoftenterpriseinsight/2013/04/15/the-big-bang-how-the-big-data-explosion-is-changing-the-world/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1309.5821.pdf
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[A]nother concern is that big data technology could assign people to 
ideologically or culturally segregated enclaves known as ‘filter bubbles’ 
that effectively prevent them from encountering information that 
challenges their biases or assumptions.143   
 
I will address detailed examples of how Big Data Analytics infringe on privacy 

and undermine individual autonomy in a subsequent chapter.  For now, let us 

consider a few examples to understand how Big Data exploits our informationally 

and socially networked existence. 

3.3.1 An innocuous detail?   

On 14 May 2021, the New York Times published an article highlighting 

different facets of President Biden’s governance style-from his obsession with 

policy details to a seemingly innocuous reference to the fact that he had used Venmo- 

a mobile payment app to transfer money to his grandchildren.144  After the New 

York Times story, BuzzFeed News was able to find President Biden’s Venmo 

account by searching for less than 10 minutes, “revealing a network of his private 

social connections, a national security issue for the United States, and a major 

privacy concern for everyone who uses the popular peer-to-peer payments app.”145 

While the transactions on the app were not public, the social network was.146  In 

response to the story, the friends on the President’s account were removed and 

subsequently the President and First Lady’s account were no longer online.147 This 

report carries enormous symbolic significance from group privacy perspective.  As 

the report captures it, “[T]he peer-to-peer payments app leaves everyone from 

ordinary people to the most powerful person in the world exposed.”148 

 
143 Executive Office of the President, supra note 140 at 8.  See also: Dwork Cynthia and Mulligan Deirdre, 
It’s Not Privacy, and It’s Not Fair, 66 Stan. L. Rev. Online 35 (2013) 
144 Michael D. Shear, Katie Rogers and Annie Karni, Beneath Joe Biden’s Folksy Demeanor, a Short Fuse and an 
Obsession With Details, NY Times (14 May, 2021) https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/14/us/politics/joe-
biden-policy-decisions.html  
145 Ryan Mac, Katie Notopoulos, Ryan Brooks, Logan McDonald, We Found Joe Biden’s Secret Venmo. Here’s 
Why That’s A Privacy Nightmare For Everyone, BuzzFeedNews (14 May 2021) 
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/we-found-joe-bidens-secret-venmo  
146 Id.  
147 Id. 
148 Id. Floridi offers the justification for group privacy with the aid of an interesting analogy that connects 
the powerful with the ordinary, 

There are very few Moby-Dicks. Most of us are sardines. The individual sardine may 
believe that the encircling net is trying to catch it. It is not. It is trying to catch the whole 
shoal. It is therefore the shoal that needs to be protected, if the sardine is to be saved. An 
ethics addressing each of us as if we were all special Moby-Dicks may be flattering and it 
is not mistaken, but needs to be upgraded urgently. Sometimes the only way to protect the 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/14/us/politics/joe-biden-policy-decisions.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/14/us/politics/joe-biden-policy-decisions.html
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/we-found-joe-bidens-secret-venmo
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3.3.2 It’s all granular 

The degree of specificity with which data is stored in a database is called 

granularity.149 For instance, a name can be stored as a single data unit or broken 

down into first, middle and last name. 150   The value of data increases with 

granularity.  How Big Data offers new forms of granularity can be understood with 

the aid of four powers of Big Data as highlighted by Davidowitz:151 

i. Offering up new types of data:  The value of Big Data lies not only in the 

volume of the data but also in the new forms of granular data it can offer.152  

This can vary from the people who shopped on petrol stations on a 

particular day of the week153 to what people are searching on Google.154 

ii. Providing honest data: Driven by the false allure of online privacy, people 

share their deepest secrets as part of their online search history, which can 

range from financial distress to marriage trouble to medical anxieties. 155 This 

incredibly revealing dataset is invaluable from data analytics perspective156 

and allows algorithms to make predictive assertions at macro level.  The 

combination of various databases such as web browsing history, location 

history, social media accounts along with demographic data enables Big Data 

Analytics to make wide ranging predictions such as a person’s alleged 

propensity to quit a job to political preferences and sexual orientation.157 

iii. Zoom in on small subsets of people158: The essence of Big Data’s powers 

lies in the focused volume of data.159 The ability of Big Data to zoom in 

 
individual is to protect the group to which the individual belongs. Preferably before any 
disaster happens. 

Luciano Floridi, Open Data, Data Protection, and Group Privacy, 27 PHILOS. TECHNOL. 1, 3 (2014) 
 https://doi.org/10.1007/s13347-014-0157-8 
149 Jan L. Harrington, RELATIONAL DATABASE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 517 (2016) 
150 Techopedia, Granular Data (15th February 2017) 
 https://www.techopedia.com/definition/31722/granular-data  
151 SETH STEPHENS-DAVIDOWITZ, EVERYBODY LIES BIG DATA, NEW DATA AND WHAT THE INTERNET 

CAN TELL US ABOUT WHO WE REALLY ARE 53-54 (2017) 
152 Stephens-Davidowitz, supra note 151, at 59 
153 Les Binet and Sarah Carter, DDB, The obsession with ‘granular’ data (14 May 2015) 
https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/opinion/the-obsession-with-granular-data/2087  
154 Stephens-Davidowitz, supra note 151, at 4 
155 Id at xii 
156 Id at 21, 157. 
157 Emilee Rader, Most Americans don’t realize what companies can predict from their data (11 February, 2019) 
https://theconversation.com/most-americans-dont-realize-what-companies-can-predict-from-their-data-
110760  
158 Stephens-Davidowitz, supra note 151, at 54 
159 Id at 62. 
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small subsets can be used for myriad purposes from trying to understand 

why people cheat on taxes160 to geo fencing and targeting vulnerable women 

seeking abortion.161 

iv. Conduct causal experiments at mass scale: Big Data enables conducting 

of randomized controlled experiments, known as A/B testing, at mass scale. 

162 A/B testing can be used to compare different versions of the same 

product to ascertain which performs better. 163  Randomized controlled 

experiments are extremely useful in drawing causal inferences from Big 

Data.164 However, as I have argued elsewhere the same set of practices can 

be used to violate an individual’s privacy, manipulate her attention and 

undermine her autonomy.165 

In view of the aforesaid discussion, the power of big data can be distilled as its 

ability to use new forms of immensely honest data sets to zoom in on small 

subsets of population (groups) and conduct causal analysis.166 This power of 

Big Data and its ability to provide us with “a God’s eye view of ourselves”167 defies 

conventional theoretical paradigms.168  Hence, in order to analyse how Big Data 

Analytics outpaces the antiquated nature of individualistic conception of privacy, I 

compare it with Laplace’s Demon and briefly highlight some of the limitations of 

the existing privacy models. 

3.3.3 Big Data as Laplace’s Demon   

In the debate between those who believe that free will is incompatible with 

determinism versus a deterministic view of the universe, the thought experiment 

known as Laplace’s Demon holds a place of importance.  In 1814, Pierre-Simon 

Laplace questioning the existence of free will in a deterministic universe proposed 

 
160 Id at 178 
161 See Sharona Coutts, Anti-Choice Groups Use Smartphone Surveillance to Target ‘Abortion-Minded Women’ During 
Clinic Visits, REWIRE NEWS (May 25, 2016), https://rewire.news/article/2016/05/25/anti-choice-groups-
deploy-smartphone-surveillance-target-abortion-minded-women-clinic-visits/. 
162 Stephens-Davidowitz, supra note 151, at 211 
163  Amy Gallo, A Refresher on A/B Testing, Harvard Business Review (June 28, 2017), 
https://hbr.org/2017/06/a-refresher-on-ab-testing 
164 See generally, Richard M. Shiffrin, Drawing causal inference from Big Data, Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences Jul 2016, 113 (27) 7308-7309. 
165 Anuj Puri, The Right to Attentional Privacy 48 RUTGERS L. REC. 206, 213-214 (2021). 
166 Stephens-Davidowitz, supra note 151, 53–54. (Emphasis added). 
167 Alex Pentland, Society’s Nervous System: Building Effective Government, Energy, and Public Health Systems, 
COMPUTER, 31, 37 (2012) 
168 Rob Kitchin, Big Data, new epistemologies and paradigm shifts, BIG DATA & SOCIETY 1 (2014). 
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a thought experiment involving a hypothetical super intelligent demon that could 

predict the entire future because it knew the position of each atom in the universe 

at a given point of time along with the laws governing their interaction,169  

We then ought to regard the present state of the universe as the effect 
of its anterior state and as the cause of the one which is to follow.  
Given for one instant an intelligence which would comprehend all the 
forces by which nature is animated, and the respective situation of the 
beings who compose it— an intelligence sufficiently vast to 
submit these data to analysis, it would embrace in the same formula 
the movements of the greatest bodies of the universe and those of the 
lightest atom; for it, nothing would be uncertain and the future, as the 
past, would be present to its eyes. (Emphasis Added)170 
 
In other words, Laplace through this thought experiment sought to reduce 

questions of free will to prediction by data analysis.171 The Laplace Demon thought 

experiment is a suitable metaphor to describe the power of Big Data.  My 

examination of Big Data as Laplace’s Demon is not in context of the debate about 

free will’s compatibility with determinism but in context of Big Data’s ability to 

undermine individual autonomy.  Hence, before considering the predictive power 

of Big Data Analytics, it would be useful to begin with its Laplace Demon like 

power of mass surveillance.   

In 2019, the New York Times as part of its privacy project, obtained a file 

holding the movement of millions of people with mobile phones.172 The file held 

more than 50 billion location pings of millions of Americans across major American 

cities.173  Below is a screenshot of location pings on a typical day at the Grand 

Central Terminal in New York City.174 

 
169  Oliver Burkeman, The clockwork universe: is free will an illusion? (27th April, 2021) 
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2021/apr/27/the-clockwork-universe-is-free-will-an-illusion  
170 Laplace, supra note 137, at 4. 
171  Enise İrem Colak, Thoughts on describing Data Mining with Laplace’s Demon (7th August 2020) 
https://medium.com/@eniseirem/thoughts-on-describing-data-mining-with-laplaces-demon-
8db49e45e388  
172 Stuart A. Thompson and Charlie Warze, Twelve Million Phones, One Dataset, Zero Privacy, THE PRIVACY 

PROJECT, THE NEW YORK TIMES (December 19, 2019) 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-tracking-cell-phone.html  
173 Id.  
174 Id. 
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-tracking-cell-phone.html
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(Figure 4) 

Screenshot of Location Pings at Grand Central Station 

(Source: The New York Times 

Satellite Imagery: Microsoft) 

One privacy concern is that it is possible to isolate any one location ping in this data 

set and follow its daily life cycle to learn intimate details about an individual’s life. 175  

Another privacy concern is the predictions that can be made about the algorithmic 

group itself.176  These concerns are driven by the power of Big Data highlighted 

above i.e. Big Data’s ability to use new forms of immensely honest data sets to zoom 

 
175 Kammourieh et al explain the impact of big data on individual and group privacy as,  

Big Data has blurred the boundaries between individual and group data….  Where 
individual privacy might once have sufficed to rein in state and corporate surveillance 
practices as well as the neighbours’ curiosity, and sufficed to give individuals a measure of 
control over their reputations and security, today it can leave groups vulnerable to 
discrimination and targeting and, what’s more, leave them unaware of that risk. The 
concept of group privacy attempts to supplement individual privacy by addressing this 
blindspot.  

Kammourieh et al, supra note 7, at 63. 
They further analyze how infringement of group privacy can lead to infringement of individual privacy by 
identification of properties, 

Inherent to inferring information from data is pattern identification. These patterns are 
based on finding a property shared by a part of the dataset, and seeing how this property 
correlates with some other property. Identifying a property possessed by particular 
individuals means to create a group. When a second property is added, the group generally 
becomes smaller, as a lower number of individuals will share both properties. Continuing 
to add properties will generally cause the group to decrease in size. Add enough properties 
and the constituency of the group will end up one. 

Id at 47. 
176 Taylor et al, supra note 8, at 5-6. 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-tracking-cell-phone.html
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in on small subsets of population and conduct causal analysis.177 Here is an example 

of such an analysis.  In the aftermath of the US Capitol attack, the New York Times 

obtained through a source the location pings surrounding President Trump’s rally 

venue on 6th January 2021 in Washington D.C. at 8:00 a.m. and the location pings 

at the U.S. Capitol when the attacks took place at 6:00 p.m.178  A screenshot of the 

time-lapse animation showing movement of smart phones from the rally to capitol 

is reproduced below.179  The migratory pattern of the pings is quite revealing.  

 

 

(Figure 5) 

 

 
(Screenshot Source: The New York Times 

Satellite Imagery: Microsoft Corporation) 

Using these location pings and combining them with other datasets, the New York 

Times was able to identify some of the people who were present at both the sites.  

This process of deanonymization can be explained as follows180 

 
177 Stephens-Davidowitz, supra note 151, at 53-54. 
178 Charlie Warzel & Stuart A. Thompson, They Stormed the Capitol. Their Apps Tracked Them, The New York 
Times (5 February, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/05/opinion/capitol-attack-cellphone-
data.html  
179 Id. 
180 Id. 

8:00 a.m. 
Location pings 
at the Rally 

6:00 p.m. 
Location 
pings at the 
U.S. Capitol 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/05/opinion/capitol-attack-cellphone-data.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/05/opinion/capitol-attack-cellphone-data.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/05/opinion/capitol-attack-cellphone-data.html
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(Figure 6) 

(Source: The New York Times) 

The process of deanonymization involved matching the Mobile Ad ID with APP, 

marketing, and location database to cross-reference the entries and identify the 

individuals.181  I have deliberately chosen this example, as a prima facie analysis of 

the location pings relating to US Capitol attack may mistakenly lead one to believe 

the benevolent use of this mass surveillance.  However, it is important to remember 

the following points: 

i. While this analysis may be useful for legal enforcement purposes, this 

surveillance effort was not led by government agencies for national security 

reasons but private corporations for profit motives.  Further, the lack of 

security of these databases is clear from the New York Times ability to 

obtain them. 

ii. Big Data analytics with their Laplace’s Demon like powers were not only 

tracking the perpetrators of the US Capitol Attack.  Laplace’s Demonesque 

analytics were also responsible for leading them to the hill.  In the age of Big 

Data Analytics, we are the information that we consume.  When the 

information targeted at us is a product of algorithmic determination, then 

our identities may become products of algorithmic determination.  

Algorithmically sorted into epistemic bubbles on the basis of intrusive 

surveillance, the US Capitol attackers were fed systemic disinformation by 

 
181 Judge Herbert B. Dixon Jr. (Ret.), Cell Phones, Social Media, and the Capitol Insurrection, 60 (2) THE JUDGES 

JOURNAL 37, 38 (2021) 
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social media which catered to their worst prejudices.  The systemic 

disinformation apart from destroying our shared socio-political reality has 

also cost lives during the pandemic on account of vaccine myths.182  As I 

elaborate in an ensuing section, when individuals are panoptically sorted into 

epistemic bubbles and echo chambers183 for behavioural targeting purposes, 

it undermines their autonomy over the formation of the socially embedded 

self.  The existing individualistic focus of the privacy law falls short under 

the gaze of Laplace’s Demon, and we need a group right to privacy to 

safeguard the socially embedded autonomous self against the manipulative 

exercise of predictive analytics. 

iii. The US Capitol attackers aren’t the only ones who are being tracked.  The 

global surveillance net mounted by Laplace’s Demon covers everyone 

including vulnerable groups like children.184   

iv. Lastly, as regards Laplace’s Demon’s predictive power, big data can be 

analysed to extrapolate patterns and predict outcomes.185 In the ensuing 

chapter, I demonstrate how this power has been used to influence everything 

from individual shopping choices to outcomes of political elections.   

For now, I turn my focus towards briefly analyzing the limitations of the existing 

privacy frameworks.  The Laplace Demonesque power of Big Data Analytics of 

mass surveillance and its ability to zoom in on select groups and draw causal 

inferences cannot succeed in the absence of these lacunae in the privacy regime. 

3.4 Limitations of the existing privacy frameworks: 

The conceptual focus of the existing privacy regime is individualistic and driven 

by the need to maintain anonymity around an individual’s identity.  This lacuna 

results in inadequate safeguards in data collection and processing, which is exploited 

 
182 Md Saiful Islam et al, COVID-19–Related Infodemic and Its Impact on Public Health: A Global Social Media 
Analysis, 103(4) THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE 1621-1629 (2020) 
https://www.ajtmh.org/view/journals/tpmd/103/4/article-p1621.xml 
183 Nguyen supra note 35. 
184 Charlie Warzel and Stuart A. Thompson, Where even the children are being tracked, THE PRIVACY PROJECT, 
THE NEW YORK TIMES (21 December 2019) 
 https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/21/opinion/pasadena-smartphone-
spying.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article  
185 See generally Michal Kosinski, Yilun Wang, Himabindu Lakkaraju, and Jure Leskovec, Mining big data to 
extract patterns and predict real-life outcomes, 21(4) PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS 493–506 (2016) 

https://www.ajtmh.org/view/journals/tpmd/103/4/article-p1621.xml
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/21/opinion/pasadena-smartphone-spying.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/21/opinion/pasadena-smartphone-spying.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
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by the Big Data Analytics.  Some of the shortcomings of the existing privacy 

framework are briefly analysed below: 

i. Prioritization of information collection over analysis:  The focus of 

existing privacy framework is on information collection rather than analysis.  

Schonberger and Cukier highlight that with the advent of Big Data Analytics, 

the value of information no longer resides solely in its primary purpose for 

which it was collected, but in its secondary uses.186 Kammoureih and others 

state that the traditional right to privacy is an inadequate instrument of 

control because it focuses solely on information collection and not on 

analysis.187 

ii. Overt focus on individual consent: The existing model of collecting an 

individual’s data on the basis of notice and consent is deeply flawed. It has 

now become a cliché to state that nobody reads a website’s privacy policy, 

but it is still important to state that even the best of trained experts would 

be hard-pressed to interpret the unilateral and ambiguous privacy policies.188 

Hence, there is no informed consent.189 Further, since information about 

one individual can be used to undermine autonomy of other similarly placed 

individuals, the overt focus on individual consent is misplaced. 

iii. Limitations of Contextual integrity: Nissenbaum advocates a contextual 

approach to privacy online, emphasizing the importance of contextual 

integrity as personal information moves across heterogeneous online 

contexts.190 She states that “[c]ontextual integrity ties adequate protection 

for privacy to norms of specific contexts, demanding that information 

 
186  VIKTOR MAYER-SCHONBERGER & KENNETH CUKIER, BIG DATA-A REVOLUTION THAT WILL 

TRANSFORM HOW WE LIVE, WORK AND THINK 103 (2013). 
187 Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 46. 
188 Masooda Bashir, April D. Lambert, Carol Hayes, & Jay P. Kesan, Online Privacy and Informed Consent: The 
Dilemma of Information Asymmetry, PROC. ASS’N FOR INFO. SCI. & TECH. 1, 2 (2016) (discussing the problem 
of information asymmetry in privacy and consent). See also Marcus Moretti & Michael Naughton, Why Privacy 
Policies are so Inscrutable, THE ATLANTIC (Sep. 5, 2014), 
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/09/why-privacy-policies-are-so-
inscrutable/379615/  
189 Bashir, Lambert, Hayes & Kesan, supra note 188, at 2.  On the limitations of individual consent in the 
civil society’s use of data see: Nathaniel A. Raymond, Beyond “Do No Harm” and Individual Consent: Reckoning 
with the Emerging Ethical Challenges of Civil Society’s Use of Data in GROUP PRIVACY-NEW CHALLENGES OF DATA 

TECHNOLOGIES 67 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot eds., 2017) 
190 Helen Nissenbaum, A Contextual Approach to Privacy Online, DAEDALUS 32, 41 (2011) (articulating context-
specific substantive norms that constrain what information websites can collect, with whom and under what 
conditions it can be shared). 

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/09/why-privacy-policies-are-so-inscrutable/379615/
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/09/why-privacy-policies-are-so-inscrutable/379615/
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gathering and dissemination be appropriate to that context and obey the 

governing norms of distribution within it.” 191  While this does offer a 

modicum of privacy, it assumes that the aggregator or gatherer of 

information is aware of all the uses of the information collected under the 

ambit of the privacy policy, which very often is not the case.192 The usage of 

vague and broad-based terms in the privacy policy, further undermines the 

contextual integrity of data.193 

iv. Limitations of Restricted access and anonymity: Wu, Zhu, Wu, and 

Ding state that two common approaches to protect privacy are to: 

1. “[R]estrict access to the data, such as adding certification or access 

control to the data entries, so sensitive information is accessible by a 

limited group of users only, and 

2. [A]nonymize data fields such that sensitive information cannot be 

pinpointed to an individual record.”194 

The restricted access approach is not entirely effective because, as stated 

earlier, identification is not necessary to influence the individual.195 Further, 

it is virtually impossible to completely anonymize data.196 

 
191 Helen Nissenbaum, Privacy as Contextual Integrity, 79 WASH. L. REV. 119, 119 (2004) (explaining why some 
of the prominent theoretical approaches to privacy, which were developed over time to meet traditional 
privacy challenges, yield unsatisfactory conclusions in the case of public surveillance). 
192 “A major problem created by the widespread adoption of computer and telecommunications technology 
to personal-data record keeping is the inability to anticipate and control future use of information.” PRIVACY 

PROTECTION STUDY COMM’N, TECHNOLOGY AND PRIVACY: APPENDIX 5 TO THE REPORT OF THE PRIVACY 

PROTECTION STUDY COMMISSION 26 (1977). See Daniel J. Solove & Paul M. Schwartz, The PII Problem: 
Privacy and a New Concept of Personally Identifiable Information, GEO. WASH. L. FAC. PUBLICATIONS 1814, 1846 
(2011) (noting the problems of defining PII). 
193 See generally Kevin Litman-Navarro, We Read 150 Privacy Policies. They Were an Incomprehensible Disaster, THE 

NEW YORK TIMES, https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/06/12/opinion/facebook-google-privacy-
policies.html?mtrref=www.google.com&assetType=REGIWALL. See generally Moretti & Naughton, supra 
note 188.  
194  Xindong Wu, Xingquan Zhu, Gong-Qing Wu, & Wei Ding, Data Mining with Big Data, 26 IEEE 
TRANSACTIONS ON KNOWLEDGE AND DATA ENGINEERING 97, 100 (2014) (analyzing the challenging 
issues in the data-driven model and also in the Big Data revolution); see also Graham Cormode & Divesh 
Srivastava, Anonymized Data: Generation, Models, Usage, IEEE XPLORE 1211, 1211 (2010), 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/5447721 (describing how the body of “work in query evaluation over 
uncertain databases can hence be used for answering ad hoc queries over anonymized data” in a principled 
manner). 
195 Barocas & Nissenbaum, supra note 6, at 45. 
196 A 2019 study published in Nature Communications by Rocher et al states that “even heavily sampled 
anonymized datasets are unlikely to satisfy the modern standards for anonymization set forth by GDPR.” 
For instance, it is possible to re-identify 99.98% of Americans in any dataset using 15 demographic attributes. 
Luc Rocher, Julien M. Hendrickx, & Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye, Estimating the Success of Re-identifications In 
Incomplete Datasets Using Generative Models, 10 NATURE COMM. 1, 5 (2019). 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/06/12/opinion/facebook-google-privacy-policies.html?mtrref=www.google.com&assetType=REGIWALL
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/06/12/opinion/facebook-google-privacy-policies.html?mtrref=www.google.com&assetType=REGIWALL
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/5447721
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v. Limitations of Differential privacy: Differential privacy focuses on 

disclosing properties of a database while protecting individual 

information.197 As per the Harvard University Privacy Tool Project, “an 

algorithm is said to be differentially private if by looking at the output, one 

cannot tell whether any individual’s data was included in the original dataset 

or not.” 198  While exploring database privacy Dwork notes, Dalenius 

desideratum for statistical databases articulated  in 1977, “[n]othing about an 

individual should be learnable from the database that cannot be learned 

without access to the database.”199 After stating that Dalenius’ desideratum 

is impossible to achieve, Dwork argues that differential privacy provides an 

alternative to anonymization of data by adding random noise to make 

databases resilient to adaptive attacks that use auxiliary information. 200 

However, as Ghosh and Kleinberg highlight,  

[D]ifferential privacy focuses on the privacy loss to an 
individual by [their] contribution to a dataset, and therefore—
by design—does not capture all of the privacy losses from 
inferences that could be made about one person’s data due to 
its correlations with other data in networked contexts.201 
 

These lacunae are exploited by Big Data Analytics.  The aforesaid analysis 

demonstrates that the various downstream approaches to correct individual privacy 

violation by data practices have not succeeded.  One common thread that runs 

through these lacunae is privacy’s overt focus on preventing identification of the 

individual and the resultant lack of adequate emphasis being placed on privacy’s 

role in identity formation.  It is my assertion that the answer to the challenge posed 

 
197  Kobbi Nissim et al, Differential Privacy: A Primer for a Non-technical Audience 1 (2018) 
https://privacytools.seas.harvard.edu/files/privacytools/files/pedagogical-document-dp_new.pdf See also: 
Harvard University Privacy Tools Project, supra note 50. 
198 Harvard University Privacy Tools Project, supra note 50. 
199 Tore Dalenius, Towards a Methodology for Statistical Disclosure Control, 15 STATISTIK TIDSKRIFT 429 (1977) 
(articulating a desideratum for statistical databases); see also Cynthia Dwork, Differential Privacy, in 
AUTOMATA, LANGUAGES AND PROGRAMMING ICALP LECTURE NOTES IN COMPUTER 
SCIENCE 1 (Bugliesi et al eds. 2006) (discussing the increased risk to one’s privacy incurred by participating 
in a database). 
200 See Dwork, supra note 199 at 2, 9; see also Aaruran Elamurugaiyan, A Brief Introduction to Differential Privacy, 
MEDIUM: GEORGIAN IMPACT BLOG (Aug. 31, 2018), https://medium.com/georgian-impact-blog/a-brief-
introduction-to-differential-privacy-eacf8722283b.  
201 Arpita Ghosh & Robert Kleinberg, Inferential Privacy Guarantees for Differentially Private Mechanisms, ARXIV  
(May 23, 2017), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.01508.pdf (asking how differential privacy guarantees translate 
to guarantees on inferential privacy in networked contexts) (Emphasis Original). 

https://privacytools.seas.harvard.edu/files/privacytools/files/pedagogical-document-dp_new.pdf
https://medium.com/georgian-impact-blog/a-brief-introduction-to-differential-privacy-eacf8722283b
https://medium.com/georgian-impact-blog/a-brief-introduction-to-differential-privacy-eacf8722283b
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.01508.pdf
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by big data lies not only in privacy’s role vis-à-vis identification but also the role 

played by privacy in identity formation.  Once we appreciate these nuances, the 

need for a conception of privacy that effectively protects individual autonomy and 

identity becomes clear.  In order to thwart Big Data Analytics’ assault on individual 

autonomy and identity, it is important to justify the claim that there is a strong moral 

interest in comprehensive protection of the group affiliations that underpin an 

individual’s identity and autonomy. Before articulating the said interest, I highlight 

the novel threat posed by Covid-19 Apps to privacy. I will then develop a model to 

jointly address the privacy concerns raised by both Big Data Analytics and Covid-

19 Apps.  

3.5 Pandemic and Privacy 
In its conceptual initiation, the present doctoral research was focussed on 

devising a solution to the threat posed by Big Data Analytics to privacy.  However, 

as the research progressed a special challenge emerged in form of deployment of 

Big Data Analytics for public health surveillance purposes. In the aftermath of the 

Covid-19 pandemic, many countries launched health surveillance apps as part of 

the effort to contain the virus’s spread through contact tracing. 202  Different 

countries have adopted different versions of contract tracing apps but broadly 

speaking the Covid-19 Apps work in the following manner as described by 

Tomaschek,  

Contact tracing Apps work by leveraging the Bluetooth functionality or 
location services (such as GPS), sometimes both, on a user’s device to 
determine proximity to other mobile phones running the same app… 

This proximity data is then recorded by each of the devices running the 
app that come within a certain radius of one another for a sustained 
period. If a user ends up testing positive for Covid-19, they can let their 
app know. Any user whose phone had recorded contact with the infected 
user’s phone in the preceding days would then get an alert notifying them 
that they had been in close proximity to someone infected with Covid-
19, and would advise the user to self-isolate to limit the further spread of 
the virus.203 
   

 
202 Paul M Schwartz, Protecting Privacy On COVID-19 Surveillance Apps, IAAP (May 8, 2020), 
 https://iapp.org/news/a/protecting-privacy-on-covid-surveillance-apps/. 
203 Attila Tomaschek, Contact tracing apps have a crucial role to play in combating COVID-19, but are we sacrificing our 
privacy in the process? (15 July 2021) https://proprivacy.com/guides/comparing-contact-tracing-apps-
coronavirus-world  

https://iapp.org/news/a/protecting-privacy-on-covid-surveillance-apps/
https://proprivacy.com/guides/comparing-contact-tracing-apps-coronavirus-world
https://proprivacy.com/guides/comparing-contact-tracing-apps-coronavirus-world
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Experts disagree on the feasibility and desirability of such apps. 204  While 

proponents of these apps point to their potential efficacy, privacy scholars have 

voiced their concerns regarding their potential overreach.205 It is also worth noting 

that while some countries have steadfastly adopted this techno-legal solution, others 

have been far more circumspect, with Norway even abandoning the project on 

account of privacy concerns.206 The selection of a technological solution towards 

resolving a public health crisis is fraught with great risks. Taylor while writing on 

use of Big Data Analytics as part of the strategy to combat the Ebola epidemic 

cautions, 

A reliance on big data analytics then, has the potential to remove an 
epidemic such as Ebola from its political and societal context (a lack of 
resources on the part of health authorities, and a lack of incentive to act 
on the part of unaffected countries) and place it instead in the data 
domain, which has solvable problems (a lack of data can be solved by 
gaining access to more and better data). In this domain, the political and 
human problems of quarantine decisions instead become a data problem: 
whom to confine and where. In this case, if the wrong decisions are taken 
based on biased or unclear data, the newest technology could only 
facilitate medieval decision-making processes targeted at groups rather 
than individuals.207 
 

 
204 Luca Ferretti et al., Quantifying SARS-CoV-2 Transmission Suggests Epidemic Control With Digital Contact 
Tracing, 368 SCIENCE 619, 620 (May 8, 2020) (“A contact-tracing app that builds a memory of proximity 
contacts and immediately notifies contacts of positive cases can achieve epidemic control if used by enough 
people.”). A report by the Pathogen Dynamics Group, Big Data Institute, Nuffield Department of Medicine, 
and University of Oxford found “that the epidemic can be suppressed with 80% of all smartphone users 
using the app, or 56% of the population overall.” ROBERT HINCH ET AL., EFFECTIVE CONFIGURATIONS OF 

A DIGITAL CONTACT TRACING APP: A REPORT TO NHSX 3 (Apr. 16, 2020), 
https://cdn.theconversation.com/static_files/files/1009/Report_-
_Effective_App_Configurations.pdf?1587531217. On how to make mobile phone data work against the 
virus see Nuria Oliver et al., Mobile Phone Data for Informing Public Health Actions Across the COVID-19 Pandemic 
Life Cycle, 6 SCI. ADVANCES 1, 1 (June 5, 2020). On the other hand, Piotr Sapiezynski et al. challenged the 
assumptions underlying Contact-Tracing Apps and warned “about the potential consequences of over-
extending the existing state and corporate surveillance powers.” Piotr Sapiezynski, Johanna Pruessing, & 
Vedran Sekara, The Fallibility of Contact-Tracing Apps, ARXIV (May 27, 2020), 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.11297.pdf. Federica Lucivero et al. argue “that rather than technological fixes 
to the current emergency these apps should be introduced in society as societal experimental trials whose 
effectiveness and consequences need to be closely and independently monitored the same level of precaution 
and safeguards that social experimentation require.” Federica Lucivero, Nina Hallowell, Stephanie Johnson, 
Barbara Prainsack, Gabrielle Samuel, & Tamar Sharon, Covid-19 and Contact Tracing Apps: Technological Fix or 
Social Experiment?, SSRN (Apr. 10, 2020), 
 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3590788&download=yes. 
205 Neema Singh Guliani, ACLU Government Safeguards for Tech-Assisted Contact Tracing, ACLU (May 18, 2020), 
https://www.aclu.org/other/aclu-white-paper-government-safeguards-tech-assisted-contact-tracing. 
206 Agence France-Presse in Oslo, Norway Suspends Virus-Tracing App Due To Privacy Concerns, GUARDIAN (June 
15, 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/15/norway-suspends-virus-tracing-app-due-to-
privacy-concerns. 
207 Taylor, supra note 101, at 25. 

https://cdn.theconversation.com/static_files/files/1009/Report_-_Effective_App_Configurations.pdf?1587531217
https://cdn.theconversation.com/static_files/files/1009/Report_-_Effective_App_Configurations.pdf?1587531217
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.11297.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3590788&download=yes
https://www.aclu.org/other/aclu-white-paper-government-safeguards-tech-assisted-contact-tracing
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/15/norway-suspends-virus-tracing-app-due-to-privacy-concerns
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/15/norway-suspends-virus-tracing-app-due-to-privacy-concerns
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Hence, it is important to balance the perceived efficacy of any such 

technological solution with ethical concerns. Parker, Fraser, Abeler-Dörner, and 

Bonsall summarize the ethical dilemmas surrounding the Covid-19 Apps as 

The scale of the suffering caused by the COVID-19 pandemic means 
that if a case can be made that some degree of privacy infringement 
will save significant numbers of lives and reduce suffering, the 
intervention may be justified. Any such justification will depend on a 
clear case being made that the privacy infringement is either necessary 
or that it is significantly more effective than the alternatives. One 
aspect of a convincing attempt at justification might be the claim that 
the privacy infringement is less intrusive than blanket population level 
lockdowns for everyone. It would, however, also require a convincing 
case to be made that (i) any privacy impact would be minimized, (ii) 
that high standards of data security, protection and oversight would 
be in place, (iii) that there would be transparency about proposed and 
actual data uses, and (iv) that these would be complemented by other 
protections, for example, around non-discrimination.208 

 

The real challenge lies in converting this moral position into an applicable legal 

principle.  Barring a few studies on ethical implications, the existing scholarship on 

Covid-19 Apps has largely focused on technical solutions to safeguard the 

individual’s privacy.209 We have been focusing on what data is being collected, its 

anonymization, duration and place of storage, and access to the said data.210 In 

other words, we have been focusing on identification and mimicking the existing 

safeguards that we deploy against Big Data Analytics. These are important 

safeguards, but in the absence of an operational legal tenet grounded in the relevant 

moral consideration, this piecemeal approach is less likely to succeed. In order to 

balance privacy interests with larger public health concerns, instead of focusing 

solely on identification, we need to also focus on identity construction.  

Towards this end, it is critical to note that there are important differences 

between the functioning of Big Data Analytics and the Covid-19 Apps. Big Data 

 
208 Parker et al., supra note 4, at 428 (discussing ethical implications of the use of mobile phone apps in the 
control of the COVID-19 pandemic). 
209 Justin Chan et al., PACT: Privacy-Sensitive Protocols and Mechanisms for Mobile Contact Tracing, ARXIV (May 7, 
2020), https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.03544.pdf (suggesting functionalities for harnessing computing 
technologies to minimize “mortality associated with the spread of COVID-19, while protecting the civil 
liberties of individuals.”); Qiang Tang, Privacy-Preserving Contact Tracing: current solutions and open questions, ARXIV 

(Apr. 25, 2020), https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.06818.pdf (examining “existing privacy-aware contact tracing 
solutions and analys[ing] their (dis)advantages”).  
210 See generally Chan et al., supra note 209. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.03544.pdf
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Analytics control our access to the physical realm through the virtual.211 On the 

other hand, Covid-19 Apps exercise direct control over our participation in the 

physical realm.212 In ordinary circumstances, an individual participates in the social 

sphere in the physical realm through the various roles that she performs, such as a 

parent or a professor. Control over determination of her social identity is a 

fundamental aspect of an individual’s autonomy, which is protected through 

privacy. However, during the extraordinary course of the pandemic, an individual’s 

participation in the social sphere in the physical realm has become contingent on 

their status as a potential disease carrier as determined by the Covid-19 Apps. One 

could argue that the diminished individual control over her social identity is not the 

result of Covid-19 Apps but of the pandemic. However, such a claim would not be 

entirely correct. While the extraordinary circumstances of pandemic certainly play a 

part in diminishing individual autonomy, it is the technical surveillance solutions, 

such as the Covid-19 Apps, that make the pandemic relevant from privacy studies 

perspective. Covid-19 Apps are technological embodiments of Foucault’s “medical 

gaze,” the accumulation of medical knowledge through the “medical separation 

between a patient’s body and his identity.”213 Covid-19 Apps can also be interpreted 

as the latest attempt in what Foucault termed as biopolitics which refers to the 

treatment of “the health of a population primarily as a political problem that also 

has biological and scientific aspects.”214 Unlike Big Data Analytics, which deploy 

opaque strategies to diminish individual autonomy, Covid-19 Apps exercise visible 

direct control.215 While most countries have made the installation of these Apps 

 
211 See Alessandro Mantelero, Social Control, Transparency and Participation in the Big Data World, JOURNAL OF 

INTERNET LAW 23, 27 (2014).  (“Governments and big companies are increasing their control over 
information.  This concentration is reducing the transparent and democratic use of information in our 
societies, facilitating social control, and producing an asymmetric distribution of knowledge in society”). 
212 In China, individuals must scan a Covid-19 App based QR code before entering public places and can be 
denied entry depending on their “health code.” See Anna Gamvros & Libby Ryan, How Contact Tracing Apps 
in Asia Are Being Used To Fight COVID-19 – Is the Reward Worth the Risk?, DATA PROTECTION REP. (Apr. 24, 
2020), https://www.dataprotectionreport.com/2020/04/how-contact-tracing-apps-in-asia-are-being-used-
to-fight-covid-19-is-the-reward-worth-the-risk/. 
213  Black Hawk Hancock, Michel Foucault and the Problematics of Power: Theorizing DTCA and Medicalized 
Subjectivity, 43 J. MED. & PHIL. 439, 443 (2018) (exploring Foucault’s different notions of power).  MICHEL 

FOUCAULT, THE BIRTH OF THE CLINIC: AN ARCHAEOLOGY OF MEDICAL PERCEPTION 89 (1973) 
214 Yael Keshet, Fear of panoptic surveillance: using digital technology to control the COVID-19 epidemic, 9:67 ISRAEL 

JOURNAL OF HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH 1, 2 (2020) 
215 See Executive Office of the President, supra note 140, at 10; Gamvros & Ryan, supra note 212.  

https://www.dataprotectionreport.com/2020/04/how-contact-tracing-apps-in-asia-are-being-used-to-fight-covid-19-is-the-reward-worth-the-risk/
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voluntary, privacy scholars have decried this consent as illusory.216 This illusory 

consent and the resultant compulsory installation of these Apps places a limitation 

on an individual’s right to informational self-determination. 

A surveillance app that reduces an individual’s identity to a potential disease 

carrier and acts as a gatekeeper to her participation in the social sphere faces an 

enormous moral challenge. What further elevates the threat posed by Covid-19 

Apps from an individual privacy to a group privacy concern is the scale of the 

operation and its consequent restriction on identity formation.  As Keshet states, 

“[I]f digital contact tracing is to achieve its intended purpose, the system 

infrastructure must collect vast amounts of information about as many people’s 

contacts as possible.” 217  Any technological solution aimed at countering the 

pandemic must also take into account issues of collective data justice and its 

exclusionary impact on the group of people who are unable to download such an 

App.  The right to “freely pursue the development and fulfilment” of one’s identity 

is a fundamental human right.218 Any app seeking to temporarily suspend that right 

needs to meet a much higher benchmark than the anonymity guaranteed in privacy 

regulation. It must be in conformity with the morality of freedom.219 This higher 

 
216 As per Schwartz, “the critical issue is how the government and private sector will restrict access to spaces 
and opportunities based on whether or not one ‘consents’ to the use of an app or other monitoring device.” 
Paul M. Schwartz, Illusions of Consent and COVID-19-Tracking Apps, IAPP (May 19, 2020) 
https://iapp.org/news/a/illusions-of-consent-and-covid-tracking-apps/. 
217 Keshet, supra note 214, at 2. 
218 EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS, GUIDE ON ARTICLE 8 OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON 

HUMAN RIGHTS, 60 (2020), https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/guide_art_8_eng.pdf. 
219 See Raz supra note 30 at 267 (1988) (stating “[m]orality is . . . concerned with the advancement of the well-
being of individuals.”).  For Raz, Morality is not based in rights but its foundation lies in duties, goals, virtues 
etc.  Id at 193.  The relationship between freedom and morality can be understood from the perspective, 
“[s]ignificantly autonomous persons…who can shape their life and determine its course…are part creators 
of their own moral world.”  Id at 154.  Importantly for Raz, personal autonomy is incompatible with moral 
individualism but linked to collective goods.  Id at 206-207, 247.  Raz’s co-relation of personal autonomy 
with collective goods plays an important role in developing my account of privacy as a social value in 
subsequent parts.  See also Donald H. Regan, Authority and Value: Reflections on Raz’s Morality of Freedom, 62 S. 
CAL. L. REV. 995, 1000 (1989). Donald Regan has summarized Raz’s views on autonomy as, 

“(1) [g]enuine autonomy requires the existence of a wide range of social 
practices which define activities and relationships (such as being a doctor, 
being a concert violinist, marriage, friendship, and so on); (2) the existence 
of any such social practice is a collective good; (3) individuals do not have 
rights to the existence of such collective goods; therefore, (4) individuals 
do not have rights to the conditions of autonomy.”   

In Morality of Freedom, Raz aims to develop a liberal foundation for a political morality.  Roger A. Shiner, 
Reviewed Work(s): The Morality of Freedom by Joseph Raz, 63 PHIL. 119, 119 (1988). Philosophers world over have 
expounded upon the virtues of freedom and explored its relationship with morality.  J. Krishnamurti writes,  

[F]reedom is one of the most important factors in life…So when we talk 
of freedom we are talking of the fundamental issue. It is not a freedom 

https://iapp.org/news/a/illusions-of-consent-and-covid-tracking-apps/
https://www.echr.coe.int/documents/guide_art_8_eng.pdf
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benchmark that I seek cannot come by restricting our focus to the identification of 

the individual. We need to analyze the constitutive role privacy plays in the 

formation of an individual’s identity. Similarly, if we have to design an effective 

theoretical framework to thwart Big Data Analytics’ impingement of individual 

identity and autonomy, we must address the question of why individuals are sharing 

their data in the first place.  The answer to this question lies in privacy’s role in 

identity formation, which I address in the next chapter.  

3.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have highlighted the impact of Big Data Analytics and Covid-

19 Apps on privacy.  By analysing the myriad ways in which Big Data Analytics 

profile an individual and mine her data, individually and collectively, I have laid the 

foundation for the need of a strong moral principle to protect individual identity 

and autonomy.  I have further highlighted the social control exercised by Covid-19 

Apps, which acts as an impediment to formation of individual social identity. 

In the next chapter, I argue that privacy plays a pivotal role in formation of this 

social identity and socially embedded autonomous self. This shifts the paradigm of 

privacy studies from identification to identity formation and the focus of privacy 

from protecting the secluded liberal self to the socially embedded autonomous 

self. 220   As I elaborate in the next chapter, this paradigm shift is based on 

recognition of privacy as a social value and forms the basis of the group right to 

privacy.   

 

 

 
from something, but the quality of a mind and heart that are free, and in 
which direction does not exist. Freedom from something is only a modified 
continuity of what has been, and therefore it is not freedom. When there is 
direction, and therefore choice, freedom cannot exist; for direction is 
division and hence choice and conflict. 

J. Krishnamurti, The Whole Movement of Life Is Learning, https://jkrishnamurti.org/content/chapter-66-
without-responsibility-there-no-freedom 
For Amartya Sen, expansion of freedom is the primary end as well as the principal means of development.  
See: AMARTYA SEN, DEVELOPMENT AS FREEDOM xii (1999).  In the Kantian tradition, our moral 
responsibility for our actions arises on account of our free will.  Christine M. Korsgaard, CREATING THE 

KINGDOM OF ENDS 159 (1996). According to Carter, “[a] rich notion of ‘freedom’ can be employed to 
generate a rich morality.” Alan Carter, Morality and Freedom, 53 (211) The Philosophical Quarterly, 161, 177 
(2003).  As I understand it, a policy measure’s moral worth depends upon its impact on autonomy.  If it 
enhances autonomy, then the said regulation is morally worthy.    
220 Mokrosinska, supra note 29, at 117. 

https://jkrishnamurti.org/content/chapter-66-without-responsibility-there-no-freedom
https://jkrishnamurti.org/content/chapter-66-without-responsibility-there-no-freedom
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Chapter 4 
Identity, Autonomy and Privacy as a Social Value 

 
I am myself plus my circumstance; and, if I do not save it, I do not save myself. 

~ José Ortega y Gasset, Meditations on Quixote 45 (1961). 

4.1 Introduction 
The conventional value of privacy is understood in terms of protecting an 

individual’s identity and autonomy by maintaining the anonymity of an individual.  

What gets lost in this conventional understanding is the role played by privacy in 

formation of an individual’s social identity and socially embedded autonomous self.  

In this chapter, in order to highlight this larger role of privacy, I examine various 

intuitive, theoretical, and regulatory accounts of identification and identity 

formation.  I argue that the process of identification of an individual is not merely 

driven by her personal attributes but is largely based on markers and identifiers that 

have been developed on the basis of social groups.  An individual’s participation in 

these social groups and her control over resultant social identity formation is 

facilitated by privacy.  I begin with a comparison of the two states of solitude and 

anonymity to highlight privacy’s contribution in an individual’s identity formation 

vis-à-vis her membership in social groups.  I analyze the etymological origins of 

privacy to bring out the distinction between ‘being private’ and ‘enjoying privacy’.  

This distinction is then used to emphasize the role played by privacy in the 

formation of an individual’s identity.  The process of identification of an individual 

is examined through a spectrum of privacy before expounding upon the need to 

protect the social identity of the individual.  As regards autonomy, I focus on an 

account of relational autonomy to highlight the constitutive role played by privacy 

in the formation of the socially embedded autonomous self, which grounds its 

status as a social value.   

4.2 Privacy in Solitude 
If protection from identification is the primary focus of privacy, then the 

same can be intuitively achieved in two distinct settings.  Firstly, in complete 

solitude and second in a large homogenous crowd, where one is relatively 

anonymous.  So, protection from identification is either guaranteed in a Robinson 
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Crusoe kind of environment where none is aware of an individual’s existence or by 

membership in such a large homogenous group that one’s participation goes 

unnoticed.   

Consider the Robinson Crusoe scenario first, assume that a person ‘X’ has 

grown up on an island without all human contact.  This individual while sharing 

biological attributes of other human beings has not been a member of any social 

group.  One could stipulate that this individual’s identity is whole and not bifurcated 

into personal and social identity like the rest of us.  It would be interesting to ponder 

over the question of privacy in such a surrounding.  On the one hand, X’s existence 

is seemingly private, but on the other it seems like in the absence of ‘intrusion’ by 

another human being, X arguably has no need for privacy.  The answer to this 

ambiguity perhaps lies in the etymological origins of privacy. 

4.3 Etymological roots of Privacy 
  The word private is etymologically derived from the Latin word privus 

which means “one’s own, individual.” 221  As per the Online Etymological 

Dictionary, privacy’s meaning as the “state of freedom from intrusion or 

interference” has been in usage since 1814.222  Previously, privacy referred to ‘secret’ 

from the French word privauté.223  As per Perez,  

[t]he French word privauté does not translate directly to the English 
word privacy. It shares some of the sense of the English privacy, but 
the connotations of privauté are more specific: they relate to intimacy, 
familiarity, closeness, trust.  And not always in a positive sense.224 

 
So, X might be private in an individualistic sense, although arguably that may also 

require being part of a larger social group.  However, in the absence of intrusion 

from the outside world, the need for privacy has not arisen.  This need for freedom 

 
221  Online Etymology Dictionary, Private, https://www.etymonline.com/word/private. See also: Jack 
Hirshleifer, Privacy: Its Origin, Function, and Future, 9(4) The Journal of Legal Studies 649 (1980). 
222 Online Etymology Dictionary, Privacy, 
https://www.etymonline.com/word/privacy#etymonline_v_36519. See also: Frank Ejby Poulsen, Privacy 
and Moral Philosophy (February 20, 2020), https://privacy.hypotheses.org/800 (“If we look at Nathan Bailey’s 
1730 Dictionarium Britannicum, ‘privacy’ is identified as stemming from the French privauté, meaning 
‘familiarity’, but also retirement or secrecy. French dictionaries at the time also defined ‘privauté’ as 
‘familiarité’.”) 
223 Id. 
224 Natália da Silva Perez, Privautés à l’ancienne (30 June 2020) https://privacy.hypotheses.org/tag/semantic-
mapping   

https://www.etymonline.com/word/private
https://www.etymonline.com/word/privacy#etymonline_v_36519
https://privacy.hypotheses.org/800
https://privacy.hypotheses.org/tag/semantic-mapping
https://privacy.hypotheses.org/tag/semantic-mapping
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from intrusion is also reflected in the dictionary meaning of privacy.  Merriam 

Webster Dictionary defines privacy as,  

a. the quality or state of being apart from company or observation; 

b. freedom from unauthorized intrusion.225 

A Google Books Ngram Viewer search reveals a progressive increase in usage of 

the word privacy in books beginning from 1960s onwards.226  

 

(Figure 7) 

(Source: Google Books Ngram Viewer) 

 

While an exhaustive explanation of this phenomenon would be speculative 

and beyond the purview of present research, one cannot discount the contribution 

of the publication of Alan Westin’s book on privacy in 1967 and the development 

of ICTs in the steady rise of the interest in privacy. 227  The focus of this increasing 

interest in privacy lies in protecting an individual from intrusion which in the 

context of information privacy translates into the identification of the individual. 

With this etymological and semantic understanding of privacy, let’s revisit 

X’s solitary existence.  As stated earlier, X’s existence may be private in an 

individualistic sense, however, at the point of first contact with ‘the outer world’, 

 
225 MERRIAM WEBSTER, Privacy, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/privacy  
226 GOOGLE BOOKS NGRAM VIEWER, Privacy,  
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=privacy&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=2
6&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cprivacy%3B%2Cc0#t1%3B%2Cprivacy%3B%2Cc0.  See also: 
Frank Ejby Poulsen, Towards a history of privacy: conceptual and methodological considerations (October 25, 2019) 
 https://privacy.hypotheses.org/189  
227 Westin, supra note 17.  Poulsen supra note 226 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/privacy
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=privacy&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cprivacy%3B%2Cc0#t1%3B%2Cprivacy%3B%2Cc0
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=privacy&year_start=1800&year_end=2019&corpus=26&smoothing=3&direct_url=t1%3B%2Cprivacy%3B%2Cc0#t1%3B%2Cprivacy%3B%2Cc0
https://privacy.hypotheses.org/189
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the process of identification of the individual X would begin on the basis of existing 

categories of social groups.  The people meeting X would ‘meet’ X on the basis of 

these social groups.  They would understand X’s behaviour as to be in conformity 

and or in contra-distinction with existing social norms.  The process of 

identification of X, in some sense, would be an imposition of membership of social 

groups to which hitherto X did not belong.  At the stage of this imposition, X needs 

privacy to manage the boundaries of identity formation.  I will elaborate upon this 

with the aid of social penetration theory in an ensuing section but first I want to 

address the anonymous existence of an individual in a larger group. 

4.4 Anonymity 
As stated earlier, the aim of preventing identification of an individual can 

also be achieved in a large homogenous group. An individual pixel is not easily 

decipherable at the scale of the whole picture.   

 

(Figure 8) 

(Source: www.boingboing.net) 

If privacy is understood as protection from identification, then the similarity 

between solitude and anonymity may be depicted on a graph in the following 

manner: 
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4.4.1 The V Shape Curve of Privacy 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(Figure 9) 

Where X1 to Xn represent an increasing unit of population and Y1 to Yn 

represent a notional unit of privacy as understood as protection from identification.  

The above V shaped curve illustrates that privacy as a safeguard against 

identification exists at its highest at two points one of near total isolation and one 

in total immersion in a homogenous population both guaranteeing relatively 

complete anonymity. This graph is of course representational and not to scale. The 

V shape curve is in conformity with Westin’s analysis of the concept of privacy in 

terms of states of solitude and anonymity: “solitude, where a person is alone and free 

from observation by others… Anonymity occurs when a person is ‘lost in a crowd’, 

in a public place but does not expect to be recognized.”228 

However, there are certain caveats.   

i. Firstly, the key distinction as I understand between solitude and anonymity 

is that in a large crowd many attributes of an individual may still be identified 

on the basis of social groups that she belongs to such as gender, religion, 

nationality, profession etc, which relate to her social identity.  If privacy is 

concerned with protection against identification, it must take these attributes 

into consideration as well.   

 
228 Altman, supra note 88, at 8-9.  See also:  Westin, supra note 17, at 31-32. 
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ii. The second caveat concerns Big Data Analytics, which as pointed out by 

Taylor “may allow the individual to hide within the crowd; they cannot 

conceal the crowd itself.”229  She further cautions, “[I]f groupings created 

through algorithms or models expose the crowd to influence and possible 

harm, the instruments that have been developed to protect individuals from 

the misuse of their data are not helpful.”230  

iii. Thirdly, the anonymity offered by the alleged safety in numbers 

encompasses an epistemic trade-off.  It risks viewing the anonymized 

individual as member of an assembled crowd rather than an individual in her 

own right.231   

iv. Fourthly, the anonymity offered by the group is contingent upon the level 

of magnification. Taylor notes, “[A]t a resolution of 50 centimetres no one 

has an individual identity, and where data mining techniques are concerned, 

the kind of personal information that can currently be protected by law is 

wholly irrelevant.”232  

So, in the age of Big Data Analytics, the conventional individualistic conception of 

privacy is inadequate to safeguard the individual identity.  In order to further 

highlight the need for an expansive account of privacy, I now turn to the process 

of identification which is based on affixation of identifiers. 

4.5 Spectrum of Privacy 
The process of identification of an individual can be explained through the 

following spectrum of privacy: 

 
229 Taylor, supra note 101, at 13-14. 
230 Id at 14. 
231 Id at 31 
232 Id 
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Data is 
processed  

Subject is 
identified 

  

(Figure 10) 

I have devised this spectrum as an illustrative account of the identification 

of the individual, which begins from a relatively anonymous state and culminates in 

identification through erosion of privacy.  This spectrum is consistent with the 

continuum of privacy expounded by Paul M. Schwartz and Daniel Solove.  After 

highlighting the shortcomings of existing definitions of Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII), Schwartz and Solove offer a solution in form of PII 2.0, 

PII 2.0 places information on a continuum. On one end of the 
continuum, there exists no risk of identification. At the other end, an 
individual is fully identified. We divide this continuum into three 
categories, each with its own regulatory regime. Under the PII 2.0 
model, information can be about an (1)identified, (2) identifiable, or 
(3) non-identifiable person.233 
 
Schwartz and Solove place different categories of information under the 

above three headings.  While formulating my conception of the group right to 

privacy, I will be using a similar approach to place the group affiliation data in the 

identifiable category and personal information data in the identified category- thus 

making both part of the same spectrum of privacy.  The journey from anonymity 

to identification is made with the aid of identifiers- group and individual.  The role 

 
233 Paul M. Schwartz and Danie J. Solove, Reconciling Personal Information in the United States and European Union, 
102 CALIF. L. REV. 877, 905 (2014). 
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of identifiers has also been recognized by Article 29 Working Party of the European 

Union, 

Identification is normally achieved through particular pieces of 
information which we may call “identifiers” and which hold a 
particularly privileged and close relationship with the particular 
individual. Examples are outward signs of the appearance of this 
person, like height, hair colour, clothing, etc… or a quality of the 
person which cannot be immediately perceived, like a profession, a 
function, a name etc.234 
 
The notion of identifiers is further consistent with the social penetration 

theory devised by Altman and Taylor which states that individuals learn about each 

other through self-disclosure.235 Altman and Taylor “believed that self-disclosure 

was the key to deepening interpersonal relationships, and that such relationships 

progressed through stages of ‘penetration’ towards each person’s inner self.”236  The 

process of accessing the deeper levels of another individual’s self occurs in a gradual 

manner like the peeling of the metaphorical onion.237 A person’s personality has 

various layers ranging from the outermost, which comprises her appearance to her 

innermost self-comprising aspirations and emotions which are revealed as a 

relationship is developed. 238  The journey of knowledge of self is mediated by 

privacy.  This understanding of self-formation paves the way for an enhanced 

conception of privacy that goes beyond the conventional need of preventing 

identification. 

4.6 Enhanced conception of privacy 
As stated in the introduction, in formulating the group right to privacy, I am 

making two significant departures from existing theories of privacy.  First from a 

social identity perspective, I reject the duality of individual and group privacy.  

Second, the methodology followed by some of the current theories of group privacy 

is that since the violation of privacy happens at a group level, we need a group right 

 
234 ARTICLE 29 DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY, OPINION 4/2007 ON THE CONCEPT OF PERSONAL 

DATA 12 (2007) 
235 Narissra Carter Punyanunt, Social Penetration Theory, SALEM PRESS ENCYCLOPEDIA (2019) 
236 Id 
237 Id 
238 Id  
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to privacy.239   I am not entirely in conformity with this approach.  I am not 

propounding a theory of group right to privacy just because the violation happens 

at a group level.  My research addresses group aspects of privacy partially because 

they are part of the social identity of the individual.  Some existing accounts of 

group privacy understand the evolution of privacy as from the individual to the 

group,240 which can be represented as: 

 

(Figure 11) 

 

Whereas both from sociological as well as identification perspectives, we move 

from the group to the individual with the loss of privacy in just the opposite manner. 

 

 
(Figure 12) 

In the ensuing paragraphs, I argue that for the purposes of privacy 

protection, an individual’s identity is not limited to her personal identity, but also 

extends to her social identity.  

4.7 The Concept of Self 
We human beings have been preoccupied with the nature of self since 

ancient times.241 As per Rodriguez,  

[A] person’s self-concept derives from two principal sources: personal 
identity and social identity. Personal identity includes one’s individual 
traits, achievements, and qualities. Social identity includes the group 

 
239 Jennifer Jiyoung Suh, Miriam J. Metzger, Scott A. Reid & Amr El Abbadi, Distinguishing Group Privacy From 
Personal Privacy: The Effect of Group Inference Technologies on Privacy Perceptions and Behaviors, 2 PROC. ACM HUM. 
COMPUT. INTERACTION 1, 3 (Nov. 2018) (empirically establishing group privacy). 
240 Bloustein, supra note 18, at 125.  
241 Trudy Mercadal, Identity Formation, SALEM PRESS ENCYCLOPEDIA (2017).  
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affiliations that are recognized as being part of the self, such as one’s 
image of oneself as a Protestant, a blue-collar worker, or a 
conservative.242  

 
For the purposes of privacy studies, both aspects of an individual’s identity—

personal and social—are important. 

4.7.1 Personal Identity 

Some philosophers such as John Locke have viewed personal identity as a 

matter of psychological continuity. 243  This process of psychological continuity 

requires privacy as the “process of boundary negotiations that allows a person to 

hold together while changing.”244 While analyzing the self from a privacy perspective, 

social psychologist Altman has defined self-identity as “a person’s cognitive, 

psychological, and emotional definition and understanding of himself as a being. It 

includes knowing where one begins and ends vis-à-vis others.”245 This self-identity 

as per Altman “is the ultimate goal of privacy regulation.”246  The importance of 

identity lies in the process of connecting social structure with individual action,247 

which is again mediated by privacy.  Agre states that “control over personal 

information is control over an aspect of the identity one projects to the world.”248 

Unfortunately, the focus of privacy studies is more on identification and less on 

identity formation.249 This myopic view is ironic because one cannot protect an 

individual’s identity without understanding the process of identity formation. This 

constitutive process is not limited to personally identifiable information but extends 

to the formation of the larger social identity as well. 

4.7.2 Social Identity 

While the idea of viewing an individual as a member of a group may be 

relatively new to the field of privacy studies, this idea is well explored in the realm 

 
242 Jaclyn Rodriguez, Social Identity Theory, SALEM PRESS ENCYCLOPEDIA (2019).  
243  Carsten Korfmacher, Personal Identity, INTERNET ENCYCLOPEDIA PHIL.  
https://www.iep.utm.edu/person-i/  
244 Hildebrandt supra note 14 at 52. 
245 Altman, supra note 88, at 25. 
246 Id. 
247 Michael A. Hogg, Deborah J. Terry, & Katherine M. White, A Tale of Two Theories: A Critical Comparison of 
Identity Theory with Social Identity Theory, 58 SOC. PSYCHOL. Q. 255, 257 (1995) (critically analyzing identity 
theory and social identity theory). 
248  PHILIP E. AGRE, Introduction, in TECHNOLOGY AND PRIVACY: THE NEW LANDSCAPE 7 (Agre & 
Rotenberg ed. 2001) (summarizing the new landscape of privacy).  
249 See Floridi, supra note 125, at 94. 

https://www.iep.utm.edu/person-i/
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of social psychology.250 The Social Identity Theory explores the implications of 

group membership on an individual’s behaviour.251 Tajfel defines social identity as 

an “individual’s knowledge that he belongs to certain social groups together with 

some emotional and value significance to him of this group membership.”252 The 

social identification resulting from group membership determines one’s attributes 

as a group member. 253  To protect the social identity one must safeguard the 

constitutive group elements. I explore the relationship between identity and privacy 

further in the next section. 

4.8 The Relationship Between Identity and Privacy  
We need to appreciate that in the age of social networking, big data, and 

profiling, the relationship between identity and privacy has fundamentally changed.  

In this section, I draw upon a series of observations by various scholars to state that 

in the age of big data analytics privacy is no longer merely about controlling access 

to information or preventing identity theft; it has moved on to the constitution of 

identity.  As per Cohen, “[a] robust theory of privacy requires an understanding of 

the processes by which selfhood comes into being and is negotiated through 

contexts and over time.”254  In the age of Big Data Analytics, we do not own our 

identity like a material possession, but we are our identity.255 Hence, the present 

identification centric approaches are unsuitable for the digital age and we need to 

recognize the identity-constituting value of privacy. 256  Lampinen notes that an 

individual’s technology preferences are at least partially driven by the need to 

 
250 See generally ROBERT A. BARON, DONN BYRNE & JERRY SOLS, EXPLORING SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3d ed. 
1989) (defining social psychology as “the scientific field that seeks to understand the nature and causes of 
individual behavior in social situations.”).  
251 See Henri Tajfel, Experiments in Intergroup Discrimination, 223 SCI. AM. 96, 101–02 (1970) (stating that 
division into groups is enough to trigger discriminatory behavior); see generally Henri Tajfel & John Turner, 
An Integrative Theory of Intergroup Conflict, in THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF INTERGROUP RELATIONS 33 
(William G. Austin and Stephen Worchel eds., 1979) (presenting an outline of a theory of intergroup 
conflict).  See generally also: Hogg et al, supra note 247. 
252 Tajfel supra note 53. Hogg, supra note 14, at 6.  Mcleod supra note 64 
253 Michael A. Hogg & Deborah J. Terry, Social identity theory and organizational processes, in SOCIAL IDENTITY 

PROCESSES IN ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXTS 3 (MICHAEL A. HOGG & DEBORAH J. TERRY eds., 2001) 
(providing a basic description of the key features of the social identity theory).  
254 JULIE E. COHEN, CONFIGURING THE NETWORKED SELF LAW, CODE, AND THE PLAY OF EVERYDAY 

PRACTICE 114 (2012) 
255 Wade L. Robison, Digitizing Privacy, in CORE CONCEPTS AND CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PRIVACY 189, 
196 (Cudd & Navin eds., 2018) (analyzing invasions of privacy caused due to digitization). 
256 Floridi, supra note 125, at 94. 
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identify with groups.257 People’s privacy preferences on social networking sites are 

driven by their need for self-identity. 258  Their disclosure of personal information 

on these social networking sites is a necessary requirement for the formation of 

their personal and social identity. 259 The harmony between personal and social 

identity, and the recognition of the broader identity in privacy studies,260 that I seek 

is also in conformity with Erik Erikson’s theory of psychosocial development, 

which states that “individual identity evolves throughout life in balance with broad 

sociocultural pressures.”261 The management of these sociocultural pressures is a 

function of privacy.  As per Cudd and Navin,  

[A] person’s social identity or social role can make her (or others) 
more or less vulnerable to harms when her privacy is either violated 
or protected. Accordingly, the value that we grant to privacy depends, 
at least in part, on the social identities of the people whose privacy 
concerns us.262  
 
In order to enhance the scope of privacy protection to effectively protect 

the social identity of an individual, we need to first enhance our conception of the 

individual. 

4.9 Limited Conception of the Individual 
A person’s identity from the perspective of privacy studies should not be 

limited only to personal identity but should also be extended to adequate protection 

of her social identity.  Privacy regulation in some countries is wrongly focussed 

excessively on personal identity and identification.263  Information privacy has a role 

in protecting and shaping social identity as well. The erroneous limitation placed on 

the notion of the individual has resulted in a limitation on the construction of 

privacy.  But how did this anomaly arise?  What is the source of this limitation?  

 
257 AIRI LAMPINEN, INTERPERSONAL BOUNDARY REGULATION IN THE CONTEXT OF SOCIAL NETWORK 

SERVICES 62 (2014). 
258 Philip Fei Wu, The Privacy Paradox in the Context of Online Social Networking: A Self‐Identity Perspective, 70 J. 
ASS’N FOR INFO. SCI. AND TECH. 207, 207 (2019) (presenting a research model illustrating theory of 
relationship between self-identity and information privacy).  
259 Randall P. Bezanson, The Right to Privacy Revisited: Privacy, News and Social Change, 1890-1990, 80 CAL. L. 
REV. 1133, 1147 (1992). 
260 For privacy’s conventional focus on personal identity to the exclusion of social identity See Baskerville, 
supra note 28  
261 Joseph Dewey, Psychosocial Development, SALEM PRESS ENCYCLOPEDIA (2019).  
262 Ann E. Cudd & Mark C. Navin, Introduction: Conceptualizing Privacy Harms and Values, in CORE CONCEPTS 

AND CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN PRIVACY 5 (Cudd & Navin eds., 2018) (discussing the values of privacy). 
263 For instance see the definition of PII in USA infra note 318   
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Much of our understanding of an individual’s normative existence is based upon 

the social contract theory whose contemporary account rests on Rawls’ theory of 

justice. 264   A critique of Rawls’ theory of justice by Van Dyke from a group 

perspective may provide a probable answer for the limited manner in which we 

conceptualize the individual, 

Rawls treats the problem of justice as a problem relating to 
individuals, and he tends to conceive individuals in their separate 
personal capacities rather than in their capacity as members of 
ethnic and national groups. He acknowledges a problem of justice 
for groups as such only when they are sovereign. He ends up with 
prescriptions for individuals considered in isolation from each other 
not because people live this way but because of the unexamined 
assumptions and premises with which he starts.265(Emphasis added) 
 
Van Dyke further states that this shortcoming is not unique to Rawls’ 

theory.266  He attributes this shortcoming to the social contract theory on which the 

Rawlsian theory is built.267  As I understand Van Dyke’s argument, he considers the 

conception of the individual only in her personal capacity sans recognition of her 

membership in groups as diminishing her identity.  If we follow Van Dyke’s road 

map, the limitation on privacy can be overcome by correctly interpreting identity 

from a larger social context. 

Put differently, the relationship between privacy and identity is socially 

nuanced, although it is usually understood in the limited context of personal 

identity. In order to fully comprehend the relationship between identity and privacy, 

one must evaluate the harm suffered at an identity level on account of violation of 

privacy. As per Robison, treating individuals as “packets of information” is a 

violation of their autonomy.268  

An artificial bifurcation of privacy into individual and group privacy cannot 

protect our autonomy as moral agents. As per Hildebrandt,  

 
264 Fred D’Agostino, Gerald Gaus, and John Thrasher, Contemporary Approaches to the Social Contract, The 
Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy ((Edward N. Zalta ed., Fall 2019) 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2019/entries/contractarianism-contemporary/. 
265 Vernon Van Dyke, Justice as Fairness: For Groups?, 69 THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW 607, 
609 (1975). See also: Chandran Kukathas, Are there any cultural rights? in GROUP RIGHTS PERSPECTIVES SINCE 

1900 Julia Stapleton ed. 1995) 263 
266 Van Dyke, supra note 265, at 609 
267 Id, at 607 
268 See Robison, supra note 60, at 205 (discussing how the appropriation of our identities diminishes our 
standing as autonomous moral agents). 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2019/entries/contractarianism-contemporary/
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If you define personal information as a set of true facts that identify a 
person as an individual, you imply a static conception of identity: it 
presumes that the core of an individual can be fixed for identification 
(date of birth, nationality, eye colour, gender etc.) . . . [b]ut, unlike 
identification in the sense of unique categorisation, construction of 
the identity of the self implies indeterminacy, and privacy therefore 
implies the recognition of this indeterminacy.269  
 
In my opinion, Hildebrandt’s views hint at a bridge between individual and 

group privacy. The determinate personal information falls under the purview of 

individual privacy and the indeterminate construction of self takes place through 

social identity and lies under the purview of what is presently considered to be group 

privacy. Our identities are not limited to merely our personal information. Our 

social identities are equally deserving of protection under privacy norms and 

regulations.270 

In this section, I have analyzed the relationship between identity and privacy.  

Beginning with an intuitive account of the role played by privacy in shaping identity, 

I have highlighted the role played by privacy in formulation of an individual’s social 

identity.  After critically analysing the relationship between privacy and identity, I 

am of the firm view that our autonomy as moral agents cannot be protected by 

artificial bifurcation of privacy into individual and group privacy.  Our identities are 

not limited to merely our personal information.  Our social identities are equally 

deserving of protection under privacy norms and regulations.  This initial 

understanding of the relationship between privacy, identity and autonomy is the 

foundation upon which I explore the intricacies between privacy and autonomy in 

the next section. 

4.10 Autonomy 
The relationship between privacy and autonomy revolves around the 

formation of the self.  This relationship can be understood both in terms of the 

extent of autonomy as well as the type of autonomy.  The extent of autonomy 

pertains to “whether autonomy denotes an absolute condition or a matter of 

 
269 Hildebrandt, supra note 14, at 51–52. 
270 The GRP1 formulation articulated in the next chapter is specifically aimed at this.  For existing regulations 
relating to processing of data pertaining to social identity, please see Chapter 10 infra. 
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degree” 271  in formation of the self.  The type of autonomy pertains to 

individualistic accounts of personal autonomy-where the person can be said to be 

autonomous if her “first-order desire to commit the act is sanctioned by a second-

order volition endorsing the first-order desire”272 as well as relational autonomy- 

which is a socially dependent account of autonomy.273 Regardless of which view 

one endorses as regards the extent and type of autonomy, privacy’s role lies in 

protecting both.  In view of the foregoing discussion relating to the enhanced 

conception of the individual, in this section, I will be exploring privacy’s role in 

protecting the relational autonomy which gives rise to the socially embedded 

autonomous self. 

4.10.1 Relational Autonomy  

Autonomy is usually understood in terms of an individual’s “capacity to be 

one’s own person.” 274  An important aspect of autonomous existence is the 

individual’s ability to live her life according to reasons and motives that are her own 

and not the product of manipulation.275  It is in this space that the relationship 

between privacy and autonomy is usually understood.  However, in the age of Big 

Data Analytics, data collected not just about the individual but also about those that 

she is connected with, as well as data about ‘others like her’ can be used to 

undermine her autonomy.276 This means that from a privacy studies perspective, 

the focus should not be only on individualistic accounts of personal autonomy but 

also on relational autonomy which Oshana defines as, 

“Relational autonomy” […] is the term used to designate a variety of 
conceptions of personal autonomy, all of which are united in the belief 
that autonomous beings are, of necessity, socially situated and 
interdependent. They are persons whose identity-defining beliefs, 
values, commitments, and reasons for action are shaped by – or, more 
strongly, are constituted by – the societal positions they occupy and 

 
271 Cohen supra note 254 at 109. 
272 Jane Dryden, Autonomy, Internet Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, https://iep.utm.edu/autonomy/. HARRY 

FRANKFURT, THE IMPORTANCE OF WHAT WE CARE ABOUT 11-25 (1988). 
273 Oshana, supra note 55. 
274 John Christman, Autonomy in Moral and Political Philosophy, The Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy 
(Edward N. Zalta ed., Fall 2020), 
 https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2020/entries/autonomy-moral/> . 
275 Id. 
276 See generally: Karina Vold &, Jessica Whittlestone, Privacy, Autonomy, and Personalised Targeting: rethinking how 
personal data is used, in REPORT ON DATA, PRIVACY, AND THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE DIGITAL AGE 1-16 (Véliz 
ed. 2019).  https://static-frm.ie.edu/cgc/wp-content/uploads/sites/33/2018/01/CGC-Data-Privacy-The-
Individual-Paper-5.-Privacy-Autonomy-and-Targeting-1.pdf  

https://iep.utm.edu/autonomy/
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2020/entries/autonomy-moral/
https://static-frm.ie.edu/cgc/wp-content/uploads/sites/33/2018/01/CGC-Data-Privacy-The-Individual-Paper-5.-Privacy-Autonomy-and-Targeting-1.pdf
https://static-frm.ie.edu/cgc/wp-content/uploads/sites/33/2018/01/CGC-Data-Privacy-The-Individual-Paper-5.-Privacy-Autonomy-and-Targeting-1.pdf
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the shared environment they inhabit. Accepting this means that a 
plausible account of autonomy must abandon the premise that 
autonomous agency is conceived in atomistic or individualistic 
terms.277 

4.10.2 Privacy’s constitutive role in formation and protection of the socially embedded 

autonomous self 

An understanding of privacy’s role in protecting relational autonomy 

requires a shift from understanding it merely as an individual right to also 

acknowledging it as a social value.  In this section, I rely on a series of observations 

from various scholars to highlight the constitutive role played by privacy in 

facilitating and safeguarding relational autonomy of an individual. Relational 

autonomy is “grounded in the importance of supportive social contexts rather than 

the elimination of external influences.”278  Privacy is critical for protection of the 

social contexts, which arise out of social relationships and shape an individual’s 

socially embedded autonomous self.  As per Fried,  

[P]rivacy is not just one possible means among others to insure some 
other value, but that it is necessarily related to ends and relations of 
the most fundamental sort: respect, love, friendship and trust. Privacy 
is not merely a good technique for furthering these fundamental 
relations; rather without privacy they are simply in- conceivable.279 
 

According to Rachels, 

[T]here is a close connection between our ability to control who has 
access to us and to information about us, and our ability to create and 
maintain different sorts of social relationships with different people. 
According to this account, privacy is necessary if we are to maintain 
the variety of social relationships with other people that we want to 
have and that is why it is important to us.280 

 
Rössler and Mokrosinska state, 

[N]orms governing informational privacy work in two ways: they 
protect the autonomy of individual subjects and, in so doing, facilitate 
their different social relationships; and they regulate the social 
relationships themselves, insofar as these norms are a necessary 
condition for such relationships.281 
 

 
277 Oshana, supra note 55. 
278 Stuart Hargreaves, ‘Relational Privacy’ & Tort, 23 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 433, 476 (2017) 
279 Charles Fried, Privacy, YALE LAW JOURNAL 475, 477 (1968) 
280 James Rachels, Why Privacy is Important, 4 (4) Philosophy and Public Affairs 323, 326 (1975) 
281 Rössler & Mokrosinska, supra note 56, at 778. 
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The protection of relational autonomy requires recognition of relational 

privacy, which is based on realization of the role played by privacy in formation of 

an individual’s socially embedded autonomous self.  While writing on relational 

privacy, Rössler notes,  

It is thus only because people are able and in a position either to 
withhold or divulge such information about themselves with respect 
to the rest of the world that they are capable of forming intimate 
relations in the first place.282  
 
In order to further understand the role played by privacy in protecting this 

relational autonomy, we have to move beyond its conception as an individual right 

and analyse it as a social value.  While privacy’s role is widely recognized in 

protecting autonomy,283 there is lack of consensus as to the extent and type of 

autonomy that is required in constitution of the self.  But one needs to be 

autonomous in order to exercise the right to privacy.284 How do we then resolve 

this quagmire where privacy is seemingly a precondition for autonomy and 

autonomy a prerequisite for privacy? The answer lies in analyzing autonomy. What 

“autonomy” are we referring to when we refer to the relationship between privacy 

and autonomy? Is it the state of autonomy or the exercise of autonomy?285 The two 

have different implications. When privacy facilitates the state of autonomy, it 

cannot do so as a right—for the state of autonomy is a necessary precondition for 

the exercise of right to privacy.286 In such a scenario, the relationship between 

privacy and autonomy is that of a value at the primary stage.287 Having attained the 

state of autonomy, the individual can subsequently exercise her right to privacy 

autonomously.   

 
282 Beate Rössler, THE VALUE OF PRIVACY 131 (2001) 
283 Mokrosinska & Rössler, supra note 60, at 2. 
284 Raz, supra note 30, at 371-76. (highlighting the “conditions of autonomy). 
285 This formulation of autonomy is consistent with Raz’s dual account of autonomy, which in a primary 
sense is the actual living of an autonomous life and in its secondary sense is the capacity to live autonomously.  
Raz, supra note 30, at 372-373. 
286 Cohen states, “The self has no autonomous, precultural core, nor could it, because we are born and 
remain situated within social and cultural contexts.”  Cohen, supra note 29, at 1908. 
287 See Rössler & Mokrosinska, supra note 56, at 774 (2013) (arguing that it is not always reasonable to assume 
a conflict between individual privacy on the one hand and society on the other). Roessler & Mokrosinska 
argue “social norms regulating informational privacy not only regulate and facilitate the protection of 
individual autonomy, but are also necessary for the constitution and regulation of social roles, relationships 
and, more generally, social practices.” Id.  
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The dichotomy of privacy as a social value and a right can be further 

appreciated through the evolution of the relationship between privacy and 

autonomy from detachment to social engagement. Whilst the earlier classical liberal 

view emphasized upon sheltering the individual from the society, contemporary 

scholarship recognizes the role social relationships play in shaping autonomy and 

privacy’s role in protecting these social relationships. 288  Mokrosinska, while 

summarizing the criticism of the earlier view of autonomy, states,  

(1) [A]utonomy is the ability to direct one’s actions from within values 
and commitments central to one’s identity, and (2) people’s identities 
are constituted by a variety of social roles, relations and practices then 
(3) the exercise of autonomy cannot demand detachment from social 
life. Detachment from those social elements central to one’s identity 
would alienate one from one’s core commitments and, hence, 
undermine one’s autonomy.289  
 
Bannerman states, “[A]utonomy is ‘networked’ in the sense that it arises not 

out of isolation, but out of a specific form (or specific forms) of networked relations 

which enable autonomy.”290 The classical liberal self argument is based on the 

misunderstanding that social shaping negates choice.291  As per Cohen, the said 

account of choice is correct, “only if choice is understood as requiring a perfect 

absence of influence.” 292   The correct way of understanding the relationship 

between privacy and autonomy is to acknowledge that privacy adds meaning to the 

exercise of individual autonomy by protecting its surrounding social contexts.293 

Therefore, the more socially enhanced the role of the individual, the more enhanced 

privacy will be as a social value.  

4.11 Privacy as a Social Value 
In this section, I draw upon scholarship emphasizing privacy’s social aspects 

to argue that privacy is not only an individual right, but it is also a social value.  My 

 
288 See Mokrosinska, supra note 29, at 117, 123.  See Rössler & Mokrosinska, supra note 56, at 774, 779. 
289 Id, at 121–22. 
290  Sara Bannerman, Relational privacy and the networked governance of the self, 22 (14) INFORMATION, 
COMMUNICATION & SOCIETY 2187, 2190 (2019). 
291 Cohen, supra note 254, at 115. 
292 Id.  
293 Mokrosinska, supra note 29, at 123-24.  See also: Dorota Mokrosinska, On the Individual, Social, and Political 
Value of Privacy, in Privatsphäre 4.0: Eine Neuverortung des Privaten Im Zeitalter der Digitalisierung 107 
(Hauke Behrendt, Wulf Loh, Matzner Tobias & Catrin Misselhorn eds., 2019) 
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specific focus is on the constitutive role that privacy plays in the formation of the 

socially embedded autonomous self.  

As per Rössler & Mokrosinska  

Protecting individual privacy means not only that the rights of 
individuals are protected, but also that different forms of social 
interaction are safeguarded. Besides its value for individuals, privacy 
also has an irreducibly social value.294 

 
Regan suggests three bases for the social importance of privacy:  

First, privacy is a common value in that all individuals appreciate some 
degree of privacy and have some shared perceptions about privacy. 
Second, privacy is a public value in that it has worth broadly to all 
aspects of the democratic political process. And third, privacy is a 
collective value in that technology and market forces are making it 
hard for any one person to have privacy without all persons having a 
similar minimum level of privacy.295  

 
While analyzing the social value of privacy, the focus is usually centered on the 

instrumental value of privacy.296 As Schoeman notes, “[t]he practice of privacy, not 

as a right but as a system of nuanced social norms, modulates the effectiveness of 

social control over an individual.”297 I agree with much of the scholarship on the 

issue. However, instead of focusing on the instrumental value of privacy, I wish to 

focus on the constitutive value of privacy.298 An individual’s identity is constituted 

by information.299 In this respect, information privacy plays a constitutive role in 

the formation and sustenance of her identity.300  As per Hazelett, “[S]omething x 

 
294 Rössler & Mokrosinska, supra note 56, at 772. 
295 Regan (2015), supra note 16, at 50. 
296 Cf. Kirsty Hughes, The Social Value of Privacy, the Value of Privacy to Society and Human Rights Discourse, in 
SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF PRIVACY: INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES 225 (Beate Roessler & Dorota 
Mokrosinska eds., 2015) (discussing the ways in which privacy is beneficial to the society). Hughes notes 
“[T]he term ‘social value of privacy’ remains puzzling, in part because it is used in several connected and 
overlapping senses. The first is the idea that privacy is a common good, the second is to discuss the value of 
privacy to society and the third is to reclaim the socializing function of privacy.” Id. (emphasis omitted). 
297 FERDINAND D. SCHOEMAN, PRIVACY AND SOCIAL FREEDOM 6 (1992); see also Regan (2015), supra note 
16, at 54 (discussing Schoeman’s stance on the social importance of privacy). 
298 Rössler & Mokrosinska, supra note 56, at 779 
299 Floridi, supra note 125, at 94. 
300 Id.  Floridi states, 

More than a century later, privacy requires a radical re-interpretation. Such a re-
interpretation is achieved by considering each individual person or group as constituted by 
his, her or its information, and hence by understanding a breach of an individual’s 
informational privacy as a form of aggression towards that individual’s identity. This 
interpretation of privacy as having an identity-constituting value is consistent with the fact 
that ICTs can both erode and reinforce informational privacy, and hence that a positive 
effort needs to be made in order to support not only Privacy Enhancing Technologies but 
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has constitutive value when x has final value in virtue of the fact that x (at least) 

partially constitutes some finally valuable whole.” 301  Privacy also performs a 

constitutive role in the formation of the socially embedded autonomous self by 

developing and nurturing the social relationships that are critical for the socially 

embedded autonomous self.  The constitutive value of privacy “helps both to form 

the society in which we live in and to shape our individual identities.”302 Privacy’s 

constitutive role in the formation of the socially embedded autonomous self 

elevates it to the status of a social value (Pv). 

Another way of understanding privacy as a social value is to acknowledge it 

as a socially desirable outcome.  As per Rokeach, “[A] value is an enduring belief 

that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially 

preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end state of existence.”303 

As per Schumpeter, social value “expresses the fact of mutual interaction and 

interdependence between individuals and the results thereof.” 304  The 

Encyclopaedia of Quality of Life and Well-Being Research defines social values as,  

[S]tandards, which individuals and social groups employ to define 
personal goals and essentially shape the nature and form of social 
order in a collective i.e., what is acceptable and not acceptable, what 
ought or not to be, what is desirable or non-desirable.305 
 
In view of the role performed by privacy in formation of the socially 

embedded autonomous self and protecting the social contexts surrounding the 

individual, privacy is a socially desirable outcome.  The aforementioned notions of 

social value are reflected in the privacy scholarship surrounding the social value of 

privacy.  As per Regan, “[a]cceptance of the self as ‘socially constructed’ provides 

what may be considered as a macro-level confirmation for the social value of 

 
also constructive applications, which may allow users to design, shape, and maintain their 
identities as informational agents. The value of privacy is both to be defended and 
enhanced.  Id. 

See also: Mittelstadt supra note 129 at 481. 
301 Allan Hazlett, A LUXURY OF THE UNDERSTANDING: ON THE VALUE OF TRUE BELIEF 15 (2013). 
302 Paul M Schwartz, Internet Privacy and the State, 32 CONNECTICUT LAW REVIEW 815, 816 (2000).   
303 See MILTON ROKEACH, THE NATURE OF HUMAN VALUES 5 (1973).  
304 Joseph Schumpeter, On the Concept of Social Value, 23 Q. J. ECON., 213, 218 (1909) (discussing the meaning 
and role of social value). 
305  Stavroula Tsirogianni, Gordon Sammut and Eri Park, Social Values and Good Living, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 

QUALITY OF LIFE AND WELL-BEING RESEARCH (Michalos A.C. eds., 2014) 
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privacy.” 306  Privacy is important for an individual’s functioning in society. 307 

Fischer-Hübner and others have noted that privacy, apart from being an individual 

right, is also “a societal good which underlies values such as democracy, autonomy 

and pluralism.”308 Analysis of privacy as a social value also highlights an underlying 

interdependence required in protection of privacy. Hildebrandt notes,  

Without shelter, without fellow human beings who respect our 
unwillingness to share private thoughts, and without a legal system 
that gives us an effective right to ward off intrusions into our private 
life, we have no privacy.309  
 
Hence, it would be incorrect to construe privacy merely as an individual right 

and not also as a social value.  Raz’s assertion of autonomy being dependent upon 

realization of a number of collective goods further buttresses privacy’s status as a 

social value.310  The individual autonomous self is socially embedded and must be 

protected by recognizing privacy as a social value. 

While analyzing privacy as a social value, I do not disregard its importance 

as a moral and political value. However, for the purposes of my research, in line 

with the group nature of privacy, I am limiting my analysis to privacy as a social 

value.  When I term privacy as a social value, I acknowledge it to be a value that is 

realized through social relations. It is an acknowledgment of its role in facilitation 

of social interaction.311 As I understand it, privacy as a social value plays a pivotal 

role not only in the formation of the socially embedded autonomous self and the 

social identity of an individual but also in the functioning of the social groups.  The 

trust and information sharing norms which are required for functioning of a social 

group are facilitated by privacy.  As I elaborate in subsequent chapters, privacy as a 

 
306 Regan (2015), supra note 16, at 57, 63. 
307 Id. 
308 Simone Fischer-Hübner, Chris Hoofnagle, Ioannis Krontiris, Kai Rannenberg, & Michael Waidner, Online 
Privacy: Towards Informational Self-Determination on the Internet, 1 DAGSTUHL PERSP. WORKSHOP 1, 3 (2011) 
(raising awareness about the actual state of the art of online privacy). While Fischer-Hübner et al. makes the 
argument in the European context, this interpretation of privacy is, in my opinion, not culture-specific but 
universal. 
309 Mireille Hildebrandt, Privacy as Protection of the Incomputable Self: From Agnostic to Agonistic Machine Learning, 
20 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES IN LAW. 83, 84 (2019) (arguing for an understanding of privacy that is capable 
of protecting the incalculable about the individual in the age of big data analytics.).  
310 Raz supra note 30 at 206-209. 
311 See generally Rossler & Mokrosinska, supra note 56. 
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social value along with other interests safeguarded by privacy are worthy of 

protection through the formulation of the GRP.   

4.12 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have critically examined the relationship between identity, 

autonomy and privacy.  In the foregoing paragraphs, through various intuitive and 

theoretical accounts, I have demonstrated the importance of privacy in formation 

of the social identity of the individual as well as the socially embedded autonomous 

self.  I have further argued for recognition of privacy as a social value, which would 

ground the enhanced GRP formulation of privacy proposed in this thesis. 

This is a suitable juncture to revisit the research objective set out at the 

beginning of the thesis, where through Sen’s imploration of the need for rigorous 

theoretical framework in face of urgent human rights crisis, I had marked the need 

for a theoretical framework to ground the GRP. 312  The theoretical analysis 

undertaken in this chapter, while important in itself, is also critical to appreciate the 

deficiencies of the existing regulatory framework.  The existing relationship between 

privacy and autonomy when translated into law results in “additional zone of 

autonomy, of presumptive immunity to government regulation.”313 But this is not 

enough, as Bannerman points out,  

[P]rivacy law must exist within a broader policy ecosystem designed 
to enable relational autonomy through fostering robust abilities to 
design, reconfigure and choose between the networks of which we are 
a part.314   
 
The GRP formulation that I begin to develop in the next chapter on the 

basis of the expansive understanding of identity, autonomy and privacy as a social 

value can form the bedrock of the revamped regulation sought by Bannerman. 

 

 
312 Sen supra note 47 at 317. 
313 Louis Henkin, Privacy and Autonomy, 74 Columbia Law Review 1410, 1411 (1974). 
314 Bannerman supra note 290 at 2198. 
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Chapter 5 
GRP1 

 
We Don’t See Things As They Are, We See Them As We Are 

~Anonymous315 

 

5.1 Introduction 
In the preceding three chapters, I have highlighted the role of privacy in 

formation of an individual’s social identity and shaping an individual’s socially 

autonomous self as well as the lacuna in the present conceptualization of privacy 

that is being exploited by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps.  Building upon 

this trifecta, in this chapter, I conceptualize the first form of group right to privacy 

(GRP1) which is aimed at protecting an individual’s social identity and her socially 

embedded autonomous self.  I begin with an account of the inability of the 

conventional conception of privacy to adequately protect an individual’s social 

identity and her socially embedded autonomous self before arguing for a more 

expansive account of privacy in form of GRP1 which is rooted in Raz’s interest 

theory of rights. 

5.2 Constricted Conception of Privacy 
The conventional individualistic conceptualization of the right to privacy as 

the right to be let alone316 has resulted in the formulation of conceptual devices 

such as Personally Identifiable Information (PII) that are incapable of adequately 

protecting an individual’s interest in her social identity and socially embedded 

autonomous self against impingement by Big Data Analytics.  The United States 

Government Accountability Office Report to Congressional Requesters titled 

 
315 Quote Investigator, We Don’t See Things As They Are, We See Them As We Are, 
 https://quoteinvestigator.com/2014/03/09/as-we-are/  
316 Warren & Brandeis supra note 2 at 195. Regan, supra note 16, at 53. 

https://quoteinvestigator.com/2014/03/09/as-we-are/
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Privacy: Alternatives Exist for Enhancing Protection of Personally Identifiable 

Information defines PII as  

[a]ny information about an individual maintained by an agency, including 
(1) any information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual’s 
identity, such as name, Social Security number, date and place of birth, 
mother’s maiden name, or biometric records; and (2) any other 
information that is linked or linkable to an individual, such as medical, 
educational, financial, and employment information.317 
 
The aforesaid definition makes no direct reference to any group traits and the 

emphasis is on the link between the individual and the information.  The examples 

of PII by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) refer to some 

group components such as place of birth, race, religion etc. 318  However, the 

emphasis is again on the identifiability of the individual 319  rather than 

acknowledging the group components as part of the individual’s social identity.  

Unlike US, the definition of personal data in Europe under the General Data 

Protection Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR) includes an individual’s social identity.320 

However, as I elaborate further in chapter 10, the GDPR is also overtly focused on 

individual identification.  In the absence of the recognition of the constitutive role 

 
317 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, PRIVACY: ALTERNATIVES EXIST FOR ENHANCING PROTECTION 

OF PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION GAO REPORT 08-536, 1 (2008) available at 
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d08536.pdf l. For the divide across Atlantic as to what constitutes PII or 
personal data, see Schwartz & Solove, supra note 233, at 877 
318 The National Institute of Standards and Technology lists the following as examples of PII: 

• Name, such as full name, maiden name, mother’s maiden name, or alias 

• Personal identification number, such as social security number (SSN), passport number, driver’s 
license number, taxpayer identification number, patient identification number, and financial 
account or credit card number 

• Address information, such as street address or email address 

• Asset information, such as Internet Protocol (IP) or Media Access Control (MAC) address or other 
host-specific persistent static identifier that consistently links to a particular person or small, well-
defined group of people 

• Telephone numbers, including mobile, business, and personal numbers 

• Personal characteristics, including photographic image (especially of face or other distinguishing 
characteristic), x-rays, fingerprints, or other biometric image or template data (e.g., retina scan, voice 
signature, facial geometry) 

• Information identifying personally owned property, such as vehicle registration number or title 
number and related information 

• Information about an individual that is linked or linkable to one of the above (e.g., date of birth, 
place of birth, race, religion, weight, activities, geographical indicators, employment information, 
medical information, education information, financial information).  

Erika McCallister, Tim Grance & Karen Scarfone, Guide to Protecting the Confidentiality of Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII), NATI’L INST. OF STANDARDS & TECH. (2010) 
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-122.pdf.  
319 Id. 
320 For detailed discussion on protection of social identity under European Law see Chapter 10 infra. 

http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d08536.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-122.pdf
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played by privacy in the formation of the socially embedded autonomous self, the 

regulatory safeguards provided under GDPR do not adequately protect an 

individual’s social identity against data collection, processing and profiling 

techniques of Big Data Analytics.321  Since the problem of adequate protection of 

social identity was not conceptually resolved at the level of the individual, the 

privacy solutions have metastasized into accounts of group privacy with a view to 

extend the parameters of privacy protection available to the individual. Similarly, 

based on a misconstrued account of autonomy, privacy’s role has been 

conventionally viewed as keeping the individual out of public gaze rather than 

protecting the social relationships that form the individual.322  

5.3 Expansive Account of Privacy 
GRP1 seeks to correct these errors by protecting the individual’s social identity 

and socially embedded autonomous self. The privacy problem arising out of Big 

Data Analytics can be solved by realizing that an individual’s identity is an eclectic 

mix of individual characteristics and group traits.323 The failure to realize this has 

created an artificial divide between individual privacy as traditionally understood 

and what is presently considered to be a part of group privacy, where in fact there 

is just one non-dual (Advaita)324 privacy.  This can be understood through the 

analysis of a conceptual device such as PII, which on the face of it only refers to 

individualistic attributes.325  But on a closer analysis, the information contained in 

PII is divisible into three broad categories: one that identifies a single individual—

for example, biometric information; a second containing information pertaining to 

an individual in her capacity as a member of a group, such as nationality, religion, 

and gender326; and a third category, comprising a mix of both individual attributes 

and group traits such as a name.  

                           

 
321 See chapter 10 infra 
322 Mokrosinska supra note 29, at 123.  See Rössler & Mokrosinska, supra note 56, at 774, 779. 
323 See John C. Turner, Penelope J. Oakes, S. Alexander Haslam, & Craig McGarty, Personal and Social Identity: 
Self and Social Context 2 (May 7–10, 1992) (unpublished paper) (on file with Australian National University 
Research School of Psychology). 
324 See generally Swami Nikhilananda supra note 71.  See also Swami Sarvapriyananda supra note 71. 
325 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 317. 
326 NIST supra note 318. 
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(Figure 13) 

It would be a mistake to examine issues of individual privacy only from the 

perspective of individual attributes.  The information pertaining to group traits also 

constitutes much of an individual’s identity.  However, since this information is not 

individual specific, it cannot be protected adequately solely as an individual 

attribute.  Even if we disregard the constitutive role of privacy and choose to define 

it as a non-identifiable state then, as stated above, in its near absolute state it can 

exist either in total isolation or immersion in a group.  It can never solely reside in 

an individual, for the moment an individual becomes a subject, her identification is 

done based on her membership in various social groups.   

This is an important point because for theoretical, practical, technological, 

social, political, moral, and legal purposes privacy has been conceptualised at the 

individual level.  Yet, some critical aspects of informational privacy such as gender, 

nationality, and religion etc. exist at a group level.  These aspects get instantiated in 

the individual by virtue of her membership in the social group.  Hence, the 

protection of individual privacy must extend to group components as well.   

The focus of much of the existing privacy framework is on the identification of 

the individual, which is an exercise in distinguishing the individual from the group.  

However, this exercise overlooks the role of group-derived traits as part of an 
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individual’s social identity.  Instead of treating group aspects of PII as distinguishing 

traits, I treat them as constitutive elements of an individual’s social identity and seek 

to protect them through GRP1, thus eliminating the false duality between what is 

conventionally considered to be individual and group privacy.   

5.4 What is GRP1? 

GRP1 is designed to safeguard an individual’s interest in her social identity and 

her socially autonomous self.  From a privacy violation perspective, GRP1 is aimed 

at cases where an individual is targeted on the basis of her membership in social 

groups.  The formulation of GRP1 is not aimed at negating group privacy as a right 

of the group, which I address independently in corporate form as GRP3 in Chapter 

7 and in collective form as GRP4 in Chapter 8. The advantage of the conception of 

GRP1 is that it helps us address some of the limitations of the present conception 

of the individual right to privacy without entering into debates about the ontological 

status of the groups and their ability to bear rights. 

The existing discourse on group privacy is broadly divisible into two categories: 

i. Group privacy is a collection of individual privacy. 

ii. Group privacy is an independent phenomenon.327 

My theory of group privacy makes a departure from both formulations. I 

contend that some aspects of individualistic information arise out of an individual’s 

membership in a group. In this sense, individual and group privacy are both part of 

the same tenet of privacy. There is no individual and group privacy. There is just 

one privacy, and it exists at multiple levels. In order to ascertain the focus of privacy, 

we need to ascertain the locus of information.   

My formulation of GRP1 is based on two key assertions: Firstly, that when we 

observe an individual, we see a combination of social groups rather than one single 

person. Secondly, that when an individual is seeking privacy, she is not only seeking 

to protect her personal information, but also information pertaining to her group 

affiliations. 

 
327 See Taylor et al, supra note 8, at 8–9 
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5.4.1 Individual as a Member of the Group 

When we first meet someone, that person’s identity is cloaked in relative 

anonymity. At this juncture, we may be aware of the person’s gender or race. 

Perhaps we can infer her religious affiliation and economic status. This process of 

observation and inference is, again, group driven. Our analysis of a relatively 

anonymous stranger’s identity is possible because of the person’s voluntary and 

involuntary participation in many groups and our access to prior information about 

such groups. As human beings, we are so accustomed to group identification that 

we are not even consciously aware of it. The process of acquaintance is marked by 

affixing identification markers on a member of a group, thus making them distinct 

in our eyes. 328  Every new piece of information shared with us—name, age, 

nationality, profession, marital status, sexual orientation—is an identification 

marker that helps us differentiate an individual. The erosion of privacy drives this 

process of differentiation. The transition from the group to the individual is a 

journey through privacy.  

Big Data Analytics follow a similar process, only the purpose is not to make 

acquaintance, but to profile individuals based on their social identities for 

behavioural targeting. 329  GRP1 seeks to protect an individual’s control over 

formation of her social identity, which today is largely dictated by online social 

networks.330 The absence of effective privacy mechanisms can impede the sharing 

of information, thus also limiting identity construction.331 As stated, the panoptic 

sorting of individuals by Big Data Analytics for behavioural targeting purposes gives 

rise to epistemic bubbles and echo chambers332 that impede the formation of an 

individual’s social identity. The manipulation of an individual’s social identity 

 
328 Perry Hinton, Implicit Stereotypes and the Predictive Brain: Cognition and Culture in “Biased” Person Perspective, 3 
PALGRAVE COMM. 1, 2 (Sept. 1, 2017) (describing the unconscious nature of stereotyping). 
329 See MIREILLE HILDEBRANDT, PROFILING THE EUROPEAN CITIZEN CROSS-DISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES 
19 (Hildebrandt & Gutwirth eds., 2008). Hildebrandt defines profiling as,  

The process of ‘discovering’ correlations between data in databases that can be used to 
identify and represent a human or nonhuman subject (individual or group) and/or the 
application of profiles (sets of correlated data) to individuate and represent a subject or to 
identify a subject as a member of a group or category. Id. at 19. 

330 See Uğur Gündüz, The Effect of Social Media on Identity Construction, 8 MEDITERRANEAN J. SOC. SCI. 85, 85 
(2017) (demonstrating social media platforms’ impact on identity construction). 
331 Wu, supra note 258, at 210. 
332 See Nguyen, supra note 35, at 142. 
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formation on the basis of attention metrics333 of likes, comments and followers 

violates her individual autonomy. Social identity forms through negotiation of 

socio-cultural pressures, in which privacy plays a balancing role. An individual 

trapped in epistemic bubbles and echo chambers on account of behavioural 

targeting is likely to remain the prisoner of her existing prejudices rather than 

expand her social identity autonomously.334 I further address the harm suffered on 

account of violation of GRP1 in Chapter 9. For present discussion purposes, it 

suffices to say that profiling and behavioural targeting are not value neutral. Jenkins 

states, “At the very least, classification implies evaluation, and often much more. 

Humans are generally not disinterested classifiers. This is spectacularly so when it 

comes to classifying our fellow humans.”335   

To be human is to be part of a group. One cannot protect the human 

without protecting the larger group. Griffin defines human rights as rights that we 

have “simply in virtue of being human.”336 But what does it mean to be human? 

Fichte states, 

The human being (like all finite beings in general) becomes a human 
being only among human beings; and since the human being can be 
nothing other than a human being and would not exist at all if it were 
not this – it follows that, if there are to be human beings at all, there must 
be more than one. This is not an opinion that has been adopted 
arbitrarily, or based on previous experience or on other probable 
grounds; rather, it is a truth that can be rigorously demonstrated 
from the concept of the human being. As soon as one fully 
determines this concept, one is driven from the thought of an 
individual human being to the assumption of a second one, in order 
to be able to explain the first. Thus the concept of the human being 

 
333 JOSÉ VAN DIJCK, THE CULTURE OF CONNECTIVITY: A CRITICAL HISTORY OF SOCIAL MEDIA 62 (2013) 
(“In the ‘attention economy,’ attention means eyeballs or (unconscious) exposure, and this value is an 
important part of Internet advertising in the form of banners, pop-ups, and paid ad space on websites.”). 
Christopher A. Summers, Robert W. Smith & Rebecca Walker Reczek, An Audience of One: Behaviorally Targeted 
Ads as Implied Social Labels, 43 J. CONSUMER RES. 156, 157 (2016) (demonstrating that a behaviourally targeted 
ad can act as a social label even when it contains no explicit labelling information). 
334  Daniel Lapsley & Dominic Chaloner, Post-truth and Science Identity: A Virtue-based Approach to Science 
Education, 55 EDUC. PSYCHOLOGIST 132, 137 (2020) (“Individuals who inhabit epistemic bubbles and echo 
chambers might value forms of inquiry that meet social identity needs to retain the affirmation of a closed 
epistemic community rather than pursue warranted true beliefs out of respect for the truth.”). 
335 RICHARD JENKINS, SOCIAL IDENTITY 6 (3d ed. 2008). 
336 See James Griffin, Discrepancies Between the Best Philosophical Account of Human Rights and the International Law 
of Human Rights, 101 PROCEEDINGS OF THE ARISTOTELIAN SOC’Y 1, 2 (2001) (exploring the discrepancies 
between the philosophical justifications of human rights and human rights declarations); see also John 
Gardner, Simply in Virtue of Being Human: The Whos and Whys of Human Rights, 2 J. ETHICS & SOC. PHIL. 1 
(2008) (critically analyzing Griffin’s account of human rights). 
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is not the concept of an individual—for an individual human being 
is unthinkable—but rather the concept of a species.337 
 

This observation by Fichte succinctly captures the existential essence of 

being human, the realization of which is unfortunately missing from the existing 

hyper-individualistic notion of privacy. 

5.4.2 Group Facets of the Individual 

When we seek to protect privacy, we seek to protect the associational 

linkages between the  individual and group attributes. 338  There can be strictly 

individualistic details such as biometric information which can have privacy 

implications from genetic perspective, which is a group concern.339  While it may 

be possible to protect the linkages with individual attributes at the level of individual 

privacy, it is impossible to protect the associational linkages with group attributes 

solely at the individual level. These associational linkages represent an individual’s 

social identity and her socially embedded autonomous self. The group facets of an 

individual’s identity also give rise to interdependence of privacy. Barocas and Levy 

identify privacy dependencies arising out of participation in socially salient 

groups.340 GRP1 can help protect these privacy dependencies.  

5.5 Interest based account of GRP1 
As per the interest theory of rights, rights exist in order to protect “certain 

essential human interests.”341  A prominent account of interest based justification 

of rights has been offered by Raz as, “‘X has a right’ if and only if X can have rights, 

and, other things being equal, an aspect of X’s well-being (his interest) is a sufficient 

reason for holding some other person(s) to be under a duty.”342  The benefit of 

adopting an interest based rights analysis lies in the balanced perspective that it 

offers.  The interest based account of GRP helps us protect the constitutive value 

 
337 JOHANN GOTTLIEB FICHTE, FOUNDATIONS OF NATURAL RIGHT ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLES OF 

THE WISSENSCHAFTSLEHRE 37–38, (Frederick Neuhouser ed., 2000) (Emphasis original).  
338 See Binns, supra note 110, at 3. While exploring the desiderata for group privacy, Binns notes “Associations 
between attributes (or sets of attributes) can be learned, even from data which are not sufficient to identify 
any actual individual.” Id.  
339 Lunshof et al define genetic privacy as “[a]n individual’s right— one that is perhaps extended to families 
and communities — to protection from nonvoluntary disclosure of genetic information.” Jeantine E. 
Lunshof et al, From Genetic Privacy to Open Consent, 9 NATURE REVS. GENETICS 406, 406 (2008). 
340 Barocas & Levy, supra note 8, at 583. 
341  Andrew Fagan, Human Rights, Internet Encyclopaedia of Technology, https://iep.utm.edu/hum-
rts/#SH4b.  See also: Wenar, supra note 91. 
342 Raz, supra note 30, at 166. 

https://iep.utm.edu/hum-rts/#SH4b
https://iep.utm.edu/hum-rts/#SH4b
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of privacy while balancing it against competing considerations.  The interest based 

articulation of GRP helps facilitates its application as well as define its limits. As 

regards the first, an individual has an interest in protecting the formation of her 

social identity and her socially embedded autonomous self, which are constituted 

by privacy as a social value. The GRP formulation protects these interests.  The 

second advantage of the GRP formulation lies in its ability to balance privacy 

interests with larger public interests. The other things being equal aspect of the GRP 

formulation can help us create limited emergency exceptions to GRP.  

As argued in the previous chapter and also enumerated above, an individual has 

an interest in protecting her social identity and socially embedded autonomous self 

which the conventional conception of privacy is unable to safeguard. This forms 

the moral justification for existence of GRP1 which can be defined as-  

5.5.1 Definition of GRP1 

 

An individual has an interest in protecting her social identity and 
socially embedded autonomous self, which—other things being 
equal—is a sufficient reason for holding some other person(s) to be 
under a duty. 

5.5.2 Nature of Duty 

GRP1 restricts Big Data Analytics from impinging upon an 

individual’s social identity and her socially embedded autonomous 

self. However, the other things being equal aspect of the formulation 

means that during the extraordinary course of the pandemic, contact 

tracing is permissible.343 But this formulation prevents any secondary 

usage of the information.  

The nature of obligation imposed on the Big Data Analytics by GRP1 can 

be discharged with an array of possible regulatory measures restricting collection 

and processing of data pertaining to an individual’s social identity. Further measures 

can include restriction on profiling and algorithmic grouping based on an 

individual’s social identity. These measures are indicative and not exhaustive in 

nature. Policymakers must test any such policy measure on the basis of its efficacy 

 
343 For justifications of the limited time exception for contact tracing see Parker et al supra note 4. For 
expiration of these justifications in the post-pandemic era see section 3.5 supra and section 9.3 infra. 
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in protecting an individual’s social identity and her socially embedded autonomous 

self.  

5.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have articulated my conception of GRP1.  The strategy 

adopted in this chapter, which I will emulate in ensuing chapters as well was to 

highlight the limitations of the existing conceptions of the privacy in protecting 

legitimate interests of the individual.  These limitations serve as the moral 

justifications for the enhanced conception of GRP1 which places an onus on Big 

Data Analytics to safeguard an individual’s social identity and socially embedded 

autonomous self.  The pro tanto nature of an interest based account of GRP1 

ensures the carving out of a limited time exception for contact tracing.  However, 

the moral weight of the importance of an individual’s interest in her social identity 

and the socially autonomous self prevents the pandemic exception to become the 

new norm.  In the next chapter, I explore the individual’s right against algorithmic 

grouping in form of GRP2.   
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Chapter 6 

GRP2 

I have this strange feeling that I'm not myself anymore. It’s hard to put into words, but I guess 
it’s like I was fast asleep, and someone came, disassembled me, and hurriedly put me back 

together again. That sort of feeling. 
~Haruki Murakami, Sputnik Sweetheart 

 

6.1 Introduction 
The first form of group right to privacy GRP1 as articulated in previous 

chapter is aimed at protecting legitimate moral interests of the individual in her 

social identity and socially embedded autonomous self.  These interests lie in 

declared group affiliations that an individual forms on the basis of her membership 

in social groups.  But what about privacy protection of undeclared group affiliations 

or a right against algorithmic grouping?  In this chapter, I argue for a negative right 

against algorithmic grouping which is grounded in an individual’s interest in 

informational self-determination.  I begin with an account of the right to 

informational self-determination and argue that algorithmic grouping violates the 

principle of autonomy and control over an individual’s identity that is sought to be 

protected by privacy.  I articulate GRP2 as a right against algorithmic grouping and 

distinguish it from right against profiling and right to reasonable inferences. 

6.2 Right against algorithmic grouping 

In December 1983, the German Federal Constitutional Court while 

declaring certain provisions of the revised Census Act unconstitutional enunciated 

the principle of informational self-determination as “the authority of the individual 

to decide himself, on the basis of the idea of self-determination, when and within 
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what limits information about his private life should be communicated to others.” 344 

(Emphasis Added) In the age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps, the 

contours of what constitutes as private life and how it is accessed have fundamentally 

changed.  With the transition from census officials seeking personal information to 

consensus driven analytics panoptically sorting individuals into pre-determined 

epistemic clusters, the informational self-determination concerns have 

metamorphized from communication of personal information to algorithmic 

grouping.  Control over information is the foremost aspect of privacy driven 

identity formation. Hornung and Schnabel note that privacy and informational self-

determination prevent sensitive information from one context (e.g., medical 

treatment) from percolating into another context (professional sphere).345 The right 

to informational self-determination helps retain this control over identity 

formation.  However, the conventional understanding of this right is rooted in the 

Pre–Big Data era and hence has not evolved to take into account the threat posed 

by algorithmic grouping.  The act of communication of personal information has 

been replaced by extraction of information on the basis of group affiliations.  The 

essence of informational self-determination lies in helping an individual determine 

for herself what ‘version’ of her is presented to the world.  Algorithmic grouping 

an individual in predetermined categories snatches this control from her.  Hence, 

in order to meaningfully protect an individual’s identity and autonomy, the right to 

informational self-determination has to evolve into the right the against algorithmic 

grouping. 

6.3 Distinction between GRP1 and GRP2 

If GRP1 is an assertion of a positive interest in privacy of declared group 

affiliations, then GRP2 is a negative right against algorithmic grouping.  GRP2 is the 

right of the individual not to be identified with certain groups. It is a right grounded 

 
344  Antoinette Rouvroy & Yves Poullet, The Right to Informational Self-Determination and the Value of Self-
Development: Reassessing the Importance of Privacy for Democracy, in REINVENTING DATA PROTECTION? 45 (Serge 
Gutwirth, Yves Poullet, Paul De Hert, Cécile de Terwangne & Sjaak Nouwt eds., 2009) (elucidating the 
conceptual relationship between right to privacy and human dignity). See Bundesverfassungsgericht, Abstract 
of the German Federal Constitutional Court’s Judgment of December 15, 1983 (1983), 
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/1983/12/rs19831215_1bvr
020983en.html.  
345 Gerrit Hornung & Christoph Schnabel, Data Protection in Germany I: The Population Census Decision and the 
Right to Informational Self-Determination, 25 COMPUTER L. & SECURITY REV. 84, 85 (2009) (examining the 
population census decision and the German concept of informational self-determination). 

https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/1983/12/rs19831215_1bvr020983en.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/1983/12/rs19831215_1bvr020983en.html
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in an interest in informational self-determination. GRP1 protects an individual’s 

social identity by protecting information relating to her membership in social 

groups. But increasingly an individual’s privacy is violated for commercial purposes 

on account of algorithmically constituted groups that hitherto never existed. Pagallo 

states,  

Rather than a unique data subject whose informational self-determination 
is specifically under attack, individuals will more often be targeted as a 
member of a group, or as a specimen falling within the set of ontological 
and epistemological predicates that cluster a group.346  
 
GRP2 specifically addresses groups that have been created algorithmically on 

the basis of a shared activity. This may be based on shopping, online browsing 

history, clothing preferences, reading choices, etc. The key argument here is that 

grouping on an arbitrary basis for the purposes of profiling violates the individual’s 

right of informational self-determination.  

6.4 Epistemic concerns and autonomy violations arising out of 
algorithmic grouping 

Kammourieh and others highlight the epistemic concerns relating to Big Data’s 

algorithmic group identification as, 

Big Data thus provides new approaches with which groups can 
be formed . . . Big Data makes the grounds upon which we can 
identify new groups increasingly imperceptible . . . Groups might 
no longer be classified based on the perception of certain 
observers, but through seemingly obscured algorithmic 
processes. This incomplete awareness of how and on which 
grounds group identification takes place could lead to an 
epistemic dependence on processes we might no longer fully 
understand.347 
 

While it is beyond the scope of this doctoral research to address this issue, it is 

worth noting that this epistemic darkness diminishes the right to explanation and 

judicial recourse against any injustice arising out of algorithmic grouping.348 As 

 
346 Ugo Pagallo, The Group, the Private, and the Individual: A New Level of Data Protection?, in GROUP PRIVACY: 
NEW CHALLENGES OF DATA TECHNOLOGIES 159, 168 (Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot 
eds., 2017) (analyzing the collective and corporation form of group rights). 
347 Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 43. 
348 See Lilian Edwards & Michael Veale, Slave to the Algorithm? Why a ‘Right to an Explanation’ is Probably Not the 
Remedy You Are Looking For, 16 DUKE L. & TECH. REV. 18, 21 (2017) (arguing that a right to an explanation 
in the GDPR is unlikely to present a complete remedy to algorithmic harms). 
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stated earlier, algorithmic grouping is a violation of the right to privacy which is 

based in human dignity. 349  Algorithmic grouping further violates individual 

autonomy, which permits individuals to determine their own group membership 

and the consequences thereof.  For instance, to profile individuals based on their 

like or dislike of curly fries as one of the psychometric indicators of a high IQ is, 

per se, an affront to human dignity and individual autonomy.350 Taylor states, “[i]f 

groupings created through algorithms or models expose the crowd to influence and 

possible harm, the instruments that have been developed to protect individuals 

from the misuse of their data are not helpful.”351 She further emphasizes, “the risk 

of this kind of predictive modelling is that it tends to blur categories, ‘seeing’ people 

according to their propensity to behave in a certain way, rather than as 

individuals.”352 Wachter has highlighted the challenges posed by “affinity profiling- 

grouping people according to their assumed interests rather than solely their 

personal traits [by] the online advertising industry.”353 She cautions, “[i]f users are 

segregated into groups and offered or excluded different products, services, or 

prices on the basis of affinity, it could raise discrimination issues.”354 I agree with 

the concerns raised by various scholars regarding the negative impact of algorithmic 

grouping.  The distinction lies in our way of addressing these concerns.  Instead of 

focusing on the downstream impact of algorithmic grouping, in this chapter I am 

highlighting the interest of informational self-determination which needs to be 

protected from algorithmic grouping. 

6.5 The boundaries of GRP2 
 Before defining GRP2, it would be helpful to distinguish it from some of the 

existing privacy protections to delineate the boundaries of this new right.   

i. False Group Identification: As I envisage GRP2, it does not extend to false 

group identification.  For instance, if someone were to claim that X is a 

 
349 Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 43. 
350 See Michal Kosinski, David Stillwell & Thore Graepel, Private Traits and Attributes are Predictable from Digital 
Records of Human Behavior, 110 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. 5802, 5804 (2013) (showing how Facebook Likes, 
can be used to automatically and accurately predict a range of highly sensitive personal attributes). 
351 Taylor, supra note 101, at 14. 
352 Id. at 31 
353  Sandra Wachter, Affinity Profiling and Discrimination by Association in Online Behavioural Advertising, 35 
BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 367, 367 (2020). 
354 Id. at 371. 
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member of a group, when she is not, that does not constitute a violation of 

GRP2.  Depending on the nature of false assertion, it may give rise to a claim 

of defamation, but it does not come within the purview of GRP2.   

ii. Passive Groups: There is further a key difference between how I envisage 

GRP2 and how existing scholarship envisages algorithmically constituted 

groups from privacy perspective. Kammourieh and others treat 

algorithmically constituted groups as “passive groups,” (i.e., groups that are 

unaware of their existence and as such cannot be subject matter of rights).355 

They specifically state, 

Where a group cannot be given control over its data (because 
there is no structured group with capacity to exercise that 
control), the goal should be to protect the group’s essential 
interests – primarily, its safety – at the analysis and targeting 
stages, by anticipating and regulating the riskiest uses of data. 
Where there is no legal subject to benefit from a privacy right, 
one solution may be to simply guard against harmful abuses of 
available data by other stakeholders.356 

 
So, as per Kammourieh and others, a non-self-aware algorithmic group 

cannot take the requisite measures to protect its privacy interests. That’s a 

hard proposition to dispute. Hence, I shift the focus upstream. In my 

opinion, by the time the algorithmic group is constituted, the privacy 

violation has already occurred. The creation of the group is itself an act of 

violation of privacy. Instead of focusing on how a passive group will 

exercise the right to privacy, we must focus on the fact that the creation of 

the passive group violates the right to privacy and the right to informational 

self-determination. 

iii. Right against profiling: The act of algorithmically grouping an individual 

based on her perceived or inferred characteristics has conceptual similarities 

with profiling.  However, their normative targets are different.  Ferraris et al 

define profiling as  

Profiling is a technique to automatically process personal and 
non-personal data, aimed at developing predictive knowledge 

 
355 Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 38-39, 43, 55. 
356 Id. 
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from the data in the form constructing profiles that can 
subsequently be applied as a basis for decision-making.357 

 
While profiling may result in biased decision making,358 the normative ire 

of the right against algorithmic grouping (GRP2) is drawn by the act of 

seizing information control away from the individual and treating her 

identity like a Rubik’s cube to be twisted on the basis of predetermined 

epistemic parameters.  In this sense GRP2 is an upstream right aimed at the 

act of grouping and right against profiling would be a downstream right 

existing against the information inferences.  It bears further clarification 

that under GDPR the right against profiling is conceptualized as part of 

right against automated decision making whose legislative mandate does not 

directly touch upon the issue of algorithmic grouping.  I elaborate upon this 

further in chapter 10 as part of my analysis of the existing legal regulations 

that touch upon GRP. 

iv. Right to reasonable inferences: Wachter and Mittelstadt have advocated 

formulation of a ‘right to reasonable inferences’ to  

[h]elp close the accountability gap currently posed by ‘high risk 
inferences,’ meaning inferences drawn from Big Data analytics 
that damage privacy or reputation, or have low verifiability in 
the sense of being predictive or opinion-based while being 
used in important decisions.359 

 
This right while being important in its own respect is distinct from 

GRP2.  As I understand it, the right to reasonable inferences is 

consequentialist in its reasoning and approach towards the harm 

suffered by individual at the hands of Big Data Analytics.  The right 

against algorithmic grouping as I envisage it is peremptory in nature 

and seeks to prevent the harms highlighted by Wachter and 

Mittelstadt. 

 
357 Valeria Ferraris, Francesca Bosco, G. Cafiero, Elena D'Angelo and Y. Suloyeva, Defining Profiling 1,1 
(December 11, 2013), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2366564 
358 Valeria Ferraris, Francesca Bosco, G. Cafiero, Elena D'Angelo, The Impact of Profiling on Fundamental 
Rights 1, 15 (December 12, 2013), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2366753 
359 Sandra Wachter and Brent Mittelstadt, A Right to Reasonable Inferences: Re-Thinking Data Protection Law in the 
Age of Big Data and AI, 2 COLUMBIA BUSINESS LAW REVIEW 494, 500 (2019). 
 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2366564
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2366753
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6.6 Violation of GRP2 
The discussion of aforestated cases, which might be similar but do not amount 

to violation of GRP2, helps delineate the outline of GRP2.  In order to further refine 

the contours of GRP2, I now turn to cases where a claim for violation of GRP2 may 

arise.  This methodology would help me in further delineating an individual’s 

interest in information self-determination. 

a. Disclosure of group membership without the consent of the 

individual:  Suppose an individual X fearing social ostracization or political 

persecution wants to keep her membership in a social or political group a 

secret.  Disclosure of this membership without her consent would result in 

violation of GRP2.  This is distinct from the individual privacy interest in 

IRP and also the group memberships that the individual discloses in GRP1.  

For instance, disclosure of an individual’s medical condition without her 

consent is violation of IRP.  But the creation of a group on the basis of a 

medical condition is a violation of GRP2.  GRP1 exists to protect the 

membership of an individual in social groups that she chooses to disclose.  

An intuitive example of data collection makes this distinction apparent.  

Often while signing up for association membership, one is asked to disclose 

one’s gender, religion, etc.  If an individual chooses to disclose these details, 

it is incumbent upon the association collecting her details to protect her 

privacy interest in form of GRP1.  However, if she chooses the option ‘prefer 

not to say’ the individual is invoking GRP2 to protect her membership in 

certain social groups from public gaze.   

b. Algorithmic grouping: Privacy as a social value plays a constitutive role in 

the formation of the socially embedded autonomous self.  The individual 

thus has an interest in guarding against the reduction of her identity to 

merely a group affiliation, which is a violation of her autonomy.  In the 

conclusion of their work on group privacy, Taylor et al highlight a lacuna in 

the existing privacy regime, 

[T]he group ‘males with low education, living in a rural area’ might 
be discriminated against. Although the current ethical and legal 
regime protects Joe, who is a male with low education living in a 
rural area, and safeguards him from discrimination, this is 
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increasingly missing the point. It is problematic that the group as 
such is created and treated negatively, but it is not as such 
problematic that Joe belongs to a certain group or is categorised 
as such.360 

 
Taylor et al further highlight a discontinuing group interest, “namely the fact that 

especially in big data processes, groups are formed and people are 

categorised without their knowledge and against their will.”361 GRP2 as the 

right against algorithmic grouping is aimed at this discontinuing group 

interest and treats the creation of this group itself as a violation of privacy 

interests.  In addition to violation of an individual’s interest in informational 

self-determination, what also elevates GRP2 to the level of a group concern 

is the potential of using one individual’s data to violate the autonomy of 

other similarly placed individuals. As stated earlier, when it comes to privacy, 

individual and group interests are not always sharply delineated.  Hence, 

algorithmically sorting an individual based on surveillance of her online 

activity not only violates her interest in informational self-determination but 

also paves the way for violating the autonomy of other members of the 

algorithmic group.  Tracking cookies, which create a detailed profile of an 

individual for advertisement purposes, are chief violators in this regard.362 It 

would be inconceivable for many of the targeted individuals that, for 

commercial exploitation purposes, they are members of algorithmic groups 

curated by tracking cookies on the basis of their online shopping history or 

browsing history. A significant aspect of such algorithmic groups is that their 

existence is per se a violation of an individual’s privacy interests. The fact 

that such groups may anonymize the profile of the concerned individual is 

no defence. As stated earlier, even when an individual is not identifiable, she 

would still remain reachable.363 These algorithmic groupings even in their 

anonymized state give rise to privacy dependencies, which Barocas and Levy 

 
360 Taylor et al, supra note 8, at 232. 
361 Id. 
362  Chris Jay Hoofnagle, Ashkan Soltani, Nathaniel Good, Dietrich J. Wambach & Mika D. Ayenson, 
Behavioral Advertising: The Offer You Can't Refuse, 6 Harv. L. & Pol'y Rev. 273, 273 (2012) (arguing that consumer 
privacy interventions can enable choice).  
363 Barocas & Nissenbaum, supra note 6, at 45. 
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highlight as privacy dependencies arising out of participation in “non-

socially-salient” groups. 364  GRP2 is designed to protect these privacy 

dependencies.  

6.7 Definition of GRP2 
In view of the aforesaid analysis, GRP2 can be defined as:  

 

An individual has an interest in informational self-determination and 
against algorithmic grouping, which other things being equal is a 
sufficient reason for holding some other person(s) to be under a duty. 

6.8 Nature of Duty 
GRP2 restricts Big Data Analytics from grouping an individual 

algorithmically and impinging upon an individual’s right to informational self-

determination. However, the other things being equal aspect of the formulation would 

permit contact tracing during the extraordinary course of the pandemic. 365 But this 

formulation would prevent any secondary usage of the information. 

6.9 The moral underpinnings of GRP2 
GRP2 is a stronger articulation of a privacy interest when compared to those 

in existing privacy frameworks such as the right against profiling, the protection of 

passive groups and the right to reasonable inferences.  The advantage of GRP2’s 

formulation is that it extends the protection of information self determination to 

individual’s membership in social groups as well as algorithmic groups.  At this 

juncture an objection maybe raised that since the data processing under the existing 

privacy framework operates on the basis of an individual’s consent thus such data 

processing does not violate principles of informational self-determination and any 

claims of GRP2 are waived by the individual.  I have previously in Chapter 3 

highlighted the limitations of the consent model on account of the indecipherable 

privacy policies and limitations of the protection offered by contextual integrity.366 

Two further moral arguments can be added.  Firstly, the existing privacy protection 

does not take into account the constitutive role played by privacy in the formation 

of an individual’s identity, it is only aimed at preventing identification of the 

 
364 See Barocas & Levy, supra note 8, at 585–86. 
365 For justifications of the limited time exception for contact tracing see Parker et al supra note 4. For 
expiration of these justifications in the post-pandemic era see section 3.5 supra and section 9.3 infra. 
366 See generally: Bashir, Lambert, Hayes & Kesan, supra note 188, at 2; PRIVACY PROTECTION STUDY 

COMM’N supra note 192 at 26;  Nissenbaum supra note 191 and Moretti & Naughton, supra note 188. 
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individual.  Secondly, as I will deal with at greater length in Chapter 8 and 11, when 

the privacy decisions of an individual have ramifications for another person then 

the individual consent model has limited utility.  In view of these arguments, the 

moral stakes rise considerably in favour of GRP2. 

6.10 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I argue for the need to protect an individual’s interest in 

informational self-determination against algorithmic grouping.  While the 

contemporary scholarship has sought to negate the ill-effects of algorithmic 

grouping by formulating safeguards to negate its impact, formulation of GRP2 in 

this chapter is aimed at articulating a pre-emptory approach against algorithmic 

grouping.  By highlighting an individual’s interests in controlling the formation of 

her identity and protecting her autonomy through informational self-

determination, I have formulated a negative moral right against algorithmic 

grouping in form of GRP2.  In the next chapter, my inquiry moves from individual 

to group interests, and I argue for the formulation of GRP3, which is aimed at 

those cases where an organized group may be entitled to privacy protection. 
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Chapter 7 

GRP3 

Throughout the world, Hitachi Group employees exemplify outstanding teamwork that 
transcends the boundaries of geographical regions and business fields.  Together we share the 

Hitachi Group Identity and put it into practice worldwide. 
~Hitachi Group Identity367 

 

7.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters, I have addressed privacy concerns which arise out 

of an individual’s membership in social groups and formulated the right against 

algorithmic grouping.  In this chapter, I turn towards the role played by privacy in 

protecting group interests such as group identity and group autonomy, which are 

not reducible to individual interests.  Group rights as conventionally understood 

are conceived as either corporate rights or collective rights.368 Corporate group 

rights pertain to an organized group such as companies, and universities369 that hold 

the right as a unitary entity.370  In this chapter I focus on this corporate/organized 

group right to privacy (GRP3), which is the privacy right held by an organized group 

in its own capacity.  The emphasis in this chapter is on cases where the organized 

group’s right to privacy is not reducible to individual interest in privacy.  I begin 

with articulation of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of GRP3.  

I then discuss accounts of group autonomy and group identity, which are sought to 

be protected through an exercise of GRP3.  I analyse examples of group privacy to 

highlight the interests sought to be protected under GRP3.  I emphasize the role 

played by GRP3 in group identification and functioning of group processes before 

 
367 Hitachi Group Identity, https://www.hitachi.com/corporate/about/identity/index.html  
368 Jones, supra note 21 
369 Ritchie supra note 54 and 68. 
370 Jones, supra note 21 

https://www.hitachi.com/corporate/about/identity/index.html
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addressing the chief objection against recognition of organized group’s interest in 

privacy.  I articulate GRP3 in terms of the interests sought to be protected in form 

of group identity and group autonomy and highlight the nature of obligations that 

it imposes.  Lastly, I highlight instances where GRP3 can complement individual 

privacy. 

7.2 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for GRP3 

GRP3 is the privacy right of an organized group, which is not reducible to 

the right of its individual members. While GRP3 seeks to protect a group interest, it 

can also serve as an additional layer of protection for individual privacy. For a group 

right to privacy to exist, it must satisfy the following requirements:371 

1. A group exists: List and Pettit define a group as a collection of individuals who 

have an “identity that can survive changes of membership.” 372  As per 

Jenkins, a group derives its reality from “people thinking that it exists and 

that they belong to it.”373 This realization is important from the perspective 

of excluding all ‘passive groups’ that is groups where members are not 

conscious of the existence of the group and other members. 374 So, while 

arguing for GRP3, I refer to only those organized groups, which have been 

created by individuals through the devolvement of their autonomy and 

whose members are conscious of the group’s existence. 

2. There is an independent justification for the group right: The methodology that some 

current theories of group privacy follow is that since the violation of privacy 

happens at a group level, we need a group right to privacy.375 I am not 

entirely in agreement with this approach. In addition to the violation, one 

must also define the interest or value one is seeking to protect through the 

right. If violation is the sole justification for the right, then if the violation 

disappears or mutates into a different form of violation, the right also 

 
371 For a detailed analysis of desiderata of group privacy see Binns, supra note 110, at 2. 
372 See CHRISTIAN LIST & PHILIP PETTIT, GROUP AGENCY: THE POSSIBILITY, DESIGN, AND STATUS OF 

CORPORATE AGENTS 31 (2011). 
373 Jenkins, supra note 335, at 10. 
374 Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 38–39. 
375 Sun et al., supra note 239. 
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disappears. As Binns states, the definition of group privacy must be distinct 

from its motivation.376   

3. The group right should be separate from the individual right: Binns states that one of 

the important desideratum for group privacy is that it should not be 

reducible to individual privacy.377 As part of the discussion on GRP1, I have 

elaborated upon the false duality between aspects of individual privacy and 

group privacy, which can be eliminated through protection of social identity. 

In this section, the reference to group privacy is distinct from individual 

privacy.  

4. What the group is seeking to protect is a “right to privacy”: Binns argues that group 

privacy should not pertain to some other entity or principle but should be 

about the group and its privacy. 378  In many group settings, intellectual 

property rights (such as corporate trade secrets) protect interests akin to 

privacy.379 However, as I elaborate in ensuing paragraphs, there are many 

organized groups that have an interest in privacy that the law presently does 

not recognize.380 

5. The group can bear the right to privacy: Groups are well-recognized as bearers of 

cultural rights.381 However, there is a peculiar paradox when it comes to right 

to privacy. Usually, one seeks privacy from a group. It almost seems 

counterintuitive to seek privacy as a group. As stated earlier, passive groups 

cannot be the bearer of group right to privacy.382 In this section, I will refer 

to examples of organized groups, which can bear a right to privacy. 

6. The group right to privacy can be exercised: From a joint responsibility and 

collective decision-making point of view, it is highly unlikely that a group, 

under surveillance or constituted for profiling purposes, whose members are 

not even aware of each other’s existence can exercise the right to privacy. 

Even from a class-action suit perspective, the litigant acts as a representative 

 
376 Binns, supra note 110, at 2. 
377 Id. 
378 Id. 
379 Id. at 4-5. 
380 Elizabeth Pollman, A Corporate Right to Privacy, MINN. L. REV. 27, 30–31 (2014) (arguing that most 
corporations in most circumstances should not have a constitutional right to privacy). 
381 See Jones, supra note 21 
382 See Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 43. 
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of an active group383 which, depending upon the facts of the case, in some 

instances may amount to reducing group privacy to individual privacy. At 

this juncture, a brief reference may be made to the dichotomy between the 

state of autonomy and the exercise of autonomy, which was highlighted in 

earlier passages concerning the individual. Privacy as a social value coupled 

with the devolvement of autonomy by individual members paves the way 

for the state of group autonomy, which is a pre-requisite for formation of 

joint intention and collective decision making. This autonomous group 

subsequently exercises the group right to privacy.  

7. The right to privacy is protecting a “group interest”: The interest sought to be 

protected through an exercise of privacy should not be reducible to an 

individual member’s interest, but instead should be a group interest.384 

In light of this analysis, the necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for 

the existence of GRP3 are: 

a. A group exists; 

b. The group has an interest in privacy; 

c. This interest cannot be protected through an individual right to 

privacy; 

d. This interest also cannot be protected through any other group 

right.385 

I elaborate upon GRP3 using these necessary and jointly sufficient conditions 

through two examples in the next section. 

7.3 Examples of GRP3 
 Let’s consider example of two groups: first, a reading group in a university, 

and second, a group composed of volunteers and their supporters who rescue 

marooned refugees in international waters.386 The reading group meets frequently 

 
383 See Paul R. Dubinsky, Justice for the Collective: The Limits of the Human Rights Class Action, 102 MICH. L. REV. 
1152, 1152 (2004). 
384 See Mark MacCarthy, New Directions in Privacy: Disclosure, Unfairness and Externalities, 6 I/S: J.L. & POL’Y 425, 
458 (2011) (“Groups have an interest in the outcome of information revelation that might be distinct from 
the interests of the individual members of the group. This kind of group harm cannot be prevented by fully 
informed individual choice, but can be addressed by institutions’ or organizations’ action on behalf of the 
group as a whole.”). 
385 See Binns, supra note 110, at 4. 
386 For the example of lifeboat rescuers, I am grateful to Katharina Bernhard. 
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to discuss the writings of a particular philosopher X, which is part of their 

curriculum. The lifeboat rescue group is working against the stated policy of their 

country, which is strictly anti-refugee. Now let’s analyze both the examples. 

7.3.1 Reading Group Analysis 

 
When members of the reading group order philosopher X’s book from an online 

website, one may use data analytics to make the following inferences: 

a. The number of orders placed in a short span of time by users in similar 

geographical location and through a university IP address indicate a spike of 

interest in a particular philosopher. 

b. The number of books ordered, say six, are too few to indicate a class. 

c. But since different users have ordered them, it’s unlikely that the order is for 

a library. 

d. Most likely, the order is for a reading group. 

This analysis may reveal the existence of a reading group in a particular university 

without revealing the details of its members who may still remain anonymous 

without further corroboration of data. So, if the website becomes aware of the 

existence of this group is this a violation of GRP3? The answer must be “no,” as 

the group has no interest in its privacy. There may be a collective interest in privacy, 

which forms subject matter of the next chapter GRP4, but certainly not an 

organized group interest in privacy which forms the subject matter of GRP3. 

Now, let’s take the example further, let’s say that the website sensing the 

presence of this reading group raises the price of philosopher X’s books for the 

next semester. Is this a violation of GRP3? I would again answer no. Any group 

privacy claims at this stage can be reduced to individual claims.  

Now, let’s move away from the website. While studying together in a room, 

a non-member who enters the room unannounced suddenly interrupts the reading 

group. Is this a violation of GRP3? Perhaps. But one could again argue that the 

group right here is reducible to an individual right to privacy. Although, this rebuttal 

stands on a weaker ground than the previous ones as group discussions give rise to 

a distinct group privacy interest.  
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Let’s continue further with the analysis. Suppose members of this group 

have collectively prepared a summary of the writings of Philosopher X. All 

members have contributed to the analysis. The group members have mutually 

agreed that only the group’s members will have access to this summary. If someone 

outside the group publishes or copies this summary, we can term it as violation of 

copyright. But if someone outside the group has merely read this summary, is this 

a violation of GRP3? Or can this be reduced to an individual right? At this stage 

one could contend that this may be a GRP3 violation because the individual input 

would be very hard to delineate in the final document, which will make it impossible 

to determine the extent of individual right. Secondly, even if we were able to 

delineate the individual input, the individual interest can be said to be limited to that 

particular portion, so one cannot logically make an individual claim for the privacy 

over the entire document. Here exists GRP3. 

7.3.2 Lifeboat Rescuers 

In the case of the lifeboat rescue group example, the volunteers and 

supporters who are acting out of humanitarian concern know that they are working 

against the popular sentiment.387 Hence, the volunteers and their supporters have 

an interest in keeping the group’s existence private. This desire for anonymity is not 

merely about the membership of the group but the very existence of the group.388 

If the existence of the group becomes public, fewer people would be willing to join 

or support the group fearing social, political, or legal repercussions. In such an 

eventuality, the group as a whole is worse off and not just an individual member. In 

this example, the individual right to privacy or social identity of the individual 

cannot account for the privacy interest of the group. Here exists GRP3. 

These intuitive examples help enunciate the underlying interests that form 

the subject matter of GRP3- Group Autonomy and Group Identity.  In case of the 

reading group example, the group’s autonomy in terms of working of the group as 

well as access to group’s product requires exercise of group privacy.  In case of the 

 
387 In NAACP v. Alabama, the US Supreme Court held, “Inviolability of privacy in group association may in 
many circumstances be indispensable to preservation of freedom of association, particularly where a group 
espouses dissident beliefs.” 357 U.S. 449, 462 (1958); see also Pagallo, supra note 346, at 165. 
388 On how group privacy is pivotal to the information interflow within a group and achieving the group’s 
objective see: Kieron O’Hara and Dave Robertson, Social Machines as an Approach to Group Privacy 101, 110 
(Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, & Bart van der Sloot eds., 2017) 
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lifeboat rescuer example, the group’s identity is protected through exercise of group 

privacy. 

7.4 Groups as Autonomous Agents 
  The question of group autonomy is intricately linked to group agency.  

While autonomy pertains to an individual’s capacity to be one’s own person389, 

agency relates to a person’s capacity to act.390 The question of agency while being 

salient even in case of human agents becomes further relevant in the case of group 

agents.  Only the groups that have capacity to act, can act autonomously. 

As per List & Pettit, a group agent must exhibit: 

a. Representational states about the depiction of the environment, 

b. Motivational states that specify how things ought to be in the environment, 

and  

c. Capacity to process representational and motivational states and to act on 

them.391   

The formation and exercise of motivational states require a semblance of privacy 

from outside interference.  These group agents “form and enact their attitude on 

the basis of communication among the members”, 392  which again requires a 

modicum of privacy.  

Group privacy further plays an important role in exercise of group 

autonomy.  Langfred notes, “Group autonomy is not the aggregation of individual 

autonomy to the group level”393 but the exercise of autonomy by the collective as a 

whole.394 In many cases, it is not possible to infer attitudes of the individual member 

of the group from the collective attitude of the group, this supervenience grants the 

 
389 Christman, supra note 274. 
390 Schlosser, Markus, Agency, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Edward N. Zalta ed., Winter 2019 
Edition) https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2019/entries/agency/>.  Roth, Abraham Sesshu, Shared 
Agency, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Edward N. Zalta ed., Winter 2019 Edition)  
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2017/entries/shared-agency/. 
391 List & Pettit, supra note 372, at 20 and 32. 
392 Id at 37. 
393 See Claus W. Langfred, The Paradox of Self-Management: Individual and Group Autonomy in Work Groups, 21 J. 
ORG. BEHAV. 563, 567 (2000) (exploring how autonomy at the individual and group levels directly affect 
group cohesiveness). 
394 See Christopher Heath Wellman, The Paradox of Group Autonomy, 20 SOC. PHIL. & POL’Y 265, 273 (2003) 
(exploring the prospects of developing a satisfying account of group autonomy without rejecting value-
individualism). 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2019/entries/agency/%3e
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2017/entries/shared-agency/
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group an epistemic autonomy over its individual members. 395   For instance, 

members of a committee may vote differently on different points of agenda and 

then come to a combined conclusion, which may not reflect any member’s original 

position.  The exercise of group autonomy requires formation of joint intention.  

As per List & Pettit, a collection of individuals ‘jointly intend’ to promote a 

particular goal if four conditions are met: 

a. Shared goal: The members of the group promote a shared goal. 

b. Individual contribution: They intend to do their individual bit in order to 

achieve the common goal.  

c. Interdependence: The formation of the joint intention is dependent on the 

belief in joint intention i.e., the other members also share the same intention. 

d. Common awareness: The members should believe that the first three 

conditions have been met and also that the other members share the same 

belief.396 

In my opinion, group privacy is an essential pre-requisite for exercise of 

these four conditions.  Group privacy provides the secured space required for the 

formulation of shared goal, determining the extent of individual contribution, 

facilitating conditions of interdependence and creating common awareness.  In the 

absence of group privacy, the aforementioned four conditions of joint intention will 

not exist.   

Trust is yet another important constitutive element for the formation and 

functioning of groups.  Without trust, members of the group cannot effectively 

organize themselves and co-ordinate their activities as a group.  The relationship 

between trust and privacy is under explored.  Fried while elaborating upon this 

relationship succinctly states, 

There can be no trust where there is no possibility of error.  More 
specifically, a man cannot know that he is trusted unless he has a right 
to act without constant surveillance so that he knows he can betray 
the trust.  Privacy confers that essential right.  And since, as I have 

 
395 List & Pettit, supra note 372, at 59-65. Carlo Martini, Christian List and Philip Pettit’s Group agency: the 
possibility, design, and status of corporate agents. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011, 240 pp., 4(2) Erasmus Journal 
for Philosophy and Economics, 117–122, 119.  Raimo Tuomela, Christian List and Philip Pettit, Group Agency: 
The Possibility, Design, and Status of Corporate Agents, Oxford University Press, 2011, 
https://ndpr.nd.edu/reviews/group-agency-the-possibility-design-and-status-of-corporate-agents/ 
396 List & Pettit, supra note 372, at 33. 

https://ndpr.nd.edu/reviews/group-agency-the-possibility-design-and-status-of-corporate-agents/
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argued, trust in its fullest sense is reciprocal, the man who cannot be 
trusted cannot himself trust or learn to trust.  Without privacy and the 
possibility of error which it protects that aspect of his humanity is 
denied to him.397 
 
The above analysis highlights the role played by group privacy in the 

autonomous functioning of a group.  But the exercise of group autonomy often has 

an uneasy relationship with individual interests and privacy also has an important 

role in resolving the conflict. 

7.5 Privacy’s role in resolution of conflict between individual autonomy v. 
group autonomy 
The relationship between individual rights and group rights or more 

specifically individual autonomy and group autonomy is complex and often fraught 

with conflict.  Langfred notes that autonomy can simultaneously reside at both the 

group and the individual level.398This claim does not imply that individual and group 

autonomy are always coterminous.  There can be instances where individual and 

group autonomy are at loggerheads with each other. The question about which right 

(individual or group) should prevail is linked to the larger question regarding in case 

of conflict between group autonomy and individual autonomy, which should 

prevail?   

Two possible approaches emerge regarding feature and organized groups.  

In case of feature groups, the resolution may be based on the question of voluntary 

participation and devolvement of autonomy.  When it comes to feature groups such 

as gender, race, religion etc. whenever group autonomy and individual autonomy 

are in conflict, the individual autonomy shall prevail.  This is because an individual’s 

participation in a feature group is often on the basis of a feature that the individual 

shares with other members which may not be an autonomous choice.  In such cases, 

where the participation of the individual in the group is not a function of individual 

autonomy, privacy must work to shield the individual from the group.  For instance, 

if a cultural ethnic group wants to invoke GRP to promote a cultural practice that 

diminishes an individual’s autonomy over her body, it is in direct conflict with the 

individual’s right to privacy and her control over her own body.  In case of such a 

 
397 Fried supra note 279 at 486.  
398 Langfred, supra note 393, at 563. 
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conflict the individual autonomy shall triumph over group autonomy and IRP shall 

prevail over GRP. 

However, things may work differently for Organized groups which have 

been created as a result of the exercise of individual autonomy.  Consider the case 

of a committee.  A group of five individuals meet for the appointment of X to an 

important constitutional post.  By a majority of 3:2, the group votes in favour of 

X’s appointment.  The dissenting members have concerns regarding the fitness of 

X for the constitutional post and wish to share the minutes of the meeting for X’s 

appointment to highlight concerns regarding X’s integrity.  The majority group 

members do not wish to share the minutes of the meeting, as it would violate the 

privacy in which all the members freely shared their views.  Information privacy is 

commonly understood as control over information.  In this scenario, the GRP can 

be said to be in conflict with IRP.  There are various ways of resolving this dispute.  

First way of resolving the dispute in favour of the group is by disputing any 

individual ownership over the information which was deliberated and created 

jointly.  If this view is accepted, then there can be no claim for IRP.  Second, it 

could be argued that while one member’s autonomy or privacy maybe in conflict 

with the group autonomy, other members’ interests and autonomy are aligned with 

the group autonomy, hence the latter should prevail.  However, this argument 

would be incorrect as group autonomy is not reducible to individual autonomy.  In 

fact, in some cases group autonomy can supervene individual autonomy.399 Thirdly, 

one could claim that since the organized group, committee, was constituted out of 

devolvement of autonomy by the individual, it is at par with the individual and in 

case of conflict between group autonomy and individual autonomy or IRP and 

GRP3, individual will not have claim to any preferential treatment.  This example 

certainly has the potential of curbing individual autonomy at the hands of group 

autonomy and perhaps we cannot satisfactorily resolve this quagmire without 

recourse to additional normative parameters for example nature of the allegations 

against the individual sought to be elected to the Constitutional post. 

 
399 List & Pettit, supra note 372, at 59-79.  See generally Philip Pettit and Christian List, Group Agency and 
Supervenience, 44 SOUTHERN JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY 44 85 2006) 
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A real example of such a normative conflict was recently decided by a 

Scottish Appeal Court.  In BC and others v. Chief Constable Police Service of Scotland and 

others400, the Inner House of the Scottish Court of Session, held that the police 

officers’ claim to reasonable expectation of privacy in WhatsApp group chat was 

trumped by the public interest in effective police disciplinary proceedings.401 The 

case involved a challenge to disciplinary proceedings against police officers over the 

use of objectionable messages in a WhatsApp group chat on grounds of violation 

of the right to privacy.  The court while rejecting the police officers claim to privacy 

made a distinction between an ordinary member of the public who could have a 

reasonable expectation of privacy in respect of WhatsApp messages and the police 

officers who cannot on account of the public office that they hold.402 While the 

 
400 [2020] CSIH 61 
401  Id. https://www.allenovery.com/en-gb/global/blogs/employment-talk/can-employers-refer-to-employees-whatsapp-
messages-to-bring-misconduct-proceedings  
402 Id. From present research perspective, the judgment under appeal highlights key aspects of reasonable 
expectation of privacy in a group setting. See: BC and others v. Chief Constable Police Service of Scotland and others 
[2019] CSOH 48.  The Lord Ordinary’s judgment after summarizing the nature of WhatsApp group states 
that an individual’s reasonable expectation of privacy does not disappear in group settings on account of the 
possibility of breach of confidence.  See paras 136-143 of the judgement below: 
 

“[136] The messages at the heart of this case were all made by way of a mobile phone app 
known as “WhatsApp”. The first question which arises is this: given the characteristics of 
“WhatsApp” does a reasonable expectation of privacy arise? 
 
[137] The characteristics of “WhatsApp” insofar as relevant to the issue of legitimate 
expectation of privacy can I believe be described as follows:  

• Communication through WhatsApp can take place between two individual users in a 
private session or, as part of a group. A group can contain multiple individuals where 
any messages sent or received to that group can be read by each of the users of it.  

• There is an identified known group of members.  

• A WhatsApp group will have an administrator of the group.  

• The administrator of the group is the only person who can admit others to the group.  

• There must always be an administrator for the group.  

• If a new member is introduced to a group any existing member is advised of this.  

• If a new person is admitted to a group and any existing member does not wish to 
continue to be a member then he can withdraw from the group.  

• A new member of a group cannot see the content of messages exchanged prior to his 
becoming a member.  

I consider it can be taken from the foregoing characteristics that “WhatsApp” can be contrasted 
with other social media platforms where any member of the public can gain access to the 
content of the platform and thus messaging is entirely open and public. Rather use of WhatsApp 
involves messaging within a group where the membership is controlled. I think this can properly 
be described, as Mr Sandison did, as involving messaging among a closed group of individuals. 
In addition I am persuaded that Mr Sandison’s description that the messages were exchanged 
within a confidential context is also accurate. 

https://www.allenovery.com/en-gb/global/blogs/employment-talk/can-employers-refer-to-employees-whatsapp-messages-to-bring-misconduct-proceedings
https://www.allenovery.com/en-gb/global/blogs/employment-talk/can-employers-refer-to-employees-whatsapp-messages-to-bring-misconduct-proceedings
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specific facts of the case make it open to interpretation from both a group’s interest 

in privacy (GRP3) as well as a collective assertion of privacy perspective (GRP4), 

this case provides an interesting example of a case where group privacy can be 

limited on normative grounds. 

In this section, I have highlighted the role played by privacy in formulating, 

protecting, and exercising group autonomy as well as the role played by privacy in 

resolving the conflict between individual autonomy and group autonomy.  I now 

turn to the role played by group privacy in formation and protection of group 

identity. 

 
 
[138] Ms Maguire argued that the characteristics of “WhatsApp” were such that there could be 
no reasonable expectation of privacy. 
 
[139] She first submitted that as a result of the use of the administrator the membership 
relinquished control of the group. I do not agree with this. The use of such does not undermine 
the essential controlled nature of group membership. Importantly if a new member is appointed 
the existing membership is informed and can decide whether they wish to continue 
membership.  

[140] Ms Maguire next argued that the ability to have “group chats” on WhatsApp undermines 
the reasonable expectation of privacy. I think this is shown to be wrong by consideration of the 
following situation: because one has a chat with eight friends in one’s house rather than one 
friend I do not think that it follows that one no longer has a reasonable expectation of privacy. 
Having a “group chat” within a defined group of persons is I consider no different.  

[141] Ms Maguire referred to a number of newspaper Articles involving “WhatsApp” groups 
or similar groups where a member of the group had reported to university authorities the 
content of the messaging. The newspaper reports involved four such groups at four different 
universities. Following on from this whistleblowing there had been disciplinary proceedings 
against members of the group. As I understood it the reference to these newspaper Articles was 
to show nobody joining a “WhatsApp” group could have any reasonable expectation of privacy.  

[142] I accept that it may happen that a person who joins a WhatsApp group makes public the 
content of what has been exchanged within the group. However, equally in the example I gave 
where confidences were exchanged in a house between friends one of those friends may breach 
the confidence. That does not undermine the individual’s reasonable expectation of privacy. 
The exchanging of any information in a private context always carries with it the risk of breach 
of the confidence. Thus an individual’s reasonable expectation may turn out to have been 
misplaced. However, it does not follow that the individual did not have a reasonable expectation 
of privacy.  

[143] For the foregoing reason I do not find the reference to these four newspaper stories where 
there has been the making public of the content of the WhatsApp messaging to be of any 
assistance in deciding whether in this case the petitioners given the characteristics of 
“WhatsApp” had a reasonable expectation of privacy. I also observe that there must be many 
thousands if not millions of “WhatsApp” groups and therefore in my view four cases where 
someone has decided to report what has been said does not of itself support the view that there 
could be no reasonable expectation of privacy in such a group.”  
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7.6 Group Identity 
 

In this section, I examine the relationship between GRP3 and Group Identity 

by answering the following questions: 

a. Whether Group Identity exists? 

This question would be answered through a review of social psychology 

literature, critical examination of real-world examples and establishment of 

group identity through negation of other alternatives. 

 
b. Why does Group Identity merit protection under GRP3? 

I contend that on account of the pivotal role played by groups in lives of the 

individual as well as the enormous influence exerted by groups in everyday 

life, group identity merits protection through GRP3. 

 

c. What is the role played by GRP3 in the formation of the Group Identity and Group 

Identification?   

I address group identity formation and group identification at intra and 

intergroup level.  Combining examples from the world of academia, sports 

and commerce, I contend that the projection of group identity at the expense 

of individual identity and formation of the group identity vis-à-vis  other 

groups are both exercises in information control and merit protection 

through GRP3.  As regards group identification, I discuss the role played by 

privacy in identification of group members with the group and identification 

of the group with certain values/attributes for purposes of its distinct 

identity formation vis-à-vis other groups. 

Whilst I will address these three questions independently, given their interrelated 

nature, different aspects of all three would emerge in the ensuing discussion. 

7.6.1 Does Group Identity exist? 
Any attempt to evaluate group identity would first have to necessarily answer 

the question: How is a group identity different from the identity of its members?  If 

one of the important functions of GRP3 is to protect group identity then there has 

to be a non-reductionist identity of the group, distinct from its members, which the 

GRP3 aims to protect.  As per McDougall,  
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The group…. is more than the sum of the individuals, [and] has its 
own life, proceeding according to laws of group life, which are not 
the laws of individual life.403 
 
Group identity is the group’s distinctive identity as a collective.404 As per 

Worchel and Coutant, group identity “includes the group’s boundaries, its beliefs 

and values, its history, and its reputation within the wider domain of groups.”405 So, 

one can understand group identity in both intra- and intergroup terms. There is an 

intragroup identity formation in relation to the group members and an intergroup 

identity formation vis-à-vis other groups. Since any formation of identity is 

necessarily an exercise in information control,406 privacy facilitates the formation 

and preservation of both these identities.   

Hogg has proposed the idea of a group-level group identity (GGI) by stating 

that a “group whose members have a strong group identity is more cohesive.”407 

Studies conducted by Ozeki and Yoshida state that “GGI is an essential element if 

a collection of people is to become a group.”408  

Another way of examining the group identity would be in relation to other 

groups.  As per Tajfel,  

The characteristics of one’s own group… acquire their significance 
only in relation to the perceived differences from other groups and 
the evaluation of these differences…  A group becomes a group in 
the sense that it is perceived as having common characteristics or a 
common fate only because other groups are present in its 
environment.409 
 

 
403 William McDougall, THE GROUP MIND 13 (1921).  MICHAEL A. HOGG, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF GROUP 

COHESIVENESS 14 (1992) 
404 Kelly Bouas Henry, Holly Arrow & Barbara Carini, A Tripartite Model of Group Identification: Theory and 
Measurement, 30 SMALL GROUP RES. 558, 561 (1999) (analyzing the similarities and differences between group 
identification and related concepts). 
405 Stephen Worchel & Dawna Coutant, It Takes Two to Tango: Relating Group Identity to Individual Identity Within 
the Framework of Group Development, in BLACKWELL HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 461, 463 –64 
(Michael A. Hogg & R. Scott Tindale eds., 2001) (arguing that viewing groups as dynamic units leads to 
better understanding of individual identity). 
406 See Floridi, supra note 125, at 94. 
407 Miki Ozeki, Group-Level Group Identity as a Basis of a Group, 19 Group Dynamics: Theory, Research, and 
Practice 166 (2015).  See generally Hogg supra note 403 
408 Id.  See also: M. Ozeki & T. Yoshida, The effect of group identity on the perception of inconsiderateness within the 
group: From the perspective of functional difference between membership and pride, 49 JAPANESE JOURNAL OF 

EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 32 (2009).  M. Ozeki & T. Yoshida, Proposal of group formation process 
model by development of group identity: A multilevel view, 51 JAPANESE JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL SOCIAL 

PSYCHOLOGY 140 (2012) 
409  Jean-Claude Deschammps, Relations of power between groups, in SOCIAL IDENTITY AND INTERGROUP 

RELATIONS 87 (Tajfel ed. 2010).  See also:  Tajfel (1972) supra note 53 at 295 
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But the mere existence of a group identity cannot provide justification for 

its protection by group right to privacy.  The necessary justification, as elaborated 

below, comes from the importance of social groups in an individual’s life. 

7.6.2 Whether Group Identity merits protection vide GRP3? 
The answer to the question whether group identity is worth protecting 

through GRP3 lies in the value of group identity. The following passage by Hogg, 

which is equally pertinent to GRP1 and feature groups, aptly demonstrates the 

significance of social groups.  Hogg states, 

Social groups occupy much of our day-to-day life.  We work in 
groups, we socialize in groups, we play in groups, and we represent 
our views and attitudes through groups.  Groups also largely 
determine the people we are, and the sorts of lives we live.  Selection 
panels, juries, committees and government bodies influence what we 
do, where we live.  The groups to which we belong determine what 
language we speak, what accent we have, what attitudes we hold, what 
cultural practices we adopt, what education we receive, what level of 
prosperity we enjoy, and ultimately who we are.  Even the groups to 
which we do not belong, either by choice or by exclusion, have a 
profound impact on our lives.  In this overwhelming matrix of group 
influences, the domain of the autonomous, independent, unique self 
may be very limited indeed.410 

 
Privacy as a social value facilitates the formation and functioning of these social 

groups. 411   Information privacy is a necessary part of inter and intra group 

communication which facilitate group identity.  I share Floridi’s belief that in the 

absence of information privacy, individual and group identity constitutive processes 

would suffer, leading to a decrease in social welfare.412  In view of the enormous 

significance of social groups in life of an individual, group identity deserves to be 

protected through GRP3.  Additionally, in the ensuing sections I identify the 

existential and functional aspects of groups such as universities and corporations to 

highlight why their identity deserves protection.   

7.6.3 Relationship between GRP3 and Group Identity 
When it comes to the group, like in the case of individual, I am interested in 

examining the relationship between identity and privacy from the twin perspectives 

 
410 Hogg (1992), supra note 403, at 1. 
411 See Section 4.11 supra 
412 Floridi, supra note 125, at 94 
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of identity formation and identification.  Privacy aids identity formation through 

control of information exchange and providing a secure environment for social 

interaction.  At an individual level, this phenomenon is most starkly observable in 

people suffering from diseases that have social stigma associated with them.  

Schneider and Conrad note, “[W]hen individuals desire to be ‘normal’ and lead 

conventional lives the potential of stigma is isolating; persons fear disclosure 

discreditable information and may limit their contacts or connections.”413  In the 

ensuing sections, I examine whether a similar phenomenon of information control 

is observable at a group level and what are its implications for GRP3.  From an 

identification perspective, in case of an individual, we have seen the role played by 

PII and the need for greater recognition of social identity in privacy regulation.  

Similarly, in the ensuing sections, I seek to study group identification from privacy 

perspective.   

7.6.4 Projection of group identity over individual member identity 
No identity whether individual or group can be properly constituted in the 

absence of information privacy.414  An important function performed by GRP3 in 

relation to Group Identity is continuation or subsistence of the identity of the group 

while shielding the individual identity of the constituent members.  Consider a 

corporation or a university, all the relevant constituents of these entities such as 

shareholders, workers, directors, teachers and students may change but the identity 

of the entity remains intact.   GRP3 plays an important role in subsistence of this 

identity.  This can be understood more readily in case of corporations where the 

distinct identity of the corporation as compared to its members is well recognized 

in law. The exception to the limited liability is the doctrine of corporate veil.415  

Barring exceptional circumstances such as fraudulent conduct, the corporate veil is 

not to be lifted, thus not exposing the constituent elements (shareholders) of the 

corporation to regulatory scrutiny and consequent liability.416  This phenomenon 

can be understood both from a liability perspective as well as an identity perspective.  

 
413 Schneider and Conrad, In the Closet with Illness: Epilepsy, Stigma Potential and Information Control, 28 SOCIAL 

PROBLEMS 32, 42 (1980). 
414 Floridi, supra note 125, at 94 
415 Thomas K. Cheng, The Corporate Veil Doctrine Revisited: A Comparative Study of the English and the U.S. 
Corporate Veil Doctrines, 34 B.C. INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 329, 330 (2011). 
416 Id at 331.  
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The artificial person, corporation, created by legal charter while limiting the liability 

of its shareholders also projects a group identity at the expense of individual 

identity.  Harari while discussing the creation of common myths as models for co-

operation cites an interesting example in this regard of the company Peugeot S.A..417  

Harari traces the history of Peugeot from a small family-owned firm to a 

corporation employing thousands of people, producing millions of cars and having 

billions in revenue.  Harari then explores the existence of Peugeot and states that 

the company is neither its factories nor its workers nor its products nor its 

shareholders nor its managers, for all of the above can change, but Peugeot SA 

exists as a separate entity and can be brought to an end by way of a court order, if 

so required.418  Whilst Harari’s exposition is aimed towards creation of artificial 

entities through legal fiction that grow towards governing our reality; his analysis is 

also pertinent from a group identity perspective.  The methodology adopted by 

Harari in establishing the existence of Peugeot or from our perspective the group 

identity of Peugeot is analysis through negation.419 The deployment of this negative 

methodology helps us establish group identity by negating other possibilities.  If a 

group is neither its members, nor its assets but it still exists and can be brought to 

an end then it stands to reason that it enjoys a distinct identity.  Interestingly, on 16 

January 2021, Peugeot S.A. merged with Fiat Chrysler Automobiles to create a new 

group identity-Stellantis.420  The erstwhile Peugeot S.A.’s website read as 

 
417 Yuval Noah Harari, SAPIENS 28, 31-36. (2014) 
418 Id. 
419 This method is akin to the negative theological methodology of Advaita Vedanta—Neti Neti (Not this, 
Not this).  Harold Coward, A Hindu Response to Derrida’s View of Negative Theology in DERRIDA AND NEGATIVE 

THEOLOGY 201-204 (Coward and Toshay ed. 1992). 
420  Press Release, The merger of FCA and Groupe PSA has been completed (16 January 2021), 
https://www.media.stellantis.com/em-en/psa-archive/press/the-merger-of-fca-and-groupe-psa-has-been-
completed-1635321412  

https://www.media.stellantis.com/em-en/psa-archive/press/the-merger-of-fca-and-groupe-psa-has-been-completed-1635321412
https://www.media.stellantis.com/em-en/psa-archive/press/the-merger-of-fca-and-groupe-psa-has-been-completed-1635321412
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(Figure 14) 

(Source: https://www.groupe-psa.com/en/ last visited on 13th July 2021) 

The Peugeot Chrysler merger is a case of two organized groups merging to 

form a new group.  The identities subsumed are two erstwhile group identities, 

which give rise to a new group identity.  But this exercise of salience of group 

identity also takes place in relation to individuals.  Even in case of the most 

prestigious universities, one is aware of the reputation and ranking of the university 

but ordinarily the prospective students and public at large is not aware of the 

identity of the principal or the dean.  The projection of group identity is driven by 

group processes, common goals, group motivations etc. but is facilitated by GRP3 

through information control.  The process of information control facilitated by 

GRP3 results in subsumption of the individual identity of the functionaries of a 

group and projection of a consolidated unitary identity whether that of the 

corporation or the university.  As part of my research, I am not seeking to explore 

whether this subsumption of individual identity into the identity of the organized 

social group is an intentional consequence of the group dynamics or an 

unintentional by-product.  Irrespective of the mechanisms driving the absorption 

of the individual identity into the group identity, the absorption itself is an exercise 

of GRP3.  Put differently, the construction of a group identity is an exercise in 

privacy through control over the flow of information.  The fact that organized 

groups such as corporations and universities are identified at an institutional level 

rather than the individual is indicative of the group right to privacy regulating 

information interplay in favour of the group over the individual.  The assertion of 

https://www.groupe-psa.com/en/
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the role played by group privacy in formation of group identity qua group members 

is not a negation of other group processes, group motivations and legal stipulations.  

Group privacy works in conjunction with these forces to shape the group identity.      

7.6.5 Group identity vis-à-vis other groups 

The second aspect of the relationship between GRP3 and Group Identity 

concerns the group’s existence vis-à-vis other groups.  An interesting example of 

this interaction emerged on Twitter in July 2019 when city of London played host 

to two mega sports finals- the Wimbledon and the ICC World Cup 2019.  As both 

the sporting events raced towards tense climax, sports fans across the globe in 

addition to the sport also enjoyed the banter between the Twitter handles of 

Wimbledon and ICC421: 

 

(Figure 15) 

(Source: www.news.com.au) 

The normalcy, warmth, and acceptance with which this interaction was 

greeted by sports fan is a testament to the times we are living in.  But from a group 

identity and group privacy perspective this interaction merits closer examination.  

Social media accounts of two sports organization with millions of followers were 

interacting with each other in their respective group capacities.  Interestingly, this 

wasn’t their first interaction.  In 2018, much to the delight of tennis and cricket 

fans, the twitter handle of Wimbledon tweeted a clip of Roger Federer playing 

 
421  Jai Bednall, Best social media during incredible Cricket World Cup, final available at 
https://www.news.com.au/sport/cricket/world-cup/best-social-media-during-incredible-cricket-world-
cup-final/news-story/dc31c204a8dac74879dfd805c3af5696  

https://www.news.com.au/sport/cricket/world-cup/best-social-media-during-incredible-cricket-world-cup-final/news-story/dc31c204a8dac74879dfd805c3af5696
https://www.news.com.au/sport/cricket/world-cup/best-social-media-during-incredible-cricket-world-cup-final/news-story/dc31c204a8dac74879dfd805c3af5696
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tennis shot akin to cricket’s forward defence while tagging the ICC Twitter handle.  

In response to the Wimbledon’s tweet, ICC published an ‘updated ranking’ of 

players422: 

 

(Figure 16) 

(Source: www.independent.ie) 

These seemingly innocuous social media exchanges hold key to our understanding 

of how groups form their identities while interacting with their contemporaries.  An 

inverse way of understanding the existing group identity can also be on account of 

the probable violation of GRP3.  In case the social media accounts of either of the 

aforestated group gets hacked, it would be incorrect to state that the twitter account 

of an official spokesperson or representative of the group has been compromised.  

The only correct statement to be made is that the official twitter handle of that 

particular group has been compromised.  But what is it that gets compromised when 

a twitter handle gets hacked?  It’s the group’s identity. 

 The world of corporate regulation has long borne witness to group identity.  

An excellent example in this regard comes from the world of antitrust regulation.  

In 2015-16, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission blocked the proposed merger of 

 
422  Edd Dracott, ICC and Wimbledon banter on Twitter after Roger Federer plays cricket stroke, 
https://www.independent.ie/world-news/and-finally/icc-and-wimbledon-banter-on-twitter-after-roger-
federer-plays-cricket-stroke-37099959.html  

https://www.independent.ie/world-news/and-finally/icc-and-wimbledon-banter-on-twitter-after-roger-federer-plays-cricket-stroke-37099959.html
https://www.independent.ie/world-news/and-finally/icc-and-wimbledon-banter-on-twitter-after-roger-federer-plays-cricket-stroke-37099959.html
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two stationery superstores- Office Depot and Staples on the ground that the 

proposed merger “would violate the antitrust laws by significantly reducing 

competition nationwide in the market for ‘consumable’ office supplies sold to large 

business customers for their own use.”423  In para 2 of its complaint, the FTC cited 

statements from the two competitors revealing their mindset,  

Staples explained at an internal Leadership Summit, “There are only 
two real choices for customers,” Staples and Office Depot. Office 
Depot similarly made clear to a customer that “[o]n a national scale, 
Office Depot’s competition is Staples.”424  

 
Thus, in their respective corporate minds, they were each other’s only competitors. 

From a group identity perspective, this case raises interesting concerns.  It is clear 

from the aforesaid examples that groups by their conduct designate their 

contemporaries or rivals.  Their own identity, existence and functioning then exists 

in contradistinction to the other groups.  The working of the rival groups shapes 

their operations and managements.  Thus, both from a macro regulatory 

perspective and from an intergroup perspective, groups shape each other’s identity. 

 This group identity further gets accentuated in cases of corporate espionage.  

In case of theft or leakage of price sensitive information or trade secret, it is claimed 

that the damage has been caused to the firm’s interests or reputation and not the 

individual’s interest or reputation.  It is the group’s privacy, which has been violated, 

and not the individual’s. 

 At this juncture, I would like to revisit the example of university rankings.  

Whilst universities are ranked across a number of parameters such as student 

satisfaction, research output, placement, student-faculty ratio, diversity etc.; the 

actual entities getting ranked are either departments of the university or the 

universities themselves.  These groups are ranked in accordance with the 

information shared by them or the information procured from the public domain.  

As stated earlier, formation of any identity whether group or individual is an exercise 

 
423  Federal Trade Commission, FTC Challenges Proposed Merger of Staples, Inc. and Office Depot, Inc., 
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2015/12/ftc-challenges-proposed-merger-staples-inc-
office-depot-inc  
424  In the Matter of Staples, Inc. a corporation, and Office Depot, Inc. a corporation Docket No. 9367, 
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/151207staplesoffdepot_pt3cmpt.pdf 
 

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2015/12/ftc-challenges-proposed-merger-staples-inc-office-depot-inc
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2015/12/ftc-challenges-proposed-merger-staples-inc-office-depot-inc
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/151207staplesoffdepot_pt3cmpt.pdf
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in information privacy.  The ranking of the universities, in contradistinction to each 

other, is a classic case of competing group identities shaping each other.  A 

university’s high ranking is not considered as an individual achievement but that of 

the collective.425 It is imperative to understand that these academic institutions 

compete for human and financial resources at group levels and not at that of an 

individual office bearer.  Financial endowments, recruitment of personnel and 

admission of students are all dependent on the reputation of the university which 

is shaped by information outflow.  The university rankings are arguably as much a 

reflection of the objective parameters such as the number of publications as well as 

the subjective assessment of the quality of the publications.426  Add to this the 

impact caused by the manner of presentation of information and you have a 

complex identity formation process happening at group level in relation other 

groups.  The process of information collection, processing, and sharing is an 

exercise in group privacy.  The nature of the information shared as well as its 

presentation is determined at the first level by internal bounds of group privacy in 

terms of the internal collection and processing of data and at the second level by 

external bounds of group privacy in terms of the manner and extent of its 

communication with the outside world. 

7.6.6 GRP3 and Group Identification 

At various junctures in this doctoral research, I have criticized the current 

privacy regime’s overt focus on preventing the identification of the individual.  

Identification when understood in context of the individual refers to the 

identifiability of the individual- the act of distinguishing an individual from the 

group.  As it pertains to organized groups, I use the term identification in a different 

sense.  The process of group identification can be addressed at least at two levels- 

one that of the individual members identifying with the group and secondly the 

values/attributes that the group identifies with for the purposes of formulation of 

 
425 Richard Adams and Rachel Hall, St Andrews beats Oxford to take second place in Guardian university rankings, 
THE GUARDIAN, https://www.theguardian.com/education/2019/jun/07/st-andrews-beats-oxford-to-take-
second-place-in-guardian-university-rankings  
426 For objective and subjective aspects of educational rankings, see Lionel S. Lewis, On Subjective and Objective 
Rankings of Sociology Departments, 3 Am. Sociologist 129, 129–31 (1968) 

https://www.theguardian.com/education/2019/jun/07/st-andrews-beats-oxford-to-take-second-place-in-guardian-university-rankings
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2019/jun/07/st-andrews-beats-oxford-to-take-second-place-in-guardian-university-rankings
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a distinct identity vis-à-vis other groups.  I have briefly addressed both these points 

in previous paragraphs.  However, certain salient points bear explanation.   

a. Identification of members with the Group 

How strongly does a member identify with its group is a function of both 

the individual’s membership in the group as well as the group’s right to privacy.  

The first phenomenon is often observed in cases of social identity wherein a 

collective identity suddenly gets politically mobilized around a common cause.  This 

especially happens when the collective identity becomes salient and assertive at the 

expense of other identity tags.  The strengthening of the group autonomy and group 

identity has a bearing on the social identity of its members.427 The stronger the sense 

of group identification, the more the individual will identify with the group 

processes and group membership resulting in a stronger social identity.  An 

individual deriving her self-worth from her professional association or her position 

in an organization is a case in point.  The extent of identification of a group member 

with the collective identity is a function of group processes and information control, 

which are facilitated by group privacy.  The development of group norms, common 

goals, strategies to achieve those common goals require a common safe space, 

which the individual right to privacy cannot guarantee.  The group privacy interest 

in these settings is not reducible to individual interests and requires the formulation 

of a group right to privacy (GRP3). 

b. Group Identification with values 

As stated earlier, groups exist in contradistinction to other groups.  This is 

true for social groups such as religious orders, race, gender etc. as well as organized 

groups, which have been formed by devolvement of autonomy by individuals.  The 

defining characteristics of any group exist vis-à-vis other groups.  Which of these 

characteristics becomes a prominent identity marker for the group is again an 

exercise in privacy and information control.  An example of this is corporate 

rebranding by endorsing and embracing social causes.  In recent years, we have seen 

a multitude of corporations trying to rebuild their image by promoting diversity and 

 
427 Langfred, supra note 393 at 567-568. 
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other humanitarian values.428  This constitution of identity is based upon sharing of 

data internally as well as externally.  Regulation of this data sharing is an exercise in 

group privacy management.  The selection of values/attributes that are sought to 

be identified with, management of internal processes towards alignment with the 

said values as well as projection of the external identification with the values are all 

exercises in information control facilitated by group privacy. 

7.7 Argument against GRP3 
 Opponents of recognition of corporate or similarly organized group right to 

privacy argue that privacy is intended to protect human values and as such 

organized groups deserve no privacy protection.429  I offer the following responses 

to the said objection: 

i. Since the organized groups are created through devolvement of individual 

autonomy, one justification for recognition of group right to privacy can be 

in form of extension of individual privacy as advocated by Bloustein.430 

ii. Second, recognition of group interests for legal protection is not without 

precedent.  Collective interest such as right to self-determination have long 

been deemed worthy of legal protection under international law.431 

iii. Thirdly, I am not advocating a blanket privacy protection for group interests.  

I am seeking privacy protection only for those group interests that are 

germane to group identity and group autonomy.  Further, in accordance with 

the desiderata highlighted in the beginning of this chapter, I am limiting my 

analysis to those cases where privacy interests of the group are not reducible 

to individual interests.  I am further limiting the recognition of group privacy 

to those cases, which are not adequately protected by other group interests. 

iv. Fourth, it would be hypocritical to acknowledge the existence and 

importance of social groups432 amongst us and then not act to protect their 

 
428 Simon Chadwick & Sarah Zipp, Nike, Colin Kaepernick and the pitfalls of ‘woke’ corporate branding, THE 

CONVERSATION, (14 September 2018) 
429 PR Harris, A Right to Privacy for Incorporated and Unincorporated Associations?, 16 VIRGINIA L WEEKLY DICTA 

COMP 97, 98.  Bygrave, supra note 51, at 244.  On limited recognition of corporate right to privacy see: 
Pollman, supra note 380. 
430 Bloustein, supra note 18, at 125.  
431 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 999 UNITED NATIONS, TREATY SERIES 171, (16 
December 1966).  Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948, 217 A (III) 
432 Hogg supra note 403 at 1. 
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legitimate interests especially when they are not reducible to individual 

interests. 

v. Lastly, I have not only articulated the road map to group privacy, but I have 

also suggested a course for resolution of conflict between individual and 

group interests through privacy.433  This safeguard should help assuage any 

concerns of group interests unjustifiably prevailing over individual interests. 

7.8 Definition of GRP3 
 

In this chapter, I have articulated an organized group’s interest in protecting 

its autonomy and identity through privacy.  I have further highlighted the role 

played by privacy in the functioning of the group and the processes of group 

identification.  The group interests highlighted in this chapter, which are not 

reducible to individual interests need to be protected through GRP3, which can be 

defined as: 

 

Some organized groups have an interest in protecting their identity 
and autonomy, which—other things being equal—is a sufficient 
reason for holding some other person(s) to be under a duty.  

7.9 Nature of Duty 
GRP3 restricts Big Data Analytics and targeted surveillance from impinging 

upon an organized group’s identity and autonomy. However, the other things being 

equal aspect of the formulation would mean that during the extraordinary course of 

the pandemic, information pertaining to the group’s activities can be obtained for 

contact tracing purposes. 434 But this formulation would prevent any secondary 

usage of the information. 

GRP3 imposes obligations on Big Data Analytics that can be discharged with 

the aid of similar regulatory measures as suggested for compliance with GRP1.  This 

would require addition of privacy safeguards at organizational level in addition to 

the individual level privacy protection.   

 
433 On normative exceptions to recognition of group privacy in case of State see: Dorota Mokrosinska, Why 
states have no right to privacy, but may be entitled to secrecy: a non-consequentialist defense of state secrecy, 23:4 Critical 
Review of International Social and Political Philosophy 415-444 (2020) 
434 For justifications of the limited time exception for contact tracing see Parker et al supra note 4. For 
expiration of these justifications in the post-pandemic era see section 3.5 supra and section 9.3 infra. 
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7.10 Complementary role of GRP3 

In section 7.5, I have highlighted the role played by privacy in resolving 

issues of conflict between group and individual autonomy.  Before concluding, it is 

also important to highlight the way in which GRP3 complements individual privacy.  

While the data collection and targeted surveillance attempts to undermine these 

group interests may work in a different manner as compared to individual interests, 

the protection of the group interests also enhances individual privacy.  For instance, 

in case when a media organization or an NGO is under surveillance by an 

authoritarian regime, the recognition of organized group privacy interests can serve 

as valuable protection for legitimate group interests as well as supplement existing 

individual privacy safeguards.  During the course of the Covid-19 pandemic, 

organized groups have become subject matter of health surveillance.  For instance, 

during the course of the pandemic, various organized religious gatherings have 

come under increasing scrutiny for their unwitting role in spread of the virus. 435 In 

the ordinary course, collection of information regarding their practice of religion 

and members would constitute a violation of GRP1 and GRP3. The GRP 

formulation is aimed at ensuring that while the extraordinary circumstances 

surrounding the pandemic may permit a limited exception as regards group 

surveillance, but they should not result in creation of a new normal. 

7.11 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have argued for the need to protect valuable group interests 

such as group identity and autonomy through GRP3.  I have also highlighted the 

role played by privacy in resolving the conflict between group and individual 

autonomy.  The non-reducible account of group privacy merits protection in its 

own right and also complements individual privacy.  I address the legal ambit of 

GRP3 in Chapter 10, where I discuss global legislations that acknowledge or omit 

 
435 See Choe Sang-Hun, ‘Proselytizing Robots’: Inside South Korean Church at Outbreak’s Center, N.Y. TIMES (March 
10, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/10/world/asia/south-korea-coronavirus-
shincheonji.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article; see also Sharon Otterman & Sarah 
Maslin Nir, New Rochelle, Once a Coronavirus Hot Spot, May Now Offer Hope, N.Y. TIMES (March 27, 2020), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/27/nyregion/new-rochelle-coronavirus.html; James McAuley, How a 
prayer meeting at a French megachurch may have led to scores of coronavirus deaths, WASH. POST (April 1, 2020), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/how-a-prayer-meeting-at-a-french-megachurch-may-
have-led-to-scores-of-coronavirus-deaths/2020/04/01/fe478ca0-7396-11ea-ad9b-
254ec99993bc_story.html  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/10/world/asia/south-korea-coronavirus-shincheonji.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/10/world/asia/south-korea-coronavirus-shincheonji.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/27/nyregion/new-rochelle-coronavirus.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/how-a-prayer-meeting-at-a-french-megachurch-may-have-led-to-scores-of-coronavirus-deaths/2020/04/01/fe478ca0-7396-11ea-ad9b-254ec99993bc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/how-a-prayer-meeting-at-a-french-megachurch-may-have-led-to-scores-of-coronavirus-deaths/2020/04/01/fe478ca0-7396-11ea-ad9b-254ec99993bc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/how-a-prayer-meeting-at-a-french-megachurch-may-have-led-to-scores-of-coronavirus-deaths/2020/04/01/fe478ca0-7396-11ea-ad9b-254ec99993bc_story.html
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legal persons such as corporations from the ambit of privacy and data protection.  

This marks the completion of the analysis of organized group privacy interest.  I 

articulate the need to protect the collective interest in privacy in form of GRP4 in 

the next chapter.  
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Chapter 8 
GRP4: The Group Right to Mutual Privacy 

 
But we are strong, each in our purpose, and we are all more strong together. 

~Bram Stoker, Dracula 

 

8.1 Introduction 
 In the previous chapter, I have developed GRP3 to safeguard an organized 

group’s interest in privacy.  In the group rights literature, articulation of such a 

group right falls under the corporate right category.436  In this chapter, taking the 

group interests forward, I seek to safeguard the collective interest in privacy in form 

of GRP4.  Under the group rights literature, such a right is recognized as the 

collective group right.437  The need for articulation of a collective group interest in 

privacy arises out of the limitations of the traditional conception of privacy as an 

individual’s right to be let alone.438  This formulation has been severely tested and 

found short in the age of Big Data Analytics.  Increasingly, when it comes to data 

processing, the individual is incidental, and the focus of Big Data Analytics is on 

the group.439 For instance, the new advertisement models sought to be deployed by 

BigTech Corporations such as Google curate data at group rather than individual 

level.440  Further, the recent Project Pegasus revelations have raised concerns of 

global surveillance targeted at select groups such as politicians, human rights 

activists, journalists, and lawyers.441  These developments amongst many others 

 
436 Jones, supra note 21 
437 Id.  
438 Warren & Brandeis supra note 2 at 195. 
439 Taylor et al, supra note 8, at 2 
440  Eerke Boiten, Google’s scrapping third-party cookies – but invasive targeted advertising will live on 
https://theconversation.com/googles-scrapping-third-party-cookies-but-invasive-targeted-advertising-will-
live-on-156530 
441 Kirchgaessner, S., Lewis, P., Pegg, D., Cutler, S., Lakhani, N., & Safi, M. (2021), Revealed: leak uncovers global 
abuse of cyber-surveillance weapon, THE GUARDIAN, 

https://theconversation.com/googles-scrapping-third-party-cookies-but-invasive-targeted-advertising-will-live-on-156530
https://theconversation.com/googles-scrapping-third-party-cookies-but-invasive-targeted-advertising-will-live-on-156530
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highlight the antiquated nature of the individual right to privacy.  The conventional 

formulation of the individual right to privacy is focused on protecting personal data 

and does not safeguard individual autonomy from the exercise of influence and 

manipulation at group level.  In order to overcome these conceptual inadequacies, 

in this chapter, I formulate GRP4 as the group right to Mutual Privacy, which is 

based on collective interest in privacy. 442   The concept of Mutual Privacy is 

grounded in an individual’s interest in securing another person’s privacy in order to 

secure her own privacy.   

While the social value of privacy has been long recognized in privacy 

scholarship 443 , recent works have sought to expand the scope of privacy by 

examining its group aspects444  as well as privacy’s nature as a public good.445  This 

chapter contributes to this growing field by specifying the type of public good that 

is privacy and articulating a formulation of a collective right for protection of such 

a public good.  I begin by briefly analyzing the contemporary challenges to privacy 

in form of Google’s Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC) initiative and the 

Pegasus revelations, which underscore the need for a collective form of privacy.  I 

then briefly analyze the existing scholarship on collective aspects of privacy to lay 

the foundation of Mutual Privacy.  I articulate Mutual Privacy as an aggregate 

participatory shared public good which is the object of the formulation of GRP4- 

the collective group right to privacy. 

 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/18/revealed-leak-uncovers-global-abuse-of-cyber-
surveillance-weapon-nso-group-pegasus.  
442 The idea of Mutual Privacy is inspired by mutual symbiotic relationships and companion plantation.  
Mutual symbiosis occurs when both partners get advantages from the association. Carla A. Santos & Alberto 
Reis, Microalgal symbiosis in biotechnology, Appl. Microbiol. Biotechnol 98 (2014).  Companion planting is one 
specific type of polyculture, under which two plant species are grown together that are known, or believed, 
to synergistically improve one another’s growth.  Joyce E. Parker, William E. Snyder, George C. Hamilton 

and Cesar Rodriguez‐Saona, Companion Planting and Insect Pest Control, in Weed and Pest Control - 
Conventional and New Challenges 1 (Soloneski, Sonia & Larramendy, Marcelo eds., 2013).  See also: Franck 
G, COMPANION PLANTING: SUCCESSFUL GARDENING THE ORGANIC WAY (1983) 
443 Regan supra note 16. 
444 Taylor et al, supra note 8. 
445 Joshua A.T. Fairfield & Christoph Engel, Privacy as a Public Good, 65 DUKE L.J. 385, 421-433 (2015) 
(explaining why privacy has aspects of public good). 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/18/revealed-leak-uncovers-global-abuse-of-cyber-surveillance-weapon-nso-group-pegasus
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/18/revealed-leak-uncovers-global-abuse-of-cyber-surveillance-weapon-nso-group-pegasus
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8.2 Contemporary Challenges to Privacy 

8.2.1 FLoC 
Google has recently announced its plans to replace third party cookies with 

FLoC, which “proposes a new way for businesses to reach people with relevant 

content and ads by clustering large groups of people with similar interests.”446 FLoC 

is an attempt to address individual privacy concerns by experimenting with privacy 

solutions that are aimed at data collection at group level.  FLoC marks the shift of 

the targeted ad model from the individual browsing history to large anonymized 

groups. 447  As Boiten puts it, “[R]ather than tracking and targeting you on an 

individual basis, Google’s alternative groups you instead into a crowd of people 

with similar generalised interests.”448  FLoC model for privacy relies on each cohort 

being k-anonymous, which allows an “individual to hide in the crowd.”449 However, 

this leaves open the possibility of the individual being targeted and influenced as 

part of the crowd.  FLoC’s tryst with group privacy becomes clearer with the aid of 

this extract from FLoC proposal on GitHub, 

We plan to explore ways in which a browser can group together 
people with similar browsing habits, so that ad tech companies 
can observe the habits of large groups instead of the activity of 
individuals. Ad targeting could then be partly based on what 
group the person falls into.450 

 
While solutions such as FLoC may offer some protection from personalized 

surveillance at individual level, they do little to assuage concerns of violation of 

individual autonomy on account of manipulation suffered because of excessive data 

collection.  This is because many of the existing technical solutions are based on a 

flawed understanding of privacy as PII.  Whether for data collection purposes, the 

epistemic predicate of attending a music concert, suffering from an illness, 

belonging to a political ideology is targeted directly at the individual or at the group 

 
446  Chetna Bindra, Building a privacy-first future for web advertising, https://blog.google/products/ads-
commerce/2021-01-privacy-sandbox/ 
447 Karl Bode, Google Is Done With Third-Party Cookies But Experts Say 'Much More Needs to Be Done' 
 https://www.vice.com/en/article/7k93y9/google-is-done-with-third-party-cookies-but-experts-say-
much-more-needs-to-be-done 
448 Boiten supra note 440 
449 Google Research & Ads, Evaluation of Cohort Algorithms for the FLOC API 
 https://github.com/google/ads-privacy/blob/master/proposals/FLoC/FLOC-Whitepaper-Google.pdf  
450  Josh Karlin et al, Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC) (2019), GITHUB, 
https://github.com/WICG/floc last visited on 2nd April 2021. 

https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/2021-01-privacy-sandbox/
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/2021-01-privacy-sandbox/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/7k93y9/google-is-done-with-third-party-cookies-but-experts-say-much-more-needs-to-be-done
https://www.vice.com/en/article/7k93y9/google-is-done-with-third-party-cookies-but-experts-say-much-more-needs-to-be-done
https://github.com/google/ads-privacy/blob/master/proposals/FLoC/FLOC-Whitepaper-Google.pdf
https://github.com/WICG/floc
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to which the individual belongs, the result from Big Data Analytics perspective 

would remain the same.  It would allow drawing of causal inferences for behavioural 

targeting purposes, which can then be used to undermine individual’s autonomy. 

Critics of the initiative have labelled it as at par with the present model of 

targeting advertisements on the basis of an individual’s online activity.451  As per 

Barr, “Google’s FLoC replaces these individual identifiers with a system that puts 

users into groups, or cohorts, based on common interests.” 452  The Electronic 

Frontier Foundation (EFF) has raised concerns that FLoC may “exacerbate many 

of the worst non-privacy problems with behavioural ads, including discrimination 

and predatory targeting.” 453  EFF has further flagged concerns relating to 

unsupervised algorithm being at the helm of creation of clusters and the high 

likelihood of grouping people on the basis of sensitive characteristics such as 

gender, age and mental health etc.454 

Google’s FLoC initiative strengthens one of the key assertions of this thesis 

that when it comes to Big Data Analytics an individual is merely an aggregation of 

groups to be panoptically sorted.455  An individual’s autonomy can be violated even 

without infringing her anonymity.456 As such, Google’s FLoC does little to address 

the real concerns surrounding privacy violations.  If an individual can still be 

discriminated against, her worldview still be distorted and her control over social 

identity formation still compromised then it matters little that whether the privacy 

violation is taking place on lines of player to player marking or zone defence.457 As 

long as privacy will be continued to be defined through the narrow lens of individual 

 
451 Alistair Barr, Google Is Taking Away the Cookies and Plans to FLoC Us All Instead, Bloomberg (March 8 2021) 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2021-03-08/google-is-taking-away-the-cookies-and-
plans-to-floc-us-all-instead 
452 Id. 
453 Bennet Cyphers, Google’s FLoC Is a Terrible Idea, https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/03/googles-floc-
terrible-idea (March 3, 2021). 
454 Id. 
455 Gandy, supra note 33. 
456 Barocas & Nissenbaum, supra note 6, at 45. 
457 The sports defence strategy of player to player marking and zone defence are useful reverse analogies to 
explain the working of Big Data Analytics vis-à-vis privacy concerns.  Player to player marking in sports 
refers to individual defence players tracking individual opponent strikers in order to prevent them from 
scoring whereas in zone defence each player is asked to focus on defending a particular area of the field.  
See: Masterclass, Man-to-Man vs. Zone Defense: Inside the Basketball Defenses (March 25, 2021) 
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/man-to-man-vs-zone-defense#what-is-mantoman-defense. In 
privacy’s case this of course works in reverse.  Big Data Analytics seem to deploy this not as a defensive but 
as an offensive strategy to violate privacy either at individual or group level. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2021-03-08/google-is-taking-away-the-cookies-and-plans-to-floc-us-all-instead
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2021-03-08/google-is-taking-away-the-cookies-and-plans-to-floc-us-all-instead
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/03/googles-floc-terrible-idea
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2021/03/googles-floc-terrible-idea
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/man-to-man-vs-zone-defense#what-is-mantoman-defense
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identification, any corresponding technological or regulatory measures would be 

inadequate to protect individual autonomy and identity.  Hence, there is a pressing 

need for the assertion of a collective interest in privacy. 

8.2.2 The Pegasus Project 

 In July 2021, a global alliance of media outlets released a series of reports 

raising concerns of surveillance of politicians, human rights activists, journalists, 

and lawyers across the world through a spyware called Pegasus.458  The revelations 

which are presently under investigation in various jurisdictions, if found to be true, 

raise privacy concerns which go beyond individual violations.  The purported 

targets of Pegasus surveillance appear to have been selected on account of their 

participation in groups which are salient to democracy and rule of law- opposition 

politicians, activists, journalists etc.  These privacy violations, if found to be true, 

are not aimed at selected persons in their individual capacities but are a result of 

calculated surveillance mounted on the basis of group affiliations.  In case of privacy 

violations, the distinction between individual and group interests often gets blurred.  

The individual maybe targeted as a proxy for a group.  Further the data curated 

from the individual can be used to target the group and vice-versa.  The democratic 

value of privacy is well recognized under the privacy scholarship. 459   Privacy 

provides the necessary space for development of dissent and activism, which are 

necessary for sustaining democracy.  All stakeholders of democracy especially the 

citizenry have a collective interest in protecting this democratic value of privacy.  In 

cases of targeted political surveillance such as Pegasus even if the individual privacy 

harms are rectified, it would be insufficient to address the collective harm and 

chilling effect incurred on account of the mass privacy violation.  The alleged 

surveillance in case of Pegasus is not aimed at just the targeted politician or the 

journalist but its revelation has a silencing impact across democratic silos.  In such 

a scenario of targeted political surveillance, the individual right to privacy is woefully 

inadequate to protect the collective interest in privacy.  When politicians, journalists, 

 
458 Kirchgaessner, supra note 441 
459    Annabelle Lever, Privacy and Democracy: What the Secret Ballot Reveals, 11(2) Law, Culture and the 
Humanities, 164–183 (2015). See also Annabelle Lever, Privacy, Democracy and Freedom of Expression, in Social 
Dimensions of Privacy: Interdisciplinary Perspectives 162-180 (B. Roessler & D. Mokrosinska eds., 2015)  
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lawyers and human rights activists are targeted as a group for mass surveillance 

purposes based on their democratic credentials, they need a collective privacy right 

to protect their interests as well as the larger democratic ethos.   

It is clear from the aforesaid analysis that when it comes to Big Data Analytics 

and targeted mass surveillance, privacy is not the only value under threat.  Individual 

liberty and human dignity are increasingly becoming subject to algorithmic 

determination.  The present articulation of right to privacy is inadequate to address 

these challenges and privacy scholars have made various attempts to expand the 

horizons of privacy towards the collective aspects of privacy. 

8.3 The Collective Aspects of Privacy 
In this section, I examine the existing privacy scholarship on collective aspects 

of privacy to lay the foundation of Mutual Privacy.  In privacy scholarship, the 

collective attributes of privacy have thus far been explored in form of social value,460 

group privacy,461 Communication Privacy Management theory (CPM),462 privacy 

dependencies463 and privacy as a public good.464 Since, I have examined the social 

value and group aspects of privacy throughout this thesis, in this section I mention 

them only briefly while focusing on the other articulations of the collective aspects 

of privacy. The examination of these collective aspects of privacy would help 

delineate the collective interest in privacy that need to be protected through a group 

right.    

8.3.1 The Social Value of Privacy 

In privacy scholarship, the social value of privacy has been recognized 

primarily in three forms- as a common value shared by individuals, as a public value 

which is important for functioning of democratic systems and as a collective value 

which is necessary in order to ensure everyone enjoys a minimum modicum of 

privacy.465 As articulated in Chapter 4, privacy as a social value plays a crucial role 

in an individual’s participation in the society as well as in the formation of an 

individual’s socially embedded autonomous self.  The collective interest in privacy 

 
460See generally Regan, supra note 16. 
461 Taylor, supra note 101, at 2 
462 Sandra Petronio, BOUNDARIES OF PRIVACY: DIALECTICS OF DISCLOSURE 2 (2002). 
463 See generally Barocas & Levy, supra note 8. 
464 Fairfield & Engel, supra note 445. 
465 Regan (2015) supra note 16 at 50.  See also: Hughes, supra note 296, at 225. 
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further arises from its role in facilitating social interaction and the working of social 

groups, thus making it a socially desirable outcome. 466  Despite the scholarly 

recognition of the social value of privacy, the regulatory focus of privacy has 

remained on information control.  Recognition of collective interest in privacy 

leading to formulation of a group right to privacy would be a step towards 

reclaiming the social value of privacy.467 

8.3.2 Group Privacy 

The limitations of the individual centric formulation of privacy laid the 

foundation of group privacy.  Group privacy began as an extension of individual 

privacy 468 before branching out as a research field mapping over social and 

algorithmic groups.469  When it comes to privacy and data protection, Floridi notes, 

“[S]ometimes the only way to protect the individual is to protect the group to which 

the individual belongs.”470  However, as Tisne highlights, in the present day and age 

members of the general public do not know to which group they belong, only the 

algorithms do.471 The problem of protecting the privacy of these passive groups472 

is both epistemic and ontological.  The epistemic component arises out of the 

members’ lack of awareness of existence of these groups473 and the ontological 

uncertainty arises out of the impermanent nature of their existence as well as the 

sheer volume of algorithmic groups that can be created in order to profile 

individuals.474  For instance, consider the following example by Borgesius,  

A person who frequently visits websites about cars and soccer might 
be profiled as a male sports enthusiast. If that same person books a 
flight to Amsterdam on a website, advertising for tickets for a game 
of the local football club, Ajax, may be shown.475  

 

 
466 See Section 4.11 supra 
467 Steeves Valerie, supra note 106 
468 Bloustein, supra note 18, at 125.  
469 Taylor et al, supra note 8. 
470 Floridi (2014), supra note 148 at 3. 
471 Martin Tisné, The Data Delusion: Protecting Individual Data Isn’t Enough when the Harm Is Collective 6 (2020), 
https://fsi-live.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/the_data_delusion_formatted-v3.pdf 
472 Kammourieh et al , supra note 7, at 38-39, 43, 55. 
473 Id. 
474 Id.  See also Pagallor supra note 346 at 163-164. 
475  Frederik J. Zuiderveen Borgesius, Improving Privacy Protection in the Area of Behavioural Targeting, 33 
INFORMATION LAW SERIES 1 (2015)  

https://fsi-live.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/the_data_delusion_formatted-v3.pdf
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It is unlikely that the people profiled under the group category ‘male sports 

enthusiast’ would be aware of their participation in such a group and the 

consequences thereof.  Arguendo, even assuming that the person is aware of the 

existence of such a group, the present privacy infrastructure does not contain 

adequate legal and conceptual safeguards to either protest or protect the person’s 

inclusion in such a group.  The group profiling further does not stop but only begins 

at these broad conceptual levels.  Users are further clustered and more nuanced 

algorithmic groups are created on the basis of their stated preferences such as 

likes476 as well as inferences drawn on the basis of data gathered from other similar 

users.  These groups are not stable but hyper dynamic entities whose membership 

keeps on changing depending on the frame of reference deployed by Big Data 

Analytics.  In view of the epistemic and ontological constraints associated with 

algorithmic groups, while articulating GRP2 in chapter 6, I have argued that we must 

treat the creation of these profiling groups itself as an act of privacy violation.  In 

view of the impact of data collection, processing and analytical inferences that are 

drawn by algorithmically grouping an individual with ‘others like her’, we also need 

to assert our collective interest in privacy in addition to our right against algorithmic 

grouping (GRP2). 

 At this juncture, the distinction between GRP1, GRP2 and GRP4 may be 

briefly addressed.  An opponent may question the need for articulation of GRP4.  

If GRP1 and GRP2 are guaranteed to all the individuals, do we still need GRP4?  

The answer to this objection lies in the interests sought to be secured through the 

different GRP. While GRP1 and GRP2 are aimed at securing an individual’s interests 

arising out of group affiliations and safeguarding the individual against algorithmic 

grouping; GRP4 is aimed at the collective interest in privacy.  The formulation of 

Mutual Privacy is aimed at addressing the causal interlinkages and mass inferences 

that may be drawn at a group level which are beyond the purview of privacy rights 

aimed solely at protecting individual interests.  Apart from acting as a conceptual 

safeguard, Mutual Privacy also increases the normative weight of privacy.  From a 

policy perspective, the focus of the debate shifts from individual privacy v. 

 
476 Jan-Willem van Dam and Michel van de Velden, Online Profiling and Clustering of Facebook Users, Decision 
Support Systems 70:60-72 (2015). 
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commercial interests to collective privacy interests v. commercial interests.  I 

elaborate further on the necessity and authenticity of this trade-off in Chapter 11. 

8.3.3 The Theory of Communication Privacy Management 

The need for Mutual Privacy can be further understood with the aid of CPM 

as propounded by Petronio, which  emphasizes the balance between privacy and 

disclosure that is vital to managing our relationships.477 CPM states that people 

believe they own their information and have the right to regulate it.478 According to 

CPM, disclosure is the process of exchange of private information479 which “set[s] 

into motion a need for boundary coordination because there is an expected 

guardianship of the information often assumed by both the discloser and the 

recipient.”480 For the purposes of this chapter, I will not be examining all the rules 

of CPM.  From the perspective of Mutual Privacy, the most relevant aspect of CPM 

lies in the co-ownership of information which is created by authorized sharing of 

information. 481  CPM postulates that sharing of information creates a mutual 

boundary around the information.482  Regan states,  

On a number of online platforms, in particular social networking sites, 
one’s own information privacy is dependent upon one’s friends, 
friends of friends, professional colleagues, fellow members of political 
and interest groups, those who may have access to one’s information 
and, perhaps more critically, those whose actions may affect the 
privacy of others in that group.483 
 

This gives rise to a mutual interest in protecting the said information as well as a 

form of privacy dependency. 

8.3.4 Privacy Dependencies 

  No matter how discrete an individual is regarding her privacy, technological 

advances and the voluminous data that is made available by others can be used to 

 
477 Petronio, supra note 462 at 14-15. 
478  Sandra Petronio, and Maria K. Venetis, Communication Privacy Management Theory and Health and Risk 
Messaging in OXFORD RESEARCH ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF COMMUNICATION (2017) 
479 Id. 
480 Petronio, supra note 462, at 11.  See also: Sandra Petronio & Wesley T. Durham, Communication Privacy 
Management Theory: Significance for Interpersonal Communication, in ENGAGING THEORIES IN INTERPERSONAL 

COMMUNICATION: MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES 335 (D. O. Braithwaite & Paul Schrodt, 2nd ed. 2015) 
481 Id at 338. 
482 Id at 340. 
483 Priscilla M Regan, A design for public trustee and privacy protection regulation, 44 (3) STETON HALL LEGISLATIVE 

JOURNAL 487, 496 (2019). 
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make deeply personal inferences about the individual.484 This ‘networked privacy’ 

requires “shared social norms over information sharing.”485 Marwick & boyd state, 

“[I]f we understand privacy to be about the management of boundaries, networked 

privacy is the ongoing negotiation of contexts in a networked ecosystem in which 

contexts regularly blur and collapse.” 486  Barocas & Levy have highlighted the 

various form of privacy dependencies that may arise on account of social 

relationships, similarities and differences.487  They state, “[I]f people are made aware 

of how their disclosures may implicate close social ties, they may refrain from 

making such disclosures.” 488  This shared vulnerability on account of privacy 

disclosures forms the basis of privacy as a public good. 

8.3.5 Mutual Privacy as a public good 

So far, I have highlighted some of the contemporary challenges to privacy 

and the attempts in privacy scholarship to overcome the limitations of 

individualistic formulation of privacy by highlighting its collective aspects.  The 

realization of collective aspects of privacy has led to a growing recognition of 

privacy as a public good.  While staking a claim that perhaps we have been 

understanding privacy the wrong way around Kieron O’Hara states, “…privacy 

isn’t a private benefit like health or champagne, but a public good like clean air or 

scientific research. If so, giving away our privacy might be similar to polluting the 

atmosphere or refusing to publish our results.”489 Fairfield & Engel highlight that 

an individual maybe vulnerable on account of privacy disclosure of others.490 They 

further argue that privacy is a public good and its protection requires group co-

ordination. 491  In view of the public good nature of privacy, the conceptual 

framework of privacy must be aimed at empowering groups.492 In the ensuing 

 
484  Zeynep Tufekci, Think You’re Discreet Online? Think Again (April 21, 2019) 
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485 Marwick & boyd, Networked privacy: How teenagers negotiate context in social media, 16(7) New Media & Society 
1051, 1063 (2014) 
486 Id. 
487 Barocas & Levy supra note 8, at 559. 
488 Id at 615. 
489 Kieron O’Hara, Are We Getting Privacy the Wrong Way Round?, 17(4) IEEE Internet Computing 89, 92 
(2013) 
490 Fairfield & Engel, supra note 445 at 387. 
491 Id. 
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paragraphs, I analyze some of the reasons behind privacy’s conceptualization as a 

public good as well as the challenges arising out of such a characterization. 

i. Limitations of the individual rights approach 

Arguendo, from the perspective of a narrow conception of privacy, an 

individual can be said to be within her rights to waive off her privacy as long as the 

consequences of such waiver are limited to her.  However, when an individual’s 

privacy choices start impacting other people’s autonomy on account of negative 

externalities and information leakages, the limitations of the individual consent 

model become evident.493 Ruhaak has argued that in view of the limitations of the 

individual consent model, “data protection rights need to be extended to allow for 

data rights to be managed collectively.”494  Tufekci states, 

Data privacy is not like a consumer good, where you click “I accept” 
and all is well. Data privacy is more like air quality or safe drinking 
water, a public good that cannot be effectively regulated by trusting in 
the wisdom of millions of individual choices. A more collective 
response is needed.495 
 

The realization of the need for collective response is also driven by collective harms 

that are incurred on account of privacy violations. 

ii. Collective Harms 

The sorting of people into groups by Big Data Analytics leads to collective 

harms in form of discrimination and inequality.496 Mulligan et al state “Protecting 

the collective, public, and social value of privacy requires us to refocus on 

addressing collective harms, as well as individual ones, that flow from surveillance 

practices.”497  While highlighting the collective harms posed by new technologies 

Kaltheuner states, 

 
493 Henrik Skaug Sætra, Privacy as an aggregate public good, 63: 101422 TECHNOLOGY IN SOCIETY 1 (2020) 
494  Anouk Ruhaak, When One Affects Many: The Case For Collective Consent (Feb. 13, 2020) 
https://foundation.mozilla.org/en/blog/when-one-affects-many-case-collective-consent/  
495 Zeynep Tufekci, The Latest Data Privacy Debacle (January 30, 2018) 
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496  Susan Ariel Aaronson, Big Data, Big Problems as Privacy and Bias Concerns Persist (January 8, 2021) 
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Emerging privacy threats don’t necessarily involve personal data and 
sometimes the harm is done not to individuals, but groups or entire 
segments of society. Data protection organized around the individual 
is not always able to effectively protect us all from these more 
collective harms. One example is emotion detection technologies that 
are employed in public spaces. They clearly pose a threat to privacy 
(among other rights), but don’t necessarily fall under data 
protection.498 

 
The collective concern arising out of privacy violation has become further 

imperative in view of the ‘turbo-digitalization’ caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.499 

Tisné states “[T]he collective nature of big data means people are more impacted 

by other people’s data than by data about them. Like climate change, the threat is 

societal and personal.”500  The collective nature of the privacy harm means that the 

individual consent model is inadequate to address the challenge posed by Big Data 

Analytics.  However, like all public goods, the collective interest in privacy can 

suffer from the free-rider problem.  This would mean that an individual might 

choose to compromise her own data in order to receive the perceived benefits of 

accessing a website, while hoping that others would continue to be vigilant with 

her data choices.  Our ability to mitigate the free-rider problem depends on the 

nature of privacy as a public good and the strategies adopted to protect it. 

iii. The Free-Rider Problem 

Public goods are non-excluding and non-rivalrous but suffer from the free-

rider problem.501 Fairfield & Engel attempt to overcome the free-rider problem by 

highlighting the framing effect in terming privacy as a public good as opposed to 

considering lack of privacy as a public bad.502  If an individual were to be made 

cognizant of the privacy harm suffered by others on account of the information 

shared by her, she would be more circumspect in sharing her information. 503 

Further from a group dynamic perspective, in view of the repeated interaction 

between members in a group, there is greater incentive to co-operate.504 This co-

 
498 Frederike Kaltheuner, Privacy is Power (May 27, 2018) https://www.politico.eu/article/privacy-is-power-
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502 Fairfield and Engel supra note 445 at 423. 
503 Id at 424. 
504 Id at 436. 
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operation, which is critical to address the collective harms of privacy violations can 

be achieved by analyzing the nature of Mutual Privacy as a public good.  When the 

underlying shared dependencies of privacy become clearer in public discourse, 

there would be greater incentive to co-operate.  

8.3.6 The nature of Mutual Privacy as a public good 

Thus far, I have highlighted the status of privacy as a public good, the 

collective harms suffered on account of the violation of privacy and the limitations 

of the individual rights approach.  In order to overcome these limitations a 

collective response is needed in form of a group right to privacy (GRP4).  The 

formulation of GRP4 is contingent upon our understanding of privacy as a public 

good.  Only when we are aware of the nature of the collective privacy interests that 

we are seeking to protect will we be able to protect them.  In order to do so, we 

need to evaluate Mutual Privacy’s features as a public good. 

i. Mutual Privacy as an aggregate public good 

An aggregate public good is “a good that depends on the combined and 

sustained actions of most individuals in order for it to be provided.”505  Sætra 

further argues, “[P]rivacy is a good of the aggregate type, as no single actor can 

solve it alone but it does not require all to take part in its provision.” 506 The 

protection of each individual privacy would have a net positive impact across all 

other individual privacies.  Lao & Baker write that privacy “[i]s a public good that 

deserves protection because privacy violations harm not only individuals, but in 

aggregate harms the value of the relevant platform or internet service as a piece of 

public service infrastructure.”507  The aggregate nature of privacy helps explain the 

need for collective action to protect privacy, however it does not fully explain the 

dependent nature of privacies.  The dependent collective aspects of Mutual Privacy 

become clearer with its analysis as a participatory shared good. 

 
505 Sætra, supra note 493, at 1.  
506 Id at 6. 
507 Dongyan Lao and Dennis J. Baker, Rethinking personal data protection in the criminal law of China in ARTIFICIAL 
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ii. Mutual Privacy as a participatory shared public good 

As per Raz, “[A] good is a public good in a certain society if and only if the 

distribution of its benefits in that society is not subject to voluntary control by 

anyone other than each potential beneficiary controlling his share of the 

benefits.”508 Further, a public good is also non-excluding.509 But from a privacy 

perspective neither the non-excluding nor the non-rivalrous aspect of a public 

good helps explain the mutual dependency that arise when the data of one 

individual can be used to influence the choices of others.510  Hence, we need to 

look at sub-classes of public goods which can help explain this aspect of privacy.   

In accordance with CPM, the mutual dependency of privacy arises out of 

the sharing of information or the joint participation of individuals in the public 

sphere, which can help us understand privacy as a participatory good.  Participatory 

goods as defined by Réaume, “involve activities that not only require many in order 

to produce the good but are valuable only because of the joint involvement of 

many.”511  Privacy facilitates this public participation and gives rise to the joint 

custodianship of shared information.  When individuals are secure about the 

privacy of their communication, they can express themselves freely.  This view 

leads us towards privacy as a participatory good, which can help explain the mutual 

dependency aspect of privacy.  Further, this formulation helps address the free-

rider problem identified by Fairfield & Engels. 512  According to Réaume 

participatory goods avoid the free-rider problem by uniting production and 

consumption.513 A participatory good does not depend on any end product and is 

constantly recreated as well as re-interpreted.514  Unlike certain public goods like 

clean air, Mutual Privacy is a participatory public good. While it is possible for an 

individual in the short term to continue to pollute and enjoy the public good of 

clean air, it is impossible for an individual to continue to be reckless with her own 

individual privacy choices and continue to enjoy the benefit of other’s collaborative 

 
508 Raz, supra note 30, at 198. 
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efforts to protect the collective interest in privacy.  One’s reckless privacy choices, 

while causing proximate harm to the collective interest in privacy, cause ultimate 

harm to one’s individual interests.515 

Mutual Privacy is an act of participatory creation and joint custodianship.  

While scholars agree on the conceptual formation of participatory goods, they 

disagree over who has a right to the participatory goods- individuals, collectives or 

groups.516 From Mutual Privacy purposes, it suffices that the participatory nature 

of privacy supplements our conventional understanding of individual privacy.  It’s 

enforcement maybe done in an individual capacity517 or as a representative group 

capacity.518 

Another sub-class of public goods, which can help us understand Mutual 

Privacy better are shared goods.  As per Raz, “[S]hared goods are goods whose 

benefit for people depends on people enjoying the good together and thereby 

contributing to each other’s good.”519  Slater cites team sports as an example of the 

co-operation required to exercise valuable autonomy in shared goods.520  This is 

interesting because one of the earliest examples of group privacy, cited by 

Bloustein, is the strategy jointly developed in a football huddle in which all team 

members have a collective interest to protect.521  Green cites friendship as an 

example of a shared good “which can be enjoyed only in a form of association 

which itself partly constitutes the good shared.”522 As per Green, shared goods 

“are like public goods except that their public aspect is not merely a contingent 

feature of their production but partly constitutes what is valuable about them.”523  

The formulation of shared goods resonates strongly with the social value of 

privacy, which has been highlighted by Regan and other scholars.524  Privacy is not 
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just an individual right but also a social value, which in the age of Big Data 

Analytics, can be meaningfully protected only through a collective effort. 

In light of the aforesaid discussion surrounding aggregate, participatory, and 

shared goods, we can conceptualize Mutual Privacy as an aggregate participatory shared 

public good.  Mutual Privacy is created through a participatory process and is 

strengthened through each act of individual privacy protection.  The collective 

interest in privacy, which Mutual Privacy symbolizes can only be enjoyed together 

and by contributing to the protection of other people’s privacy. This formulation 

would become clearer with the aid of a few examples. 

iii. Examples of Mutual Privacy: Genetic, Algorithmic and Financial 

a) Genetic 

The collective interest in privacy is perhaps visible in its starkest form in 

genetic privacy.  As Gostin notes, “[G]enomic data can personally identify an 

individual and his/her parents, siblings, and children, and provide a current and 

future health profile with far more scientific accuracy than other health data.”525 

The disclosure of genomic data does not impact just the individual but also ethnic 

groups and families that share genetic similarities.526 Lunshof et al define genetic 

privacy as “an individual’s right— one that is perhaps extended to families and 

communities — to protection from nonvoluntary disclosure of genetic 

information.”527 The considerations of genetic privacy require a paradigm shift 

away from individual to Mutual Privacy. While it is beyond the purview of the 

present thesis to address the various issues pertaining to conflict between 

individual and family choices regarding use of genetic data, the collective interest 

in privacy is undeniable. 528  The protection of Mutual Privacy in genetic context 

requires a participatory and collaborative effort.  The collective interest in genetic 

privacy which is based on shared attributes is currently not adequately protected.529  

In case of genetic privacy, these shared attributes are biological but there are other 
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shared attributes which give rise to assertions of collective interest in privacy in 

different contexts.   

b) Algorithmic 

In this section, I draw upon contemporary scholarship to highlight the 

collective interest in privacy of individuals grouped algorithmically for targeting 

purposes.  Individuals are often grouped on the basis of demographic attributes 

and behavioural information for advertisement targeting purposes.530 Ali et al warn 

that “the individual’s agency to see ads targeted at groups they do not belong to is 

more severely limited in the hyper-targeted and delivery-optimized scenario of 

online ad platforms.”531  In their paper on detection of sexual orientation by deep 

neural networks on the basis of facial images, Wang & Kosinski note that 

governments and companies are “deploying face-based classifiers aimed at 

detecting intimate traits.”532 The individual right to privacy is woefully inadequate 

to address situations where one person’s image serves as the basis for detection of 

sexual orientation of another.  Hence, the need for recognition of a collective 

interest in privacy arising out of shared data dependencies and vulnerabilities.  

According to Mittelstadt, “algorithmically grouped individuals have a collective 

interest in how information describing the group is generated and used.”533 The 

following passage from Wachter & Mittelstadt’s paper on the right to reasonable 

inferences further highlights the need for group right to privacy based on collective 

interest in the age of Big Data Analytics, 

Numerous applications of Big Data analytics to draw potentially 
troubling inferences about individuals and groups have emerged in 
recent years. Major internet platforms are behind many of the highest 
profile examples: Facebook may be able to infer sexual orientation—
via online behaviour or based on friends—and other protected 
attributes (e.g., race), political opinions and sadness and anxiety – all 
of these inferences are used for targeted advertising.534 
 

 
530 Muhammad Ali et al, Discrimination through optimization: How Facebook's ad delivery can lead to skewed outcomes 1 
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This mosaic effect which is based on “compilation of disparate, often publicly 

accessible, datasets to create new and potentially sensitive insights” 535  has 

particularly severe consequences for data concerning vulnerable groups like 

children.536 Sætra states, 

The fact that some people choose to bargain away their privacy has 
negative effects on the people around them. When enough people like 
me bargain away their privacy, data exist that can then be used to 
target me, even if I should turn down every opportunity to bargain 
away my privacy in return for online services etc. The profiles of 
people who share my main characteristics and willingly share their 
information might be sufficient to enable actors to violate my liberty 
in various ways.537 
 

The impact of one individual’s privacy choices on another individual’s autonomy 

on the basis of shared attributes highlights both the aggregate and shared aspects 

of Mutual Privacy as a public good. 

c) Financial 

In their paper advocating a case for electronic cash, Garratt and Oordt also 

argue for privacy as a public good because “the failure of individuals to preserve 

their privacy in payments by using privacy-enhancing techniques, such as cash, can 

lead to socially suboptimal outcomes.”538 They further state  

[F]irms use information extracted during payments of one consumer 
without privacy-enhancing techniques to cluster potential future 
customers into groups with different reservation prices. Hence, failure 
on the part of one individual to preserve his or her information 
imposes a negative externality on others.539   

 
Thus, Mutual Privacy in financial context is aggregate in nature and requires a 

shared participatory effort to protect it.  
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The genetic, algorithmic, and financial examples stated in this section are 

illustrative and not exhaustive.  It is clear from the aforesaid examples that privacy 

is not just an individual right.  As a matter of conceptual precaution, we must be 

careful not to define the collective interest in privacy as a mirror image of the 

individual interest lest it inherits all the limitations of the latter. 540 There is a 

collective interest in Mutual Privacy that needs to be protected as an aggregate 

participatory shared public good.    With this backdrop, I now articulate GRP4 as 

the group right to Mutual Privacy. 

8.4 GRP4: The Group Right to Mutual Privacy 
 

In the previous sections, I have identified the collective interest that forms the 

basis of Mutual Privacy as an aggregate participatory shared public good.  This part 

is devoted to converting that collective interest into a group right.  In order to do 

so, it would be important to examine the nature of collective group rights, 

specifically the collective group right to privacy and its relationship with the 

individual right to privacy. 

8.4.1 Group Rights 

Group rights are generally divided into corporate rights-the rights which are 

held by the group themselves and collective rights-the rights which are an assertion 

of a collective interest. 541   Collective group rights pertain to a collection of 

individuals “that is bound together in a way that enables them to hold their right 

collectively.”542  If corporate and collective groups are the traditional subjects of 

group rights, then public goods are the conventional objects of group rights.  543 

When it comes to the public good of privacy, the need for a collective interest based 

response in form of a group right can be understood with the aid of Fairfield & 

Engel’s assertion  

[G]roups must be given tools to create the public good of privacy and 
resist the public bad of readily available intrusive information… The 
relevant legal tools, therefore, should be redesigned to focus less on 
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individual knowledge and empowerment and more on facilitating groups’ 
collective protection of their privacy.544  

8.4.2 Collective Group Rights 

The relevant legal tool required for protecting Mutual Privacy is a group right 

which is based on collective interest in privacy.  As per Raz, “the interests which 

justify the right and which give it its shape and content are the interests of the public 

at large alongside the interests of the rightholder.”545 Further, when it comes to 

collective right to a public good, Raz proposes the following three conditions, 

First, it exists because an aspect of the interest of human being 
justifies holding some person(s) to be subject to a duty.  Second, the 
interests in question are the interests of individuals as members of a 
group in a public good and the right is a right to that public good 
because it serves their interest as members of that group.  Thirdly, the 
interests of no single member of that group in that public good is 
sufficient by itself to justify holding another person to be subject to a 
duty.546 

 
Jones disagrees with this formulation, “[B]ut it is not clear why we should hold that 

a set of individuals can have a collective right only if they are antecedently 

identifiable as members of a group.” 547   Jones has sought to modify Raz’s 

formulation by stating, 

Any set of individuals who possess a joint interest in a good can have 
group rights relating to that good provided that their joint interest is 
sufficiently significant to create duties for others. What unites and 
identifies a set of individuals as a group for right-holding purposes 
is simply their possessing a shared interest of sufficient moment.548 
 
From Mutual Privacy’s perspective, the emphasis of membership in a group 

in Raz’s initial formulation while accounting for recognizable social groups, runs 

the risk of excluding non-recognizable group aspects of privacy from the collective 

assertion of the public good of Mutual Privacy.  This goes against Regan’s assertion 

 
544 Fairfield & Engel, supra note 445, at 395-396.  See also: Hirsch D. Dennis, Public Goods and the Tragedy of 
the Trust Commons: A Response to Professors Fairfield and Engel 65 Duke Law Journal Online 67 (2016) and Priscilla 
M. Regan, Response to Privacy as a Public Good, 65 DUKE L.J. 51 (2015). 
545 Raz (1995), supra note 515, at 34. 
546 Raz, supra note 30, at 208. 
547 Jones, supra note 21. 
548 Peter Jones, Group Rights and Group Oppression, 7(4) THE JOURNAL OF POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 353, 357 
(1999).   
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of there being a collective interest in privacy.549  Further, in case of algorithmic 

groups, since the formation of the group itself is an act of violation of privacy and 

the individual is part of innumerable such groups, the assertion of Mutual Privacy 

on the basis of these memberships would be impractical.  Hence, while articulating 

the group right to Mutual Privacy an overt emphasis on group membership is 

neither desirable nor feasible.  The group right to Mutual Privacy (GRP4) is not 

based on membership in a group but on a collective interest in privacy.  

8.4.3 Definition of GRP4 

In view of the aforesaid analysis, the group right to Mutual Privacy (GRP4) can be 

defined as, 

Individuals have a mutually shared collective interest in privacy, which 
may arise on the basis of information sharing or other forms of 
privacy dependencies, which other things being equal is a sufficient 
reason for holding some other person(s) to be under a duty. 

8.4.4 Nature of Duty 

GRP4 restricts Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps from violating the 

mutually shared collective interest in privacy.  Regulatory measures to enforce this 

right would restrict processing of one individual’s data in order to impact another 

individual’s autonomy.  However, the other things being equal aspect of the formulation 

would mean that during the extraordinary course of the pandemic, the collective 

information can be processed for contact tracing purposes. 550 But this formulation 

would prevent any secondary usage of the information. 

8.4.5 The relationship between group right to Mutual Privacy and individual privacy 
 

The relation between individual and group interests is aptly summed by Raz as, 

First, groups as well as individuals possess rights. Group rights, the 
rights of nations, families, and the like, are based on the interests of 
these groups. Naturally, there is no intrinsic value in protecting the 
interests of groups. Their interests merit protection only to the extent 
that they serve individual interests. Whatever the ultimate justification 
of group rights, they are the rights of groups and not of individuals. 
Nor do they derive their justification from individual rights; rather, 
their proximate justification is in the interest of the group, and their 

 
549  See generally, Priscilla M. Regan, Privacy as a Common Good in the Digital World, 5 INFO., COMM’N. & 
SOC’Y 382 (2002). 
550 For justifications of the limited time exception for contact tracing see Parker et al supra note 4. For 
expiration of these justifications in the post-pandemic era see section 3.5 supra and section 9.3 infra. 
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ultimate justification lies in the service to individual interests of 
advancing the interest of the group.551 
 

Accordingly, we need not conceptualize the group right to Mutual Privacy in 

contradistinction to the individual right to privacy.  In this section, I draw upon 

contemporary scholarship to state that the collective interest in privacy 

complements individual interests.  The proximate justification for collective 

interest is in the public good of Mutual Privacy, and its ultimate justification lies in 

the service to individual interests of advancing the public good of Mutual 

Privacy. 552   This is also in line with Snowden’s assertion that “[W]e need to 

recognize that people have an individual right to privacy but they also have a collective right to 

privacy.” 553  Tisné & Wachter have in their respective works highlighted the need 

for individual and collective level data rights, which can protect both the individual 

and the group.554  While analyzing the trade-off between privacy and security, 

Rusinova and Pereverzeva have argued for “…the complementation of an 

individual reading of privacy as a right and a value by a collective one, which 

follows a primarily socio-economic trend to consider privacy as a public good.”555 

Recent scholarship on group privacy has proposed it “as an enhancement and 

safeguard for the individual right to privacy, rather than as a potential substitute 

for it.”556 Véliz states “Privacy is both personal and collective. When you expose 

your privacy, you put us all at risk.”557 She further highlights, “Privacy protects us 

from both individual and collective harms.”558 The need for articulation of a group 

right steeped in collective interest in mutual privacy can be understood with the 

aid of a paradox highlighted by Eijkman while analyzing the litigations between 

NGOs and Intelligence Agencies for violation of group privacy, 

 
551 Raz (1995) supra note 515, at 32. 
552 Id. 
553 Alan Rusbridger & Ewen MacAskill, Edward Snowden interview - the edited transcript, GUARDIAN (18 July 
2014) https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/18/-sp-edward-snowden-nsa-whistleblower-
interview-transcript (Emphasis added). 
554 Tisne, supra note 471.  Wachter, supra not 353  
555 Vera Rusinova & Alexandra Pereverzeva, Privacy and the legalization of mass surveillance: In search of a second 
wind for International Human Rights Law, WP BRP 97/LAW/2020 2. 
556 Linnet Taylor, Bart van der Sloot, Luciano Floridi, Conclusion: What Do We Know About Group Privacy?, in 
Group Privacy 235 (Linnet Taylor,  Bart van der Sloot, Luciano Floridi ed., 2017). 
557 Carissa Véliz, Privacy is power, AEON (2 September 2019) https://aeon.co/essays/privacy-matters-because-
it-empowers-us-all   
558 Carissa Véliz, The Internet and Privacy in ETHICS AND THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD 149, 151 (David 
Edmonds ed. 2019). 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/18/-sp-edward-snowden-nsa-whistleblower-interview-transcript
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/18/-sp-edward-snowden-nsa-whistleblower-interview-transcript
https://aeon.co/essays/privacy-matters-because-it-empowers-us-all
https://aeon.co/essays/privacy-matters-because-it-empowers-us-all
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[T]he legal challenge of NGOs v. Intelligence Agencies reflects the 
 paradox that mass surveillance creates groups, but also hinders them  

from invoking their rights as a collective. Communications’ 
interception leads to the grouping of personal data, which may be 
subjected to further investigation. Yet the affected persons can only 
invoke this right individually and not collectively. Henceforth mass 
surveillance leads to the creation of groups, but the affected people 
can only invoke their individual right to privacy.559 
 
The formulation of Mutual Privacy articulated in this chapter is aimed at 

supplementing individual privacy.  GRP4- the group right to Mutual Privacy is 

aimed at preventing both the individual and the collective harms. 

8.5 Conclusion 
We are defined by values that we care for and the interests we deem worthy of 

protecting.560  In this chapter, I have highlighted the limitations of the individual 

model of privacy in light of the contemporary challenges to privacy and develop a 

response to these challenges on the basis of our collective interest in privacy.  The 

conceptual foundations of Mutual privacy rest on the realization that in a hyper-

connected world the privacy harms are not limited to the individual but extend to 

the collective.  In the age of group profiling and mass targeted surveillance, the 

creation, sustenance, and protection of privacy is no longer an individual concern 

but a collective interest in Mutual Privacy, which needs to be protected as an 

aggregate participatory shared public good.  The recognition of the moral group 

right to Mutual Privacy is the first step towards conceptually engineering privacy 

and shifting the focus of the privacy regulatory landscape from the individual to the 

collective.  The articulation of GRP4 marks the completion of my quadrumvirate 

model of group right to privacy.  Before testing this model on the touchstone of 

the international regulatory landscape, I highlight the harms suffered on account of 

ignoring group privacy and how the quadrumvirate model of GRP can be deployed 

to prevent such harms in the next chapter. 

 

 
559  Quirine Eijkman, Indiscriminate Bulk Data Interception and Group Privacy: Do Human Rights Organisations 
Retaliate Through Strategic Litigation?, in Group Privacy 123, 125 (Linnet Taylor,  Bart van der Sloot, Luciano 
Floridi ed., 2017). 
560  As St. Augustine poetically wrote, “[A] people is the association of a multitude of rational beings united 
by a common agreement on the objects of their love.” Michael Lapointe, World republic of letters (December 
2, 2016) https://www.the-tls.co.uk/articles/world-republic-of-letters/ 
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Chapter 9 

What is the harm suffered as a result of violation of GRP? 
 

We cannot wish for that we know not. 
~Voltaire, Zaïre, Act I, Scene I (1732). 

 
 

 

9.1 Introduction 
The previous five chapters were devoted to the articulation of privacy as a 

social value (Pv), protection of the social identity and social embedded autonomous 

self of the individual through GRP1, development of GRP2 as the right against 

algorithmic grouping, recognition of the privacy interests of certain organized 

groups as GRP3 and finally an assertion of the collective interest in Mutual Privacy 

as GRP4.  In this chapter, through various examples, I highlight the harms suffered 

on account of violation of group privacy and emphasize the ways in which 

recognition of the quadrumvirate formulation of GRP can help address these 

harms.   

In order to emphasize the way GRP can protect individual autonomy and 

identity against Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps, I highlight the harms 

suffered on account of violation of the GRP formulation. Thus far, I have defined 

the interests sought to be protected by GRP. In order to show how GRP can 

safeguard these interests, I examine examples of group privacy violations that go 

beyond the conventional understanding of individual privacy. So, the analysis loop 

gets completed in the following manner: 

i. There is a recognizable interest in group privacy. 

ii. This interest is being targeted either on the basis of group attributes of the 

individual or at the group level. 
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iii. It can be protected by recognizing and enforcing the GRP. 

Towards this end, I divide this chapter into two parts. I first highlight the harm 

individuals suffer on account of Big Data Analytics, and then I focus on the 

potential lasting impact of Covid-19 Apps on individual autonomy and identity.  

9.2 GRP and Big Data Analytics 
In this section, I explore some of the harms that an individual is likely to suffer 

at the hand of Big Data Analytics on account of violation of GRP.  I analyze hyper-

targeted political advertising, behavioural targeting, and online targeting to 

illustrate the negative impact of panoptically sorting individuals into groups for 

political or commercial exploitation.  The violation of group privacy leads to 

compartmentalization of individuals on the basis of data collected from their daily 

existence. 561  The “discriminatory technology” of panoptic sort as defined by 

Gandy not only violates individuals’ autonomy, but also limits the opportunities 

and information available to them and further can distort their worldview.562  

9.2.1 Hyper-targeted Political Advertising 

In 2016, during the course of the US Presidential Election the CEO of 

Cambridge Analytica (CA), Alexander Nix, remarked in an interview that CA had 

modelled the personality of every adult in America—around 230 million people.563 

CA had 4,000 to 5,000 data points on each individual.564 Using these points, they 

delivered hyper-targeted and hyper-persuasive messages on social media.565 Ward 

notes, “Such messages played to hopes, fears, prejudices, and fancies that message 

recipients may not, themselves, have even been aware of.”566 Ironically by devising 

a hyper-targeted political campaign, CA has played a crucial role in highlighting the 

importance of group privacy and the socially interdependent nature of privacy.  In 

October 2020, the UK’s Information Commissioner in her letter to the Digital, 

 
561 Ken Ward, Social Networks, the 2016 US Presidential Election, and Kantian Ethics: Applying the Categorical 
Imperative to Cambridge Analytica’s Behavioral Microtargeting, 33 J. MEDIA ETHICS 133, 136 (2018) (exploring 
whether Immanuel Kant’s categorical imperative could be used by individuals to effectively guard democratic 
processes). See Gandy, supra note 33, at 97-105, 110. 
562 Id. 
563 Tom Cheshire, Behind the Scenes at Donald Trump's UK Digital War Room, SKY NEWS (Oct. 22, 2016), 
https://news.sky.com/story/behind-the-scenes-at-donald-trumps-uk-digital-war-room-10626155. Notably, 
Nix made this comment while working on then-candidate Donald Trump’s campaign. 
564 Id. 
565 Id. 
566 Ward, supra note 562, 133.   

https://news.sky.com/story/behind-the-scenes-at-donald-trumps-uk-digital-war-room-10626155
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Culture and Media and Sport Select Committee noted that CA was not involved in 

EU referendum beyond some initial enquiries. 567   However, if one needs an 

example of the potential harm that may occur on account of the violation of group 

privacy, one may consider the following snapshot of the document from CA’s 

presentation pitch to Leave.EU. 568  The screenshot of the political campaign 

proposed by CA seems to focus only on groups and not the individual.569  

 

(Figure 17) 
(Source: Cambridge Analytica, Leave EU: Profile Raising and Outreach) 

 
567 Letter from Elizabeth Denham, UK Information Commissioner, to Julian Knight, Chair of Digital, Culture and 
Media and Sport Select Committee (Oct. 2, 2020), https://ico.org.uk/media/action-weve-
taken/2618383/20201002_ico-o-ed-l-rtl-0181_to-julian-knight-mp.pdf; see also  BBC, Cambridge Analytica 'not 
involved' in Brexit referendum, says watchdog, BBC: NEWS (Oct. 7, 2020), https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
politics-54457407. 
568  See CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA, LEAVE EU: PROFILE RAISING AND OUTREACH (2015) 
HTTPS://WWW.PARLIAMENT.UK/GLOBALASSETS/DOCUMENTS/COMMONS-COMMITTEES/CULTURE-
MEDIA-AND-SPORT/BK-BACKGROUND-PAPER-CA-PROPOSALS-TO-LEAVEEU.PDF; see also HOUSE OF 

COMMONS DIGITAL, CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT COMMITTEE, DISINFORMATION AND ‘FAKE NEWS’: 
INTERIM REPORT 27–28 (2018), 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmcumeds/363/363.pdf; see also HOUSE OF 

COMMONS DIGITAL, CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT COMMITTEE, DISINFORMATION AND ‘FAKE NEWS’: 
FINAL REPORT (2019), 
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmcumeds/1791/1791.pdf (detailing issues 
around data misuse, data targeting, and Cambridge Analytica). 
569 Cambridge Analytica, supra note 568.   

https://ico.org.uk/media/action-weve-taken/2618383/20201002_ico-o-ed-l-rtl-0181_to-julian-knight-mp.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/media/action-weve-taken/2618383/20201002_ico-o-ed-l-rtl-0181_to-julian-knight-mp.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-54457407
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-54457407
https://www.parliament.uk/globalassets/documents/commons-committees/culture-media-and-sport/BK-Background-paper-CA-proposals-to-LeaveEU.pdf
https://www.parliament.uk/globalassets/documents/commons-committees/culture-media-and-sport/BK-Background-paper-CA-proposals-to-LeaveEU.pdf
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmcumeds/363/363.pdf
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmcumeds/1791/1791.pdf
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The data collection and analysis proposed by CA seems to be aimed at 

individuals grouped on the basis of their affiliations to various social and 

algorithmic groups.  The targeting of the individuals on the basis of their social 

identity can be addressed by recognizing and enforcing GRP1.  Algorithmic 

grouping of individuals for profiling purposes can be prevented through GRP2.  

Finally, the collection and processing of data for political targeting purposes is an 

illustrative example of our privacy dependencies, which forms the bedrock of GRP4 

that is aimed at protecting our collective interest in privacy.  The key takeaways 

from this analysis are:  

i. Hyper-targeted political advertising campaigns are aimed at undermining 

an individual’s political autonomy. 

ii. The targeting methodology adopted for the purposes of such political 

advertising is aimed either at social group attributes of individuals or 

algorithmically curated groups that have been created on the basis of 

perceived interests of the individual.  An individual is almost never the 

target of such campaigns. 

iii. The individualistic notion of privacy which is aimed at protecting 

identification of an individual is inadequate to safeguard an individual’s 

political autonomy against such manipulation, which is aimed at the 

group level. 

iv. While the probability of success of such a political campaign rests on a 

myriad of factors.  From the present research’s perspective, the chances 

of success of such a political campaign chiefly rests on breaching group 

privacy.  In order to safeguard an individual’s political autonomy, it is 

imperative to recognize the interest in group privacy. 

v. The GRP formulation with its multipronged focus on social identity, 

algorithmic grouping and collective interest in privacy can safeguard the 

individual autonomy against the hyper-targeted political advertising 

campaigns. 
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9.2.2 Behavioural & Online Targeting 

i. The impact on individual autonomy 

Reduction of an individual’s identity to an algorithmic group affiliation is a 

violation of her autonomy and human dignity.  This exercise however is 

unfortunately not limited to the political realm but in fact owes its origins to 

advertising. In the age of Big Data Analytics, algorithmic grouping for 

advertisement purposes has become the chief model of online commercial 

activities. As per Yan and others, Behavioural Targeting (BT) “refers to the delivery 

of ads to targeted users based on information collected on each individual user’s 

web search and browsing behaviours.”570 They further state, 

[T]he assumption behind BT is that the users who have similar search 
or browsing behaviours will have similar interests and thus have 
higher probability to click the same ad than the users who have 
different online behaviours. If this assumption is true, online users can 
be grouped into different user segments according to their behaviours 
for targeted ads delivery.571  
 

The behaviourally targeted advertisements are aimed at manipulating an 

individual’s commercial choices.  Behavioural targeting is an important part of the 

larger ecosystem of the attention economy which is aimed at undermining the 

autonomy of the individual through manipulation in form of supernormal stimuli 

and hypernudges towards commercial aims.572The existing privacy framework lacks 

both conceptual and enforcement rigour to safeguard individual interests against 

behavioural targeting. In June 2019, the Information Commissioner’s Office 

concluded that “the adtech industry appears immature in its understanding of data 

protection requirements.”573 The report found that companies were collecting and 

trading special category data such as race, sexuality etc. and therefore requires the 

specific consent of the individual under the GDPR.574 An investigation by Financial 

Times has revealed how some of the UK’s most popular health websites are sharing 

 
570 See Yan, Liu, Wang, Zhang, Jiang, & Chen, supra note 34, at 261. 
571 Id. (emphasis added). 
572 Puri, supra note 165. 
573 Information Commissioner’s Office, Update report into adtech and real time bidding, 20 June 2019 available at 
https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/documents/2615156/adtech-real-time-bidding-report-201906-
dl191220.pdf  
574 Emma Woollacott, Adtech Industry Ignores Data Protection Laws, U.K. Regulator Rules, 20th June 2019 available 
at https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawoollacott/2019/06/20/adtech-industry-ignores-data-protection-
laws-uk-regulator-rules/ last visited on 13th December 2019 

https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/documents/2615156/adtech-real-time-bidding-report-201906-dl191220.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/documents/2615156/adtech-real-time-bidding-report-201906-dl191220.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawoollacott/2019/06/20/adtech-industry-ignores-data-protection-laws-uk-regulator-rules/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawoollacott/2019/06/20/adtech-industry-ignores-data-protection-laws-uk-regulator-rules/
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people’s sensitive medical data — including medical symptoms, diagnoses etc. with 

Big Tech Corporations.575 This intimate medical knowledge can be then potentially 

used by companies to sell personalized products and services to distressed users.576  

ii. Online Targeting & Discrimination 

The harms of panoptic sorting of individuals are not limited to only 

undermining individual autonomy for commercial exploitation.  The online 

targeting of individuals also results in real world discrimination.  The Centre for 

Data Ethics & Innovation (CDEI) defines online targeting as “a range of practices 

used to analyze information about people and then customize their online 

experience.” 577 The report further states, “[p]ersonalized online advertising enables 

advertisers to target online advertising to specific groups of people using data about 

them.”578 Online targeting has a significant downside. For instance, women and 

people belonging to ethnic minority groups have faced discrimination in the 

targeting of job ads.579 In its report on “The Right to Privacy (Article 8) and the 

Digital Revolution,” the UK Parliament’s Joint Committee on Human Rights noted 

that: 

[T]here is a real risk of discrimination against some groups and 
individuals through the way this data is used: it heard deeply troubling 
evidence about some companies using personal data to ensure that only 
people of a certain age or race, for example, see a particular job 
opportunity or housing advertisement.580 
 

A study conducted by the White House on Big Data notes that web searches 

tend to discriminate racially on the basis of the name entered. 581 The study further 

 
575 Madhumita Murgia and Max Harlow, How top health websites are sharing sensitive data with advertisers, Financial 
Times, 13th November 2019 available at https://www.ft.com/content/0fbf4d8e-022b-11ea-be59-
e49b2a136b8d last visited on 18th December 2019. 
576 Id. 
577 Ctr. for Data Ethics & Innovation, Review of Online Targeting: Final Report and Recommendations, GOV.UK 
(Feb. 4, 2020), 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cdei-review-of-online-targeting/online-targeting-final-
report-and-recommendations. 
578 See id. 
579 See id. 
580  JOINT COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS, THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY (ARTICLE 8) AND THE DIGITAL 

REVOLUTION 4, 25 (2019), https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/93/human-rights-joint-
committee/news/91474/right-to-privacy-may-exist-on-paper-but-not-in-online-wild-west-says-jchr/  
581 Executive Office of the President, supra note 140, at 7; see also Latanya Sweeney, Discrimination in Online Ad 
Delivery, 56 COMMUN. ACM 44 (2013) (demonstrating that technology can foster discriminatory outcomes). 
Benjamin states, “Today the glaring gap between egalitarian principles and inequitable practices is filled with 
subtler forms of discrimination that give the illusion of progress and neutrality, even as coded inequity makes 

https://www.ft.com/content/0fbf4d8e-022b-11ea-be59-e49b2a136b8d
https://www.ft.com/content/0fbf4d8e-022b-11ea-be59-e49b2a136b8d
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cdei-review-of-online-targeting/online-targeting-final-report-and-recommendations
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cdei-review-of-online-targeting/online-targeting-final-report-and-recommendations
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/93/human-rights-joint-committee/news/91474/right-to-privacy-may-exist-on-paper-but-not-in-online-wild-west-says-jchr/
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/93/human-rights-joint-committee/news/91474/right-to-privacy-may-exist-on-paper-but-not-in-online-wild-west-says-jchr/
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points out that when it comes to disadvantaged groups, the challenges from Big 

Data are not merely limited to privacy but extend to inequitable treatment and loss 

of autonomy on account of opaque decision making by impenetrable set of 

algorithms.582  

iii. Distortion of Weltanschauung 

The reason online targeting matters is because “it enables people’s behaviour to 

be monitored, predicted and influenced at scale.” 583  The real power of online 

targeting lies in its ability to shape an individual or group’s worldview- their 

weltanschauung.584 Imagine two people from remarkably different backgrounds sitting 

next to each other accessing the same website on their laptops, and the website 

offers them different content, which the website has customized based on their 

browsing history. When they open a video streaming website, their choices of 

“recommended” videos is as much a function of their previous viewing as it is of 

algorithmic determination based on what “similar” people have viewed. When they 

access social media, the website pushes different advertisements at them. Two 

people sitting next to each other in the real world yet panoptically sorted585 in the 

virtual world, this is the result of violation of GRP.  A stark example of 

repercussions of this distortion of reality was visible during the attack on U.S. 

Capitol. 586   In the aftermath of the Capitol Attack, the Center for Humane 

Technology released a statement highlighting the role of social media in 

 
it easier and faster to produce racist outcomes.” Ruha Benjamin, RACE AFTER TECHNOLOGY: ABOLITIONIST 

TOOLS FOR THE NEW JIM CODE 12 (2019).  
582 Executive Office of the President, supra note 140, at 10. 
583 CTR. FOR DATA ETHICS & INNOVATION, supra note 577, at 28. 
584 Hiebert states, “Worldview is the fundamental cognitive, affective, and evaluative presuppositions a group 
of people make about the nature of things, and which they use to order their lives.” PAUL G. HIEBERT, 
TRANSFORMING WORLDVIEWS: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING OF HOW PEOPLE CHANGE 15 
(2008). The Salem Press Encyclopedia’s entry on Worldview states,  

Worldview simply refers to the way in which one perceives the world and its 
inhabitants. It is the lens through which knowledge is filtered. . . . A worldview 
encompasses perceptions about what is real and what is fictitious. It also defines 
one's logic and reasoning, such as what the result of an action might be. . . . A 
worldview is one’s perspective of one's place in the world in relation to others. 
It can be summed up as one’s perception of reality. 

Renee Butts, World view, SALEM PRESS ENCYCLOPAEDIA (2020). Crawford, Miltnet, & Gray note that Big 
Data “is an emerging Weltanschauung grounded across multiple domains in the public and private sectors, one 
that is need of deeper critical engagement.” Kate Crawford, Kate Miltner & Mary L. Gray , Critiquing Big Data: 
Politics, Ethics, Epistemology, 8 INT’L J. COMM. 1663, 1664 (2014). 
585 See Gandy, supra note 33.  
586 For details of the attack on U.S. Capitol, see Dan Barry, Mike McIntire & Matthew Rosenberg, ‘Our 
President Wants Us Here’: The Mob That Stormed the Capitol, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 9, 2021), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/09/us/capitol-rioters.html. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/09/us/capitol-rioters.html
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undermining a shared reality and noted that “unregulated social media platforms 

make it impossible for us to see the same set of facts and come to consensus on 

shared truth.”587 

iv. Examples of Egregious Group Privacy Violations 

Algorithmic grouping does not only distort reality. Egregious examples of 

group privacy violations include geofencing abortion clinics to target vulnerable 

women with anti-choice campaigns588 and targeting young mothers with false anti-

vaccine advertisements.589 Concerted spyware attacks on human rights activists, 

lawyers, journalists, and academics are further examples of GRP violations where 

malicious actors target an individual’s identity on account of a prominent group 

affiliation.590 In fact, the Venice Commission has recognized journalists as a special 

group deserving protection from surveillance. 591  I am citing these egregious 

examples at the end of my analysis to present the spectrum of harms suffered on 

account of panoptically sorting individuals by violating their group privacy, which 

ranges from manipulation suffered for commercial exploitation purposes to 

interference with deeply personal choices. 

The above instances reveal the dangers of quest for personalization 

degenerating into compartmentalization of human beings.  The behavioural 

targeting for advertisement purposes operates on similar principles as hyper-

targeted political advertising albeit their respective objectives differ. Like their 

political counterpart, behavioural and online targeting too are aimed at individuals 

grouped on the basis of their affiliations to various social and algorithmic groups.  

 
587 Statement from Center for Humane Technology on Social Media’s role in the Attack on the U.S. Capitol 
(Jan. 8, 2021) https://twitter.com/HumaneTech_/status/1347645673244667905. 
588 Coutts, supra note 161. 
589 See Will Dunn, Anti-vaccination advert banned—but Facebook still offers targeting of people susceptible to “vaccine 
controversies”, NEWSTATESMAN (Nov. 7, 2018), 
 https://www.newstatesman.com/spotlight/healthcare/2018/11/anti-vaccination-advert-banned-
facebook-still-offers-targeting-people.  
590 See David Argen, Mexico Accused of Spying on Journalists and Activists Using Cellphone Malware, GUARDIAN 
(June 19, 2017), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/19/mexico-cellphone-software-spying-
journalists-activists. See also, Nick Hopkins & Dan Sabbagh, WhatsApp Spyware Attack was Attempt to Hack 
Human Rights Data, Says Lawyer, GUARDIAN (May 14, 2019), 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/14/whatsapp-spyware-vulnerability-targeted-
lawyer-says-attempt-was-desperate; Stephanie Kirchgaessner, Nick Hopkins & Oliver Holmes, WhatsApp 
'Hack' is Serious Rights Violation, say Alleged Victims, GUARDIAN (Nov. 1, 2019), 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/01/whatsapp-hack-is-serious-rights-violation-say-
alleged-victims. See also: Eijkman, supra note 559. 
591 The European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice Commission), Report on the Democratic 
Oversight of Signals Intelligence Agencies, Study No. 719/2013, CDL-AD(2015)011 (15 December 2015), 27. 

https://twitter.com/HumaneTech_/status/1347645673244667905
https://www.newstatesman.com/spotlight/healthcare/2018/11/anti-vaccination-advert-banned-facebook-still-offers-targeting-people
https://www.newstatesman.com/spotlight/healthcare/2018/11/anti-vaccination-advert-banned-facebook-still-offers-targeting-people
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/19/mexico-cellphone-software-spying-journalists-activists
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/19/mexico-cellphone-software-spying-journalists-activists
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/14/whatsapp-spyware-vulnerability-targeted-lawyer-says-attempt-was-desperate
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/14/whatsapp-spyware-vulnerability-targeted-lawyer-says-attempt-was-desperate
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/01/whatsapp-hack-is-serious-rights-violation-say-alleged-victims
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/01/whatsapp-hack-is-serious-rights-violation-say-alleged-victims
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The resultant stifling of individuals’ social identity by panoptically sorting them can 

be addressed by recognizing and enforcing GRP1.  Algorithmic grouping of 

individuals for profiling purposes can be prevented through GRP2.  Finally, the 

collection and processing of data for behavioural and online targeting purposes is 

an illustrative example of our privacy dependencies, which forms the bedrock of 

GRP4 that is aimed at protecting our collective interest in privacy.  The key 

takeaways from this analysis are:  

1. Behavioural and Online targeting of individuals can result in manipulation 

of individual choices, discrimination, rise of echo chambers and distortion 

of worldview. 

2. The behavioural and online targeting are aimed either at social group 

attributes of individuals or algorithmically curated groups that have been 

created on the basis of perceived interests of the individual.  An individual is 

almost never the target of such campaigns. 

3. The individualistic notion of privacy which is aimed at protecting 

identification of an individual is inadequate to safeguard an individual’s 

autonomy and identity against such manipulation, which is aimed at the 

group level. 

4. While the probability of success of such behavioural and online targeting 

campaigns rests on a myriad of factors.  From the present research’s 

perspective, the chances of success of such campaigns chiefly rest on 

breaching group privacy.  In order to safeguard individual’s identity and 

autonomy, it is imperative to recognize the interest in group privacy. 

5. The GRP formulation with its multipronged focus on social identity, 

algorithmic grouping and collective interest in privacy can be successful in 

safeguarding the individual autonomy and identity against behavioural and 

online targeting. 

In my aforesaid analysis, GRP3- the privacy right of certain organized groups is 

conspicuous by absence.  The absence of GRP3 is a function of the present set of 

practices adopted by Big Data Analytics which are not extensively aimed at 

organized groups but their members.  However, historically organized groups have 

been the subject matter of targeted surveillance, which has resulted in harm to 
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important public values- for instance the Watergate scandal can be considered as an 

example of violation of GRP3 where the privacy interests of an organized group-

the Democratic National Committee were violated.592 The surveillance was aimed 

at the functioning of an organized group and the consequent damage to the 

American democracy is a matter of historical record.  The fact that Big Data 

Analytics are presently not primarily aimed at organized groups provides an 

opportunity to get ahead of the curve and introduce timely safeguards by 

recognizing and enforcing GRP3. 

9.3 GRP and the Covid-19 Pandemic 
Having articulated the harms suffered on account of group privacy violations 

by Big Data Analytics, in this section, my analysis now turns towards the privacy 

impact of the Covid-19 Apps.  I explore how GRP formulation can help balance 

privacy considerations with emergency public health surveillance efforts during the 

extraordinary course of the pandemic.  I also contend that the adoption of the GRP 

formulation can help prevent the creation of a new normal in the aftermath of the 

pandemic where privacy considerations are stymied perpetually and help avert the 

state of post-pandemic simveillance.593 

 
592 Interestingly, the Privacy Act 1974 which was passed in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal refers to 
it in its policy objectives: 

Policy Objectives 
Broadly stated, the purpose of the Privacy Act is to balance the government’s need to maintain 
information about individuals with the rights of individuals to be protected against unwarranted 
invasions of their privacy stemming from federal agencies’ collection, maintenance, use, and 
disclosure of personal information about them.  The historical context of the Act is important 
for understanding its remedial purposes.  In 1974, Congress was concerned with curbing the 
illegal surveillance and investigation of individuals by federal agencies that had been exposed 
during the Watergate scandal.  It was also concerned with potential abuses presented by the 
government’s increasing use of computers to store and retrieve personal data by means of a 
universal identifier – such as an individual’s social security number.  The Act focuses on four 
basic policy objectives: 
1. To restrict disclosure of personally identifiable records maintained by agencies. 
2. To grant individuals increased rights of access to agency records maintained on themselves. 
3. To grant individuals the right to seek amendment of agency records maintained on 

themselves upon a showing that the records are not accurate, relevant, timely, or complete. 
4. To establish a code of “fair information practices” that requires agencies to comply with 

statutory norms for collection, maintenance, and dissemination of records. 
Overview of the Privacy Act of 1974, https://www.justice.gov/archives/opcl/policy-objectives last visited 
on 3 October 2021. 
593 Bogard supra note 40 and Radke supra note 40 

https://www.justice.gov/archives/opcl/policy-objectives
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a. The New Normal 

In the case of a public health emergency such as the Covid-19 pandemic, GRP 

can help formulate policy responses that are consistent with privacy considerations.  

In case of an epidemic, it would be necessary to identify and quarantine the patients 

for their treatment as well as safety of others. The GRP formulation is in 

consonance with the UK’s General Medical Council’s confidentiality guidelines 

which state that medical practitioners can disclose patient information in public 

interest or to prevent potential harm to other individuals.594 The GRP formulation’s 

“other things being equal” balancing test permits this identification, with necessary 

safeguards, for the duration of infection and then restores the balance in favour of 

the individual’s privacy as soon as the health risk abates. The GRP formulation 

works in conjunction with existing privacy safeguards thus ensuring that the 

requisite medical disclosure is on a need basis, and that the sensitive personal data 

stays anonymized.  Thus, the GRP formulation does not impede emergency 

healthcare decisions taken during the extraordinary course of the pandemic.  

However, it can help check the invisible permeation of state control in our lives in 

garb of a medical emergency.595 

The GRP formulation can help prevent the creation of a “new normal” in the 

form of mass health surveillance.596  The new normal may comprise of lax standards 

for implementation of privacy curbing measures, greater sharing and weaker 

protection of data, 597  internalization of surveillance expectation, parity of 

commercial surveillance with emergency public health surveillance and erosion of 

privacy expectation.  In the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, privacy 

considerations were set aside, and an all-pervasive surveillance effort was unleashed 

 
594  GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL, CONFIDENTIALITY: DISCLOSING INFORMATION ABOUT SERIOUS 

COMMUNICABLE DISEASES (2017), https://www.gmc-uk.org/-/media/documents/gmc-guidance-for-
doctors---confidentiality---disclosing-information-about-serious-communica-
70061396.pdf?la=en&hash=354295801490DDF76262B585A680B52DCEB37D8B.  
595 Parul Verma, Using the ‘Plague Management Model’ to Understand The Panoptic Surveillance Amidst Coronavirus: A 
Foucauldian Analysis (30 August 2021) https://blog.apaonline.org/2021/08/30/using-the-plague-
management-model-to-understand-the-panoptic-surveillance-amidst-coronavirus-a-foucauldian-analysis/  
596 David Meyer, More surveillance and less privacy will be the new normal after the coronavirus pandemic, FORTUNE (20 
April, 2020) https://fortune.com/2020/04/20/privacy-surveillance-coronavirus-pandemic-covid-19-
tracking/. Alfred Ng, COVID-19 could set a new norm for surveillance and privacy, CNET (11 May 2020) 
https://www.cnet.com/health/covid-19-could-set-a-new-norm-for-surveillance-and-privacy/  
597 Aaron R. Brough and Kelly D. Martin, Consumer Privacy During (and After) the COVID-19 Pandemic, 40 (1) 
JOURNAL OF PUBLIC POLICY & MARKETING 108-109 (2021) 

https://www.gmc-uk.org/-/media/documents/gmc-guidance-for-doctors---confidentiality---disclosing-information-about-serious-communica-70061396.pdf?la=en&hash=354295801490DDF76262B585A680B52DCEB37D8B
https://www.gmc-uk.org/-/media/documents/gmc-guidance-for-doctors---confidentiality---disclosing-information-about-serious-communica-70061396.pdf?la=en&hash=354295801490DDF76262B585A680B52DCEB37D8B
https://www.gmc-uk.org/-/media/documents/gmc-guidance-for-doctors---confidentiality---disclosing-information-about-serious-communica-70061396.pdf?la=en&hash=354295801490DDF76262B585A680B52DCEB37D8B
https://blog.apaonline.org/2021/08/30/using-the-plague-management-model-to-understand-the-panoptic-surveillance-amidst-coronavirus-a-foucauldian-analysis/
https://blog.apaonline.org/2021/08/30/using-the-plague-management-model-to-understand-the-panoptic-surveillance-amidst-coronavirus-a-foucauldian-analysis/
https://fortune.com/2020/04/20/privacy-surveillance-coronavirus-pandemic-covid-19-tracking/
https://fortune.com/2020/04/20/privacy-surveillance-coronavirus-pandemic-covid-19-tracking/
https://www.cnet.com/health/covid-19-could-set-a-new-norm-for-surveillance-and-privacy/
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in the name of national security.598  The world is yet to come to terms with the full 

impact of this “new normal” despite efforts of whistle blowers like Edward 

Snowden.599 The challenge with the global data collected as part of the effort to 

contain the Covid-19 pandemic is in some respects even more complicated.  These 

complications arise out of the seeming legitimacy that the global health surveillance 

enjoys on account of the extraordinary circumstances of the pandemic.  Because of 

the differences in global privacy regulation and governance regimes, it is difficult to 

predict with certainty the extent of usage of this data in the post-pandemic world.600  

In the absence of adequate safeguards, which protect the collective interest in 

privacy, this data can be used and abused in myriad ways.  While safeguarding the 

research and health effort associated with the data, it is important to ensure that the 

data inferences are not exploited resulting in increased health insurance premiums 

or discrimination against patients suffering from Long Covid.   

In previous examples, I have demonstrated how the power of Big Data 

Analytics can be abused for commercial and political purposes.  During the 

extraordinary course of the pandemic, researchers and authorities across the world 

have shared enormous data at breakneck speed to study and stop the spread of the 

Coronavirus.  The global database of the information collected through the Covid-

19 Apps, which in many ways is the living account of lives of global citizenry during 

the pandemic is a veritable treasure trove.  There is no international convention 

uniformly safeguarding the interests of the data subjects across the globe.  The 

inferences that can be drawn with these enormous databases at national and global 

level far outweigh any protection that the individualistic conception of privacy can 

offer.  The personal, medical, biological, behavioural, economic, social, and political 

aspects of the inferences that can be drawn on the basis of the global health 

surveillance efforts through the Covid-19 Apps require moral and legal safeguards 

that are based on our collective interest in privacy. 

 
598 See generally: Jacqueline Klosek, THE WAR ON PRIVACY (2007) 
599 Pilkington, supra note 58  
600 Matt Burges, There’s a big row brewing over the NHS Covid-19 contact tracing app, THE WIRE (5 May, 2020) 
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/nhs-contact-tracing-app-data-privacy.  Andrea Downey, Data from NHS 
contact-tracing app ‘to be kept for research purposes’, DIGITALHEALTH (7 May, 2020) 
https://www.digitalhealth.net/2020/05/data-from-nhs-contact-tracing-app-to-be-kept-for-research-
purposes/  
 

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/nhs-contact-tracing-app-data-privacy
https://www.digitalhealth.net/2020/05/data-from-nhs-contact-tracing-app-to-be-kept-for-research-purposes/
https://www.digitalhealth.net/2020/05/data-from-nhs-contact-tracing-app-to-be-kept-for-research-purposes/
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As part of their efforts to track the spread of the pandemic and form probable 

exit strategies from lockdown, countries have persuaded their citizens to download 

and enrol in public health surveillance apps.601 Privacy experts have already raised 

concerns regarding the violation of confidential patient information.602 But this is a 

matter of even greater concern from privacy perspective in the post-coronavirus 

world. As Gutting and Oksala note while analyzing Foucault’s account of power 

and knowledge, “[f]or the study of human beings, the goals of power and the goals 

of knowledge cannot be separated.”603 In the post-pandemic world, there may be 

great temptations to use the data for secondary purposes.604 But no matter how 

laudable the objective, a database which is a living account of the global citizenry’s 

day-to-day existence during the pandemic deserves to be treated with extreme 

caution. The “biosurveillance” launched in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic 

has the potential to exacerbate the existing socioeconomic inequalities perpetuated 

by Big Data algorithms.605 The post-coronavirus world cannot be built on the 

edifice of residual surveillance that will result in self-censorship and heightened 

states of paranoia.  Actual surveillance may end but the feeling of being under 

surveillance is much harder to eliminate.  This affects an individual’s autonomy and 

her control over the formation of her social identity.  The internalization of this, 

what Foucault termed as the, normalizing gaze606 “becomes a mode of power for 

social control and imposes self-regulation.”607 Hence, in order to prevent a new 

normal in privacy erosion it is important that the efficacy of digital contact tracing 

 
601  See Press Release, European Commission, Coronavirus: Commission Adopts Recommendation to 
Support Exit Strategies Through Mobile Data and Apps, (Apr. 8, 2020), 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ipp_20_626; see also Alex Hern & Kari Paul, Apple 
and Google Team Up in Bid to Use Smartphones to Track Coronavirus Spread, GUARDIAN (Apr. 10, 2020), 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/10/apple-google-coronavirus-us-app-privacy.  
602 See Paul Lewis, David Conn & David Pegg, UK government using confidential patient data in coronavirus response, 
GUARDIAN (Apr. 12 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/12/uk-government-using-
confidential-patient-data-in-coronavirus-response; see also David Pegg & Paul Lewis, NHS coronavirus app: 
memo discussed giving ministers power to ‘de-anonymise’ users, GUARDIAN (Apr. 13, 2020), 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/13/nhs-coronavirus-app-memo-discussed-giving-
ministers-power-to-de-anonymise-users.  
603 “In knowing we control and in controlling we know.” See Gary Gutting & Johanna Oksala, Michel Foucault, 
in STAN. ENCYCLOPEDIA PHIL. (Edward N. Zalta ed. 2019). 
604  See Lauren Kaufman, Should Public Health Outweigh Data Privacy in Crisis?, MEDIUM (Mar. 8, 2020), 
https://medium.com/popular-privacy/coronavirus-is-a-privacy-problem-a396aa44ff88. 
605 Danielle L. Couch & Priscilla Robinson & Paul A. Komesaroff, COVID-19—Extending Surveillance and the 
Panopticon, BIOETHICAL INQUIRY (2020).  
606 MICHEL FOUCAULT, DISCIPLINE AND PUNISH 184 (1977). 
607 Hancock, supra note 213, at 442. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ipp_20_626
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/10/apple-google-coronavirus-us-app-privacy
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/12/uk-government-using-confidential-patient-data-in-coronavirus-response
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/12/uk-government-using-confidential-patient-data-in-coronavirus-response
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/13/nhs-coronavirus-app-memo-discussed-giving-ministers-power-to-de-anonymise-users
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/13/nhs-coronavirus-app-memo-discussed-giving-ministers-power-to-de-anonymise-users
https://medium.com/popular-privacy/coronavirus-is-a-privacy-problem-a396aa44ff88
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be independently evaluated608 and the post-pandemic use of the collected data be 

restricted.609   

Since experts disagree on the actual efficacy of Covid-19 Apps in controlling the 

pandemic,610 in this research I have chosen to focus on balancing their perceived 

efficacy with privacy concerns.  While the public health surveillance measures may 

enjoy some legitimacy during the extraordinary course of the pandemic, past lessons 

teach us- privacy as a social value once lost is difficult to restore.  During the course 

of the pandemic, the health surveillance in form of Covid-19 Apps exercise direct 

control over the social identity of the individual by keeping a log of the places visited 

by the individual.  In the aftermath of the pandemic, this direct control would be 

replaced by the legacy of the possible repercussions of the data collected.  The 

privacy concern relating to Covid-19 Apps is also applicable to other technological 

solutions such as the Covid Passports, which in the absence of adequate safeguards 

can cumulatively lead to creation of a new normal where privacy as a social value 

stands further obliterated.  Hence, the time to seek safeguards is now.  We need to 

anticipate the new privacy erosions that are likely to occur in the aftermath of the 

pandemic and devise a new language of rights to prevent them.  The GRP 

formulation’s balancing measure of “other things being equal” ensures that once the 

epidemic threat subsides, the surveillance efforts cease to exist.  The need for 

recognition of the GRP framework to prevent the lasting harm of the seemingly 

‘legitimate’ and intrusive surveillance mounted as part of the effort to tackle the 

pandemic can further be understood with the aid of a distinctive paradigm which is 

based on Simulated Surveillance-Simveillance.611 

 
608 Lucivero et al, supra note 204, at 6. 
609 On the need to balance the limited time exception carved out for surveillance during the pandemic with 
the post-pandemic authoritarian concerns see: J.J. Sylvia IV, The Biopolitics of Social Distancing, SOCIAL 

MEDIA+SOCIETY 1, 2-3 (2020) 
610 Ferretti et al, supra note 204 and Sapiezynski et al, supra note 204.  Ashkan Soltani, Ryan Calo, and Carl 
Bergstrom, Contact-tracing apps are not a solution to the COVID-19 crisis (April 27, 2020)  
https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/inaccurate-and-insecure-why-contact-tracing-apps-could-be-a-
disaster/ . Wymant, C., Ferretti, L., Tsallis, D. et al., The epidemiological impact of the NHS COVID-19 app, 
Nature 594, 408–412 (2021).  Rodríguez, P., Graña, S., Alvarez-León, E.E. et al, A population-based controlled 
experiment assessing the epidemiological impact of digital contact tracing, 12 Nat Commun, 587 (2021). See also: House 
of Commons Committee of Public Accounts, Test and Trace update Twenty-Third Report of Session 2021–22. 
611 See BOGARD, supra note 40, at 4 and Radke supra note 40.  Radke states, “Simulated surveillance (or 
simveillance) devices do not allow the observer to actually see the subject; instead, hyperreal worlds are created 
that correspond to the real world.” Id.  

https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/inaccurate-and-insecure-why-contact-tracing-apps-could-be-a-disaster/
https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/inaccurate-and-insecure-why-contact-tracing-apps-could-be-a-disaster/
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b. Post-Pandemic Simveillance 

The Covid-19 Apps surveillance is based on simulated exposure612 to the 

disease as assessed by a risk-scoring algorithm.613  While the exposure might be 

simulated, the accompanying surveillance and control is real.  The existing privacy 

framework is inadequate to meet this simveillance challenge.  In the absence of a 

comprehensive moral-legal protection like the GRP, the individual in the post-

pandemic world would continue to languish in a state of Simulated Surveillance-

Simveillance.614  The term ‘Simveillance’, which arises out of an amalgamation of the 

two phenomena- simulation and surveillance-is concerned with the ways in which 

“simulation can enhance surveillance, confound surveillance, and replace 

surveillance.”615  My use of this term in the context of the post-pandemic world is 

driven by the extraordinary ambivalence that dictates the participation of an 

individual in the social sphere in the present age.  I have previously discussed the 

impact of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps on an individual’s social identity 

formation.  On one hand, the formulation of the individual’s social identity is 

dependent upon her participation in the public sphere.  But during the pandemic 

they cannot do so without being constantly monitored by Covid-19 Apps.  This 

gives rise to a simulation- “ways of replacing ‘actual’ with ‘virtual’ processes or the 

electronic signs/images of objects and events for their ‘real’ counterparts.”616  This 

simulation “… is the point where the gap between the imaginary and the real 

coincide, specifically where the gap between virtual control and actual control 

disappears.”617 In this simulation, the hyperreal world that has been created for 

public health surveillance purposes corresponds to the real world 618  and the 

individual is represented through her data points.  For contact tracing purposes, the 

travel log generated by the Covid-19 App is not only an accurate representation of 

 
612 Bogard, supra note 40, at 142. 
613 NHS, Risk-scoring algorithm Technical information (29 October 2020). https://covid19.nhs.uk/risk-scoring-
algorithm.html  
614 See Radke, supra note 40 .  
615Nathan Radke, Simveillance in Hyperreal Las Vegas, LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY 3 (2002), 
 https://knowledgecommons.lakeheadu.ca/bitstream/handle/2453/989/RadkeN2002m-
1b.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.  See also: Bogard, supra note 40.  
616 Bogard, supra note 40, at 3. 
617 Id at 9. 
618 Radke supra note 40.  

https://covid19.nhs.uk/risk-scoring-algorithm.html
https://covid19.nhs.uk/risk-scoring-algorithm.html
https://knowledgecommons.lakeheadu.ca/bitstream/handle/2453/989/RadkeN2002m-1b.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://knowledgecommons.lakeheadu.ca/bitstream/handle/2453/989/RadkeN2002m-1b.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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an individual’s travel history but from health surveillance perspective the App 

history is hyperreal-more real than the actual travel of the individual.   

In order to understand the hyperreal identities created for surveillance, we 

need to revisit the surveillance effort launched in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks.  

The post 9/11 society grew up around a radical surveillance effort with the citizens 

internalizing surveillance expectations as trade-offs towards national security.  The 

covert aspects of this enhanced surveillance far exceeded their visible symbols.619 

From privacy’s perspective, the post 9/11 world is a simulacrum of surveillance 

where the composite image of the individual as produced through background 

checks, travel records, economic history and social media accounts is hyperreal-

more real than the actual person and in fact substituting the real person for the 

purposes of surveillance.620  The global health surveillance efforts launched in the 

aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic has once again placed us at similar privacy 

cross-roads.  From the health surveillance perspective, the contact tracing data of 

the individual is hyperreal- more real than the actual identity of the individual.   

The simveillance technologies render the data subject transparent and her 

data records open to endless scrutiny, examination, analysis, and reproduction.621 

This real time surveillance model does not rely on an extensive physical 

infrastructure to monitor the individual. Instead, the data subject creates her own 

surveillance by recording her movement for the purposes of contact tracing.  Every 

visit to a bookstore, a coffee shop, bus ride all logged into the health surveillance 

simulation for analysis and record purposes.   

In the post-pandemic world, the data collected from the Covid-19 Apps will 

also have enormous predictive value. From simveillance technologies such as the 

Covid-19 Apps perspective, “[P]rofiling refers to the construction of simulated 

identities that can then be compared to actual identities, in order to predict the 

potential actions of the real subjects. These simulations are used to replace actual 

 
619 Pilkington, supra note 58.  
620 See generally JEAN BAUDRILLARD, SIMULACRA AND SIMULATION (University of Michigan Press 1994).  
See also: Devin Sandoz, simulation, simulacrum (1), KEYWORDS GLOSSARY, THEORIES OF MEDIA, THE 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO (2003). https://csmt.uchicago.edu/glossary2004/simulationsimulacrum.htm  “If 
for Baudrillard the simulation is the process through which reality is usurped, then simulacrum is the term 
for the condition produced, namely a system where empty signs refer to themselves and where meaning and 
value are absent.” 
621 Radke supra note 40 

https://csmt.uchicago.edu/glossary2004/simulationsimulacrum.htm
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knowledge and observed behaviour of the subject.”622  The necessity for strong 

privacy safeguards arise from the impossibility to predict the future uses of this 

massive global database, which is a living account of the global citizenry.   

While the disciplining and normalizing aspects of surveillance have been 

thoroughly examined in Foucault’s scholarship 623  and subsequent works in 

surveillance studies,624 the simulation aspects merit closer scrutiny particularly in 

view of the proliferation of the multiple Apps that track an individual on round the 

clock basis.  Admittedly, the simveillance concerns expressed in this section are not 

limited to only contact tracing apps but can be extended to the algorithmic 

imaginary625 of other Big Data Analytics forms such as any contemporary App that 

enjoys popular usage.  The distinguishing features of the Covid-19 Apps are the 

sense of legitimacy that they enjoy on account of the extraordinary circumstances 

of the pandemic as well as the support from governments across the globe.  In 

comparison with other forms of Big Data Analytics that may have an impact on the 

autonomous formation of an individual’s social identity, the Covid-19 Apps enjoy 

greater power because of the authoritative record keeping role they play on a daily 

basis.  In this sense, from public health surveillance perspective the Covid-19 Apps 

are hyperreal.  In case of conflict between the actual account of the individual’s daily 

activity and the data log generated by the App, the App’s data record will be 

considered more authentic.  These conflicts may arise on account of technical errors 

or quite simply because of some other user using the individual’s phone.  Regardless 

of the reason for the conflict between the actual versus authenticated account of 

identity, from public health surveillance perspective the authenticated hyperreal 

account would prevail.   

  The link between post-pandemic simveillance and the GRP formulation 

articulated in this thesis lies in the modus operandi of public health surveillance.  As 

 
622 Id. 
623 See generally Foucault supra note 606. 
624 See generally, DAVID LYON, KIRSTIE BALL AND KEVIN D. HAGGERTY, ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF 

SURVEILLANCE STUDIES (2012) 
625 “[A]lgorithmic imaginary – ways of thinking about what algorithms are, what they should be and how 
they function – is not just productive of different moods and sensations but plays a generative role in 
moulding the Facebook algorithm itself. Examining how algorithms make people feel, then, seems crucial if 
we want to understand their social power.” Taina Bucher, The algorithmic imaginary: exploring the ordinary affects 
of Facebook algorithms, 20 INFORMATION, COMMUNICATION & SOCIETY, 30, 30 (2017). 
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Keshet points out “[I]n societies of control the surveillance apparatus does not act 

on bodies or minds but on information about bodies and minds.”626 The post-

pandemic simveillance does not rest on the information about one individual’s body 

and mind but the collective dataset that has been aggregated as part of the global 

health surveillance efforts and its resultant predictive powers.  Neither the 

simulation nor the surveillance of the Covid-19 Apps is aimed at a specific 

individual but instead they are focussed on the collective.  The recognition of the 

collective interest in privacy as well as the role played by privacy in the formation 

of the social identity and the socially autonomous self of an individual and their 

protection through the GRP formulation can help prevent the post-pandemic 

simveillance. 

9.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have highlighted the harms suffered on account of violation 

of group privacy by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps in order to make a case 

for recognition of GRP.  Through an analysis of the impact of hyper-targeted 

political advertising, behavioural targeting, and online targeting, I have stressed on 

the harmful impact of Big Data Analytics on individual identity and autonomy.  

Similarly, I have critically analysed the Covid-19 Apps for their potential negative 

impact on the social identity and autonomy of the individual.   

While my analysis in this thesis is centered around Big Data Analytics and 

Covid-19 Apps, it is imperative to understand that the challenges addressed in this 

research and particularly this chapter do not pertain to any particular technology, 

but a technological paradigm which arises out of our networked existence.627  The 

existing legal safeguards for privacy, much like their philosophical underpinnings, 

are overtly focussed on the individual and hence inadequate to grapple with the 

challenges arising out of the networked reality of personal data.628 The collective 

harms suffered on account of group privacy violation cannot be addressed at the 

individual level and not even by the hypothetical non-participation in the data 

economy. This is because individual privacy is marred by what Barocas and 

 
626 Keshet, supra note 214, at 7.  See also: Bart Simon, The return of panopticism: supervision, subjection and the new 
surveillance, 3(1) SURVEILLANCE SOCIETY 1 (2005). 
627 Barocas & Nissenbaum supra note 6 at 46. 
628 Levy & boyd supra note 7 at 1.  See also: Ghosh & Kleinberg supra note 201 at 1. 
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Nissenbaum term as the “tyranny of minority,” where “the volunteered information 

of the few can unlock the same information about the many.” 629  Hence, the 

collective problem of privacy harms cannot be solved individually or in isolation 

but demands collective solutions like the GRP. 

While discussing the Bank of England’s monetary policy, Graeber wrote: 

“[B]ack in the 1930s, Henry Ford is supposed to have remarked that it was a good 

thing that most Americans didn’t know how banking really works, because if they 

did, ‘there’d be a revolution before tomorrow morning.’”630 Something similar can 

be said about Big Data.  The ethical challenge posed by Big Data Analytics can 

perhaps be summed through Stephens-Davidowitz’s query, “This is the ethical 

question: Do corporations have the right to judge our fitness for their services 

based on abstract but statistically predictive criteria not directly related to those 

services?”631If more of us understood, how our autonomy, identity and privacy are 

being undermined by Big Data Analytics there would be greater uproar resulting 

in better regulation.  This realization requires a re-examination of our regulatory 

structures which are presently based in an isolated individualistic conception.  

Johnston states, 

Privacy laws focus only on the effect of conduct on an individual, who 
must be identifiable in order to trigger the law’s protection. Instead, 
we need recognition of the social and collective impacts of the data 
economy, and political action to protect us from the invisible threats 
posed not only to our individual autonomy, but also to our 
democracy, civil rights and social cohesion.632  

 
I undertake this endeavour in the next chapter. 

 
629 Barocas & Nissenbaum supra note 6 at 61. 
630 David Graeber, The Truth Is Out: Money Is Just An IOU, And the Banks Are Rolling In It, GUARDIAN (Mar. 
18, 2014), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/mar/18/truth-money-iou-bank-of-
england-austerity (discussing Bank of England’s paper “Money creation in the Modern Economy”).  
631 Stephens-Davidowitz, supra note 151, at 261. 
632 Anna Johnston, Why privacy is a public good in need of better protection (2020) 
 https://www.salingerprivacy.com.au/2020/08/10/privacy-is-a-public-good/  

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/mar/18/truth-money-iou-bank-of-england-austerity
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/mar/18/truth-money-iou-bank-of-england-austerity
https://www.salingerprivacy.com.au/2020/08/10/privacy-is-a-public-good/
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Chapter 10 

GRP and Legal Regulation 

The liberties of none are safe unless the liberties of all are protected. 
~Justice William O. Douglas, A Living Bill of Rights (1961) 

10.1 Introduction 
 In this chapter, I examine the international regulatory landscape for 

recognition of the group right to privacy.  This chapter is divided into three parts.  

I begin with an overview of the extent to which group rights in general and the 

group right to privacy in particular have been recognized under human rights and 

international law.  I then examine the trajectory of historical legal development of 

group privacy in four advanced jurisdictions-Australia, the USA, Europe, and the 

UK.  I have selected these jurisdictions based on their longstanding privacy 

jurisprudence, the global impact of their privacy laws on account of their economic 

strength633 and their ranking on the Web index634 which is a “measure of the World 

Wide Web’s contribution to social, economic and political progress in countries 

across the world.”635 Privacy regulation is global in its outlook with developments 

in one jurisdiction impacting other jurisdictions. 636   While, an analysis of four 

jurisdictions cannot present a holistic picture of the global privacy regulatory 

landscape, I am undertaking this exercise as a measure of critical forecasting with 

the hope that green shoots of recognition of the group right to privacy in these 

jurisdictions can have ripple effects across the world.  After reviewing the position 

of GRP in these four jurisdictions, I analyze the conceptual model of GRP that I 

have developed on the touchstone of the international regulatory landscape and 

summarize the key findings. 

 
633 The World Bank, Gross Domestic Product 2020  
 https://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf  
634 The top 20 rankings of the Web index comprise mostly of USA, UK, European Countries and Australia. 
For the complete ranking see: Web Index, Overview of the rankings 
https://thewebindex.org/report/#chapter_2   
635Web Index, About the Web Index https://thewebindex.org/about/#chapter_2  
636  This is on account of the underlying domain-the World Wide Web, global economic interests of 
multinational corporations, development of global best practices.  For comparative analysis of GDPR and 
CCPA see: Data Guidance and Future of Privacy Forum, Comparing privacy laws: GDPR v. CCPA (2018) 
https://fpf.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/GDPR_CCPA_Comparison-Guide.pdf 

https://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf
https://thewebindex.org/report/#chapter_2
https://thewebindex.org/about/#chapter_2
https://fpf.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/GDPR_CCPA_Comparison-Guide.pdf
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10.2 Group Rights in Law 
In their struggle for recognition, group rights often run into arguments that 

are often arguments against groups per se.  Groups are not treated at par with 

individuals ontologically and phenomenologically.637 The attributes of the groups 

are often considered reducible to those of individual members.638 Hence, group 

rights struggle for recognition.  The supporters of group rights such as Van Dyke 

seek to counter this assertion by challenging the false duopoly that the rights can 

only exist at two levels-individual and state.639 As per Van Dyke groups exist at an 

intermediate level between the individual and the State.640  The recognition of group 

rights can be justified either on account of promoting equality or recognition of 

community of interest.641 

 
637 Jenkins, supra note 335, at 11 
638 Id.  Quinton, supra note 133, at 17.  See also, List & Pettit, supra note 372, at 3. 
639 Van Dyke while tracing the historical origin of this problem through Bill of Rights, Declaration of the 
Rights of Man and of the Citizen and the American Declaration of Independence states, “[T]he assumption 
was that rights exist at two levels, the level of the individual and the level of the nation or state. Groups other 
than the nation or the population of the state could be ignored.”  Vernon Van Dyke, Human Rights and the 
Rights of Groups, 18 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 725, 726 (1974). 
640 Van Dyke asserts that, “[I]t is arbitrary to assume that groups can and should gain status and rights only 
by becoming states. Groups in fact have status and rights at an intermediate level between the 
individual and the state, and it is imperative for a theory of justice to take this fact into account.” 
(Van Dyke’s emphasis).  Van Dyke supra note 265 at 614. Van Dyke further states, “It is clearly untenable to 
say that rights belong only to individuals and not to groups. Groups identified by various characteristics, 
including race, language, and religion, in fact have rights.” Van Dyke supra note 639 at 740.  Disregarding the 
duopoly over rights between individual and State, Van Dyke further argues, “The traditional two-level theory 
of rights is invalid. It is not simply a question of man and the state, but a question of man, the group, and 
the state; and, for that matter, international organizations have certain rights.” Van Dyke supra note 639 at 
741.  
Van Dyke extends this criticism to Rawls as well, 

Rawls imagines an original situation in which individuals develop the principles of justice. 
The individuals are behind a veil of ignorance about their own prospective status and roles, 
but the underlying assumption is that they are developing principles of justice for a 
homogeneous society. There is scant recognition of the fact that men differ in race, speech, 
and culture, forming kin groups with distinctive characteristics that they cherish and want 
to preserve. id at 727. 

In another paper, Van Dyke debunks the limitations of social contract theory.  He relies on Nisbet, who 
while tracing the development of social contract theory in the works of Bodin, Hobbes and Rousseau states, 

The theory of each man holds, successively, ever greater implications of destruction to the 
intermediate authorities of society, ever greater implications of centralized political power, 
and ever greater implications of cultural and social leveling of the population. 

Van Dyke supra note 265 at 609.  See also: ROBERT A. NISBET, THE QUEST FOR COMMUNITY 121 
(1953) 
641 Van Dyke supra note 639 at 741.  As per Van Dyke different sorts of groups must be placed in different 
categories, and the appropriate rights for each category will differ,  

One category includes groups characterized by weakness that calls for protection or 
disadvantage that calls for compensatory action. Special measures for such groups seem to 
be approved if their purpose and effect is to promote equality and not to establish or 
preserve inequality. The characteristic that distinguishes groups in the second category is a 
shared sense of a community of interest that is relatively fundamental, important, and 
enduring; in the case of ethnic groups, the interest is in survival as a distinct group. The 
initial question that such groups pose is whether their interest should be recognized-in the 
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From a legal perspective, group rights have been most widely debated in 

human rights context.  In human rights literature, group rights are also referred to 

as collective rights or third generation rights and are used to describe rights such as 

right to self-determination, which are enjoyed by groups rather than individuals.642  

Some scholars such as Donnelly have argued against the existence of group human 

rights, “[L]iberal human rights approaches usually are capable of accommodating 

the legitimate interests of even oppressed groups- and where they are not, group 

rights rarely are more likely to provide an effective remedy.”643 Defenders of group 

human rights point to systemic prejudice against certain groups as the justification 

for group rights.644  Fields states, “[W]hen these people are singled out for violent 

attack, selective criminal prosecution, or discrimination in education, employment, 

health care, or housing, then there is a violation of the human rights of the 

group.”645  When it comes to International Law, the right to self-determination 

allowing “a people to choose its own political status and to determine its own form 

of economic, cultural and social development”646 is recognized under the United 

Nations Charter647 and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

(ICCPR). 648 However, recognition of such a group right remains an exception 

rather than the norm.   

When it comes to privacy, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(UDHR) and ICCPR recognize it as an individual right with the group component, 

family and home, coming in as an extension of the individual.649  The Convention 

 
case of ethnic groups, whether the right to survive should be conceded. If so, it follows 
that certain kinds of special measures become appropriate-measures that will presumably 
be permanent. Id. 

642 Third Generation (human rights) in ENCYCLOPAEDIC DICTIONARY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (John P. Grant 
and J. Craig Barker ed., 2009).  Victor Segesvary, Group Rights: The Definition of Group Rights in the Contemporary 
Legal Debate Based on Socio-Cultural Analysis, 3 (2) INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL ON GROUP RIGHTS 89 (1995).  
Collective rights in ENCYCLOPAEDIC DICTIONARY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (John P. Grant and J. Craig Barker 
ed., 2009). 
643 Jack Donelly, UNIVERSAL HUMAN RIGHTS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 204 (2003). 
644 Belden A Fields, Collective/Group Rights, in ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF HUMAN RIGHTS. (Forsythe Ed. 2009) 
645 Id. 
646  Unrepresented Nations & Peoples Organization, Self-determination (September 21, 2017) 
https://unpo.org/article/4957  
647 United Nations, Charter of the United Nations, 24 October 1945 
648 “Self-determination denotes the legal right of people to decide their own destiny in the international 
order.”  Legal Information Institute, Self-determination (international law) 
 https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/self_determination_(international_law)  
649 Art. 12 of the UDHR states,  

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home 
or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has 

https://unpo.org/article/4957
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/self_determination_(international_law)
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on the Rights of the Child (CRC)650 and the Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities (CRPD)651 specifically recognize a right to privacy, which can be 

said to be recognition of a privacy right on the basis of membership in a social 

group.652  However, these are noteworthy exceptions.  In the wider arenas of 

international law and domestic legislations, privacy squarely remains an individual 

right.  The lack of extension of privacy to collective entities can be attributed to 

multiple causes such as the usage of privacy as an individualistic concept, 653 

expansive potential of privacy that makes it ambiguously similar to concepts like 

confidentiality654 and the foundation of privacy, which rests on human values and 

emotions.655 The explanations behind lack of wider formal recognition of group 

rights can be attributed to skepticism of group’s ability to bear rights or the 

implications of group rights.656 Regardless of the reasons, it is clear that the current 

international legal order disfavours group rights.  This reluctance extends to group 

right to privacy as well.  While an exhaustive survey of global regulatory position is 

beyond the scope of the present research, in the next section, I examine the 

 
the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks. 
(Emphasis added). 

Art. 17 of the ICCPR similarly states 
1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, 
family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and 
reputation. (Emphasis added). 
2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference 
or attacks. 

650 Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1577 UNITED NATIONS TREATY SERIES 3 (20 November 1989) 
651 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2515 UNITED NATIONS TREATY SERIES (24 January 2007) 
652 Article 16 of the CRC states 

1. No child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her 
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his or her 
honour and reputation. 
2. The child has the right to the protection of the law against such interference 
or attacks. 

Article 22 of the CRPD states 
1. No person with disabilities, regardless of place of residence or living 
arrangements, shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or 
her privacy, family, home or correspondence or other types of communication 
or to unlawful attacks on his or her honour and reputation. Persons with 
disabilities have the right to the protection of the law against such interference or 
attacks. 
2. States Parties shall protect the privacy of personal, health and rehabilitation 
information of persons with disabilities on an equal basis with others. 

653 Bygrave, supra note 51, at 242-243.   
654 Id at 243. 
655 Id at 244. 
656 Jones, supra note 21.  
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historical regulatory development in some of the advanced jurisdictions where 

green shoots of group right to privacy are slowly beginning to emerge. 

10.3 A brief history of the legal recognition of group privacy in Australia, 
USA, Europe, and UK. 

 In this section, I will examine the legislative developments in Australia, USA, 

Europe, and UK for existing recognition of various aspects of group privacy.  The 

focus in this section would be on the historical evolution of group privacy in these 

jurisdictions.  After completing this analysis, in the next section I will test the GRP 

model on the touchstone of current regulations in these four jurisdictions.   

10.3.1 Australia 

While privacy scholarship has recognized the limitations of individual 

conception of privacy, most legal jurisdictions are yet to formally consider the 

question of a group right to privacy.  One notable exception is Australia, where the 

recognition of a group right to privacy was considered as early as 1983.657 Since 

then, Australia has debated recognizing the corporate group right to privacy 

(GRP3), privacy rights based on membership in group (GRP1) and a collective right 

to privacy (GRP4).  The order of analysis in this section is determined by the 

legislative history of privacy law in Australia. 

i. Corporate and Indigenous Group right to privacy 

In Australia privacy issues are governed by the Privacy Act, 1988 which is 

largely aimed at protecting the personal information of an individual.  In 1983, the 

Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) as part of its report on privacy law 

limited its inquiry to individuals stating, “Corporate and group claims to ‘privacy’ 

are of such complexity as to merit a separate and major study.”658  In 2006, the 

ALRC in Issues Paper 31 considered the question,  

[S]hould the Privacy Act be amended to provide direct protection to 
groups such as: (a) Indigenous or other ethnic groups; or (b) 
commercial entities? If so, which groups or commercial entities 
should be covered by the Act?659  

 

 
657 ALRC 22 Privacy 14 (1983) 
658 Id. 
659 ALRC IP 31 REVIEW OF PRIVACY 9 (2006). 
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ALRC noted that there are three ways in which privacy protection can potentially 

be extended to groups: 

1. Where an individual’s privacy is breached based on her membership in a group:660 For 

the purposes of present research, this would correspond to GRP1-where an 

individual is targeted on the basis of her social identity. As per ALRC, the 

individual’s membership in a group does not preclude her from protection 

guaranteed under the Privacy Act.661 ALRC further noted that there is some 

protection available under existing legal provisions for privacy interests of 

Indigenous groups in Australia.662 

2. Where an individual acts as a surrogate for a group entity: In cases pertaining to one 

person company an individual may try to seek privacy rights on behalf of 

the group entity even though privacy rights are only available to natural 

persons.663  ALRC sought to resolve this by propounding a flexible test as 

to whether the breach in privacy impacted not just the nominal interests of 

the artificial entity but also that of the natural person.664 

3. Where privacy interests of the group are distinct from that of the individual:665  In 

context of the present research, this would correspond to GRP3-the privacy 

right of certain organized groups. As regards corporations, ALRC stated that 

extension of privacy to corporations would require a fundamental re-

conceptualization of privacy.666 

In 2007, the ALRC as part of its 72nd Discussion Paper on the Review of 

Australian Privacy Law clearly noted that “the Privacy Act should not be extended 

to provide direct protection for the privacy rights of groups—whether these are 

Indigenous and other ethnic groups, or commercial entities such as 

corporations.”667 ALRC further advised that the privacy interests of Indigenous 

groups can be protected by developing privacy protocols instead of amending the 

 
660 Id at 41. 
661 Id. 
662 Id at 42.  See also: ALRC 108 FOR YOUR INFORMATION: AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY LAW AND PRACTICE 
(2010) 
663 Id.  SEE ALSO ALRC 22 PRIVACY 14 (1983). 
664 Id. 
665 Id at 42. 
666 Id at 43. 
667 ALRC 72 DISCUSSION PAPER: REVIEW OF AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY LAW 131-132 (2007). 
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Privacy Act.668  As regards corporate privacy, ALRC stated that corporations have 

right akin to privacy right under intellectual property law, which are better to their 

needs.669 As such, ALRC deemed extension of Privacy Act to corporations neither 

necessary nor desirable.670 

ii. Privacy right based on membership in a group 

In 2010, the ALRC in its 108th report expressly considered the question of 

group privacy. 671  The ALRC’s 108th report noted that currently Australia’s 

“[P]rivacy Act applies if an individual suffers a breach of his or her privacy as a 

consequence of the individual’s membership of a group.”672  So in a sense the 

Australian Law can be said to be taking limited cognition of GRP1, which seeks to 

protect the social identity of an individual. Importantly ALRC noted, 

7.18 Any extension of the right to privacy to a group would cause 
problems of logic, law and policy. It would require a fundamental and 
radical change to the scope and operation of the Privacy Act to 
provide direct protection to the privacy of groups. This does not 
mean, however, that such a realignment of the Privacy Act cannot or 
should not occur, if there is a compelling case for such a 
realignment.673 

  
The ALRC acknowledged that the universality of human rights does not 

preclude making exceptions for particular needs of a group.  However, in case of 

privacy, ALRC concluded, 

As noted in submissions and consultations, such an extension of the 
Privacy Act could have undesirable consequences. For example, it 
could result in a group asserting privacy rights in a way that conflicts 
with the interests of individual members of the group. While it may 
be possible to reconcile conflicts between individual and collective 
rights in some circumstances, in the ALRC’s view such conflicts 
would be particularly difficult to resolve in the context of privacy 
protection.674 

 
668 Id at 134.  See also: ALRC 108 FOR YOUR INFORMATION: AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY LAW AND PRACTICE 

340 (2010) 
669 Id at 135-136. 
670 Id at 136. 
671 ALRC 108 FOR YOUR INFORMATION: AUSTRALIAN PRIVACY LAW AND PRACTICE, 338 (2010) 
672 Id. 
673 Id at 342. 
674 Id at 343. 
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iii. Collective right to privacy 

The Privacy Act was amended in 2012 and a number of recommendations 

made in by the ALRC in its 108th report were included with effect from 2014.675 

But in light of the view taken by ALRC, group right to privacy was not formally 

recognized.  However, this did not mark the end of the road for group right to 

privacy in Australia.  The previous attempts at recognizing group right to privacy in 

Australia can be said to be in form of feature groups676 when it pertained to 

protection of privacy interests of indigenous groups, which for purposes of this 

research would fall under GRP1-the privacy right of an individual on the basis of 

her membership in a social group.  The attempts to recognize corporate privacy 

interests would relate to organized groups 677 , which for the purposes of this 

research would fall under GRP3- the privacy right of the group which is not 

reducible to an individual interest.  But increasingly a realization has dawned upon 

policymakers in Australia that privacy is not merely an individual right.  In 2014, as 

part of its report on Serious Invasions of Privacy in the Digital Era ALRC recorded, 

2.16 While privacy must sometimes be set aside for broader public 
interests, privacy itself is also a vital public interest. The public 
interest does not simply comprise matters in which the public as a 
whole has a communal interest, such as the proper administration of 
government or the proper administration of justice. Rather, there is 
also a public interest in protecting and enforcing private 
freedoms, rights and interests.678 (Emphasis added)  

 
In this report, ALRC acknowledged that privacy would be of particular 

importance to certain cultural groups, “who have particular cultural identity, 

knowledge and customs that bear on the privacy interests of individuals within the 

group.” 679   ALRC further recognized privacy’s role in protecting individual 

freedoms and the public interest in securing confidentiality of an individual’s 

commercial and financial information.680 Another group aspect that was considered 

by ALRC was regarding the difficulty in offering a class action form of remedy in 

cases of privacy violation, 

 
675 ALRC, REPORT 123- SERIOUS INVASIONS OF PRIVACY IN THE DIGITAL ERA 42 (2014). 
676 Ritchie supra note 54 and 68. 
677 Id. 
678 ALRC, REPORT 123- SERIOUS INVASIONS OF PRIVACY IN THE DIGITAL ERA 32 (2014). 
679 Id. 
680 Id at 33. 
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In consumer class actions or data breaches where plaintiffs can be 
easily identified, such a provision may well be useful.  However, in the 
highly personal context of invasions of privacy, identifying relevant or 
affected parties to a representative action may be difficult.681 
 
The 2014 ALRC report marks the shift towards the recognition of social 

value of privacy, which in turn can pave way for recognition of the collective interest 

in privacy or GRP4 for the purposes of present research.  In March 2019, the 

Attorney-General of Australia proposed amendments to the Privacy Act which 

amongst other measures would protect the personal information of children and 

other vulnerable groups.682  As of writing these words, these amendments are yet 

to be enacted into law.683  In June 2019, the Australian Competition & Consumer 

Commission (ACCC) in its final report on the Digital Platforms Inquiry highlighted 

the dangers of profiling, which may result in discrimination against certain groups 

and creation of echo chambers.684  The recognition of dangers of algorithmically 

grouping individuals can be said to be a move towards recognition of GRP2. As 

part of the government’s response to the ACCC inquiry, on 12th December 2019, 

the Attorney General announced a review of the Privacy Act “to ensure privacy 

settings empower consumers, protect their data and best serve the Australian 

economy.”685 The Privacy Act Issues Paper released in October 2020 admitted that 

presently the definition of ‘personal information’ does not include groups of people 

where no one is reasonably identifiable.686  The issues paper further highlighted, 

Not every person has the same capacity to engage with, and absorb 
information. This is particularly relevant to children and other 
vulnerable persons. To ensure children and other vulnerable groups 
are appropriately notified, consideration must be given to whether 
requirements should ensure that notice is provided in a way that is 

 
681 Id at 177. 
682 Attorney General, Tougher penalties to keep Australians safe online, JOINT MEDIA RELEASE (24th March 2019) 
https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;query=Id%3A%22media%2Fpressrel%2
F6577790%22;src1=sm1  
683Emily Cravigan and Michael Morris, In a nutshell: data protection, privacy and cybersecurity in Australia (October 
22 2020) https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=2027ba56-6178-4e7f-9273-9aa9bb2f5066  
684 ACC, DIGITAL PLATFORMS INQUIRY, FINAL REPORT (2019) 
 https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Digital%20platforms%20inquiry%20-%20final%20report.pdf  
685 Attorney General’s Department, Review of the Privacy Act 1988 
 https://www.ag.gov.au/integrity/consultations/review-privacy-act-
1988#:~:text=On%2012%20December%202019%2C%20the,best%20serve%20the%20Australian%20eco
nomy.  
686 Attorney General’s Department, Privacy Act Review Issues Paper (October 2020) 
 https://www.ag.gov.au/system/files/2020-10/privacy-act-review--issues-paper-october-2020.pdf   

https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;query=Id%3A%22media%2Fpressrel%2F6577790%22;src1=sm1
https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;query=Id%3A%22media%2Fpressrel%2F6577790%22;src1=sm1
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=2027ba56-6178-4e7f-9273-9aa9bb2f5066
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Digital%20platforms%20inquiry%20-%20final%20report.pdf
https://www.ag.gov.au/integrity/consultations/review-privacy-act-1988#:~:text=On%2012%20December%202019%2C%20the,best%20serve%20the%20Australian%20economy
https://www.ag.gov.au/integrity/consultations/review-privacy-act-1988#:~:text=On%2012%20December%202019%2C%20the,best%20serve%20the%20Australian%20economy
https://www.ag.gov.au/integrity/consultations/review-privacy-act-1988#:~:text=On%2012%20December%202019%2C%20the,best%20serve%20the%20Australian%20economy
https://www.ag.gov.au/system/files/2020-10/privacy-act-review--issues-paper-october-2020.pdf
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widely accessible, especially where a product or service is targeted at 
a vulnerable group.687 

 
As part of its submissions to the Privacy Act review, the Office of Australian 

Information Commissioner (OAIC) highlighted the need to recognize the public 

interest in protecting privacy.688 OAIC noted that other people can get impacted by 

individual privacy decisions.689  As such, “The focus of the privacy framework on 

enabling individual privacy decisions through transparency and consent 

mechanisms may not be capable of addressing these collective privacy 

concerns.”690 (Emphasis added).  In fact, the OAIC has recommended that the 

Privacy Act be recommended “to more broadly state that an objective of the 

legislation is to promote the public interest in protecting privacy rights.”691 This 

would ensure that the Privacy Act “can address instances where privacy-affecting 

acts and practices have undesirable public policy outcomes, even if the privacy 

harms to any one individual are not significant.”692 

 As and when the Privacy Act is amended, as part of agenda for future 

research it would be interesting to study the extent to which these concerns are 

addressed formally.  Meanwhile, privacy experts have raised concerns of enhanced 

surveillance and privacy violations with the passing of Surveillance Legislation 

Amendment (Identify and Disrupt) Bill 2021 that grants Australian Federal Police 

(AFP) and Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC) extensive new 

powers.693  As things stand today, Australia as a jurisdiction has formally studied 

and rejected the demands for GRP for corporations, which for the purposes of 

present research would fall under GRP3-the privacy right of organized groups.  As 

regards rights of indigenous groups, which fall under GRP1-privacy right arising out 

of membership in social groups, Australia presently recommends privacy protocols 

for such cases and not a group right to privacy.  As seen in OAIC’s submission, 

 
687 Id at 38, 39. 
688 Office of the Australian Information Commissioner, Privacy Act Review – Issues Paper 24 (11 December 
2020) https://www.oaic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/1773/privacy-act-review-issues-paper-
submission.pdf   
689 Id. 
690 Id at 25. 
691 Id at 12. 
692 Id at 25. 
693  Zach Marzouk, Is Australia becoming a surveillance state? (11 Oct 2021) 
https://www.itpro.co.uk/security/privacy/361191/is-australia-becoming-a-surveillance-state   

https://www.oaic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/1773/privacy-act-review-issues-paper-submission.pdf
https://www.oaic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/1773/privacy-act-review-issues-paper-submission.pdf
https://www.itpro.co.uk/security/privacy/361191/is-australia-becoming-a-surveillance-state
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Australia has begun to recognize the problems posed by profiling and panoptically 

sorting people into echo chambers, however it has not proposed a right against 

algorithmic grouping on the lines of GRP2.  Lastly, we are now seeing a movement 

towards recognition of public interest in privacy protection or a mutual interest in 

privacy recognized under GRP4.  

10.3.2 USA 

The USA lacks a comprehensive federal information privacy law.  694  

Instead, its privacy protection is driven by a market friendly sectoral regulation 

approach coupled with regulation at the state level. 695   When it comes to 

Information Privacy, in many ways the US Law carries forward the legacy of Warren 

and Brandeis’s formulation of privacy being a right to be let alone.696 The PII definition 

set forth by the United States Government Accountability697 and the examples of 

PII offered by the National Institute of Standards and Technology are similarly 

constricted.698 

It is clear from the aforesaid definition and examples that when it comes to 

information privacy, the focus of the American law is on identification and not 

identity formation.  While exploring the reasons behind lack of recognition of group 

privacy under US law, Suh et al state,  

U.S. privacy law says that any claim to privacy is forfeited for 
behaviour done ‘in public’ (i.e., is observable by others). Under this 
logic, all group behaviour is public because it is observable at least by 
other group members. In the context of social media this means that 
as soon as information is posted publicly it cannot be considered 
private.699   

 
694  Nuala O’Connor, Reforming the U.S. Approach to Data Protection and Privacy, CFR (30 January 2018) 
https://www.cfr.org/report/reforming-us-approach-data-
protection#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20lacks%20a,and%20use%20of%20personal%20informati
on.&text=Widespread%20collection%20of%20personal%20information,with%20respect%20to%20data%
20breaches. For a history of Information Privacy Law in US see: Daniel J. Solove, A Brief History of Information 
Privacy Law, in PROSKAUER ON PRIVACY (Christopher Wolf ed., 2006) 
695 Vivek Krishnamurthy, A Tale of Two Privacy Laws: The GDPR and the International Right to Privacy, AMERICAN 

JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 26, 29 (2020).  
Instead of employing a single regulatory scheme to govern most public- and private-sector 
data processing, the United States has a bevy of federal and state laws governing data 
privacy in fields ranging from health to education to finance to video rentals, with decades-
old consumer protection laws serving as a backstop against unfair and deceptive practices 
that negatively impact privacy. Id. 

696 Warren and Brandeis supra note 2 at 195.  See also: Solove, supra note 694, at 1-12. 
697 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE supra note 317 at 1. 
698 McCallister et al, supra note 318. 
699 Suh et al., supra note 239, at 4. 

https://www.cfr.org/report/reforming-us-approach-data-protection#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20lacks%20a,and%20use%20of%20personal%20information.&text=Widespread%20collection%20of%20personal%20information,with%20respect%20to%20data%20breaches
https://www.cfr.org/report/reforming-us-approach-data-protection#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20lacks%20a,and%20use%20of%20personal%20information.&text=Widespread%20collection%20of%20personal%20information,with%20respect%20to%20data%20breaches
https://www.cfr.org/report/reforming-us-approach-data-protection#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20lacks%20a,and%20use%20of%20personal%20information.&text=Widespread%20collection%20of%20personal%20information,with%20respect%20to%20data%20breaches
https://www.cfr.org/report/reforming-us-approach-data-protection#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20lacks%20a,and%20use%20of%20personal%20information.&text=Widespread%20collection%20of%20personal%20information,with%20respect%20to%20data%20breaches
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In 1950, the United States Supreme Court’s ruling in United States v. Morton 

Salt, held, “corporations can claim no equality with individuals in the enjoyment of 

a right to privacy.”700 The Privacy Protection Study Commission in its 1977 report 

on Personal Privacy in an Information Society noted that in context of credit scores, 

“[T]he spread of point scoring and other credit policies predicated entirely on group 

behaviour is diminishing individuality as a factor in granting credit, and threatens to 

push it out of the credit relationship altogether.”701  Further in case of research 

studies, the Commission stated, “[I]n most studies, the researcher or statistician is 

interested in the individual primarily as a carrier of attributes or characteristics of 

groups or distributions.”702  Despite recognizing the limited role played by the 

individual in data collection and processing, the Commission did not in its 

recommendation articulate the need for a group right to privacy.  Bygrave has cited 

the absence of emotional attributes in corporations, unavailability of legal 

precedents and the presence of alternative remedies as the reasons behind legislative 

and judicial non-recognition of corporate privacy rights in USA.703  

In the absence of a comprehensive Federal Information Privacy Law, in the 

next section for the purposes of GRP analysis, I will be focusing on the California 

Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) which is widely considered as the leading American 

privacy regulatory framework.704  When it comes to group privacy, CCPA defines 

aggregate consumer information as “information that relates to a group or category 

of consumers, from which individual consumer identities have been removed, that 

is not linked or reasonably linkable to any consumer or household, including via a 

 
700 United States v. Morton Salt 338 U.S. 632 (1950).  Bygrave, supra note 51, at 194. 
701 PRIVACY PROTECTION STUDY COMM’N supra note 192 at Vol. 2, 44. 
702 Id at 570 
703 Bygrave, supra note 51, at 193  
704 The CCPA guarantees the following right to California consumers, 

• “The right to know about the personal information a business collects about them and how it is 
used and shared; 

• The right to delete personal information collected from them (with some exceptions); 

• The right to opt-out of the sale of their personal information; and 

• The right to non-discrimination for exercising their CCPA rights.” 
STATE OF CAL. DEP’T OF JUSTICE: OFFICE OF THE ATT’Y GEN., California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), 
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa. 

https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
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device.”705 At the moment, the CCPA obligations do not apply to Businesses while 

processing aggregate consumer information.706 

10.3.3 Europe 

The privacy issues in Europe were first experienced at the national level 

which led to a spate of national privacy legislations in 1970s. 707 The European 

approach to privacy varies significantly from the American.  Reidenberg states that 

while the US prefers a market-based approach to privacy protection, “[E]urope 

treats privacy as a political imperative anchored in fundamental human rights.”708   

Art. 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) recognizes 

the right to respect for private and family life.709 Art. 34 of ECHR confers upon 

non-governmental organization and group of individuals the right to approach the 

European Court of Human Rights against violation of the rights guaranteed under 

the convention.710 However, increasingly when it comes to Art. 8, interpretation of 

 
705  TITLE 1.81.5. California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 [1798.100 - 1798.199.100] 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=3.&part=4.&lawCode=CIV&ti
tle=1.81.5  
706 Data Guidance and Future of Privacy Forum supra note 636 at 10-11. 
707  Privacy Europe, European Privacy Framework, https://www.privacy-europe.com/european-privacy-
framework.html#:~:text=History,to%20the%20first%20privacy%20laws.&text=In%202016%2C%20the
%20EU%20adopted,the%201995%20Data%20Protection%20Directive.  
708 Joel R. Reidenberg, E-Commerce and Trans-Atlantic Privacy, 38 HOUS. L. REV. 717, 730 (2001). 
709 Article 8 of the Convention– Right to respect for private and family life 

1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence. 
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as 
is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national 
security, public safety or the economic wellbeing of the country, for the prevention of disorder or 
crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of 
others.” 

710 ARTICLE 34 Individual applications  
The Court may receive applications from any person, non- governmental organisation or 
group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation by one of the High Contracting 
Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or the Protocols thereto. The High 
Contracting Parties undertake not to hinder in any way the effective exercise of this right.  

In case of Roman Zakharov v. Russia (Application no. 47143/06), the European Court of Human Rights 
observed, 

[A]n applicant can claim to be the victim of a violation occasioned by the mere existence 
of secret surveillance measures, or legislation permitting secret surveillance measures, if the 
following conditions are satisfied. Firstly, the Court will take into account the scope of the 
legislation permitting secret surveillance measures by examining whether the applicant can 
possibly be affected by it, either because he belongs to a group of persons targeted by 
the contested legislation or because the legislation directly affects all users of 
communication services by instituting a system where any person can have his 
communications intercepted. Secondly, the Court will take into account the availability 
of remedies at the national level and will adjust the degree of scrutiny depending on the 
effectiveness of such remedies. (Emphasis added). 

The Case of Big Brother Watch and Others v. The United Kingdom (Applications nos. 58170/13, 62322/14 
and 24960/15) was also filed under Art. 34. 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=3.&part=4.&lawCode=CIV&title=1.81.5
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=3.&part=4.&lawCode=CIV&title=1.81.5
https://www.privacy-europe.com/european-privacy-framework.html#:~:text=History,to%20the%20first%20privacy%20laws.&text=In%202016%2C%20the%20EU%20adopted,the%201995%20Data%20Protection%20Directive
https://www.privacy-europe.com/european-privacy-framework.html#:~:text=History,to%20the%20first%20privacy%20laws.&text=In%202016%2C%20the%20EU%20adopted,the%201995%20Data%20Protection%20Directive
https://www.privacy-europe.com/european-privacy-framework.html#:~:text=History,to%20the%20first%20privacy%20laws.&text=In%202016%2C%20the%20EU%20adopted,the%201995%20Data%20Protection%20Directive
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the convention has centered around individual interests and interests of the groups 

are only marginally recognized.711 While writing on recognition of group right to 

privacy under Art.8, Bart van der Sloot states,  

[I]ndividuals are allowed to claim a right to privacy to protect a group 
interest under the European Convention on Human Rights if their 
interests collides with or are part of the interest of a (minority) group. 
Doing so, they can protect the interests of the group as a whole. The 
same counts for the protection of the interests of legal persons.712 
 
Art. 7 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union 

(“Charter”) recognizes an individual’s right to privacy and extends it to her home, 

family and communication.713 Art. 8 of the Charter provides for a right to the 

protection of personal data.714 Art.3 (2) (b) of the European Convention for the 

Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, 

ETS No. 108 leaves it to the discretion of member states,  

“[t]hat it will also apply this Convention to information relating to 
groups of persons, associations, foundations, companies, 
corporations and any other bodies consisting directly or indirectly of 
individuals, whether or not such bodies possess legal personality.”  
 
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data, 

1980 (OECD Guidelines) have had a significant impact on shaping European law.  

The OECD Guidelines note that some countries consider that “the protection 

required for data relating to individuals may be similar in nature to the protection 

required for data relating to… groups which may or may not possess legal 

personality.”715  However, the OECD Guidelines go on to state that “it is debatable 

 
711 Bart van der Sloot, supra note 27, at 199. 
712 Id at 204. 
713 Article 7-Respect for private and family life:  

Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life, home and 
 communications. 
714 Article 8-Protection of personal data: 

1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her.  
2. Such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent 
of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law. Everyone has 
the right of access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right 
to have it rectified. 
3. Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority. 

715  OECD GUIDELINES ON THE PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND TRANSBORDER FLOWS OF PERSONAL 

DATA, 1980 (Para 31) 
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to what extent people belonging to a group… need additional protection against 

the dissemination of information relating to that group.”716 The guidelines then 

proceed to treat group privacy not at par with individual privacy and confine their 

scope to data relating to individuals while leaving group privacy out of their purview 

on account of lack of consensus.717 It was left to member countries to draw policies 

with regards to group privacy. 718  The principles enshrined under the OECD 

Guidelines served as the basis of EU Directive 95/46/EC-the predecessor to the 

current GDPR.719  This can partially help explain the lack of group privacy in EU 

Directive 95/46/EC and GDPR despite allusions to social identity.  However, the 

OECD Guidelines were revised in 2013.720 The absence of express mention of 

group right to privacy in GDPR becomes further inexplicable in light of the 

renewed emphasis on group privacy in the revised OECD Guidelines.  The 

foreword to the revised guidelines recognizes,  

[T]he environment in which the traditional privacy principles are now 
implemented has undergone significant changes, for example, in: … 

The range of analytics providing insights into individual and group 
trends, movements, interests, and activities.721  

 
The revised guidelines specifically examine genetic privacy as an example of 

group privacy and state,  

Genetic testing to assess health risks or to determine biological 
relationships raises issues that affect not only an individual’s privacy 
but also raise the issue of ‘group privacy’, as our genetic makeup is 
shared by other members of our family and community.722  
 
The revised guidelines further highlight that the individuals are increasingly 

sharing information not just about themselves but also others and often without 

their consent.723  In 2017, the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights as 

 
https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecdguidelinesontheprotectionofprivacyandtransborderflowsofperso
naldata.htm  
716 Id at para 32 
717 Id at para 33 
718 Id. 
719  OECD, 30 Years After: The Impact of the OECD Privacy Guidelines (March 10, 2010)  
https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/30yearsaftertheimpactoftheoecdprivacyguidelines.htm  
720 The OECD Privacy Framework (2013) 
 https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecd_privacy_framework.pdf  
721 Id at 3. 
722 Id at 85. 
723 Id at 89. 

https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecdguidelinesontheprotectionofprivacyandtransborderflowsofpersonaldata.htm
https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecdguidelinesontheprotectionofprivacyandtransborderflowsofpersonaldata.htm
https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/30yearsaftertheimpactoftheoecdprivacyguidelines.htm
https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecd_privacy_framework.pdf
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part of its report on Surveillance by Intelligence Services: Fundamental Rights 

Safeguards and Remedies in the EU stated,  

EU Member States should establish specific legal procedures to 
safeguard the professional privilege of groups such as members of 
parliament, members of the judiciary, lawyers and media 
professionals. Implementation of these procedures should be 
overseen by an independent body.724  
 

As things stand today while group right to privacy is not explicitly recognized 

under the GDPR, its various provisions, which I allude to in the discussion on GRP, 

refer to issues pertaining to social identity, profiling, and representative actions. 

10.3.4 United Kingdom 

As of writing these words, the UK’s Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA), is 

largely in conformity with GDPR.725  Hence, I will not enter into a detailed analysis 

of this particular legislation.  However, few judicial and legislative developments are 

of relevance from recognition of group privacy perspective.  In Europe, Art. 80726 

and Recital 142727 of the GDPR recognizes the right of a not-for-profit body to 

 
724 European Union Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA), Surveillance by intelligence services: fundamental rights 
safeguards and remedies in the EU, volume II: Field perspectives and legal updates, 12 (2017). 
725 “The Data Protection Act 2018 is the UK’s implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR).” UK Government, Data Protection, https://www.gov.uk/data-protection  
726 Art. 80 GDPR Representation of data subjects 

1. The data subject shall have the right to mandate a not-for-profit body, organisation or 
association which has been properly constituted in accordance with the law of a Member 
State, has statutory objectives which are in the public interest, and is active in the field of 
the protection of data subjects’ rights and freedoms with regard to the protection of their 
personal data to lodge the complaint on his or her behalf, to exercise the rights referred to 
in Articles 77, 78 and 79 on his or her behalf, and to exercise the right to receive 
compensation referred to in Article 82 on his or her behalf where provided for by Member 
State law. 

2. Member States may provide that any body, organisation or association referred to in 
paragraph 1 of this Article, independently of a data subject’s mandate, has the right to 
lodge, in that Member State, a complaint with the supervisory authority which is competent 
pursuant to Article 77 and to exercise the rights referred to in Articles 78 and 79 if it 
considers that the rights of a data subject under this Regulation have been infringed as a 
result of the processing. 

727 Recital 142 The Right of Data Subjects to Mandate a Not-For-Profit Body, Organisation or 
Association 

1. Where a data subject considers that his or her rights under this Regulation are infringed, 
he or she should have the right to mandate a not-for-profit body, organisation or 
association which is constituted in accordance with the law of a Member State, has 
statutory objectives which are in the public interest and is active in the field of the 
protection of personal data to lodge a complaint on his or her behalf with a supervisory 
authority, exercise the right to a judicial remedy on behalf of data subjects or, if provided 
for in Member State law, exercise the right to receive compensation on behalf of data 
subjects.  

2. A Member State may provide for such a body, organisation or association to have the right 
to lodge a complaint in that Member State, independently of a data subject’s mandate, and 

https://www.gov.uk/data-protection
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-77-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-78-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-79-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-82-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-77-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-78-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-79-gdpr/
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lodge a complaint on behalf of data subject.  In UK, however, while the individual 

can approach a not-for-profit organization to lodge a complaint on their behalf, the 

government has ruled out bringing new legislation to permit not for profit 

organizations from representing individuals who have not expressly authorised 

them to do so.728 As I elaborate further in my discussion of GRP4, the UK Supreme 

Court’s recent ruling in Lloyd v. Google,729 upon the right to act as a representative 

under the DPA, will have significant impact on the collective redressal mechanism 

in the future.  Lastly, the draft Online Safety Bill provides for a mechanism for 

launching of a super complaint to the Office of Communications (OFCOM) in case 

of significant unwarranted infringements of privacy of a group of users.730 With this 

legislative backdrop in place, I now test my conceptual model of GRP on the 

touchstone of this international regulatory landscape.    

 
the right to an effective judicial remedy where it has reasons to consider that the rights of 
a data subject have been infringed as a result of the processing of personal data which 
infringes this Regulation.  

3. That body, organisation or association may not be allowed to claim compensation on a 
data subject’s behalf independently of the data subject’s mandate. 

728 UK GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO CALL FOR VIEWS AND EVIDENCE - REVIEW OF REPRESENTATIVE 

ACTION PROVISIONS, SECTION 189 DATA PROTECTION ACT 2018 (23 February 2021) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/call-for-views-and-evidence-review-of-representative-
action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018/uk-government-response-to-call-for-views-and-
evidence-review-of-representative-action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018#fn:2  
729 Lloyd v. Google [2021] UKSC 50. 
730 Section 106 of the Draft Online Safety Bill, 2021 states,  
106. Power to make super-complaints  

1. (1)  An eligible entity may make a complaint to OFCOM that any feature of one or 
more regulated services, or any conduct of one or more providers of such services, or any 
combination of such features and such conduct is, appears to 
be, or presents a material risk of—  

(a)  causing significant harm to users of the services or members of the public, or a 
particular group of such users or members of the public;  
(b)  significantly adversely affecting the rights to freedom of expression within the law of 
users of the services or members of the public, or of a particular group of such users or 
members of the public;  
(c)  causing significant unwarranted infringements of privacy, in relation 
to users of the services or members of the public, or a particular group 
of such users or members of the public; or  
(d)  otherwise having a significant adverse impact on users of the services or members of 
the public, or on a particular group of such users or members of the public. (Emphasis 
added) 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/985
033/Draft_Online_Safety_Bill_Bookmarked.pdf  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/call-for-views-and-evidence-review-of-representative-action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018/uk-government-response-to-call-for-views-and-evidence-review-of-representative-action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018#fn:2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/call-for-views-and-evidence-review-of-representative-action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018/uk-government-response-to-call-for-views-and-evidence-review-of-representative-action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018#fn:2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/call-for-views-and-evidence-review-of-representative-action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018/uk-government-response-to-call-for-views-and-evidence-review-of-representative-action-provisions-section-189-data-protection-act-2018#fn:2
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/985033/Draft_Online_Safety_Bill_Bookmarked.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/985033/Draft_Online_Safety_Bill_Bookmarked.pdf
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10.4 GRP and the International Regulatory Landscape     

10.4.1 GRP1 

 GRP1 is aimed at protecting the social identity of an individual, which is 

based on her membership in social groups.  In Australia, the social identity of an 

individual in some respect can be said to be covered under the definition of 

‘sensitive information’ under the Privacy Act, 1988 which is very widely defined.731  

The problem is that the processing of sensitive information is subject to very wide 

exceptions including consent for direct marketing purposes, which provides very 

weak protection to the social identity of an individual.732  In US, the definition of 

PII does not include social identity.  CCPA while casting a vast net for personal 

information also does not formally recognize social identity.733   

 
731 The Privacy Act 1988 defines sensitive information as: 

(a) information or an opinion about an individual’s: 
(i) racial or ethnic origin; or 
(ii) political opinions; or 
(iii) membership of a political association; or 
(iv) religious beliefs or affiliations; or 
(v) philosophical beliefs; or 
(vi) membership of a professional or trade association; or 
(vii) membership of a trade union; or 
(viii) sexual orientation or practices; or 
(ix) criminal record; 
that is also personal information; or 
(b) health information about an individual; or 
(c) genetic information about an individual that is not otherwise 
health information; or 
(d) biometric information that is to be used for the purpose of 
automated biometric verification or biometric identification; or 
(e) biometric templates. 

732 Sensitive information can be processed by consent, under a court order, if the information is reasonably 
necessary for or directly related to entity’s function.  See generally Clause 3.3 of the Privacy Act 1988. 
733 As per 1798.140 (o) (1) of the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018,   
“Personal information means information that identifies, relates to, describes, is reasonably capable of being 
associated with, or could reasonably be linked, directly or indirectly, with a particular consumer or household. 
Personal information includes, but is not limited to, the following if it identifies, relates to, describes, is 
reasonably capable of being associated with, or could be reasonably linked, directly or indirectly, with a 
particular consumer or household: 

(A) Identifiers such as a real name, alias, postal address, unique personal identifier, online identifier, 
internet protocol address, email address, account name, social security number, driver’s license 
number, passport number, or other similar identifiers. 
(B) Any categories of personal information described in subdivision (e) of Section 1798.80. 
(C) Characteristics of protected classifications under California or federal law. 
(D) Commercial information, including records of personal property, products or services 
purchased, obtained, or considered, or other purchasing or consuming histories or tendencies. 
(E) Biometric information. 
(F) Internet or other electronic network activity information, including, but not limited to, browsing 
history, search history, and information regarding a consumer’s interaction with an internet website, 
application, or advertisement. 
(G) Geolocation data. 
(H) Audio, electronic, visual, thermal, olfactory, or similar information. 
(I) Professional or employment-related information. 
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In Europe, Article 2 of the European Treaty No. 108-Convention for the 

Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data 

defines personal data as ‘any information relating to an identified or identifiable 

individual (“data subject”)’.  Art. 2(a) of the 27th July 1990 proposal for a Council 

Directive concerning the protection of individuals in relation to the processing of 

personal data adopted a similar definition of personal data 

‘personal data’ means any information relating to identified or 
identifiable individual (‘data subject’); an identifiable individual is 
notably an individual who can be identified by reference to an 
identification number or a similar identifying particular.734 

 
The first reference to social identity in personal data came by way of amendment 

made in the European Parliament on 11th March 1992.735 The amended proposal 

dated 15 October 1992 which sought to modify the original draft in line with the 

parliament’s wishes explained the need for new definition of personal data in the 

following terms, “A person may be identified directly by name…or by a 

 
(J) Education information, defined as information that is not publicly available personally 
identifiable information as defined in the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (20 U.S.C. 
Sec. 1232g; 34 C.F.R. Part 99). 
(K) Inferences drawn from any of the information identified in this subdivision to create a profile 
about a consumer reflecting the consumer’s preferences, characteristics, psychological trends, 
predispositions, behavior, attitudes, intelligence, abilities, and aptitudes. 
(2) “Personal information” does not include publicly available information. For purposes of this 
paragraph, “publicly available” means information that is lawfully made available from federal, state, 
or local government records. “Publicly available” does not mean biometric information collected 
by a business about a consumer without the consumer’s knowledge. 
(3) “Personal information” does not include consumer information that is deidentified or aggregate 
consumer information.” 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=3.&part=4.&lawCode=CIV&ti
tle=1.81.5  
734 Commission of the European Communities, Proposal for a Council Directive concerning the protection of individuals 
in relation to the processing of personal data adopted a similar definition of personal data, COM (90) 314 final- SYN 287 
(Submitted by the Commission on 27 July 1990) (90/C 277/03). 
https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DP
DIRECTIVE.pdf#page=3  
735 Amendment No. 12 amended Article 2(a) as 

‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable individual 
(‘data subject’); an identifiable individual is notably an individual who can be identified 
directly or indirectly by reference to an identification number or a similar identifying 
particular or by reference to one or more factors specific to his physical, mental, economic, 
cultural or social identity; ‘personal data’ also includes any set of personal data, networks 
of data, profiles, integrated sound systems, images, numerical data or texts, whether 
centralized or geographically dispersed, undergoing automatic or  other processing or 
which, although not undergoing processing, are structured and accessible in an organized 
collection according to specific criteria in such a way as to facilitate their use or 
combination.  (Emphasis added). 

https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGL
ISH)DPDIRECTIVE.pdf#page=300  

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=3.&part=4.&lawCode=CIV&title=1.81.5
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=3.&part=4.&lawCode=CIV&title=1.81.5
https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DPDIRECTIVE.pdf#page=3
https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DPDIRECTIVE.pdf#page=3
https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DPDIRECTIVE.pdf#page=300
https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DPDIRECTIVE.pdf#page=300
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combination of significant criteria which allows him to be recognized by narrowing 

down the group to which he belongs (age, occupation, place of residence, 

etc.).”736 (Emphasis added).  The parliament’s amendments and the subsequent 

amended proposals are the first important references to the group aspects of an 

individual’s identity i.e., her social identity.  Finally, Article 2 of the Directive 

95/46/EC defined personal data as  

Any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural 
person (‘data subject’); an identifiable person is one who can be 
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an 
identification number or to one or more factors specific to his 
physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social 
identity. (Emphasis added).  

 
The GDPR which came into force in 2018 and repealed Directive 

95/46/EC, expands the notion of identifiable person.  Article 4 of the GDPR 

defines ‘personal data’ as  

Any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person 
(‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be 
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an 
identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an 
online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, 
physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity 
of that natural person. (Emphasis added) 
 
It is clear from the above definition that in Europe, legislatively the identity 

of an individual is understood as a combination of individual unique parameters 

and shared group characteristics. One would have hoped that with such a wide 

definition, particularly one accounting for social identity of a person, European Law 

would have explicitly recognized group privacy.  However, the Article 29 Working 

Party’s Opinion 4/2007 states that, “In general terms, a natural person can be 

considered as ‘identified’ when, within a group of persons, he or she is 

‘distinguished’ from all other members of the group.”737 This means that the overall 

focus of European law remains on identification of the individual and it treats 

 
736 Commission of the European Communities, Amended proposal for a Council Directive on the protection of 
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, COM (92) 422 final - SYN 
287 Brussels, 15 October 1992. 
https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DP
DIRECTIVE.pdf#page=341  
737 Article 29 Data Protection Working Party supra note 234 at 12. 

https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DPDIRECTIVE.pdf#page=341
https://resources.law.cam.ac.uk/cipil/travaux/data_protection/COMPLETETRAVEAU(ENGLISH)DPDIRECTIVE.pdf#page=341
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personal data as only the final linkage between an individual and the larger group.  

The underlying assumption continues to be that individual identity can be protected 

without protecting the larger socio-economic and cultural spheres that it is 

embedded in.  The overt emphasis on the identification of the individual neither 

acknowledges the constitutive role played by privacy in the formation of the socially 

embedded autonomous self nor does it adequately protect privacy as a social value.  

While it is beyond the mandate of this research to address the issue at length, it is 

worth highlighting that part of the regulatory problem lies in equivocating privacy 

protection aims with data protection.  While data protection aims may revolve 

around the issue of identification, protection of privacy requires a wider mandate 

aimed at protecting the underlying interests of social identity and the socially 

embedded autonomous self. 

Taylor highlights the inadequacy of the European approach vis-à-vis data 

analytics, 

Existing privacy and data protection provisions such as the EU 1995 
directive and its successor, the General Data Protection Regulations 
focus on the potential for harm through identification: ‘the principles 
of protection must apply to any information concerning an identified 
or identifiable person’ (preamble, paragraph 26). The methods used 
in big data analytics bypass this problem and instead create a new one, 
where people may be acted upon in potentially harmful ways without 
their identity being exposed at all.”738 

 
Under the GDPR, the personal data pertaining to social identity can be 

processed in accordance with principles specified under Art. 5739- Lawfulness, 

 
738 Taylor, supra note 101, at 19. 
739 Art. 5 GDPR Principles relating to processing of personal data 

1. Personal data shall be: 
1. processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject 

(‘lawfulness, fairness and transparency’); 
2. collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a 

manner that is incompatible with those purposes; further processing for archiving 
purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical 
purposes shall, in accordance with Article 89(1), not be considered to be incompatible 
with the initial purposes (‘purpose limitation’); 

3. adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which 
they are processed (‘data minimisation’); 

4. accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to 
ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which they 
are processed, are erased or rectified without delay (‘accuracy’); 

5. kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary 
for the purposes for which the personal data are processed; personal data may be stored 
for longer periods insofar as the personal data will be processed solely for archiving 

https://gdpr-info.eu/art-89-gdpr/
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Fairness and Transparency, Purpose Limitation, Data Minimisation, Accuracy, 

Storage Limitation, Integrity and Confidentiality (Security), and Accountability.740  

Art. 9 of the GDPR741 prohibits processing of special categories of personal data 

 
purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical 
purposes in accordance with Article 89(1) subject to implementation of the appropriate 
technical and organisational measures required by this Regulation in order to safeguard 
the rights and freedoms of the data subject (‘storage limitation’); 

6. processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including 
protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, 
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures (‘integrity 
and confidentiality’). 

2. The controller shall be responsible for, and be able to demonstrate compliance with, paragraph 1 
(‘accountability’). 

740 ICO, The principles https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-
data-protection-regulation-gdpr/principles/  
741 Art. 9 GDPR Processing of special categories of personal data 

1. Processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or 
philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric 
data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning health or data 
concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation shall be prohibited. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply if one of the following applies: 
1. the data subject has given explicit consent to the processing of those personal data for 

one or more specified purposes, except where Union or Member State law provide that 
the prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 may not be lifted by the data subject; 

2. processing is necessary for the purposes of carrying out the obligations and exercising 
specific rights of the controller or of the data subject in the field of employment and social 
security and social protection law in so far as it is authorised by Union or Member State 
law or a collective agreement pursuant to Member State law providing for appropriate 
safeguards for the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject; 

3. processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another 
natural person where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving consent; 

4. processing is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities with appropriate 
safeguards by a foundation, association or any other not-for-profit body with a political, 
philosophical, religious or trade union aim and on condition that the processing relates 
solely to the members or to former members of the body or to persons who have regular 
contact with it in connection with its purposes and that the personal data are not disclosed 
outside that body without the consent of the data subjects; 

5. processing relates to personal data which are manifestly made public by the data subject; 
6. processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims or 

whenever courts are acting in their judicial capacity; 
7. processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, on the basis of Union or 

Member State law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence 
of the right to data protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard 
the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject; 

8. processing is necessary for the purposes of preventive or occupational medicine, for the 
assessment of the working capacity of the employee, medical diagnosis, the provision of 
health or social care or treatment or the management of health or social care systems and 
services on the basis of Union or Member State law or pursuant to contract with a health 
professional and subject to the conditions and safeguards referred to in paragraph 3; 

9. processing is necessary for reasons of public interest in the area of public health, such as 
protecting against serious cross-border threats to health or ensuring high standards of 
quality and safety of health care and of medicinal products or medical devices, on the basis 
of Union or Member State law which provides for suitable and specific measures to 
safeguard the rights and freedoms of the data subject, in particular professional secrecy; 

10. processing is necessary for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical 
research purposes or statistical purposes in accordance with Article 89(1) based on Union 
or Member State law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence 

https://gdpr-info.eu/art-89-gdpr/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/principles/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/principles/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-89-gdpr/
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such as racial or ethnic origin etc. unless it is covered by one of the listed exceptions 

such as consent, legitimate activities, vital interests of the data subject etc.742  This 

means that there is not a general embargo on processing data pertaining to social 

identity of an individual under European and UK law.  Such processing is subject 

to aforesaid wide-ranging exceptions.   

10.4.2 GRP2 

GRP2 is the individual’s right against algorithmic grouping.  For the 

purposes of the existing privacy and data protection laws, this right would fall under 

profiling or automated decision making743.  The Australian Privacy Act does not 

provide adequate right to the consumer to object to processing of their personal 

information for profiling.744  In the US, CCPA does not directly address profiling 

but provides for a right to opt-out of personal information sales.745  The Californian 

voters as part of a ballot initiative have recently passed the California Privacy Rights 

 
of the right to data protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard 
the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject. 

3. Personal data referred to in paragraph 1 may be processed for the purposes referred to in point (h) 
of paragraph 2 when those data are processed by or under the responsibility of a professional 
subject to the obligation of professional secrecy under Union or Member State law or rules 
established by national competent bodies or by another person also subject to an obligation of 
secrecy under Union or Member State law or rules established by national competent bodies. 

4. Member States may maintain or introduce further conditions, including limitations, with regard to 
the processing of genetic data, biometric data or data concerning health. 

742  ICO, Special category data https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-
general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/special-category-data/ 
“Article 9 lists the conditions for processing special category data: 

(a) Explicit consent 
(b) Employment, social security and social protection (if authorised by law) 
(c) Vital interests 
(d) Not-for-profit bodies 
(e) Made public by the data subject 
(f) Legal claims or judicial acts 
(g) Reasons of substantial public interest (with a basis in law) 
(h) Health or social care (with a basis in law) 
(i) Public health (with a basis in law) 
(j) Archiving, research and statistics (with a basis in law)” Id. 

743 ICO, What is automated individual decision-making and profiling? https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-
to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/automated-decision-making-and-
profiling/what-is-automated-individual-decision-making-and-profiling/  
 “Automated decision-making is the process of making a decision by automated means without any human 
involvement.” Id. 
744Kayleen Manwaring, Katharine Kemp and Rob Nicholls, (mis)Informed Consent in Australia, A report funded 
by the International Association of Privacy Professionals – Australia/New Zealand Chapter Legacy Project 120 (31 March 
2021). http://unsworks.unsw.edu.au/fapi/datastream/unsworks:75600/binbd1024e5-1339-4768-a3c7-
a94109c89329?view=true&xy=01, Data Guidance and Future of Privacy Forum, Comparing privacy laws: 
GDPR v. Australian Privacy Act https://www.dataguidance.com/sites/default/files/gdpr_v_australia.pdf  
745 Laura Jehl and Alan Friel, CCPA and GDPR Comparison Chart, 
 https://www.bakerlaw.com/webfiles/Privacy/2018/Articles/CCPA-GDPR-Chart.pdf  

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/special-category-data/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/special-category-data/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/automated-decision-making-and-profiling/what-is-automated-individual-decision-making-and-profiling/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/automated-decision-making-and-profiling/what-is-automated-individual-decision-making-and-profiling/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/automated-decision-making-and-profiling/what-is-automated-individual-decision-making-and-profiling/
http://unsworks.unsw.edu.au/fapi/datastream/unsworks:75600/binbd1024e5-1339-4768-a3c7-a94109c89329?view=true&xy=01
http://unsworks.unsw.edu.au/fapi/datastream/unsworks:75600/binbd1024e5-1339-4768-a3c7-a94109c89329?view=true&xy=01
https://www.dataguidance.com/sites/default/files/gdpr_v_australia.pdf
https://www.bakerlaw.com/webfiles/Privacy/2018/Articles/CCPA-GDPR-Chart.pdf
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Act (CPRA), which will come into force in 2023.746  The CPRA seeks to regulate 

profiling of personal information and provides additional safeguard for sensitive 

personal information.747 The GDPR does not prohibit profiling748 but regulates 

automated decisions 749  based on automated processing. 750  The right against 

automated decision making is again subject to the exceptions in Art. 22.  Recital 71 

of GDPR provides that a data subject should not be subjected to a decision “which 

may include a measure, evaluating personal aspects relating to him or her which is 

based solely on automated processing and which produces legal effects concerning 

him or her.”751 So as things stand today, when it comes to GRP2-the right against 

 
746 California’s Consumer Privacy Rights Act: Opt-Out Rights and Data Profiling 
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/california-s-consumer-privacy-rights-act-opt-out-rights-and-data-
profiling See also: Michael Bahar et al., California’s new privacy law, the CPRA, was approved: Now what? 
(November 9 2020) https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=5a7edce9-26af-487c-8877-
7a815945954d. 
747  The California Privacy Rights Act, 2020 https://www.oag.ca.gov/system/files/initiatives/pdfs/19-
0021A1%20%28Consumer%20Privacy%20-%20Version%203%29_1.pdf  
748 Art.4(4) of the GDPR defines profiling as  

‘profiling’ means any form of automated processing of personal data consisting 
of the use of personal data to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to a natural 
person, in particular to analyse or predict aspects concerning that natural person’s 
performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences, interests, 
reliability, behaviour, location or movements; 

749 Art. 22 GDPR Automated individual decision-making, including profiling 
1. The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated 

processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly 
significantly affects him or her. 

2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply if the decision: 
1. is necessary for entering into, or performance of, a contract between the data subject and 

a data controller; 
2. is authorised by Union or Member State law to which the controller is subject and which 

also lays down suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms and 
legitimate interests; or 

3. is based on the data subject’s explicit consent. 
3. In the cases referred to in points (a) and (c) of paragraph 2, the data controller shall implement 

suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms and legitimate interests, at 
least the right to obtain human intervention on the part of the controller, to express his or her point 
of view and to contest the decision. 

4. Decisions referred to in paragraph 2 shall not be based on special categories of personal data 
referred to in Article 9(1), unless point (a) or (g) of Article 9(2) applies and suitable measures to 
safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms and legitimate interests are in place. 

750 Phil Lee, Let’s sort out this profiling and consent debate once and for all. (4 July, 2017) 
 https://www.fieldfisher.com/en/services/privacy-security-and-information/privacy-security-and-
information-law-blog/let-s-sort-out-this-profiling-and-consent-debate-once-and-for-all  
751 Recital 71 Profiling 

1. The data subject should have the right not to be subject to a decision, which may include a measure, 
evaluating personal aspects relating to him or her which is based solely on automated processing 
and which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her, 
such as automatic refusal of an online credit application or e-recruiting practices without any human 
intervention.  

2. Such processing includes ‘profiling’ that consists of any form of automated processing of personal 
data evaluating the personal aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or predict 
aspects concerning the data subject’s performance at work, economic situation, health, personal 

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/california-s-consumer-privacy-rights-act-opt-out-rights-and-data-profiling
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/california-s-consumer-privacy-rights-act-opt-out-rights-and-data-profiling
https://www.oag.ca.gov/system/files/initiatives/pdfs/19-0021A1%20%28Consumer%20Privacy%20-%20Version%203%29_1.pdf
https://www.oag.ca.gov/system/files/initiatives/pdfs/19-0021A1%20%28Consumer%20Privacy%20-%20Version%203%29_1.pdf
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-9-gdpr/
https://gdpr-info.eu/art-9-gdpr/
https://www.fieldfisher.com/en/services/privacy-security-and-information/privacy-security-and-information-law-blog/let-s-sort-out-this-profiling-and-consent-debate-once-and-for-all
https://www.fieldfisher.com/en/services/privacy-security-and-information/privacy-security-and-information-law-blog/let-s-sort-out-this-profiling-and-consent-debate-once-and-for-all
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algorithmic grouping the regulatory world is divided into three camps: the 

jurisdictions which do not yet effectively recognize such a right (Australia), the 

jurisdictions which are moving towards recognizing such a right (California) and 

the jurisdictions which recognize such a right in a limited capacity (Europe and UK). 

10.4.3 GRP3 

GRP3 is the privacy right of certain organized groups.  The global regulatory 

regime has examined this right through the prism of legal person.  Australia has 

expressly considered and ruled out such a right for corporates.  In USA, since 

privacy right is considered as rooted in human value, a corporate privacy right has 

not been recognized.  In Europe, while some countries’ national legislations like 

Austria recognize a legal person’s privacy right, GDPR applies to only natural 

person. But GDPR is not the only significant privacy legislation in Europe.  In fact, 

some critics have pointed out that the mandate of GDPR is to protect data and not 

privacy, which requires a wider legislation.752 A step in this direction is the Directive 

2002/58/EC- The ePrivacy Directive, which “sets out rules on how providers of 

electronic communication services, such as telecoms companies and Internet 

 
preferences or interests, reliability or behaviour, location or movements, where it produces legal 
effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her. 

3. However, decision-making based on such processing, including profiling, should be allowed where 
expressly authorised by Union or Member State law to which the controller is subject, including for 
fraud and tax-evasion monitoring and prevention purposes conducted in accordance with the 
regulations, standards and recommendations of Union institutions or national oversight bodies and 
to ensure the security and reliability of a service provided by the controller, or necessary for the 
entering or performance of a contract between the data subject and a controller, or when the data 
subject has given his or her explicit consent.  

4. In any case, such processing should be subject to suitable safeguards, which should include specific 
information to the data subject and the right to obtain human intervention, to express his or her 
point of view, to obtain an explanation of the decision reached after such assessment and to 
challenge the decision.  

5. Such measure should not concern a child. 
6. In order to ensure fair and transparent processing in respect of the data subject, taking into account 

the specific circumstances and context in which the personal data are processed, the controller 
should use appropriate mathematical or statistical procedures for the profiling, implement technical 
and organisational measures appropriate to ensure, in particular, that factors which result in 
inaccuracies in personal data are corrected and the risk of errors is minimised, secure personal data 
in a manner that takes account of the potential risks involved for the interests and rights of the data 
subject, and prevent, inter alia, discriminatory effects on natural persons on the basis of racial or 
ethnic origin, political opinion, religion or beliefs, trade union membership, genetic or health status 
or sexual orientation, or processing that results in measures having such an effect.  

7. Automated decision-making and profiling based on special categories of personal data should be 
allowed only under specific conditions. 

752  Admin, What’s the difference between Privacy and Data Protection? (20 September 2019) 
https://www.fplogue.com/whats-the-difference-between-privacy-and-data-protection/  

https://www.fplogue.com/whats-the-difference-between-privacy-and-data-protection/
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Service Providers, should manage their subscribers’ data.” 753  Art. 1(2) of the 

ePrivacy Directive states that the provisions of the ePrivacy Directive complement 

that of 95/46/EC and “provide for protection of the legitimate interests of 

subscribers who are legal persons.” (Emphasis added).754  In 2017, a proposal 

for converting the ePrivacy Directive to a regulation was published by the European 

Commission.755  The latest draft of the proposed ePrivacy regulation (dated 4th 

November 2020) states that the ePrivacy regulation would not only apply to legal 

persons but also extend the provisions of GDPR to legal persons.756 The difference 

between a directive and a regulation in European law context is that whereas a 

European Directive requires national regulations for its enforcement, a European 

Regulation like the GDPR is binding across Europe.757 As and when ePrivacy 

regulation is implemented it would extend the protection of privacy to legal persons 

such as corporations across Europe.  In UK, the definition of personal data 

presently does not include information relating to legal persons.758 

10.4.4 GRP4 

GRP4 is the recognition of collective interest in privacy in form of a group 

right to mutual privacy.  The OAIC’s submission as part of the ongoing review of 

Australia’s Privacy Act advocates for recognition of such a public interest in privacy.  

In USA, presently the definition of aggregate consumer information which refers 

to groups of consumers does not place CCPA obligations on the business entities.  

 
753 The ePrivacy Directive, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/news/eprivacy-directive  
754 Art.1(2) of the ePrivacy Directive states, 

The provisions of this Directive particularise and complement Directive 
95/46/EC for the purposes mentioned in paragraph 1. Moreover, they provide 
for protection of the legitimate interests of subscribers who are legal persons. 

755 Council of the European Union, Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning 
the respect for private life and the protection of personal data in electronic communications and repealing Directive 2002/58/EC 
(Regulation on Privacy and Electronic Communications) (2017) 
756 Para 3 of the proposal dated 4th November 2020 states, 

Electronic communications data may also reveal information concerning legal 
entities, such as business secrets or other sensitive information that has 
economic value and the protection of which allows legal persons to conduct 
their business, supporting among other innovation. Therefore, the provisions 
of this Regulation should in principle apply to both natural and legal persons. 
Furthermore, this Regulation should ensure that, where necessary, provisions 
of the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council, also apply mutatis mutandis to end-users who are legal persons. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CONSIL:ST_9931_2020_INIT&from=EN  
757 I-Scoop, The new EU ePrivacy Regulation: what you need to know https://www.i-scoop.eu/gdpr/eu-eprivacy-
regulation/  
758 ICO, What is personal data?, https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-
general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/what-is-personal-data/what-is-personal-data/  

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/news/eprivacy-directive
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CONSIL:ST_9931_2020_INIT&from=EN
https://www.i-scoop.eu/gdpr/eu-eprivacy-regulation/
https://www.i-scoop.eu/gdpr/eu-eprivacy-regulation/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/what-is-personal-data/what-is-personal-data/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/what-is-personal-data/what-is-personal-data/
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As mentioned earlier, in Europe, Art. 80 and Recital 142 of the GDPR recognizes 

the right of a not-for-profit body to lodge a complaint on behalf of data subject.  In 

a recent judgment, a court in Bologna ruled that Deliveroo’s ranking algorithm 

discriminated against delivery couriers by not distinguishing between legally 

protected reasons for withholding labour-such as the person being sick from other 

reasons for logging on late to the platform.759 Judgments like this which uphold a 

right to collective bargaining against algorithmic injustice offer hope for recognition 

of a collective interest in privacy.  Art. 5(1) (c) of the proposed EU AI Regulations 

seeks to prohibit certain artificial intelligence practices that can lead to  

[D]etrimental or unfavourable treatment of certain natural persons or 
whole groups thereof in social contexts which are unrelated to 
the contexts in which the data was originally generated or 
collected. 760 (Emphasis added)  
 
These developments are welcome steps towards formal recognition of the 

formulation of group right to privacy as articulated in this research. 

An important development from GRP4’s perspective in UK is the recent 

judgement of the UK Supreme Court in  Lloyd v. Google.761 The case involved a claim 

by Mr. Lloyd that Google breached its duties as a data controller under the DPA to 

over 4 million Apple iPhone users over the course of a few months in 2011- 2012 

by collecting and using their browser generated information.762 Google on its part 

had contested both the question of damage as well as Mr. Lloyd’s capacity to act as 

a representative of other users.763 While ruling in favour of Google, the court “held 

 
759  De Luca & Partners, Riders: programmed algorithm discrimination (January 26, 2021) 
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=3f3cae6e-a9c2-4538-b187-d6a0c8aac24f.  Natasha 
Lomas, Italian court rules against ‘discriminatory’ Deliveroo rider-ranking algorithm (January 4, 2021) 
https://techcrunch.com/2021/01/04/italian-court-rules-against-discriminatory-deliveroo-rider-ranking-
algorithm/. Jonathan Keane, Deliveroo Rating Algorithm Was Unfair To Riders, Italian Court Rules (January 5, 
2021) https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonathankeane/2021/01/05/italian-court-finds-deliveroo-rating-
algorithm-was-unfair-to-riders/?sh=3045f55322a1  
760 European Commission, Proposal for a Regulation laying down harmonised rules on artificial intelligence (Artificial 
Intelligence Act) (2021) 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:e0649735-a372-11eb-9585-
01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF  
761 Lloyd v. Google [2021] UKSC 50.  
762 The Supreme Court, Lloyd (Respondent) v Google LLC (Appellant) 
https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/uksc-2019-0213.html  
763 Id. 

https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=3f3cae6e-a9c2-4538-b187-d6a0c8aac24f
https://techcrunch.com/2021/01/04/italian-court-rules-against-discriminatory-deliveroo-rider-ranking-algorithm/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/01/04/italian-court-rules-against-discriminatory-deliveroo-rider-ranking-algorithm/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonathankeane/2021/01/05/italian-court-finds-deliveroo-rating-algorithm-was-unfair-to-riders/?sh=3045f55322a1
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonathankeane/2021/01/05/italian-court-finds-deliveroo-rating-algorithm-was-unfair-to-riders/?sh=3045f55322a1
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:e0649735-a372-11eb-9585-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:e0649735-a372-11eb-9585-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/uksc-2019-0213.html
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that damages for breach of the DPA are not actionable without proof of financial 

loss or distress.”764 

However, from GRP4’s perspective, the court’s stance on collective action 

for privacy violation claims is important. The Court while interpreting the “same 

interest” 765 requirement for collective redressal action adopted a pragmatic and 

purposive approach.766  As per the official press summary of the judgement, 

It is not a bar to a representative claim that each represented person 
has in law a separate cause of action nor that the relief claimed consists 
of or includes damages. Damages may be claimed in a representative 
action if they can be calculated on a basis common to all persons 
represented. Alternatively, issues of liability may be decided in a 
representative action which can then form the basis for individual 
claims for compensation.767 
 
Some commentators have interpreted the judgement as potentially lowering 

the bar for collective redress actions,768which augurs well for the GRP.    The UK 

Supreme Court’s ruling in this case will have significant repercussions for future 

representative privacy actions, which while being prosecuted by individual litigants 

are indicative of a larger collective interest in privacy.  

10.5 Conclusion 
A review of the four leading privacy jurisdiction reveals that regulators have 

grappled with problems relating to recognition of group right to privacy in all its 

 
764 Stephenson Harwood, Lloyd v Google: No damages without proof of damage, INSIGHTS (11 November, 2021) 
https://www.shlegal.com/insights/lloyd-v-google-no-damages-without-proof-of-damage 
765 Civil Procedure Rules (CPR) Part 19- Parties and Group Litigation 
19.6 
(1) Where more than one person has the same interest in a claim – 
(a) the claim may be begun; or 
(b) the court may order that the claim be continued, 
by or against one or more of the persons who have the same interest as representatives of any other persons 
who have that interest. 
(2) The court may direct that a person may not act as a representative. 
(3) Any party may apply to the court for an order under paragraph (2). 
(4) Unless the court otherwise directs any judgment or order given in a claim in which a party is acting as a 
representative under this rule – 
(a) is binding on all persons represented in the claim; but 
(b) may only be enforced by or against a person who is not a party to the claim with the permission of the 
court. 
(5) This rule does not apply to a claim to which rule 19.7 applies. 
766 The Supreme Court, Lloyd (Respondent) v Google LLC (Appellant) [2021] UKSC 50 On appeal from: [2019] 
EWCA Civ 1599, Press Summary (10 November, 2021).  https://www.supremecourt.uk/press-
summary/uksc-2019-0213.html  
767 Id. 
768 Harwood supra note 764. 

https://www.shlegal.com/insights/lloyd-v-google-no-damages-without-proof-of-damage
https://www.supremecourt.uk/press-summary/uksc-2019-0213.html
https://www.supremecourt.uk/press-summary/uksc-2019-0213.html
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manifestations.  Australia has thus far led the way by highlighting the challenges of 

recognizing group interests as well as interests of the legal person.  However, much 

of the inquiry has been conducted prior to a public debate regarding impact of Big 

Data Analytics on individual identity and autonomy.  The recent trends point 

towards a growing recognition of a collective interest in privacy.  Before embarking 

upon the concluding chapter of my thesis, I find it useful to summarize the status 

of recognition of my conceptual model vis-à-vis the leading jurisdictions in a tabular 

form for ready reference.  However, it is pertinent to note that the present chapter 

and the table below both only represent my understanding of the global legal 

position vis-à-vis the theoretical GRP model developed in this thesis and should 

not be construed as an exhaustive representation of the legal position prevailing in 

the respective countries, which can only be formed after a detailed analysis of the 

caselaw and regulations and is part of the agenda for future research. 

10.6 Summary of GRP and the International Regulatory Landscape 

Sr. No. GRP General Legal Overview 

1 GRP1 Australia:  Information pertaining to social identity can be said to be 
regulated under the definition of sensitive information under the 
Privacy Act, however the wide-ranging exceptions limit the scope of 
protection. 
USA:  PII and CCPA do not formally recognize social identity. 
Europe and UK: Information relating to social identity is included 
under the definition of personal data but can be processed in 
accordance with the principles of GDPR and DPA. 

2 GRP2 Australia:  Australia does not presently effectively address a right 
against profiling or automated decision making. 
USA:  CCPA presently does not directly address a right against 
profiling or automated decision making.  The introduction of CPRA 
may change the regulatory landscape. 
Europe and UK:  A limited right against profiling and automated 
decision making has been recognized under the GDPR and the DPA. 

3 GRP3 Australia:  Australia has expressly considered and ruled out privacy 
right for corporations. 
USA:  USA considers privacy right to be rooted in human values and 
does not recognize corporate privacy right. 
Europe:  National laws of certain European nations recognize a 
corporate privacy right.  The introduction of ePrivacy regulation may 
change the regulatory landscape in this regard across Europe. 
UK: In UK, the definition of personal data presently does not include 
legal persons. 
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4 GRP4 Australia: The submissions made as part of the ongoing review of the 
Privacy Act point towards a growing need for recognition of a 
collective interest in privacy. 
USA:  The CCPA presently does not recognize a collective interest in 
privacy. 
Europe:  Art. 80 of GDPR provides for an enforcement mechanism 
recognizing the right of a not-for-profit body to lodge a complaint on 
behalf of data subject. 
UK: The UK Supreme Court’s recent ruling in Lloyd v. Google769 has 
as per some commentators770 lowered the bar for collective privacy 
actions but this would have to be balanced against UK Government’s 
decision ruling out new legislation to permit not-for-profit 
organizations from representing individuals who have not expressly 
authorised them to do so.771  

 

In this chapter, I have pointed towards green shoots of regulatory 

recognition of the GRP formulation.  This recognition is important because the 

present global regulatory scheme is built on the edifice of individual identification.  

This regulatory structure lacks the normative gravitas to tackle the challenges posed 

by Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps.  As I have argued throughout this thesis, 

modern privacy violations are neither driven by identification nor are focused on 

the individual.  It is my hope that the demonstration of the collective interest in 

privacy in this research would result in a commensurate increase in the normative 

value of privacy, which would also be reflected in the future regulatory measures.  

 
769 Lloyd v. Google [2021] UKSC 50. 
770 Harwood supra note 764. 
771 UK Government response to Call for Views and Evidence supra note 728. 
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Chapter 11 

Conclusion 

The way forward… 
 

[W]e are the world and the world is us.  The world is each one of us; to feel that, to be really 
committed to it and to nothing else, brings about a feeling of great responsibility and an action 

that must not be fragmentary, but whole. 
~J. Krishnamurti, The Awakening of Intelligence 75 (1973). 

 

11.1 Introduction 
The conventional constricted conception of privacy leaves much that is 

valuable outside its protection.  Hence, in this doctoral research, I have constructed 

a formulation of privacy that can help protect individual autonomy and identity in 

the age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps.  My research has resulted in 

formulation of the GRP.  This GRP embodies individual interests, collective 

interest, group interests as well as privacy as a social value.  Privacy as a social value 

(Pv) paves the way for the group right to privacy. The individual has an interest in 

protecting her social identity and socially embedded autonomous self, which is 

recognized in GRP1.  GRP2 is an individual’s right against algorithmic grouping in 

order to safeguard her interest in informational self-determination.  The instances 

where an organized group may be entitled to privacy in its own right are covered 

under GRP3.  Lastly, the collective interest in mutual privacy as a public good is 

protected through GRP4.  My endeavour in this thesis has been to devise a 

framework of privacy that is workable across disciplinary boundaries.  It should 

have conceptual rigour and legal impetus.  The quadrumvirate formulation of the 

group right to privacy devised in this project achieves these objectives and paves 

the way for future debate.  The growing synergy between group privacy scholarship 

and the green shoots of regulatory developments recognizing a group right to 
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privacy indicate that this research is a step in the right direction.  In this concluding 

chapter, in order to tilt the scales further in the favour of privacy, I firstly argue that 

the massive scale and scope of the present intrusive data collection that is driven by 

corporate interests not only lacks moral justifications, but it is also in the 

corporations’ long term best interests to respect privacy. I then summarize the key 

lessons of my doctoral research and outline the agenda for future research.  As part 

of the agenda for future research, I highlight the conceptual, technological, 

regulatory, and post-pandemic trajectories for the GRP formulation.  I conclude 

with an appeal towards shifting the discourse of privacy from solely protecting our 

distinguishing features to also protecting our similarities. 

11.2 Private Together: Normative and Strategic Reasons for adoption of 
the GRP framework 

While my research’s focus is on developing the GRP framework, in order to 

increase its efficacy, it is important to analyze the larger ecosystem within which this 

right would operate. As things stand today, some consider an individual or group’s 

right to privacy as entirely opposed to Big Tech corporations’ commercial interests. 

But is this formulation of privacy versus commercial interests correct, desirable, or 

even necessary? 

An opponent can raise an argument against my GRP formulation that the 

revenue generated by targeted advertisement drives the present model of relatively 

free access to the various websites on the World Wide Web.772 Hence, an overreach 

of privacy concerns would mitigate the benefits that the free access to the leading 

websites accrues to billions of people across the world.773 So, the websites’ users 

trade their data in lieu of free access to the websites. This trade-off provides 

 
772 See Tamara Dinev & Paul Hart, Privacy Concerns and Internet Use, A Model of Trade-Off Factors, ACAD. MGMT. 
PROC. 1 (2003) (focusing on the trade-offs between personal benefits and privacy costs associated with 
Internet use). See also Feng Xu, Katina Michael & Xi Chen, Factors Affecting Privacy Disclosure on Social Network 
Sites: An Integrated Model, 13 ELECTRON COM. RSCH. 151, 151 (2013) (analyzing the key factors affecting users’ 
self-disclosure of personal information). 
773 See Rani Molla, The cost of an ad-free internet: $35 more per month, VOX (June 24, 2019), 
https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/6/24/18715421/internet-free-data-ads-cost; see also Matthew Wall, 
Would you pay for an ad free internet?, BBC NEWS (May 10, 2018). See also Andrew Odlyzko, Privacy, Economics, 
and Price Discrimination on the Internet, in ECONOMICS OF INFORMATION SECURITY: ADVANCES IN 

INFORMATION SECURITY 187 (L. Jean Camp & Stephen Lewis eds., 2004) (arguing that reduction of privacy 
is motivated by price discrimination); Erik Brynjolfsson & Joo Hee Oh, The Attention Economy: Measuring the 
Value of Free Digital Services on the Internet, THIRTY THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS 1 (2012) (assessing the full value of these digital innovations through time spent on consumption). 

https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/6/24/18715421/internet-free-data-ads-cost
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legitimacy to the data practices of Big Tech Corporations. This argument needs to 

be debunked at multiple levels: 

i. Firstly, it is incorrect to frame the debate as Privacy v. Access. The correct 

formulation is Access with Privacy. The trade-off setup between privacy and 

access presumes the absence of Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET),774 

which provide access to websites while preserving the users’ privacy.  The 

move towards data minimisation further indicates that the present intrusive 

data collection practices are a commercial choice and not a technological 

compulsion.  

ii. Secondly, empirical research has revealed the falseness of this trade-off on 

account of the lack of awareness on behalf of the consumers.775 A majority 

of the consumers appear to be engaging in trade-offs because they are 

resigned to giving up their data.776  

iii. Thirdly, an opponent may argue that an individual does not have an interest 

strong enough in protecting every type of data—for instance, data relating 

to something as innocuous as the type of coffee she buys. There is no aspect 

of her well-being which “is a sufficient reason for holding some other 

person(s) to be under a duty.”777 But the stakes significantly increase when 

Big Tech corporations comb and analyze that data in myriad ways to 

construct a profile of not just the individual, but others like them. 

Interdependence of privacy means that such grouping can lead to privacy 

violations of other unsuspecting individuals.778 

Researcher Aleksandr Kogan “gained access to information from 

270,000 Facebook members” through a personality test app, 

“thisisyouridigitallife,” including personal data from users and information 

on the members’ friends’ profiles, which finally added to 87 million affected 

 
774 See Johannes Heurix, Peter Zimmermann, Thomas Neubauer & Stefan Fenz, A Taxonomy for Privacy 
Enhancing Technologies, 53 COMPUTS. & SEC. 1, 1 (2015) (describing a universal taxonomy of PETs). 
775 See Joseph Turow, Michael Hennessy & Nora Draper, The Tradeoff Fallacy: How Marketers Are Misrepresenting 
American Consumers And Opening Them Up to Exploitation, ANNENBERG SCHOOL FOR COMMUNICATION 3 

(2015) (suggesting that tradeoff between privacy and benefits is misconstrued). 
776 See id. See also Shoshana Zuboff, Facebook, Google and a dark age of surveillance capitalism, FIN. TIMES (Jan. 15, 
2019), https://www.ft.com/content/7fafec06-1ea2-11e9-b126-46fc3ad87c65.  
777 Raz, supra note 30, at 166.  
778 Barocas & Levy, supra note 8, at 561. 

https://www.ft.com/content/7fafec06-1ea2-11e9-b126-46fc3ad87c65
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users.779  Kogan then shared this data with Cambridge Analytica.780  The 

method of data collection shows how our privacy is inter-connected, 

interdependent, and inter-related. Further, the fact that a smaller sample size 

data can be used to behaviorally microtarget a large section of population 

shows that, in eyes of Big Data Analytics, we are all prototypes waiting to be 

commercially exploited. Kammoureih and others state, “[w]ith Big Data 

analysis, an individual’s habits and characteristics can increasingly be taken 

to represent a class of similar individuals and, on their own, suffice to draw 

conclusions about a group.”781  Put differently, in the eyes of Big Data 

Analytics, there is no innocuous data extrapolation. The gatherer of the data 

cannot predict all the usage of the collected data. 782  The journey from 

preference for curly fries to voting preferences can be covered in a few data 

points using psychometric profiling. 783 Most importantly, in view of the 

interdependence of privacy, individual interests get aggregated against 

commercial interests.784 This strengthens the normative weight of the GRP 

formulation. 

iv. Fourthly, I would argue that privacy enhancing regulation favours the 

commercial interests in the longer run. Early adoption of ethical paradigms 

can help protect corporate investments subsequently becoming void on 

account of regulatory intervention.  In the absence of a balance between 

commercial and privacy interests, the online commercial world risks heading 

towards a “market for lemons.” 785  The recent exodus of users from 

WhatsApp to Signal on account of change in privacy policy is an example of 

 
779 Ivan Manokha, Surveillance: The DNA of Platform Capital – The Case of Cambridge Analytica Put into Perspective, 
21 THEORY & EVENT 891, 891 (2018) (analyzing the Cambridge Analytica case in the larger context of 
surveillance in modern day capitalism). 
780 Id. 
781 Kammourieh et al., supra note 7, at 38. 
782 See PRIVACY PROTECTION STUDY COMMISSION, supra note 192,. See also Schwartz & Solove (2011), supra 
note 192. 
783 See Kosinski, Stillwell & Graepel, supra note 350, at 5804. 
784 See ALLEN BUCHANAN, THE HEART OF HUMAN RIGHTS 172 (2013) (“To say that it is legitimate to appeal 
to interests in addition to those of the right-holder in order to justify having a legal right does not commit 
one to the thesis that maximizing aggregate interests is what matters.”). 
785 See George A. Akerlof, The Market for “Lemons”: Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, 84 Q. J. ECON. 
488, 488 –89 (1970) (analyzing the impact of information asymmetry on the goods traded in a market). 
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ethical interests coinciding with commercial interests.786    Empirical studies 

reveal that obtrusive targeted advertising has a negative effect on website 

visitors because of privacy concerns.787 Tucker conducted a study that notes 

that users were nearly twice as likely to click on personalized ads with 

enhancement of perceived control over privacy. 788  I don’t think it is 

coincidental that, at this stage of evolution of the online commercial model, 

the captains of industry are echoing the need for greater regulation and 

privacy protection.789 In 2019, Facebook settled a suit the American Civil 

Liberties Union (ACLU) brought “for bias by allowing advertisers to exclude 

groups based on race, age and sex from opportunities for housing, 

employment, or credit.” 790  The terms of settlement provided that, 

“Facebook will take proactive steps to prevent advertisers from engaging in 

unlawful discrimination when sending job, housing, or credit ads to users of 

Facebook, Instagram, and Messenger.” 791  The global regulatory 

developments discussed in the previous chapter also point towards greater 

recognition of the collective privacy interest and can be said to be aiming 

towards balancing the trade-off between privacy and access. 

In view of this analysis, two key takeaways emerge: individuals have a strong 

moral and collectively enforceable interest in protecting privacy, and it is also in the 

long-term best interests of the Big Tech Corporations to respect privacy. Fairfield 

and Engel state, “in the absence of public-policy attention to privacy’s group 

dimension, individual consumers have been left to negotiate, unsuccessfully, with 

companies over the use of their data.”792 The GRP framework proposed in this 

 
786  Alex Hern, WhatsApp loses millions of users after terms update, GUARDIAN (Jan. 24, 2021) 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/jan/24/whatsapp-loses-millions-of-users-after-terms-
update. 
787 See, e.g., Andrea M. Matwyshyn, Discussion of “Online Display Advertising: Targeting and Obtrusiveness” by Avi 
Goldfarb and Catherine Tucker, 30 MKTG. SCI. 409, 409–10 (2011)  
788 See Catherine E. Tucker, Social Networks, Personalized Advertising, and Privacy Controls, 51 J. MKTG. RES. 546, 
546 –47 (2014); see also Avi Goldfarb & Catherine Tucker, Online Display Advertising: Targeting and Obtrusiveness, 
30 MKTG. SCI. 389, 400 (2011) (empirically exploring the influences on effectiveness of online advertising). 
789 Sundar Pichai, Google’s Sundar Pichai: Privacy Should Not Be a Luxury Good, N.Y. TIMES (May 7, 2019), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/07/opinion/google-sundar-pichai-privacy.html. 
790 CTR. FOR DATA ETHICS & INNOVATION, supra note 577. 
791  Press Release, American Civil Liberties Union, Facebook Agrees to Sweeping Reforms to Curb 
Discriminatory ad Targeting Practices (Mar. 19, 2019), https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/facebook-
agrees-sweeping-reforms-curb-discriminatory-ad-targeting-practices. 
792 Fairfield & Engel, supra note 445 at 392. 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/jan/24/whatsapp-loses-millions-of-users-after-terms-update
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/jan/24/whatsapp-loses-millions-of-users-after-terms-update
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/07/opinion/google-sundar-pichai-privacy.html
https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/facebook-agrees-sweeping-reforms-curb-discriminatory-ad-targeting-practices
https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/facebook-agrees-sweeping-reforms-curb-discriminatory-ad-targeting-practices
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thesis can help formulate the public policy response.  Further measures such as 

shifting the global default privacy setting to opt-in instead of opt-out can also be 

considered in conjunction.793 An important outcome of the articulation of the 

collective interest in privacy, its protection through the GRP formulation and the 

resultant analysis is that the onus now shifts to Big Tech firms to justify their all-

pervasive data collection, processing, and analysis practices.  On this positive note, 

I turn towards summarizing the key findings of this thesis and highlight the agenda 

for future research. 

11.3 Key Findings 
My doctoral research has sought to cover the distance between the 

individualistic conception of privacy and the group right to privacy.  This thesis had 

set out to meet the contemporary technological challenges to individual identity and 

autonomy by overhauling the conceptual arc of privacy.  As the technological 

challenges evolved during the pandemic so did the conceptual framework.  This 

thesis’ key findings which emerge over various chapters can be summarized as: 

i. In the age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps, the nature of privacy 

violation has shifted from social interferences to algorithmic inferences, thus 

exposing the limitations of the traditional conception of privacy.  The 

recognition of these limitations paves the way for GRP. 

ii. The limitations of the traditional individualistic conception of privacy 

emerge from limitations in the conceptualization of the individual.  In order 

to enhance the scope of individual privacy, we must enhance our 

understanding of the individual. 

iii. Privacy plays a key role not just in preventing individual identification but 

also a constitutive role in the formation of an individual’s social identity and 

the socially embedded autonomous self, which elevates its status to a social 

value (Pv).  Pv is further critical for social interaction, functioning of social 

groups and hence it is a desirable social outcome. 

 
793 See Lauren Kaufman, To Opt-In or Opt-Out?, MEDIUM (Mar. 6, 2020), https://medium.com/popular-
privacy/to-opt-in-or-opt-out-5f14a10bae24 ; see also Chad Wollen, Opt in, opt out - consent is what it’s all about, 
IAPP (Oct. 31, 2018), https://iapp.org/news/a/opt-in-opt-out-consent-is-what-its-all-about/. 

https://medium.com/popular-privacy/to-opt-in-or-opt-out-5f14a10bae24
https://medium.com/popular-privacy/to-opt-in-or-opt-out-5f14a10bae24
https://iapp.org/news/a/opt-in-opt-out-consent-is-what-its-all-about/
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iv. The individual’s interests in her socially embedded autonomous self and her 

social identity merit protection through GRP1. 

v. Algorithmic grouping is a violation of an individual’s interest in 

informational self-determination which is protected through GRP2. 

vi. Certain organized groups have an interest in protecting their group identity 

and autonomy through GRP3. 

vii. Individuals have a collective interest in mutual privacy as an aggregate shared 

participatory public good, which can be protected through GRP4. 

viii. When it comes to privacy violation at the hands of Big Data Analytics, the 

individual and group interests are not sharply delineated, they often overlap.  

My research at one level negates the false duality between the conventional 

understanding of individual and group privacy and at another level highlights 

their complementary nature in line with Snowden’s assertion.794 

ix. While the extraordinary circumstances of the Covid-19 pandemic may justify 

short term exceptions to privacy in deployment of technological measures 

to help control the pandemic, the GRP formulation proposed in this 

research argues against the creation of a ‘new normal’ in internalization of 

surveillance and eradication of privacy that may give rise to post-pandemic 

simveillance.   

x. The global regulatory green shoots are positive indicators of the growing 

recognition of the GRP formulation proposed in this research. 

xi. Individuals have a collective moral interest in privacy, and it is in the long-

term commercial interests of the corporations to respect this collective 

moral interest in privacy. 

11.4 Agenda for Future Research 
In line with the interdisciplinary spirit of this research, the agenda for future 

research is divided into-conceptual, technological, regulatory and the potential 

future privacy concerns arising out of Big Data Analytics in public health 

surveillance programmes such as the Covid-19 Apps.     

 
794 Rusbridger & MacAskill supra note 553. 
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Beginning on a conceptual note with GRP1, in this research I have analysed 

the role played by privacy in the formation of the social identity of the individual 

and the socially embedded autonomous self.  Further research into ‘relational 

privacy’795  will sharpen our understanding of privacy as a social value and 

delineate interests that merit regulatory protection.  From legal regulation 

perspective, future research efforts need to focus on the explicit recognition of 

the role of privacy in formation of the individual’s social identity and the socially 

embedded autonomous self.  Enunciation of privacy as a social value in the 

preamble of privacy and data protection legislations can also act as a purposive 

tool for statutory interpretation.  From GRP2’s perspective, I have explored the 

threat that algorithmic grouping poses to an individual’s self-determination and 

how privacy dependencies make it a group concern as well.  Future work in this 

area can explore the need for creation of a new ‘algorithmic privacy’ paradigm 

for hyperdynamic entities called algorithmic groups.  Since these groups by 

definition do not have stable membership and function behind an epistemic 

curtain,796 the way forward perhaps lies in identifying the common privacy 

interest of the algorithmic group and protecting it.797  As regards GRP3, I have 

highlighted cases where group identity and autonomy may be worthy of 

protection in their own right.  Future research would build upon this edifice and 

explore the nuances of group identity and autonomy to strengthen the group 

interest in privacy i.e., ‘organized privacy’.  In this research, I have articulated 

the collective interest underpinning GRP4 as ‘mutual privacy’.  Future research 

would revolve around transforming these normative interests into legal 

safeguards.  The development of a nuanced normative paradigm for the 

resolution of conflict between individual interests and GRP is also part of the 

future research agenda. 

In terms of future research from a technological perspective, the shifting of 

goal posts from individual to the group can open an array of possibilities in terms 

of data encryption and anonymization.  My hope behind conducting this doctoral 

 
795 Rössler, supra note 282, at 130. 
796 Kammoureih et al, supra note 7, at 38-43.  
797 Mittelstadt supra note 129, at 489. 
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research is the possibility of some of the existing safeguards of privacy that exist at 

individual level, such as contextual integrity, anonymization, and differential 

privacy, to be deployed at group level.  It would be particularly interesting to study 

the impact of initiatives such as Google’s FLoC on the privacy interests outlined in 

this research.  Further research is also required to understand data collection 

practices that are aimed at organizational level and their resultant impact on the 

group identity and group autonomy. 

On the regulatory front, this thesis envisages a movement towards 

recognition of collective interest in privacy in addition to individual interests.  The 

legislative developments in Australia (future amendments to the Privacy Act), USA 

(the proposed enactment of CPRA) and Europe (the proposed eprivacy regulation 

and AI regulations) will determine the global future regulatory discourse from 

GRP’s perspective and will be the subject matter of future research. The UK 

Supreme Court’s decision in Lloyd v. Google 798  and particularly the court’s 

interpretation of what constitutes as “same interest” for the purposes of the privacy 

representative action will have significant bearing on the recognition of the 

collective interest in privacy.799  While the court in pronouncing its verdict has been 

guided by provisions of the Civil Procedure Rules, 1998 (CPR), which lays down 

the rules for representative parties with same interest, the court’s interpretation of 

what constitutes as the “same interest” from privacy violation perspective would 

guide the future legal discourse on the collective interest in privacy.  This is 

particularly important because the European Court of Human Right’s decision in 

the Big Brother Watch case800 while declaring “that the former UK bulk interception 

regime in the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (“RIPA”) was 

incompatible with Articles 8 and 10 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights” 801  has also “embraced the utility of bulk interception of foreign 

 
798 Lloyd v. Google [2021] UKSC 50 
799 For Court of Appeals judgment upholding the “same interest” claim see: Lloyd v. Google [2019] EWCA 
Civ 1599 https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2019/1599.html  
800 The Case of Big Brother Watch and Others v. The United Kingdom (Applications nos. 58170/13, 62322/14 and 
24960/15) 
801 David Heaton, Grand Chamber confirms UK secret surveillance regime unlawful in Big Brother Watch v United 
Kingdom, BRICK COURT CHAMBERS (26 May 2021) https://www.brickcourt.co.uk/news/detail/grand-
chamber-confirms-uk-secret-surveillance-regime-unlawful-in-big-brother-watch-v-united-kingdom  

https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2019/1599.html
https://www.brickcourt.co.uk/news/detail/grand-chamber-confirms-uk-secret-surveillance-regime-unlawful-in-big-brother-watch-v-united-kingdom
https://www.brickcourt.co.uk/news/detail/grand-chamber-confirms-uk-secret-surveillance-regime-unlawful-in-big-brother-watch-v-united-kingdom
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communications (or strategic surveillance)”. 802   Privacy scholars fear that this 

amounts to “the Grand Normalization of Mass Surveillance.”803  The way forward 

to address these concerns is to develop a jurisprudential framework that balances 

the collective normative interest in privacy against considerations of national 

security as well as commercial interests.  Towards this end, I envisage a large role 

for advocacy as well.  Privacy scholars through a collaborated effort need to make 

the collective interest in privacy a part of the mainstream public discourse. 

  From the post-pandemic privacy perspective, future research would need 

to challenge the continuation of the hyperreal profile of a human being as a potential 

disease carrier in a database to the detriment of her actual identity.  Future research 

efforts should also be aimed at devising restrictions on the post-pandemic usage of 

data collected through Covid-19 Apps in order to safeguard the collective interest 

in privacy. 

11.5 Concluding Thoughts 
 I began this research by highlighting the conceptual limitations of privacy as 

“the right to be let alone.”804  Warren and Brandeis while defining privacy in the 

said manner had sought to build upon the work of Judge Cooley who had defined 

an individual’s personal immunity from physical attack as the “right to be let 

alone.”805 As part of the conceptual evolution, in this doctoral research I have 

sought to overcome the limitations of privacy through a novel formulation of GRP.  

In my theoretical framework, I have provided a holistic overview of privacy in the 

age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps from a social value to a group right.  

In view of Wilde’s ominous words that I had quoted at the beginning of this 

research, “To define is to limit”, 806  I am aware that my attempt at designing a 

theoretical framework of privacy, which is suitable for the age of Big Data Analytics 

 
802 Eliza Watt, Much ado about mass surveillance – The ECTHR Grand Chamber ‘Opens the gates of an electronic “BIG 
BROTHER” in Europe’ in BIG BROTHER WATCH V UK, (28 June 2021) 
https://strasbourgobservers.com/2021/06/28/much-ado-about-mass-surveillance-the-ecthr-grand-
chamber-opens-the-gates-of-an-electronic-big-brother-in-europe-in-big-brother-watch-v-uk/  
803 Marko Milanovic, The Grand Normalization of Mass Surveillance: ECtHR Grand Chamber Judgments in Big Brother 
Watch and Centrum för rättvisa (26 May, 2021) https://www.ejiltalk.org/the-grand-normalization-of-mass-
surveillance-ecthr-grand-chamber-judgments-in-big-brother-watch-and-centrum-for-rattvisa/  
804 Warren and Brandeis supra note 2 at 195. 
805 Id at 195.  THOMAS M. COOLEY, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF TORTS 29 (2d ed. 1888).  See also: Irwin R. 
Kramer, The Birth of Privacy Law: A Century Since Warren and Brandeis, 39 CATH. U. L. REV. 703 (1990) and 
Dorothy J Glancy, The Invention of the Right to Privacy 21 Arizona Law Review (1979) 1. 
806 Wilde supra note 1. 

https://strasbourgobservers.com/2021/06/28/much-ado-about-mass-surveillance-the-ecthr-grand-chamber-opens-the-gates-of-an-electronic-big-brother-in-europe-in-big-brother-watch-v-uk/
https://strasbourgobservers.com/2021/06/28/much-ado-about-mass-surveillance-the-ecthr-grand-chamber-opens-the-gates-of-an-electronic-big-brother-in-europe-in-big-brother-watch-v-uk/
https://www.ejiltalk.org/the-grand-normalization-of-mass-surveillance-ecthr-grand-chamber-judgments-in-big-brother-watch-and-centrum-for-rattvisa/
https://www.ejiltalk.org/the-grand-normalization-of-mass-surveillance-ecthr-grand-chamber-judgments-in-big-brother-watch-and-centrum-for-rattvisa/
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and Covid-19 Apps would have its own limitations, but I am hopeful that these 

limitations are better suited for our times. 

Raz states that the “[L]iberal tradition is not unequivocally individualistic, and 

that some of the typically liberal rights depend for their value on the existence of a 

certain public culture, which their protection serves to defend and promote.”807 In 

a similar vein, my construction of GRP is not driven merely by individual interests. 

In the age of Big Data Analytics, privacy as a right can no longer be meaningfully 

exercised individually. In a cynical yet realistic way, we must be grateful for the 

privacy challenge posed by Covid-19 Apps and Big Data Analytics. The privacy 

challenge posed by Covid-19 Apps has helped us realize that while limited 

exceptions to privacy may be carved out in grave emergencies, there is no moral 

justification for round the clock surveillance of an individual’s existence by Big Data 

Analytics.808 Similarly, the threat to privacy posed by Big Data Analytics has helped 

us realize that privacy was wrongly focusing solely on the distinguishing aspects of 

the individual. Our similarities are equally worth protecting. Collective interest in 

privacy means that not only is our privacy interdependent, but in fact a significant 

portion of my privacy resides in yours.  Our privacy is not only interdependent in 

nature, but also existentially, cumulatively interlinked. It increases in force with each 

successive protection.809 The only way of ensuring my privacy is by protecting your 

privacy. The greater privacy you will have, the more privacy I will have. 810 In the 

age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-19 Apps, there is a high probability that we 

belong together either in a feature group, an organized group, or an algorithmically 

constituted group for computational and profiling purposes. Hence, the GRP 

formulations proposed in this thesis can be an effective measure for protecting our 

 
807 Raz, supra note 30, at 245. 
808  David Lyon, The coronavirus pandemic highlights the need for a surveillance debate beyond ‘privacy’, THE 

CONVERSATION (24 May 2020) https://theconversation.com/the-coronavirus-pandemic-highlights-the-
need-for-a-surveillance-debate-beyond-privacy-137060  
809 For network effects relating to privacy, see MacCarthy, supra note 384, at 504; see also Gergely Biczók & 
Pern Hui Chia, Interdependent Privacy: Let Me Share Your Data, in FINANCIAL CRYPTOGRAPHY AND DATA 

SECURITY LECTURE NOTES IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 338, 338–39 (Ahmad-Reza Sadeghi ed. 2013). 
810 See Fairfield & Engel, supra note 445, at 387 (“Your privacy is not yours alone. The data that a person 
produces concerns both herself and others. Being cautious with personal data is therefore not enough. 
Individuals are vulnerable merely because others have been careless with their data. As a result, privacy 
protection requires group coordination. Failure of coordination means a failure of privacy. In short, privacy 
is a public good.”).  

https://theconversation.com/the-coronavirus-pandemic-highlights-the-need-for-a-surveillance-debate-beyond-privacy-137060
https://theconversation.com/the-coronavirus-pandemic-highlights-the-need-for-a-surveillance-debate-beyond-privacy-137060
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mutual privacy.  Counter-intuitive as it may sound, in the age of Big Data Analytics and Covid-

19 Apps, privacy is something which we have more together.  

In the concluding remarks of their work on group privacy, while discussing the 

problem of protecting groups created by big data and highlighting the agenda for 

future research Taylor et al point out, 

From a pragmatic point of view, it seems undesirable and impossible 
to grant groups rights if the groups, the criteria for grouping people 
and their membership could change in a split second. Moreover, if a 
person is a member of more than a thousand groups at a given 
moment in time, of which he or she is barely aware. Consequently, it 
would be an almost Sisyphean task to grant all such groups a right to 
protect their interests, and therefore even if this is important, another 
way must be found.811  (Emphasis added). 

 
My quest for that another way has led to the quadrumvirate GRP formulation 

proposed in this research.  It is my hope that the GRP formulation is a meaningful 

step towards addressing the concerns raised by privacy scholars.  In a research 

seeking to expand the horizons of privacy, it is only fitting to refer to Orwell at the 

end, who once remarked, “Either we all live in a decent world, or nobody does.”812 On 

similar lines, the key learning of this doctoral research can be summarized as: Either 

we all live in a private world, or nobody does… 

 
 

 
811 Taylor et al. supra note 8, at 230. 
812 George Orwell, Either we all live in a decent world, or nobody does, QUOTABLE QUOTE 
 https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/551307-either-we-all-live-in-a-decent-world-or-nobody  

https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/551307-either-we-all-live-in-a-decent-world-or-nobody
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